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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It is our pleasure to present to you the July 2014 Issue of International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and
Applications.
Today, it is incredible to consider that in 1969 men landed on the moon using a computer with a 32-kilobyte memory
that was only programmable by the use of punch cards. In 1973, Astronaut Alan Shepherd participated in the first
computer "hack" while orbiting the moon in his landing vehicle, as two programmers back on Earth attempted to "hack"
into the duplicate computer, to find a way for Shepherd to convince his computer that a catastrophe requiring a
mission abort was not happening; the successful hack took 45 minutes to accomplish, and Shepherd went on to hit his
golf ball on the moon. Today, the average computer sitting on the desk of a suburban home office has more
computing power than the entire U.S. space program that put humans on another world!!
Computer science has affected the human condition in many radical ways. Throughout its history, its developers have
striven to make calculation and computation easier, as well as to offer new means by which the other sciences can be
advanced. Modern massively-paralleled super-computers help scientists with previously unfeasible problems such as
fluid dynamics, complex function convergence, finite element analysis and real-time weather dynamics.
At IJACSA we believe in spreading the subject knowledge with effectiveness in all classes of audience. Nevertheless,
the promise of increased engagement requires that we consider how this might be accomplished, delivering up-todate and authoritative coverage of advanced computer science and applications.
Throughout our archives, new ideas and technologies have been welcomed, carefully critiqued, and discarded or
accepted by qualified reviewers and associate editors. Our efforts to improve the quality of the articles published and
expand their reach to the interested audience will continue, and these efforts will require critical minds and careful
consideration to assess the quality, relevance, and readability of individual articles.
To summarise, the journal has offered its readership thought provoking theoretical, philosophical, and empirical ideas
from some of the finest minds worldwide. We thank all our readers for their continued support and goodwill for IJACSA.
We will keep you posted on updates about the new programmes launched in collaboration.
Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, as
well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations.
We hope that materials contained in this volume will satisfy your expectations and entice you to submit your own
contributions in upcoming issues of IJACSA
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Benefits Management of Cloud Computing
Investments
Richard Greenwell, Xiaodong Liu and Kevin Chalmers
Institute for Informatics and Digital Innovation
Edinburgh Napier University
UK

Abstract—This paper examines investments in cloud
computing using the Benefits Management approach. The major
contribution of the paper is to provide a unique insight into how
organizations derive value from cloud computing investments.
The motivation for writing this paper is to consider the business
benefits generated from utilizing cloud computing in a range of
organizations. Case studies are used to describe a number of
organizations approaches to benefits exploitation using cloud
computing. It was found that smaller organizations can generate
rapid growth using strategies based on cloud computing. Larger
organizations have used utility approaches to reduce the costs of
IT infrastructure.

computing. The investigation leads on to future work to
improve the Benefits Management approach.

Keywords—Cloud
Computing;
Information Systems Management

A number of provision models for cloud computing exist,
which are developed from the NIST standards [4]:

I.

Benefits

Management;

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is becoming a key component in many
organizations information systems strategy. The motivation
for this paper is to provide a framework for organizations to
manage value from cloud investments and, to consider a
Benefits Management approach towards cloud computing
investments. Ward and Daniel[1] have identified high levels
of dissatisfaction with the benefits derived from IT/IS
projects, as shown in the table below.
TABLE I.

DISSATISFACTION LEVELS WITH BENEFITS DERIVED FROM
IS/IT ACTIVITIES

Benefits Management activity

Level of dissatisfaction

Identification of project costs

43%

Project prioritization

59%

Identify benefits

68%

Development of business cases

69%

Planning the delivery of benefits

75%

Evaluation and review of benefits
realized

81%

The major contribution from the paper is a unique
examination of cloud computing as IS/IT investments in an
analytical framework of the Benefits Management approach.
A number of case studies provide an insight into how
organization of different sizes and types of use cloud

Cloud computing is similar to the time sharing computer
services that were prevalent in IS systems in the 1960’s and
1970’s [2]. Grossman [3] defines cloud computing as ―clouds,
or clusters of distributed computers, providing on-demand
resources and services over a network, usually the Internet,
with the scale and reliability of a data center‖.
Organizations can use combinations of hardware and
software as required to deliver IS/IT services with some
outsourced provision if required.

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - Fundamental
computing resources such as hardware and software
managed by another party
 Platform as a Service (PaaS) - The capability to deploy
applications (created or acquired), which operate on
infrastructure managed by another party
 Software as a Service (SaaS) - The ability to use
applications from a number of devices managed or
controlled by another party.
The models have common features such as elasticity of
usage, flexibility of information storage and user self-service.
The differences in the models also influence the view of cloud
computing, for example IaaS and some SaaS can be seen as
utilities, purchased on price PaaS and some SaaS can be used
for business transformation.
A number of cloud ownership models have been observed,
again defined by the NIST standards [4]:
 Public clouds are cloud infrastructure provided for
open use by organization on their premises
 Private clouds are cloud infrastructure that is
provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization
comprising multiple consumers; that are owned,
managed and operated by an organization or other
parties.
 Hybrid clouds use a combination of public and private
infrastructures, bound by some technology, that
enables data and application portability

1|P age
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Cloud computing can be linked to a number of strategic
innovations, such as Big Data [5] and Data Science [6]. Low
cost ubiquitous cloud computing resources can be used to
process information from large datasets or databases (Big
Data) and complex statistical and machine learning techniques
can be applied to the data sets (Data Science).
This paper examines how a number of organizations
deliver value from cloud computing investments. The
methodology for the case study selection was to deliberately
select organizations of different sizes and types to obtain the
maximum number of IS/IT enablers and benefit types.
The paper will continue with an examination of related
work on obtaining value from cloud computing Investments.
A description of the Benefits Management approach pioneered
by Ward and Daniel and others will follow. Four detailed case
studies will then be described, followed by analysis and
discussion of the case studies. Conclusions and future work
complete the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Ward and Daniel [1] have identified dissatisfaction with
current approaches to obtaining value from IT/IS investments.
The reasons they give are a focus on technology delivery and
concentration on monetary measures. A number of researchers
have examined value derived from cloud computing, a
discussion now follows.
Moreno-Vozmediano et al. [7] focus on the technology
delivery of cloud benefits. They emphasize the operational
aspects of cloud management such as scalability, elasticity,
security and aggregation of cloud services. Technological
enablers (such as cloud investments) are not related to
possible change in the business that could deliver benefits.
Low et al [8] take a multi-factor approach to cloud
computing adoption and describe relative advantage, top
management support, firm size and internal and external
pressure as being determining factors in adoption. The paper
links relative advantage in technology directly influencing
cloud adoption without any connection to change or business
benefits.
Misra and Mondal [9] have built a wide ranging model for
cloud adoption, based on Return on Investment (ROI). The
model is comprehensive and based on a number of variables
such cloud resource availability, usage patterns and criticality
of work the organisation carries out. This approach does not
examine how benefits are delivered to businesses outside the
narrow calculation of ROI. Han [10] follows in a similar vein
with calculations of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) based on
fixed and variable infrastructure costs. It is important to
examine costs and return on investment, as these are key
factors in the adoption of cloud computing, however,
stakeholders have a wider range of enablers, changes and
benefits that must be examined.
Mohammed et al. [11] describe a cloud value chain
reference model, based on the well-known value chain
technique pioneered by Porter [12]. Monetary values are
attached to cloud and business services that use the cloud
services. The method concentrates solely on the monetary

aspects of cloud computing adoption and fails to show
linkages between technology enablers, change and benefits.
The typical examples described above concentrate on
technology delivery or monetary measures of value from
cloud computing investments. There is little linkage between
technology enablers, change and benefits. A discussion the
Benefits Management approach pioneered by researchers such
as Ward and Daniel [1] now follows.
III.

THE BENEFITS MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Cloud computing can be viewed as an enabling IS/IT
innovation and, cannot be seen as creating value or benefit in
isolation. Organizations must derive benefit from the
innovation and employ a mechanism to create change and
business benefit within the organization. This creates a
portfolio of investments within the organization that generate
competencies and long term competitive advantage. The
research question proposed in this paper centers around
deriving benefits from technology enablers. An effective
Benefits Management system must be in place to generate
these benefits.
The Benefits Management approach was developed by
Peppard, Daniel, Ward and Rylander [13]; Peppard and
Rylander [14]; the researchers developed the approach from
empirical studies of IT projects. They found that IT
investments failed to deliver benefits to organizations and they
aimed to address this shortfall by concentrating on maximising
benefits from IT investments. The researchers argue that
traditional project and investment approaches force IS project
managers to overstate benefits to allow investment to take
place [15]. Real benefits are ill-defined or overstated.
To overcome the issues with traditional approaches,
benefits must be accurately identified and a plan must be in
place to realise the benefits. Ward and Daniel [15] define the
Benefits Management approach as ―The process of organising
and managing so that the potential benefits from IT are
actually realised‖. Benefits Management brings together a
number of techniques such as benefits realisation and change
management. Peppard et al. [13] describe the benefits
realisation approach as viewing IT as providing no inherent
value and, with benefits only arising ―When IT enabales
people do things differently‖. Stakeholders such as business
managers and users can realise business benefits which must
be activily managed.
Technological enablers drive the benefits process,
however, they are converted into benefits by a number of
individuals, groups, processes and techniques that trigger
change.
Stakeholders (users and business managers) are key to
benefits realization. [13]. A critism of this view is that it
ignores large groups of stakeholders within organizations [16].
Start-up companies can be technology led and, ignoring
technology stakeholders could lead to potential benefits being
lost. The agile approach to software development is carried
out by mult-displinary teams, many of whom are technologists
[17]. The Benefits Management process must capture all
benefits and exploit them to be successful. The core tool for
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Benefits Management is the Benefits Depednency Network
(BDN) [18] which is shown below.
Enabling
Change

Enabler

Business
Change

TABLE III.

Strategic Investments

High Potential
Investments

SaaS
Hybrid Cloud
Big Data

PaaS
Private Cloud
Data Science
Human Intelligence Markets
IaaS

Business
Benefit
Investment
Objective

Enabler

Business
Change

Business
Benefit

Enabler

Enabling
Change

Business
Change

Business
Benefit

IS/IT
Enablers

Enabling
Changes

Business
Changes

Business
Benefits

Public Cloud

Drivers

Enabling
Change

Investment
Objective

Investment
Objectives

Fig. 1. Benefits Dependency Network

The BDN allows investment objectives and linked benefits
to be structured, so that benefits can be realized. The BDN
sees enablers generating enabling change that in turn dives
business change which creates business benefits. Business
benefits are linked to investment objectives in the
organization. Enablers are IS/IT technology that cannot create
change in isolation. Enabling changes are created through
activities such as training or education which trigger business
changes that generate benefits that meet investment objectives.
The table below shows the classification of benefits from
the BDN. The benefits are described in terms of their degree
of explicitness with financial being the most explicit, followed
by quantifiable, measurable and observable benefits. An
action describes future conduct for the benefit. Doing new
things or doing things better with benefits and stop doing
things for dis-benefits. The structuring of benefits builds on
earlier work on situational analysis, for example SWOT and
TOWS [19] and five forces analysis [12].
TABLE II.

Degree of
Explicitness/Action

CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS MATRIX

Do New
Things

Do
Things
Better

PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING

Stop Doing
Things

Financial
Quantifiable
Measurable
Observable

Developing a portfolio of investments allows benefits and
risks to be balanced and managed effectively. An example of
some aspects of cloud computing previously identified are
shown in the table below. The headings of the table show
groupings of high potential, strategic, key operational
investments and support investments, which will now be
described.

Key Operation
Investments

Support Investments

High potential investments provide high levels of benefits
but also have high risks, and thus must be controlled carefully,
except in small start-up organizations that are based around
such investments. Organizations can develop new products on
cloud based PaaS. There is a development risk as new
software has to be created and a large financial commitment in
staff and capability development is required.
Private clouds can provide a unique competency for the
organization. Google and Amazon [20] have developed their
own private clouds to drive their businesses. Data Science is
an emerging technology that can provide significant
competitive advantage, which can use cloud computing.
Strategic investments are those which require significant
change over a medium to long term. Public authorities are
considering SaaS solutions to reduce the cost of ownership
and to outsource non-key competencies under schemes such as
G-Cloud [21]. Hybrid cloud solutions which combine both
public and private clouds are key strategic investments. Big
Data using cloud based technology is seen as more established
and pervasive than technologies such as Data Science [22].
Key operational investments improve systems and services
that are critical to the organization. These investments must be
tightly controlled and be low risk. Public clouds provide off
the shelf computing resources that have been tested by
providers. A high degree of redundancy and availability are
built into public cloud offerings. Many large organizations are
moving key operational systems [23] to public clouds, to
provide costs savings and improve availability and reliability
of systems. There are risks in loss of control and the security
of intellectual property.
Support investments are low risk investments in essential
systems. These investments concentrate on efficiencies and
cost reduction, and are driven by standardization and waste
elimination. Support investments will not generate long term
competitive advantage as competitors can easily replicate
standardized investments. In cloud computing IaaS provides a
low cost replacement infrastructure for the organization’s
infrastructure.
IV.

CASE STUDIES

A number of case studies were developed to examine the
Benefits Management approach. The case studies concentrate
on how organizations utilize cloud computing, Semistructured interviews were used to gather information.
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A major operational benefit from using cloud computing is
the ability to quickly create new environments for
development and live systems that can be easily moved in the
cloud.
Music tracks are held in cloud storage, rather than being
sent as attachments in e-mails. This gives a number of
benefits. There is a single place for the storage of tracks,
which has a triple backup. Tracks are downloaded on demand,
thus less communications bandwidth is used.
The public cloud can be shared by Organization A and
customers. This gives benefits in terms of customer intimacy.
Customers can suggest changes to software that can be
quickly prototyped and moved rapidly to live systems.
PaaS allows smaller innovative organizations to use the
performance enhancements and the unique functionality of
cloud computing. The figure below shows the benefits
dependency network for Organization A, which shows the
enablers, changes and benefits described.
Significant savings have been made by using cloud
infrastructure of around £2,400 (UK pounds) per year. The
organization has become more agile and can turn around bug
fixes and deploy new functionality more quickly.
Quality of service to those receiving music tracks has been
improved, as fewer e-mails are rejected due to attachment
size. E-mail preparation and delivery was streamlined by
using cloud storage. Delivery times were quicker by using
high levels of cloud resources for the production of e-mails in
short bursts.
Organization A and customers can work together on a
shared development platform. This improved communication
and reduced configuration problems. The benefits from the
benefits dependency network were structured as shown in the
table IV.

IaaS
cost
Lower
input
costs

Utility
approach to
procurement
of services

Easy
switch
between
environm
ents

Faster
deployment
of services

Faster
response to
requirement
changes

Large
storage
with no
download
cost

Storage
services

Customers
can access
music tracks
on demand

Reduction in
relative e-mail
traffic size

Greater
customer
intimacy
in the
public
cloud

Joint
development in
public
cloud

Shared
ownership

Development
risk reduction

Joint
ownership
capability

Cloud
specific
functiona
lity

Fully exploit
cloud
platform

Increased
performance

Innovation
through
platform

Rapid move
from
development
to live

Innovation
with PaaS

IS/IT
Enablers

Enabling
Changes

Business
Changes

Lower
cost

Business
Benefits

Compete
on cost

Agility

Increase
customer
base

Drivers

A. Organization A – Micro Start-up Company
Organization A was a small start-up organization with less
than five employees. It used cloud technology based on PaaS
and public cloud technology. The organization provides
solutions to the music promotion industry. New artists create
music demonstrations that are distributed to Disc Jockeys
(DJs), radio stations and music venues. The company has a
surprisingly large customer base, with over 2,000 customers
and receives several hundred demonstration music tracks each
week. A sophisticated feedback and metric system for those
listening to demonstration recordings is maintained.

Investment
Objectives

Fig. 2. Benefits Dependency Network for Organization A
TABLE IV.

Degree of
Explicitness

CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS FOR ORGANIZATION A

Do New
Things

Financial

Lower cost of
ownership
Around £200
per month

Quantifiable

Improved
quality of
service.
Problem report
to deployment
reduced by 2
days
Less e-mails
rejected by
music
reviewers
13%
improvement

Measureable

The structured benefits were used to generate an
investment portfolio which is shown in table V.
Observable

Do Things
Better

Stop Doing
Things

Develop on the
cloud, reduces
time creating
environments
and saves
around £100 per
month
Faster
turnaround of
new
functionality
Release cycle
cut by 10
person days
Increased
performance
through PaaS
innovations

Managing own
infrastructure
used to cost
around £100 per
month

Sending
attachments in
e-mails. E-mail
send time
improved by 19
minutes

Better intimacy
with customer
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TABLE V.

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO FOR ORGANIZATION A

Strategic Investments
IaaS
Cloud storage
Existing customers with their own
hardware

Key Operation Investments

High Potential
Investments
PaaS
Non-cloud based software

Support Investments

B. Organization B – Actuarial Services Consultancy
Organization B is an actuarial science consultancy of
around 200 employees. The organization has been taken over
by a larger organization. Although the organization is now
part of a larger organization, they have maintained their
independence and adopt an agile management style.
The organizations product is based on building complex
economic models, which are used to supply research reports to
customers, such as investment banks. Previously, the models
were generated on off-the-shelf high-end personal computers
or expensive grid-computers. The organization utilized public
cloud computing solutions based on IaaS/PaaS platforms. This
has allowed economic models to be built more quickly and, at
a lower cost than using in-house hardware. The total cost of
ownership of infrastructure has also been reduced, as only the
resources that are used are paid for and there is no
administration or depreciation of IT infrastructure. The figure
below shows the BDN for the Organization.
Cost is an enabler for the organization. Prior to cloud
resources being available specialist high end personal
computers or grid computers were required to run economic
scenarios in an acceptable timeframe. The storage of each
economic scenario also required several gigabytes of
information, with added backup and storage infrastructure
costs.
The on-demand resources provided by cloud computing
allowed the elimination of waste from the organization. The
expensive IT infrastructure previously described wouldn’t be
renewed when it came to the end of its life, as it was only used
10-20% of the time.
The ability to use potentially unlimited resources on
demand was an enabling technology. Economic model
scenarios were being run on a quarterly basis for most
customers. Larger customers would run scenarios more
frequently. The marketing aspects of cloud computing were
key enablers in the adoption of cloud computing. Organization
B provided a customer solution that was ahead of their
competitors, by slightly reworking their well-designed
software to function on a PaaS platform.

Lower
Cost of
IaaS

Resources
on
demand

Lower
input
Costs

Flexible
resources

Increase
profits or
maintain
competitive
position

Procure base
load
resources
and procure
on demand

Only use
resources
required

Selfservice
cloud
resources

Faster
generation of
economic
scenarios for
selected
customers

Customers
receive
timely
information

Cloud
computing
is a hot
technology

Marketing
focus on
advantages
of cloud
computing

Marketing
advantage
over
competitors

Enabling
Changes

Business
Changes

Business
Benefits

Unlimted
compute
capacity

Marketing
power of
cloud
computing

Utility
approach to
procuring
computing
resources

IS/IT
Enablers

Increase
profits

Lower waste
on
infrastructure

Better
customer
service

Drivers

Cloud storage offers a good solution for storing large
numbers of high quality music tracks. PaaS offers a
mechanism for Organization A to gain competitive advantage
over other organizations by using features that are unique to
cloud computing, such as the ability to use a large number of
virtual processing resources on demand and specialist storage
systems.

FIGURE 1 - BENEFITS DEPENDENCY NETWORK FOR ORGANIZATION B

Position
organisation
at leading
edge

Investment
Objectives

Fig. 3. Benefits Dependency Network for Organization B

The benefits in the BDN were structured, as shown in the
table below:
TABLE VI.

CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS FOR ORGANIZATION B

Degree of
Explicitness

Do New
Things

Financial

Total cost of
scenario
generation
$12.15 ( USD)
per scenario

Quantifiable

Measureable

Observable

Reduced
additional
costs through
usage of cloud
computing

Do Things
Better

Stop
Doing
Things
Grid
Computing in
the long term.
Even grid
computers
servers cost
$24,900 to
$39,900
(USD)

Speed up
scenario
generation by
using ondemand
processing
Saving
information in
the cloud
improves data
security and aids
customer
support

Saving data
files and
scenarios on
customers
machines

Improved
marketing
image
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The structured benefits from the investment portfolio are
shown below.
TABLE VII.

IaaS/
SaaS

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO FOR ORGANIZATION B

High Potential
Investments

IaaS
Cloud storage

PaaS
Marketing of Cloud
Computing

Clustered Computer Servers with
cloud extensions

Grid Computing

Key Operation
Investments

Support Investments

Utility
approach to
procurement
of services

Lower
internal
costs

Rental of
infrastructure
and services

G-Cloud
New
procurement
processes

The investment portfolio sees the usage of existing servers
being clustered to provide the required processing power to
generate economic scenarios. The clusters have been extended
to include cloud based processing.
The long term strategy will see a move to cloud based
PaaS as in-house servers and grid computers become outdated.
Cloud storage was used to store scenario input data and
results.
PaaS allows new computer software to be created that
generates competitive advantage by using cloud features,
rather than running existing software that runs on IaaS. The
marketing of software that was capable of running on the
cloud generates competitive advantage by being the first or an
early adopter in the market.

Move
applications
to cloud

Increase or
maintain
profits

Compete
on cost

Lower costs
to business.
Move from
capital to
revenue
expenditure

Agility

New larger
market

Increase
customer
base

Drivers

Strategic Investments

Lower
input
costs

Big Data
Existing
products
packaged as
services

Lower
barriers to
sales and new
markets

Joint
ownership
capability

Data
Science

Ability to
supply
new
services

Enter new
markets

Business
growth

Innovation
through
platform

IS/IT
Enablers

Enabling
Changes

Business
Changes

Business
Benefits

Investment
Objectives

Fig. 4. Benefits Dependency Network for Organization C

New high value and growth sectors are Big Data and Data
Science applications built on cloud platforms.

C. Organization C - Public Sector Division of Large Software
Company
Organization C was a large software development
organization with 546 staff and £57.2M (UK pounds) in
revenues. The organization specialized in a number of
markets, such as transport and public sector administration.

Organization C only uses IaaS and SaaS models and, sees
the two services as utilities that can be purchased from a
number of suppliers. Cloud computing replaces their current
infrastructure, delivery mechanisms to customers of in-house
hardware and hosted services. Organization C’s internal
infrastructure is being replaced by cloud infrastructure to
lower costs.

The public sector division has been heavily involved in the
UK government G-Cloud project. G-Cloud aims to provide a
framework for the government provision of cloud computing
by companies across IaaS, PaaS and SaaS [23]. Organization
C also supplies specialist cloud services to individual
customers outside the G-Cloud program.

The G-Cloud program and platforms provide access to
new markets and change the way software is delivered. New
markets have been opened up, allowing greater access to UK
government markets and new overseas markets. The cost of
entry into markets has been lowered. The organization must be
proactive in finding customers.

The benefits dependency network shown above sees the GCloud processes and platforms being pivotal to the future of
Organization C’s public sector division. The core cloud
models used are IaaS and SaaS.

Emerging Big Data and Data Science enablers has allowed
new services to be developed, for example economic
analytics, which can be sold to government departments.
Benefits are structured in the table below
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TABLE VIII. CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS FOR ORGANIZATION C

Degree of
Explicitness
Financial

Quantifiable

Measureable

Observable

Do New
Things

Do Things
Better

Stop Doing
Things

G-Cloud
market
potentially
worth £11-16
billion.
Attack market
- 520 times
increase in Gcloud market
in 2012-2013
New Markets
for Big Data
and Data
Science
Move from
project based
solutions to
product based
solutions, to
create utility
products

The shared ownership model introduced into the
organization with cloud computing allows the organization to
share risk with commercial partners and gain commercial
income. The organization can also acquire new skills.
90% cost
saving using
SaaS and IaaS
for internal
infrastructure

Maintaining
internal
infrastructure to
save money

Actively market
to customers

Waiting for
customers to
come to
Organization
As prime public
sector provider

Improved service delivery is the final enabler. There was
greater availability of infrastructure. Users can use self-service
systems to request new software services. New licenses for
software are automatically billed back to managers, who could
view bills via management information dashboards. The BDN
for Organization D is shown in the figure below.
Cost

Flexibility

High Potential
Investments

SaaS (utility)
IaaS (utility)
Private Cloud

G-Cloud
Big Data
Data Science
Public Cloud

Key Operation Investments

Support Investments

Shared
ownweship

The advantage of this approach was seen as outsourcing
some hardware (IaaS) and software (SaaS) ownership to an
outside organization. This allowed the expertise of the
provider to be used and, therefore reduced risk and the cost of
ownership of infrastructure. The disadvantages were a loss of
control in the development of the service, control of costs and
loss of knowledge within the local authority.
All public sector organizations in the UK operate under the
Value for Money (VFM) framework, this forces organizations
to consider cost savings which are driving the rapid uptake of

Utility
approach to
procurement
of services

Increase in
value for
money

Reduce
costs

Purchase on
demand

Only use
resources
required

Lower waste
on
infrastructure

Public and
private cloud

Shared
risk

Expand
business
into new
areas and
markets

Entrepreneurial
business
Shared
learning
Improved
service
delivery

D. Organization D – Public Sector Managed Services
Organization D was an innovative shared service
information technology operation between two local
government authorities and an IaaS/SaaS provider.
Organization D has used cloud computing to provide a school
academy finance management system that uses SaaS.

Flexible
resources

Hybrid
cloud

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO FOR ORGANIZATION C

Strategic Investments

Lower
input
costs

IS/IT
Enablers

Robust
infrastructure

Enabling
Changes

Target
driven
customer
service

Business
Changes

Improved
customer
service

Business
Benefits

Drivers

The table below shows Organization C’s investment
portfolio. The enablers from the benefits dependency network
create strategic and high potential investments. The main
investments are in the G-Cloud program. Existing investments
in private and public clouds are supported or are key
operational investments in the portfolio.
TABLE IX.

cloud computing. Flexibility is a second enabler for the
organization’s adoption of cloud computing. The organization
can use their existing hardware for a ―base load‖ and
additional resources can be provided by public clouds.

New
business
with low
risk

Customer
focused
organisation

Investment
Objectives

Fig. 5. Benefits Dependency Network for Organization D

The benefits from the BDN are structured in the table
below. Major costs savings have been made on infrastructure.
The self-service aspects of the cloud infrastructure have
reduced the number of service calls. The availability of
infrastructure and applications is now approaching 100%.
Customer satisfaction has increased from 3.9/5.0 to 4.1/5.0.
The local authority has managed to attract two new external
customers.
Organization D’s investment portfolio is shown below.
The main investments are in IaaS and SaaS. Cloud
infrastructure has replaced existing in-house and hosted
hardware and software. The organization can bid for new
business outside the public authority.
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TABLE X.

CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFITS FOR ORGANIZATION D

Degree of
Explicitness

Do New
Things

Do Things
Better

Financial

£9.2M in
savings over 5
years

Year on year
savings of £1.1

Quantifiable

30% reduction
in service calls
using self
service

Availability of
ICT systems
99.21%
Availability of
ICT
Infrastructure
99.94%
Customer
satisfaction
4.01/5

Stop Doing
Things

Reduction of
10 staff
servicing
desktop
computers

2 new
customers
outside
councils

TABLE XI.

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO FOR ORGANIZATION D

Strategic Investments

High Potential Investments

SaaS (utility)
IaaS (utility)

Shared services
Grow new business outside councils

Private Cloud

Public Cloud

Key Operation
Investments
V.

Support Investments

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES

The cloud models are important to how organizations used
cloud enablers. This is shown in the table below.
TABLE XII.

Models
IaaS

The second dimension of cloud computing is the
ownership model, which is shown in the table below.
TABLE XIII. CLOUD OWNERSHIP MODELS OF ORGANIZATIONS

Measureable
Observable

which is a disruptive technology in the disaster recovery and
archival market.

PROVISION MODELS USED BY ORGANIZATIONS

Description
Utility based, driven by cost

Case Study
Organization D
Some Organization C
Some Organization B
Some Organization A

SaaS

Can be utility based or used to
generate new products

Some Organization D
Some Organization C

PaaS

Used to generate new
concepts and products and
greater intimacy with
customer

Some Organization B
Mostly Organization A

All of the organizations in the case studies use IaaS
directly or as a layer below PaaS/SaaS. IaaS lowers direct
costs and reduces management overheads. IaaS is becoming a
utility, and is reducing in price that can be purchased by any
organization (especially in the public cloud).
The table above shows that Organization A has been able
to use PaaS to develop unique products that give it a
competitive advantage in the market it operates in.
Organization D is relying on IaaS the most, to reduce costs.
SaaS has a dual aspect, as many SaaS offerings are
redevelopments of existing CRM and ERP software packages
with innovations in pricing and ownership. New innovative
SaaS products are also being developed, such as cloud storage,

Ownership

Description

Case Study

Public Clouds

Utility based

Hybrid Clouds

Some utility aspects

Organization A,
Organization B
Organization D,
Organization C

Public clouds are a utility that will not deliver long term
competitive advantage. Organization A has used public clouds
as a low cost way to enter new markets and has relied on PaaS
to innovate. Organization B is not concerned with developing
competitive advantage through ownership models, as it relies
on PaaS in the medium to long term. In the short term all
organizations will use lower costs and marketing to generate
competitive advantage.
Organization C and Organization D can use their size to
purchase cloud resources at low cost. Both organizations can
also invest in private clouds to develop a unique capability for
processing Big Data and Data Science tasks.
Organization D used hybrid cloud technology as a strategic
enabler. It combined private cloud infrastructure with low cost
public cloud provision. The innovation of seamlessly merging
the ownership models and selling IaaS and SaaS products to
other organizations provides it with a competitive advantage.
The marketing of cloud computing capability is an
important enabler of change and competitive advantage as
highlighted in Organization B.
The operational aspects of cloud computing will also
provide short term benefits to organizations, especially when
using IaaS. These benefits can easily be recreated and will not
provide long term competitive advantage.
Cloud models and ownership enablers provide propensities
for utility and transformation in organizations. An
organization using IaaS in a public cloud is likely to be in a
utility market unless other enablers in the BDN coupled with
powerful changes are able to deliver benefits. In the case
studies a shallow analysis of Organization D would view their
heavy reliance on IaaS as a utility approach. However, the
usage of hybrid clouds coupled with a strong change culture
has delivered benefits and an investment portfolio that has
captured new customers. An organization using PaaS and a
private cloud has enablers that deliver many benefits.
However, without a BDN to deliver the benefits the enablers
would be lost.
The power of short term enablers should not be
underestimated. Organization B has used marketing as a
powerful short term enabler. The leadership understand this
can be replicated by competitors in the long term. The
organization will then use PaaS as a longer term enabler.
All organizations have used operational gains from cloud
computing, to generate competitive advantage in the short
term and have strategies in place for the longer term.
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VI.

[6]

CONCLUSION

This paper has described a number of aspects of cloud
computing in terms of procurement and ownership models.
The Benefits Management approach has been defined. A
major contribution of the paper is to undertake a number of
case studies on diverse organizations to understand how these
organizations use procurement and ownership models to
derive benefits from cloud computing.
The conclusions from the case studies outline the
beginnings of a ―database‖ which can be used by
organizations when considering cloud computing investments.
Further case studies will add to the knowledge and robustness
of the portfolio of case studies.
Another contribution of this paper is to consider the
expressive power of existing Benefits Management tools. It is
felt that the tools may not be powerful enough to consider the
complexity of cloud computing investments across a number
of organizations. Work is underway to consider more
powerful knowledge representation techniques.
VII.

FUTURE WORK

A more powerful knowledge representation method is
required. It is proposed to model the Benefits Management
process as an ontology and to populate the ontology with the
case studies described in this paper and further case studies.
The Benefits Management ontology is strongly related to
pricing models already developed for cloud computing [24].
The two ontologies can be mapped to consider the value of
benefits derived from cloud computing investments.

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

On reviewing the case studies presented in this paper it can
be seen that there is a complexity in and between cloud
enablers, change, benefits and investments. The tools provided
by traditional Benefits Management provide basic network
interconnections
between
elements
and
simplistic
representations of the Benefits Management elements.

[1]

[7]
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Abstract—This paper develops a computationally efficient
process for segmentation of color images. The input image is
partitioned into a set of output images in accordance to color
characteristics of various image regions. The algorithm is based
on random sampling of the input image and fuzzy clustering of
the training data followed by crisp classification of the input
image. The user prescribes the number of randomly selected
pixels comprising the trainer set and the number of color classes
characterizing the image compartments. The algorithm
developed here constitutes an effective preprocessing technique
with various applications in machine vision systems. Spectral
segmentation of the sensor image can potentially lead to
enhanced performance of the object detection, classification,
recognition, authentication and tracking modules of the
autonomous vision system.
Keywords—Clustering; Classification; Image Segmentation;
Machine Vision

I.

INTRODUCTION

Background removal and image segmentation constitute
fundamental components of many autonomous vision systems.
Segmentation is utilized in order to separate regions or entities
of potential interest from each other and from inconsequential
image background for further processing. This paper presents
an operationally robust and computationally efficient
algorithm for segmentation of the input image based on color.
The complex image at the sensor output, which is presented to
the autonomous vision system, is partitioned into multiple less
complicated images prior to further processing [1-5].
Following the segmentation phase, pertinent members of the
resultant image set are processed by the corresponding target
classification, recognition, identification, and authentication
layers of the machine vision system.
The image segmentation process at lower levels entails
ascribing to each pixel the appropriate class label, while at the
higher levels segmentation involves utilization of lower level
information for associating salient parts of the image with
known objects of interest [6-10]. Target detection,
classification, recognition, and authentication procedures
which are based on two dimensional spatial signatures
acquired with various modalities including infrared and
electro optical imagery involve utilization of spatial filters
[11-15]. The spatial filters may be applied directly to the
image at the sensor output or to the resultant images
following the segmentation stage. This paper provides the
formulation and implementation of an efficient lower level
image segmentation algorithm. Image pixels are classified in
accordance to their color attributes regardless of spatial
relationships. The color classifier is computed using a set of

randomly selected pixels, obtained from the input image,
which are partitioned using a fuzzy clustering procedure. A set
of prototype color vectors are computed from the resultant
fuzzy sets and are subsequently utilized to segment the input
image.
II.

BAKGROUND

Image segmentation is used in order to partition the input
image into its salient components for further processing.
Segmentation is utilized in various machine vision
applications such as object recognition and tracking as well as
image compression, editing, and retrieval. Segmentation
involves clustering the image feature vectors such as pixel
intensity levels and colors [16-18]. In top-down image
segmentation the input image is partitioned in accordance to
the relationship between the image content and the images of
various objects in the database including object shapes,
contours, textures, and colors. The bottom-up image
segmentation, on the other hand, utilizes the intensity, color,
texture, and region boundaries to break up the image into its
more basic components. Despite the impressive results of
recently reported bottom-up image based segmentation
algorithms, they often fail to capture fundamental
relationships among image elements. The inherent difficulty
encountered by low-level image based segmentation
algorithms is due to potentially sharp intensity and color
variations within the object boundaries. High-level
segmentation algorithms rely on image features such as
contours and shapes as segmentation primitives in order to
reduce the computational complexity. Detection of edges and
contours in the input image is achieved through convolving
the grayscale image with local derivative filter operators [1920]. Different regions that are circumscribed by distinct closed
contours are subsequently recognized as the respective image
segments. This Paper presents an unsupervised learning
algorithm for segmentation of color images.
III.

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Given a set of N data points in M-dimensional space, and a
user specified integer representing the number of clusters
(classes) Q, the algorithm described here computes a set of Q
prototypes and a Q N membership matrix. Each prototype is
a vector in M-space and is the optimal representation of the
corresponding class. Each element of the membership matrix
represents the degree of membership (association) of a data
point in the respective cluster.
X

Xn : 1

n

Xn

xmn : 1
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Where X, Y represent, respectively, the set of data points
and prototype vectors in M-space, and
is the set of real
numbers. Our objective is to utilize data points in Eq. (1) in
order to partition M-space into Q distinct regions with each
region represented by a prototype vector Yq . In the operation
phase, an unlabeled vector is classified based on its distance
with respect to the prototypes. In crisp classification, for
example, the input vector is assigned uniquely to the class
with the closest prototype with respect to the input vector. In
fuzzy classification, on the other hand, the input vector is
assigned to all classes with varying degrees of association.
Each original data point in the trainer set will be linked to
all Q regions (classes) with varying degrees of association
determined by elements of the membership matrix. The initial
membership matrix is generated by assigning random
numbers drawn from independent and identically distributed
uniform probability functions to each matrix element. We will
describe an iterative algorithm for computation of the
prototype vectors. The prototype vectors are then used to
make hard decisions with regard to new input data points. A
new data point is associated with the prototype (class) to
which it is closest in accordance to some predefined distance
metric.
S
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d qn / d pn

N

u 1

clustering, u 1 , each column of S contains a single one and
the rest of entries for that column are zero. The value of u
affects the rate of convergence of the algorithm. In
experiments conducted on diverse sets of RGB images, we
have found that setting u 2.5 , in general, leads to fast
convergence and accurate results.
The process starts with generating a random membership
matrix, called the zero-order membership matrix S . Matrix
elements are chosen from a uniform probability distribution
function s
[0,1]. The matrix is then normalized by setting
the sum of each column to one. The randomly generated
membership matrix is then utilized to compute Q zero-order
prototype vectors, one for each cluster. A particular prototype
vector is computed as the weighted sum of the entire set of
data points, where each data point is weighted in accordance
to its association to (membership in) the respective cluster.
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Where, Y represents the zero-order prototype vector
q

associated with cluster-q, X n is the nth data vector denoting a
(0)

typical trainer, sqn (1 q Q,1 n N ) are elements of the
randomly generated zero-order membership matrix, and u is
the user-specified exponential parameter. The zero-order
prototype vectors are then utilized to compute the first-order
membership matrix as shown below.
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Where, S is the membership (association) matrix, s qn
denotes the degree with which data point-n is associated with
(is member of) cluster-q, and d qn is the distance between data
point-n and prototype-q. Here, Euclidean distance is used as a
measure of distance between vectors in M-space. The
1,
exponent parameter u
is user-specified and
determines the fuzziness of the clustering process. It is noted
from Eq. (8) that the membership matrix is normalized such
that sum of each column is equal to one. When u
, each
data point belongs to all clusters uniformly and
sqn 1 / Q, 1 n N , 1 q Q . when
u 1 , however,
clustering is not fuzzy and each data point is associated with a
unique cluster. For crisp (hard) clustering, elements of the
membership
matrix
are
given
as
follows:
sqn 1 , d qn d pn p q and
sqn 0
otherwise. In hard
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Where, S

(1)

(1)

and G denote, respectively, the first order
(1)

membership and gradient matrices, and
is the first order
gradient. Next, the computed first order membership matrix is
used in order to compute the first order prototype vectors
using Eq. (11), where the superscript 0 is replaced with 1.
subsequently, the computed first order prototype vectors are
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utilized to compute the second order membership matrix and
the gradient as shown in Eq. (13) and Eq. (17), respectively.
The iterative process described above continues until a
user prescribed stopping criterion is met. The stopping
criterion may be the maximum number of iterations (orders),
in which case the process is terminated when the number of
iterations is reached. One may also use the gradient value or
the relative change of gradient between two consecutive
iterations as the stopping criterion. For the experiments in this
paper the iteration process terminates when the gradient falls
below the user prescribed threshold, i.e.
T 0.001.
(r)

IV.

TESTS WITH SIMULATED DATA

that the algorithm finds appropriate prototypes for two classes.
Figure 2 shows the degree of association of various data points
(1-100) to each prototype (class), and is an illustration of the
computed membership matrix for the fuzzy classifier. It is
seen that the first fifty data points are more strongly associated
with the first prototype (q=1), whereas the last fifty points
have higher association to the second prototype (q=2), as
expected. Fuzzy classification may be utilized for assignment
of classes to new unlabeled input data, where each input
vector is assigned probabilities of membership in respective
classes. In some applications, crisp classification of the input
data may be desired, where a typical input vector is assigned
exclusively to the class whose prototype is closest, based on
Euclidian distance, to the input vector.

The clustering algorithm described above was used to
partition various synthetically generated data sets into classes,
numbers of which were prescribed by the user. The algorithm
computes a prototype for each class and the membership
matrix for the entire data set. Each trainer may then be
assigned to a unique class by binarizing the computed
membership matrix. Likewise, new unlabeled input data are
classified based on distance between the data point and the
computed prototypes.
In the example of Figure 1, the input data set is comprised
of points in the xy-plane of the Cartesian coordinate system.
the data points were generated by a pair of 2D Gaussian
distributions with means at (1,3), (-2,-1) and equal standard
deviations set to one. The xy components of each data point
were generated by independent distributions. Fifty points
were randomly selected from each distribution and were
combined to form the unlabeled set of one-hundred input data
points. Parameters of the clustering algorithm were set to
Q 2, u 2, T 0.001 , and the iteration process converged
after ten rounds. Figure 1 shows the evolution of two
prototypes. Both prototype vectors started very close to each
other at the proximity of the center of gravity of the entire data
set. As the iterations proceed, it is seen that prototypes move
toward centers of the respective distributions, where final
values of the computed prototypes are shown as triangles.

Fig. 2. Trainer data association factor.

In the example of Figure 3, the input data set comprises
125 points in the xy-plane, randomly chosen from three
Gaussian distributions with means at (1,3), (-2,-6), (3,-2), and
different variances along two axes. The clustering algorithm
was tasked to partition the above unlabeled set of data using
parameters Q 3, u 2, T 0.001 . As expected, all three
prototype vectors are initially very close to each other and are
situated virtually at the center of gravity of the entire input
data set. As the iteration process proceeds the prototypes
traverse the xy-plane toward their final destinations denoted as
triangles. It is noted that the computed prototypes in this
example are not equal to mean vectors of the respective
classes. This is a byproduct of dataset composition and does
not affect ability of the computed prototype vectors to
accurately classify new and unlabeled input data.

Fig. 1. Evolution of prototype vectors in a two-class problem.

In Fig 1, using circles and stars to denote the data points
associated with two classes is for illustration purpose only,
and the algorithm is entirely oblivious to the class dispositions
of input data points. Despite complete lack of knowledge
about origins of the data set members in Figure 1, it is seen

Fig. 3. Prototype evolutions in a three-class problem
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In order to obtain quantitative performance results for the
fuzzy clustering algorithm the following tests were conducted.
We started with two Gaussian distributions in 2D-space,
where the x and y components of each sample point were
obtained from independent distributions with equal variances.
In the first example, classes A and B were obtained from
two 2D distributions with equal variances A=B. Equal
numbers of randomly generated trainers from each class were
combined and were subsequently utilized as the unlabeled
trainer set.
Fuzzy clustering was applied to the above set of unlabeled
trainers in order to evolve two prototypes. A large number of
test points were then generated from the distribution functions
described above. Binary classification was utilized to label all
the test vectors in accordance to their Euclidean distances with
respect to the above two computed prototypes.
Figure 4 shows the classification error rate as function of
the separation factor with the number of unlabeled trainers
utilized from each class as parameter.
m
SF

m
A

B
2

2

A

B

(18)

Where, SF represents the separation factor between two
distributions, and m, denote, respectively, the mean-vector
and the standard deviation of the particular data set. For each
test case, the number of trainers was fixed and the separation
factor was varied from 0.25 to 4.
Error rate is the percentage of input test vectors that are
misclassified. As expected, the classifier performance
improves as the separation factor increases. It is noted that
number of trainers has virtually no effect on classifier
performance.
In the example of Figure 5, the two Gaussian distributions
have unequal standard deviations such that B 2 A and all
other parameters are same as before. It is seen that the number
of trainers in this case has an slightly more pronounced effect
of the classifier performance.

Fig. 5. Effect of SF on classification error rate

V.

EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL DATA

In this section the fuzzy clustering algorithm described
above is applied to the task of segmentation of color images.
The set of RGB vectors associated with a group of randomly
selected pixels of the input color image constitute the trainer
set. The computed prototypes comprise a set of color vectors
which are subsequently utilized to partition the input image.
The example of Figure 6 shows the input image (upperleft), and the result of color segmentation. In this example
one-hundred pixels (N=100) were randomly selected from the
input image, comprising the unlabeled trainers which were
used as the input of the fuzzy clustering process. The
algorithm was tasked to partition the training set into three
classes (Q=3). Figures 7 and 8 show, respectively, the trainers
and the evolution of class prototypes in the RGB-space. It is
noted that all three prototypes are initially very close to each
other and are proximate to centroid of the training set. The
prototypes migrate toward their factual positions and true
prototypes are evolved as shown in Figure 8. The initial and
final values of the RGB coordinates of the prototype vectors
for three classes are listed in Table 1. In this example it took
twenty iterations for all three prototypes to reach their final
destinations. The computed prototypes were then utilized for
crisp classification of all the input image pixels. One of three
possible labels were assigned to each pixel of the input image.
The images of Figure 6 show results of the filtering process.

Fig. 4. Effect of SF on classification error rate
Fig. 6. Original input image (upper-left), and color-segmented images.
Classes-one (upper right), two (lower-left), and three (lower-right)
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Fig. 9. Input image
Fig. 7. Training set comprised of one-hundred randomly selected pixels
from the original input image

Fig. 10. Output images.

Fig. 8. Evolutions of prototypes for classes-one through three. Initial
estimates of prototypes are denoted as circles and final estimates are triangles.
TABLE I.

Class-one
Class-two
Classthree

INITIAL AND FINAL PROTOTYPE VECTORS.

Initial Prototypes
R
G
B

Final Prototypes
R
G
B

0.853 0.678 0.492
0.861 0.687 0.492
0.880 0.700 0.507

0.566 0.255 0.233
0.946 0.716 0.345
0.885 0.757 0.623

Figures 11 and 12 show the set of one-hundred training
vectors and the evolution of four prototype vectors for the
Mondrian of Figure 9. As before, all four prototypes are
initially close to the center of mass of the training set. In this
experiment, The process converged after six iterations. Circles
and triangles in Figure 12 denote, respectively, the initial and
final values of the prototype vectors. The above four
computed prototype RGB vectors were used to assign each
pixel of the input Mondrian to one exclusive class,
characterized by the prototype with the smallest Euclidean
distance with respect to the RGB vector of the pixel. Each one
of the filtered images in Figure 10 shows the pixels of the
respective class with all other pixels set to white.

In the next example the trainer set consisted of onehundred pixels randomly selected from the Mondrian painting
of Figure 9. Fuzzy clustering was used to partition the trainer
set into four classes, and the respective RGB prototype vectors
were computed.
All pixels of the input image were subsequently classified
crisply in accordance to the prototype with the smallest
Euclidean distance with respect to the corresponding pixels.
The images of Figure 10 show the result of input image
segmentation, where pixels of the corresponding class are
turned on while pixels of all other classes are set to white.
Fig. 11. Training set comprised of one-hundred randomly selected pixels of
the Mondrian
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Fig. 12. Evolutions of prototypes for classes-one through four. Initial
estimates of prototypes are denoted as circles and final estimates are triangles.

The images of Figure 13 show an input image and the
resultant filtered images which are produced by the prototype
vectors computed from fuzzy clustering of the trainer set into
three groups. The one-hundred element trainer set, shown in
Figure 14, was obtained by random sampling of the input
image. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the prototype vectors.

Fig. 13. Upper left shows the input image. The input image is filtered using a
three-class filter.

Fig. 15. Evolutions of prototypes for classes-one through three. Triangles
denote final prototypes.

In the next example the input image is partitioned in a
hierarchical manner. First, the image is sampled randomly and
the samples are grouped into two classes using the fuzzy
clustering algorithm. This leads to computation of two
prototypes, which are used to carry out crisp segmentation of
the input image. This process produces two images, each
comprised of the input image pixels that belong to the
respective class with all other pixels set to white. Each of the
two generated images is treated as a new input image and is
partitioned into two classes, resulting in four new images. The
process continues for a user specified number of partition
rounds.
The original set of training pixels were selected randomly
from the input image of Figure 16, and were partitioned into
two classes using fuzzy clustering. The images of Figure 17
show the result of this two-class segmentation process. The
Class-one image, consisting of the leaf and bug only which
constitute the foreground in the original image, was then
sampled randomly to form a new set of trainers which were
partitioned using fuzzy clustering, resulting in computation of
two new prototypes. The image (Class-one) was subsequently
partitioned using the computed prototypes. The images of
Figure 18 show the segmentation results.
VI.

Fig. 14. Training set comprised of one-hundred randomly selected pixels of
the input image.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a computationally efficient and
operationally robust algorithm for segmentation of color
images. Tests using synthetically generated data sets as well as
real RGB images have demonstrated the efficacy of the image
segmentation procedure developed here. The algorithm has
practical applications in machine vision systems where
partitioning the sensor images in accordance to color
characteristics of various image regions can precede higher
level processing layers such as recognition and tracking of
targets. Future work will include utilization of different
distance measures such as Mahalanobis distance
and
applications to multi-spectral image segmentation.
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Fig. 16. Input image.
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Fig. 17. The result of segmentation of the input image into two classes,
foreground and background.
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Fig. 18. The result of segmentation of the foreground into two classes
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the Cloud
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Abstract—Cloud services consumers demand reliable
methods for choosing appropriate cloud service provider for
their requirements. Number of cloud consumer is increasing day
by day and so cloud providers, hence requirement for a common
platform for interacting between cloud provider and cloud
consumer is also on the raise. This paper introduces Cloud
Providers Market Platform Dashboard. This will act as not only
just cloud provider discoverability but also provide timely report
to consumer on cloud service usage and provide new requirement
based on consumer cloud usage and cost for the same.
Dashboard is also responsible for getting cost of each service
provider for a particular requirement. Our solution will learn
from requirements and provide required details for consumer for
effective usage of cloud services. This also enable service provider
to understand requirements, provide quality of service, to
understand new requirement and deliver. This framework also
deals with how best we can use before and after usage of cloud
services to choose a right service provider for a particular
requirement in a community.
Keywords—cloud computing; requirement communication;
requirement engineering; cloud service; cloud discoverability; data
Mining; artificial intelligence in Cloud Computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Some analysts and vendors define cloud computing
narrowly as an updated version of utility computing: basically
virtual servers available over the internet. Cloud computing
comes into focus only when you think about what IT always
needs: a way to increase capacity or add capabilities on the fly
without investing in new infrastructure, training new personnel,
or licensing new software [7].
There are set of services and models working behind the
scene making the cloud computing feasible and accessible to
end users. Following are the models for cloud computing:
1) Deployment models
2) Services Models
Deployment models define the type of access to the cloud,
i.e., how the cloud is located? Cloud can have any of the four
types of access: public, private, hybrid and community. Service
models are the reference models on which the cloud computing
is based. There are three basic categories:
1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
2) Platform as a Service (PaaS)

3) Software as a Service (SaaS)
A cloud provider is a company that offers some component
of cloud computing – typically above three services to other
businesses or individuals. Cloud providers are referred to as
cloud service providers (CSP). There are a number of things to
think about when you evaluate cloud providers. The cost
usually be based on per-user utility model but there are a
number of variations to consider. Reliability is very essential if
your data must be accessible. A typical cloud infrastructure
service-level agreement (SLA), for example, specifies explicit
levels of service – such as, for example, 99.9% uptime – and
the compensation that the user is eligible to if the provider fails
to provide the service as described [8]. Hence it becomes
difficult for both cloud provider and cloud consumer to match
each other’s requirements without a common platform.
Cloud services are seen as a deployment model, enabling
users to consume software and hardware services via internet.
These services are supplied by various services providers.
Cloud services are designed to provide easy, scalable access to
applications, resources and services, flexible pricing and
customization. Cloud computing will soon become a utility [1]
available anytime, anywhere.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the research problem. In Section III, introduce cloud
providers market platform dashboard as solution to the
research problems defined in section II.
II.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

With the development of cloud computing systems,
consumers’ requirement also become increasingly complex,
this leads to following five problems between consumers and
providers.
1) Due to diverse cloud services providers, consumers very
often find it difficult to choose right services for their
requirement. Also they don’t have information on other
consumer’s chosen service provider for similar kind of
requirement. For example, if cloud consumer has requirement
for virtual servers having - operating system IBM AIX 7.1 /
RAM 10 GB with network bandwidth 100 Mbps then consumer
has no information on which cloud provider is offering best
service for this particular requirement. No information on
which service provider to choose for this particular
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requirement. Also there is no method to find out which service
provider did the other consumers choose for similar
requirement.
2) Consumers are not aware of provider’s reliability /
usability / performance / scalability / interoperability for the
specific requirements. There is no method or algorithm to find
quality of service provided by the provider for a particular
requirement. Consumer need to understand his application
requirement and then choose appropriate provider. Quality of
service should be based on consumer requirements.
3) Consumers don’t get report on cloud usage and hence
don’t get recommendation on whether to continue the service
or to upgrade the service with same provider or to choose new
provider. Once the consumer starts consuming cloud services
there is no proper channel to understand consumer usage and
get recommendation.
4) Consumers don’t have information whether to switch
cloud provider for cost effective cloud usage.
5) Cloud service providers demand new architecture to
understand requirement coming from such heterogeneous
cloud consumers. Also providers don’t get information on
consumers chosen provider for the same requirement and
reasoning for the same. This will help provider to analyze their
requirement engineering [6] strategy and improve quality of
service to expand their offerings.
Hence in this paper we are introducing a framework which
attempts to solve all the problems noted above and help
consumer to get better cloud service for their applications.
Most of the on going research deals with stakeholders
functions and does not address more specific topics as noted
above. Some research work deals with discoverability of cloud
services but doesn’t deal with recommendations before
discoverability. None of the research work deal with how best
we can use before and after usage of cloud service to choose
right service for a particular requirement in a community.
III.

CLOUD PROVIDERS MARKET PLATFORM DASHBOARD

Our primary research goal is to provide a dashboard to
consumer to key in there requirements and get
recommendations to choose cloud service provider. The same
tool will be used by provider to understand requirements,
analyze and expand offering. This dashboard uses StakeCloud
Platform concept [2]. StakeCloud Platform takes in
requirement input and search for cloud services provider who
providers such service and match the results. It doesn’t take our
research problems into consideration. It only deals with cloud
service discoverability and doesn’t provider recommendations
through learning.
Cloud providers market platform dashboard deals with how
best we can use before and after usage of cloud service to
choose the right provider for a particular requirement in a
community. This platform requires providers to open there
service discoverability and cloud monitoring features. In the
course of development provider may have to open various
other features for the consumer benefit.

To meet the research goal, we depicted Cloud Providers
Market Platform Dashboard in Fig 1. The framework contains
8 components. Dashboard is a community based where all
consumers and all providers are using the same platform for
communication. All providers who wish to be part of this
dashboard should adhere to standards defined by Engine
component.

Fig. 1. Cloud Providers Market Platform Dashboard

“ABC Inc” is a company which needs virtual server on
cloud. Consider “ABC Inc” as cloud consumer. Scenario based
demonstration is done using all 8 components of the
framework defined above.
Step by Step scenario to illustrate the framework
 Cloud consumer (ABC Inc) access “Cloud Provider
Market Platform Dashboard” via HTTP / HTTPS
protocols and access requirement request form to input
his requirement.
 Consumer inputs the requirement in the dynamic web
platform. Consumer gets to choose his requirement for
his application from the web. For Example: Which
server operating system, Disk size, RAM details,
Bandwidth details, IPV6 support, required software’s
(like database / IDE) etc. Consumer waits for the result
once he submit job to Dashboard as in Fig.2.
 Once consumer submits his requirement, dashboard
inputs data into Database component through Engine
component (Could be any of the database on the cloud
for example: Informix / MySQL or Oracle) and pass the
control to Engine via internet protocols. Engine
component acts as a master and is sole responsible for
driving this framework. All the communication between
Engine and to other component is via HTTP / HTTPS
protocol.
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Fig. 3. Other consumers of the same requirement and there provider details
(overall chart)

 Stake Cloud Platform [2] has been enhanced to provide
quotation (cost) for the services from various providers
after the match is found for the requirement.
Requirements are processed and list the matching result
in the dashboard Fig 4. Above 2 layers are responsible
for listing cloud service providers for the consumer
requirement.

Fig. 2. Requirement Request Form



The requirement submitted by cloud service consumer
is processed by 2 layers through Engine: 1. Learning
and Recommendation layer for requirements 2. Stake
Cloud Platform [2].



Learning and Recommendation layer has the ability to
collect data from Engine layer and pass information to
dashboard based on pervious matching requirements
from various consumers and their selected cloud
providers details. Also usage report of the same. This
component learns every requirement coming in and
keeps track of all the activity related to requirement.
This helps the consumer to choose right cloud service
provider. This layer also has the ability to provide
information on provider’s reliability / usability /
performance / scalability etc from Cloud service usage
layer Fig.5.

Fig. 4. Cloud provider list from stake cloud platform component with cost
(for a particular requirement)
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provider and also monitor its activity (as part of SLA
[5]). Note that for these activities cloud service provider
is actively involved and interact with Engine
component. This layer provides timely report to
consumer through dashboard on cloud service usage.
Also responsible for upgrade or down-grade SLA’s [5]
with recommendation of switching between different
providers for cost effective cloud usage. This report is
always based on cloud usage for a particular application
and its expense as seen in Fig.6.

Fig. 6. Cloud Usage report

 Cloud usage report in Fig.6 indicates consumer need to
down-grade service level agreement with the provider
for cost effective cloud service usage. Also indicates
whether consumer needs to switch to different provider
for effective usage of cloud services as seen in Fig.7.

Fig. 5. Cloud providers Quality of Service for the requirement in question



Once the consumer selects a services provider and
start’s consuming the service, the learning and
recommendation layer for cloud usage is activated. This
layer has the ability to store consumers chosen service

Fig. 7. Recommended provider list after cloud usage report

 All the data generated are stored in Database
component for data retrieval at later stage. Experiments
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carried out are part of stimulation and doesn’t involve
real time data.


Cloud service provider learns all the activity through
Engine to improve their requirement engineering
strategy and improve quality of service to expand their
offerings. Note that cloud service provider component
is dynamic (always in sync with Engine layer) and
constantly updated, which is a drawback of Stake Cloud
Platform [2] where service offerings are extracted from
provider. This might not be true at the time of
consuming service since its not dynamic Fig 8.

IV.

FURTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

The main contributions of this research lie in enabling
consumers to find the best mapping cloud services for their
requirement, and in supporting providers to identify real
consumer needs. Above research experiment is part of
stimulation and doesn’t involve real time data.
Future work includes implementing this research work
involving all the stake holders in real time. And also to
improve performance and automatic switching between
providers for cost effective cloud usage. There is a need to
integrate SLA trust model with the above proposed dashboard
[9].
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A Wavelet-Based Approach for Ultrasound Image
Restoration
Mohammed Tarek GadAllah 1 and
Abstract — Ultrasound's images are generally affected by
speckle noise which is mainly due to the scattering phenomenon’s
coherent nature. Speckle filtration is accompanied with loss of
diagnostic features. In this paper a modest new trial introduced
to remove speckles while keeping the fine features of the tissue
under diagnosis by enhancing image’s edges; via Curvelet
denoising and Wavelet based image fusion. Performance
evaluation of our work is done by four quantitative measures: the
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), the square root of the mean
square of error (RMSE), a universal image quality index (Q), and
the Pratt’s figure of merit (FOM) as a quantitative measure for
edge preservation. Plus Canny edge map which is extracted as a
qualitative measure of edge preservation. The measurements of
the proposed approach assured its qualitative and quantitative
success into image denoising while maintaining edges as possible.
A Gray phantom is designed to test our proposed enhancement
method. The phantom results assure the success and applicability
of this paper approach not only to this research works but also
for gray scale diagnostic scans’ images including ultrasound’s Bscans.
Keywords — Ultrasound Medical Imaging; Curvelet Based
Image Denoising; Wavelet Based Image Fusion.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound medical imaging which has been widely
accepted as an essential safe tool for biological tissue medical
diagnosis, are generally affected by speckle noise due to the
scattering phenomenon’s coherent nature. Speckle noise is a
well known phenomenon inherent most B-mode ultrasonic
scans’ images caused by the constructive and destructive
interferences of the wavelets scattered by the tissue
components as they arrive at the transducer [1], [2]. Speckle
degrades the resolution and contrast of ultrasound images [3].
Speckle noise poses a well known problem in ultrasound
imaging [4]. It acts as a mask of the small differences in grey
level images [5]. Therefore the pre filtering process of Speckle
noise cannot be avoided. It is a critical pre-processing step,
providing clinicians with enhanced diagnostic ability [13]. The
filtration is accompanied with loss of diagnostic features. The
amount of these losses differs according to the techniques
reported so far.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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For example; the Multiscale Method introduced by Achim,
A. … et al; in [29]. The wavelet based denoising is one of the
effective filtration techniques, like the technique introduced by
Pizurica, A. … et al; in [30], and the method introduced by
Rabbani, H. … et al; in [31]. Wavelets have been widely used
in signal and image processing for the past 20 years [18], [19],
[27], and [28]. Wavelet transform and its derivatives have
many applications in biomedical image 1processing [6]-[13]
and [17]-[28]. The first introducing for wavelets into
biomedical imaging research was in 1991; by Weaver, J. B. …
et al, in a journal paper [21] describing the application of
wavelet transforms for noise reduction in MRI images, [19].
One of its derivatives is the Curvelet Transform (CVT) which
first mentioned by E. J. Candμes and D. L. Donoho in 1999
[15]. The Digital Curvelet Transform (DCT) was introduced
by D. L. Donoho & M. R. Duncan in November 1999 [16].
J.L. Starck, E.J. Candes, and D.L. Donoho published: "The
Curvelet Transform for Image denoising" in 2002; [12]. Image
denoising in Curvelet domain has enhanced denoising; due to
the ability of Curvelet Transform to recover signals in
different directions as compared with other methods [6]-[13].
Denoising in Curvelet domain has better results for speckle
noise reduction of ultrasonic scans’ images, but; in some cases
it cannot maintain all features of the scan’s image. This is a
well-known problem in the field of biomedical imaging and
image processing [32]-[40].
In this paper; we introduce an approach to remove
speckles while keeping the fine features of the tissue under
diagnosis as possible by enhancing image’s edges;
via the Curvelet denoising and Wavelet based image fusion.
The study was done on a normal kidney ultrasonic scan taken
from a man; 27 years old, by an ultrasound console: AlokaProSound 3500SX, in DICOM format [49]. Beside; an
original Gray phantom is built to prove the success of our
proposed enhancement method into better speckle reduction
with edge enhancement for ultrasound scans, than the only
Curvelet based denoising; qualitatively and quantitatively. A
general quality optimization index S&M (S. Badawy and M.
GadAllah) is newly introduced for selecting the best
parameter's value for any parameter-based image fusion
method being firstly introduced into image processing
research. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II; we
display the materials and methods had been used in our paper
including our proposed approach, been applied on a human
right kidney scan and the gray phantom study. The numerical
and graphical results are displayed in Section III. A brief
discussion of our results is represented in Section IV. Finally,
we give some concluding remarks in Section V.
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II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

C. Performance Evaluation:

A. Curvelet Based Image Denoising:
The Curvelets is to represent a curve as a superposition of
functions of various lengths and widths [11]. Curvelet
transforms gave close and improved delineation to edges [14].
Curvelet construction based on three essential ideas: firstly,
Ridgelets; a method of analysis suitable for objects with
discontinuities across straight lines. Secondly, Multiscale
Ridgelets, a pyramid of windowed Ridgelets, renormalized
and transported to a wide range of scales and locations.
Thirdly, Band-pass Filtering, a method of separating an object
out into a series of disjoint scales [15]. We used a Matlabbased Toolbox: [33] made by Sandeep P.; for performing
Image denoising in Curvelet domain using thresholding. This
toolbox [33]; when computing the Curvelet of an image, it
makes that as given in [12].
B. Wavelet Based Image Fusion:
The principle of image fusion using wavelets is to merge
the wavelet decompositions of the two original images using
fusion methods applied to approximations coefficients and
details coefficients [50]. There are more techniques for image
fusion [41]-[44].
We used the Wavelet toolbox, built-in Matlab-R2011b to
perform: wavelet based image fusion; a kind of a MultiscaleDecomposition Based Fusion. The fusion been made, was inbetween the noisy image (N) and the reconstructed (denoised)
image (R) produced from the denoising process in Curvelet
transform domain. The resulted fused image, we called the
final processed image (FP). An illustrative block diagram of
the used fusion method is shown in Fig.1, where;
N
R
A
D
FP

1) RMSE is the square root of MSE calculated from the
following equation (1):

MSE 

1 m n
[ O  i, j   R(i, j ) ]2

m  n i 1 j 1
… (1)

Where; m = number of rows in the image, n = number of
columns, O is the original image pixel values matrix, R is the
reconstructed image pixel values matrix, and finally (i,j) are
the x, y coordinates for every pixel in each image. MSE has
been the dominant quantitative performance metric in the field
of signal processing for more than 50 years [45]. We had
programmed; equation (1) of MSE, on Matlab-R2011b and
implemented it in our measurements.
2) PSNR is represented in the following equation (2):
… (2)
Where, MAXo is the maximum pixel value in image O
[here; MAXo = 255], MSE here is the mean square error
calculated from equation (1). We used Matlab-R2011b and
[33] for calculating PSNR. PSNR and RMSE measures are
used in more papers which are about sonograms’ denoising
[11].

is referred to the Noisy image -input.
is referred to the Reconstructed image -input.
is referred to Approximation.
is referred to Details.
is referred to Final Processed image –output.

We applied the User-Defined Fusion method; mentioned
in [50] for merging the approximation coefficients of the two
input images; AN and AR, as the following Matlab code:
function AFP = my_fusion (AN,AR)
D = true (size (AN)); F = 0.50;
AFP = AN;
AFP (D) = F * AN (D) + (1- F)* AR (D);
AFP (~D) = F * AR (~D) + (1- F)* AN (~D);
end
The parameter F; we called the fusion ratio; for the
Approximation fusion method. The value of F can be changed
from 0 to 1. In our study we used different values of F. The
best used value of F was 0.5; achieving a maximum image's
edge preservation as well as maintaining its quality as
possible. So, we recommend using a value of 0.5 for F.

Fig. 1. Illustrative Block Diagram of the Used Fusion Method
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3) Q is the Universal Image Quality Index, introduced in
[46], it is based on three basic components measured inbetween the original image and the image which to be
compared; correlation coefficient, mean luminance, and
contrast [46]. Its value ranges from 0 till 1, if Q = 1, it means
the two images are same. We used [46] and Matlab to
calculate Q in our measurements.
4) FOM is the Pratt’s Figure of Merit; introduced in
1978 by W. K. Pratt as a quantitative measure for edge
preservation [47]. FOM is defined by:

∑

… (3)

Where; IN = MAX {II, IA} and II and IA represent the
number of ideal and actual edge map points; respectively, a is
a scaling constant, and D is the separation distance of an
actual edge point normal to a line of ideal edge points. The
rating factor is normalized so that R = 1 for a perfectly
detected edge [47]. We used [48] by Matlab to calculate FOM
in our measurements, but in percent % values, so if FOM =
100, it means that FOM = 1 in (3).
D. The Proposed Approach
An ultrasound scan of a normal human right kidney was
taken by ultrasound console: Aloka-ProSound 3500SX; [49].
The interested area of the resulted image had been put on a
black background with an appropriate dimensions match with
Curvelet transform domain; as shown in Fig.2.
Manipulation was done as follow:
i. Noising the image by an added noise determined by the
value of the Signal to Noise Ratio (Snr).
ii. Denoising the resulted image in Curvelet transform
domain, as mentioned previously in A.
iii. Applying the wavelet based fusion method been
explained previously in B.; in-between the noised and the
denoised image produced from i. and ii., respectively
taking F = 0.95959595.
iv. Measurements:
 The edge detection map of Canny had been extracted
as a qualitative measure of edge preservation for each
image of the three images produced from i., ii., and iii.
 A four quantitative performance evaluation measures
PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM; had been calculated inbetween the original image and each one of its three
derivatives produced in i., ii., and iii.
v. Repeating the previous four steps i., ii., iii., and iv.;
along 20 different values for Snr.
vi. The FOM’s 20 results is plotted for each image vs. the
corresponding Snr, into Fig.3-A, where: the three
colored lines; Blue, Green, and Red represents: in the
three cases: Noisy, denoised (CVT), and the final
wavelet fused image (WT), respectively.

Fig. 2. The Right Kidney Scan On A Black Background

Optimizing the Applied Fusion Method:
Our goal is to find the better performance of the applied
fusion method that makes maximum edge preservation as well
as maintains image's quality and PSNR as possible. For that
we introduce here, a general quality optimization index be
named S&M index. This index can be used in general for
selecting the best parameter's value (F in our study) for any
parameter-based image fusion method being firstly introduced
into image processing research. S&M index is defined as
follow:

S &M 

%PSNR_n  %FOM_n  %Q_n
%
%RMSE_n  100
… (4)

Where, _n: means after normalization to the nearest
maximum value. This equation calculates maximum values for
PSNR, FOM, Q, and minimum value for RMSE.
We applied S&M optimization for the applied fusion method
as follow:
1) Taking one result from the right kidney scan’s image,
where Snr = 10, after step ii; i.e. after noising and denoising
process, then, we made step iii for this result not only at (F) =
0.95959595, But, instead we made this step 25 times for
different values of F; starting from 0.05 to 1.0.
2) Calculating the four measurements; PSNR, RMSE, Q,
and FOM; for all the 25 results, and normalized all to the
nearest maximum value.
3) Drawing in percentage %; the 25 final wavelet fused
numerical results for PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM, after being
approximately normalized; all vs. the fusion ratio (F); as
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shown in Fig.3-B; where: the four colored lines; Blue, Green,
Red, and Blue-Light represents: the four measurements:
PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM; respectively.
4) Finally, we applied equation (4), for S&M optimization
index, on the 25 results from the previous step 2, producing
the optimization figure; shown in Fig.3-C; where: the y-axis;
represents: S&M index value, and the x-axis; represents: F;
starting from 0.05 to 1.0.
Repeating Manipulation taking F = 0.5:
From equation (4); we can deduce that the optimum
performance of the proposed approach, making maximum edge
preservation as well as maintaining image's quality and PSNR
as possible; can be founded where S&M index has a
maximum value. From Fig.3-C; the maximum value of S&M
index on the curve can be founded when F = 0.5. Taking F =
0.5 instead of the last empirical value of F (0.95959595) and
repeating our proposed approach’s manipulation steps on the
same image shown in Fig. 2, we will obtain another 20
optimized results. The FOM’s measurement values during the
20 results are plotted into Fig.3-D; where: the three colored
lines; Blue, Green, and Red represents: in the three cases:
Noisy, CVT, and WT; respectively.
E. Our Gray Phantom Study:
A new Gray phantom shown in Fig. 4; been introduced by
S. Badawy and M. GadAllah; consists of gray scale vertical
and horizontal bars used for testing strait boundaries and
intensities of the gray levels. It is designed especially to test
and assure the applied method for all gray scale images in
radiology including Ultrasound’s B-Scans.

Fig. 3. Right Kidney Scan Image’s Analytical Results Curves

Processing steps:
a. Noising the phantom by an added noise determined by

the Snr value.
b. Denoising the produced image in Curvelet transform
domain.
c. Applying the wavelet based fusion method been
explained previously in B.; in-between the noised and the
denoised image produced from a. and b., respectively
taking F = 0. 5.
d. Measurements:
 The edge detection map of Canny had been extracted
as a qualitative measure of edge preservation for each
image of the three images produced from a., b., and c.
 A four quantitative performance evaluation measures
PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM; had been calculated inbetween the original phantom image and each one of
its three derivatives produced in a., b., and c.
e. Repeating the previous four steps a., b., c., and d.; along
12 different values for Snr.

Fig. 4. Our New Gray Phantom
TABLE I.

THE RIGHT KIDNEY SCAN AVERAGE RESULTS
Final Output
Before S&M
Index
Optimization

Final Output
After S&M
Index
Optimization

56.39

56.29

3.45

3.87

1.26

1.31

Universal Quality Index [Q]

0.34

0.34

Edge Preservation Index
[ Pratt’s FOM]

91.04

94.09

Average Results for:
Final Wavelet Fused Image
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
[PSNR]
Mean Square of Error [MSE]
Root Mean Square of Error
[RMSE]
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III.

RESULTS

A. Kidney scan image Results with F = 0.95959595:
After applying our proposed approach on the right kidney
scan’s image, where; F = 0.95959595, and along 20 different
value of Snr; the result is 20 by 3 images produced 60 resulted
images beside the original one. After Canny edge map had
been extracted producing another 60 result edge maps for each
image beside the edge map of the original one.
The results was good but after being optimized; it became
better; so, we satisfied here only by displaying the final
average quantitative results of the 20 different results for:
PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM, in comparison by the same
average results after being optimized by the suitable fusion
ratio based on applying S&M index enhancement, see Table
I. Analytically; the FOM’s 20 results had been plotted vs. the
corresponding Snr, as shown in Fig.3-A.
B. Kidney scan image Results with F = 0.5:
After applying the S&M optimization on the right kidney
scan’s image, selecting (F) = 0. 5, and along 20 different value
of Snr; the result is 20 by 3 images produced 60 resulted
images beside the original one. After Canny edge map had
been extracted producing another 60 result edge maps for each
image beside the edge map of the original one. A sample
result from the 20 results, where Snr = 10; can be seen in Fig.
5; where: The lower four images in the two figures are the
canny edge map for the upper four images correspondingly.
Those maps are a qualitative measure for edge preservation in
each image. The numbers on images are as follow:
1) Is stated for the Noisy-Image.
2) Is stated for the Reconstructed –Image after the
denoising process in Curvelet transform domain.
3) Is stated for the Final Processed - Image after making the
wavelet based image fusion in between 1 & 2.
4) Is stated for the Original Base Image as a reference.

The final average quantitative results of the 20 different
results for: PSNR, RMSE, Q, and FOM, after being optimized
by the suitable fusion ratio; are shown in Table I. The FOM’s
20 results had been plotted vs. the corresponding Snr, as
shown in Fig.3-D.
C. Our Phantom Study Results:
Applying our enhancement approach on the gray scale
phantom image, selecting (F) = 0. 5, and along 12 different
value of Snr; the result is 12 by 3 images produced 36 resulted
images beside the original one. After Canny edge map had
been extracted producing another 36 result edge maps for each
image beside the edge map of the original one. According to
the tabulated results into Table II; we have up to twelve
figures. A sample Result of our Gray Scale Phantom is shown
in Fig.6; Where; Snr = 25 for the noisy image. Where: The
lower three images are the canny edge maps for the upper
three images correspondingly.
This is a qualitative measure for edge preservation in each
image. The numbers on images are as follow:
1) Is stated for the Noisy-Image.
2) Is stated for the Reconstructed –Image after the
denoising process in Curvelet Transform (CT) domain.
3) Is stated for the Final Processed - Image after making the
wavelet based image fusion in between 1 & 2.
The quantitative measurements taken from processing our
Gray Phantom image had been tabulated into Table II;
representing 12 Results’ measurements, taking F_ratio = 0.5.
Table II has equal number of elements. Each row describes
one complete result measurements for a specified Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) value taken for the noised image. The last
row is the mean or Avg. (Average) values of each parameter.
The first-left column represent the value of SNR, the next
column is the result number, the next 8 columns are the
measurements values, Where;

Fig. 5. A Sample Result for the Right Kidney Scan After Using S&M Index at Fusion Ratio, F = 0.5, Where; Snr = 10
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Noisy - Snr: is the noisy image’s signal to noise ratio.

TABLE II.

THE GRAY SCALE PHANTOM IMAGE’S RESULTS, WHERE; F =
0. 5

Result - No.: is the number of result
Parameter + N: N refers to Noisy and means that this
parameter is calculated in-between the noisy image and the
reference original one shown in Fig.3.
Parameter + FP: FP refers to Final Processed by the
applied approach, and means that this parameter is calculated
in-between the Final Result wavelet-fused image and the
reference original one.
The four calculated measures’ 12 results; PSNR, RMSE, Q,
and FOM; had been plotted for each image vs. the
corresponding Snr; producing four curves shown in Fig.7: A,
B, C, and D respectively. Where: The Blue line represents the
quantity before applying the processing approach (Noisy) and
the Green line represents the same quantity after image being
processed (FP).
IV.

Noisy
SNR

Result
NO.

2

1

5
8

PSNR

RMSE

Q

FOM

N

FP

N

FP

N

FP

N

FP

6.07

22.53

126.81

19.06

0.01

0.19

35.34

49.29

2

9.07

25.29

89.78

13.86

0.02

0.28

35.35

51.14

3

12.07

27.76

63.56

10.44

0.03

0.38

36.95

57.22

10

4

14.07

29.36

50.49

8.68

0.05

0.45

37.83

60.13

12

5

16.07

30.71

40.10

7.44

0.07

0.52

39.07

67.97

15

6

19.07

32.44

28.39

6.09

0.11

0.60

43.91

76.58

18

7

22.07

34.04

20.10

5.06

0.19

0.67

55.46

69.92

20

8

24.07

35.15

15.97

4.46

0.26

0.72

61.81

80.68

25

9

29.07

38.23

8.98

3.13

0.50

0.81

87.24

78.58

30

10

34.07

43.20

5.05

1.76

0.72

0.89

93.51

75.97

40

11

44.07

49.62

1.60

0.84

0.89

0.91

93.97

97.11

50

12

54.07

57.61

0.50

0.34

0.91

0.91

100

100

Average

23.65

35.50

37.61

6.76

0.31

0.61

60.04

72.05

DISCUSSION

Looking at Fig.3-A & Fig.3-D, obviously; we can see the
enhancement in the edge preservation index FOM for the final
fused kidney scan image, before and after applying S&Moptimization; represented by the red line.
Quantitatively, Looking at Table I, we can notice the
increase in FOM after the optimization process, where the
value of Q is still constant; assuring our optimized approach in
preserving edges while maintaining quality as possible.
Qualitatively; comparing in between the Canny edge map
for the final fused images shown in Fig.5-3, and the denoised
image using Curvelet only shown in Fig.5-2; we can see the
effect of our proposed approach in recovering image details
which lost in denoising process. Comparing in between the
Canny edge map for the final processed image shown in Fig.53, and the noisy image shown in Fig.5-1; we can see the
enhanced denoising produced while keeping edges as possible.

Looking at Fig.7-A, Fig.7-B, and Fig.7-C; for PSNR, Q,
and FOM, respectively; we can see analytically the resulted
enhancement in the final processed gray scale image after
applying our enhancement procedure; represented by the
green line instead of the blue line before enhancement. Also,
RMSE had been decreased throw all the curve shown in Fig.7D; represented by the green line instead of the blue line before.
Comparing in between the Canny edge map for the final
fused phantom image shown in Fig.6-3, and the denoised
image using Curvelet only shown in Fig.6-2; we can
obviously; see the effect of our proposed approach in
recovering some of image's details which lost in denoising
process.
Comparing in between the Canny edge map for the final
fused phantom image shown in Fig.6-3, and the noisy image
shown in Fig.6-1; we can see qualitatively; the enhanced
denoising produced by our proposed enhancement approach
while keeping edges as possible preservation.
A clear improvement in the average value for FOM and Q
can be shown quantitatively in Table II; to be 72.05 and 0.61
instead of 60.04 and 0.31, respectively.

Fig. 6. A Sample Result of Our Gray Scale Phantom Where; Snr = 25

Fig. 7. Gray Scale Phantom Image’s Analytical Results Curves
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Also, the average value of PSNR was better enhanced after
applying our probosed wavelet based approach to be 35.50
instead of 23.65 before.
On the other hand the average value of RMSE had been
decreased to be 6.76 instead of 37.61 before; which assures
that the applied approach is effective in enhanced denoising
with little values of error.
The gray phantom results displayed is a step towards
generalizing our introduced enhancement method for all gray
scale diagnostic scans’ images including Ultrasonography.
V.

CONCLUSION

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

Wavelet based image fusion after Curvelet denoising,
successfully used to improve the removal of image’s speckles
(here, kidney’s ultrasound scan) while enhancing its edges as
possible. Moreover, a gray phantom was introduced to help in
testing and assuring the ability of the proposed work as an
enhancement method for gray scale diagnostic scans’ images
including Ultrasonography. Also; a general quality
optimization index be named S&M is newly introduced for
selecting the best parameter for any parameter-based image
fusion method being firstly introduced into image processing
research.
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Abstract—Foreign exchange market is one of the most
complex dynamic market with high volatility, non linear and
irregularity. As the globalization spread to the world, exchange
rates forecasting become more important and complicated. Many
external factors influence its volatility. To forecast the exchange
rates, those external variables can be used and usually chosen
based on the correlation to the predicted variable. A new second
correlation method to improve forecasting accuracy is proposed.
The second correlation is used to choose the external variable
with different time interval. The proposed method is tested using
six major monthly exchange rates with Nonlinear Autoregressive
with eXogenous input (NARX) compared with Nonlinear
Autoregressive (NAR) for model benchmarking. We evaluated
the forecasting accuracy of proposed method is increasing by
16.8% compared to univariate NAR model and slight better than
linear correlation on average for Dstat parameter and gives almost
no improvement for MSE.
Keywords—forecasting; foreign exchange; NARX; second
correlation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Exchange rate forecasting has proven to be predicted and
univariate exchange rate forecasting gives a good forecast
accuracy[1]. However, univariate specifications are limited.
Those limitations are the market could be efficient and only
driven from outside indicators, the available time series are too
short for significant technical analysis with the chosen
forecasting horizon[2], univariate model for some exchange
rates do not provide a good forecast [3].
Multivariate time series analysis is an important statistical
tool to study the behavior of time dependent data and forecast
the future values depending on the historical data. With
multivariate time series analysis, important dynamic interrelationship among variables of interest like central bank
interest rate, interest rate spread, and other exchange rates
movements can be captured.
Research in exchange rates forecasting often uses daily,
weekly or even monthly data. In multivariate exchange rates
forecasting, monthly data is more often used than daily or
weekly data due to the relationship with interest rate and
inflation data that comes monthly [4], less volatile than the
daily data and more referred to nonlinear data [5].
In this paper, we evaluate that the forecast accuracy could
be improved by adding another external variable to capture that
interrelationship by second correlation method. The advantage
of this method is a simple technique to choose external variable

for a neural networks with still a good generalization capability
[6]. A neural network algorithm is used because there is no
need to specify a particular model and the model is adaptively
formed based on the features presented from the data [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work, Section 3 describes proposed
correlation method, Section 4, presents experiment procedure
and some experiment results, Section 5 presents the conclusion
of the paper, and finally the future work is presented in Section
6.
II.

RELATED WORK

Correlation is one of the most powerful tools for measuring
linear relationship between two exchange rates or inter market
relationships and evaluating inputs for neural networks [7].
Many research have elaborated correlation [2], [3], [8], [9] to
measure relationships between series and evaluating input.
As the global economics keeps changing so the inter
market connection changed too, so constant correlation to
choose appropriate input may not be suitable. If input variables
do not represents relevant ones, neural networks could not be
expected to accurately predict the dependant variables or
computational resources are wasted during training. In a case
of a currency union like USDEUR there are divergent
dynamics of real effective exchange rates in the individual
country and form a new equilibrium [10].
III.

SECOND CORRELATION

The research goals were sets as follows:
1) Introduce to a second correlation to choose another
variable to a neural networks algorithm.
2) Investigate the accuracy contribution of the method if
it makes the accuracy increase or not.
The second correlation described as follows:
1) Compute the correlation coefficient for specific time
interval if there is new exchange rates equilibrium, in this
case the USDEUR came into the exchange rates market and
change the equilibrium.
2) Use variable with highest correlation as input to
Nonlinear Autoregressive with eXogenous input (NARX).
In this case the second correlation is taken from January
2000 until 2014. Year 2000 is chosen as USDEUR currency
entered the exchange rate market on January 1999; and Euro
coins and Bank Note entered the market on January 2002. At
that time, we assume there was a new equilibrium condition on
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the exchange market by USDEUR. It is can be seen from the
market share liquidity of USDEUR before 2001 was just near
0% and then since 2001 was 37.9% and became the second
most liquid currency after USD (89.9%) [11]. The correlation
with time interval of 2000 until 2014 of interest rate, interest
rate spread and other exchange rates are used to choose
external variable rather than using all time correlation data.

Exchange rates correlation among six currencies gives two
pairs of correlation those may be chosen for external variables.
Those are USDAUD-USDCAD (0.83) and USDJPY-USDCHF
(0.91). The exchange rates correlation among six countries or
regions is presented in Table III.

A NARX network is used to test the proposed method (M3)
compared to usual correlation method (M2) for multivariate
forecasting model, and Nonlinear Autoregressive (NAR) (M1)
for univariate model.

Correlation

USDAUD

USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCHF

USDAUD
USDCAD

1.00

0.83
1.00

0.44
0.57

0.53
0.46

-0.50
-0.19

-0.20
0.07

1.00

0.68
1.00

0.31
-0.21

0.57
0.05

1.00

0.91

IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The external inputs or variables are the central bank interest
rates, interest rate spread between two countries or region, and
other exchange rates. The interest rates data are taken from
Reserve Bank of Australian [16], Bank of Canada [17], De
Nederlansche Bank [18], Bank of England [19], Bank of Japan
[20], Swiss National Bank [21], and Federal Reserve [22]. The
interest rates and its spread correlations for six currencies do
not give enough clues to be included in the external variables
except for Japan interest rate and USDJPY (0.82). Correlation
between interest rates and exchange rates is presented in Table
I.

AUD IR
CAD IR
EUR IR
GBP IR
JPY IR
CHF IR
US IR

USDAUD
-0.18

INTEREST RATE CORRELATION (1975-2014)
USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCHF

0.00

USDEUR
USDGBP
USDCHF

0.55

TABLE IV.

0.82
-0.01

IRS
USD-AUD
IRS
Correlation
USD-CAD IRS
USD-EUR IRS
USD-GBP IRS
USD-JPY IRS
USD-CHF IRS

USDAUD USDCAD USDEUR
0.54
0.25
-0.15

USDGBP

USDJPY USDCHF

-0.11
0.54
-0.01

USDCAD USDEUR USDGBP
0.16
0.11
-0.51

USDJPY
0.42

USDCHF
0.39

0.50
0.60

0.51
0.55

-0.22
-0.14

0.67
0.74

0.72
0.76

GBP IR
JPY IR

0.62
-0.27

0.56
-0.37

0.47
-0.28

-0.34
-0.33

0.79
-0.08

0.74
-0.14

CHF IR

0.57
0.48

0.45
0.38

0.54
0.44

-0.04
-0.25

0.57
0.62

0.70
0.66

US IR

IR : Interest Rate

Correlation coefficient between interest rate spread and
exchange rates from year 2000 until 2014 gives better
correlation for USDJPY and USDCHF. The correlation data is
presented in Table V.
TABLE V.
IRS
Correlation
USD-AUD
IRS IRS
USD-CAD

USD-CHF IRS

INTEREST R ATE SPREAD CORRELATION (2000-2014)
USDAUD USDCAD USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY USDCHF

0.49
0.02
-0.08
-0.18
0.65
0.70
IRS : Interest Rate Spread

IR : Interest Rate

INTEREST RATE SPREAD CORRELATION (1975-2014)

INTEREST RATE CORRELATION (2000-2014)

IR
USDAUD
Correlation
0.23
AUD IR
0.57
CAD IR
0.69
EUR IR

USD-GBP IRS
USD-JPY IRS

-0.30

1.00

B. Second Correlataion Process
The correlation coefficient between of interest rate and
exchange rate from 2000 until 2014 (Table IV) does not give
enough clues because of low value of correlation to make it as
one of external variable.

USD-EUR IRS

The interest rate spread correlation of two countries is
presented in Table 2.
TABLE II.

EXCHANGE RATES CORRELATION (1975-2014)

USDJPY

A. Data
The exchange rates data used here are 40 years close price
of major rates monthly data from January 1975 until April
2014. The dataset is long enough so we can see the effect of
fundamental data on the market [7]. The major exchange rates
used here are USDAUD, USDCAD, USDJPY, USDGBP,
USDEUR and USDCHF which are the major exchange rates in
the foreign exchange market and 65.2% of exchange market
liquidity in April 2013 [11]. Each data contains 472 records
which is divided into 80% (377 data) for training, 5% (24 data)
for validation, and 15% (71 data) for testing, this data partition
is similar to[12]–[15].

TABLE I.

TABLE III.

The correlation coefficient among exchange rates since
2000 until 2014 shows more currencies with stronger
correlation. There are USDAUD-USDCAD, USDAUDUSDEUR,
USDCAD-USDEUR,
USDAUD-USDCHF,
USDCAD-USDCHF, USDEUR-USDCHF, with correlation
coefficient values above 0.9. These conditions support the
assumption that the equilibrium of exchange rates market has
changed to form more relationships among exchange rates. The
correlation coefficient of exchange rates is presented in Table
VI.

IRS : Interest Rate Spread
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TABLE VI.
Correlation USDAUD
USDAUD
USDCAD
USDEUR
USDGBP

1.000

EXCHANGE RATES CORRELATION (2000-2014)
USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCHF

0.964
1.000

0.907
0.903

0.434
0.429

0.741
0.695

0.945
0.911

1.000

0.600
1.000

0.569
-0.129

0.913
0.316

1.000

0.757

USDJPY
USDCHF

Dstat 

1
N

N

 at *100%
t 1



where at=1 if ( xt 1  xt )( x t 1  xt )  0
otherwise 0.
Dstat is more preferable in financial instruments forecasting
because it gives the correctness of gradient prediction [3].

1.000

The correlation coefficient of USDAUD-USDCAD at the
periods of time 1975 to 2014 is 0.83. To forecast USDAUD,
USDCAD should be used as external variable. In 2000-2014
periods, we have USDAUD-USDCAD, USDAUD-USDEUR,
and USDAUD-USDCHF with high correlation values. The
other USDAUD multivariate forecasting model may choose
USDCHF as external variable instead of others. The plot data
for USDAUD and USDCHF is presented in Fig. 1.

D. Result
The result of the proposed method presented in Table VII,
VIII, and IX. NAR is used to get the univariate exchange rate
forecasting and then compared to adding other variable with
correlation from 1975 to 2014, and the other external variable
added from the correlation from 2000 to 2014. The external
variable for correlation from 1975 and correlation from 2000
for each currency is presented in Table VII.
TABLE VII.

EXTERNAL VARIABLES FOR EXCHANGE RATES
FORECASTING

External
Variable
M2

USDAUD

USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCAD

USDAUD

USDGBP

USDEUR

USDCHF

USDJPY

M3

USDCHF

USDCHF

USDCHF

USDAUD

USDAUD

USDAUD

USDCHF

M2 :Model with 1975-2014 correlation
M3 :Model with 2000-2014 correlation

The result comparison for MSE of proposed method is
presented in Table VIII. Our result shows that adding a new
variable on model M2 and M3 from six major exchange rates
does not gives MSE improvement significantly except for M3
in USDCHF (-84.87%).
TABLE VIII.

Fig. 1. Plot data for USDAUD and USDCHF (1975-1999)

The correlation coefficient of USDAUD-USDCHF is
increasing from 2000 and can be seen in Fig. 2

MSE PERFORMANCE OF UNIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE

Ext. Var

USDAUD

USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCHF

M1

0.003587
0.003302
(-7.93%)
0.003155
(-12.05%)

0.001138
0.001101
(-3.16%)
0.001082
(-4.93)

0.000667
0.000659
(-1.06%)
0.00066
(-1.08)

0.000326 7.5655
0.000325 8.1223
(-0.44)
(7.36%)
0.000336 7.3374
(-3.17%) (-3.02%)

0.001375
0.001411
(2.60%)
0.000208
(-84.87%)

M2
M3

The results for Dstat accuracy parameter is more promising
in M2 model with best significant accuracy improvement for
USDJPY (23.53%); and in M3 model give more significant
accuracy improvement for USDCHF (41.46%). For both MSE
and Dstat accuracy parameter, USDEUR does not provide good
forecasting improvement.
TABLE IX.
Ext. Var.

USDAUD

USDCAD

USDEUR

USDGBP

USDJPY

USDCHF

M1

57.75%
61.97%
(7.31%)
64.79%
(12.19%)

47.89%
52.11%
(8.82%)
56.34%
(17.65%)

60.56%
61.97%
(2.33%)
61.97%
(2.33%)

52.11%
61.97%
(18.92%)
60.56%
(16.22%)

47.89%
59.15%
(23.53%)
60.53%
(26.47%)

57.75%
60.56%
(4.88%)
81.69%
(41.46%)

Fig. 2. Plot data for USDAUD and USDCHF (2000-2014)

M2

C. Forecast Measure
In order to evaluate the forecast accuracy of the models,
two forecast error measurements are used: Mean Square Error
(MSE) and directional statistics (Dstat) . MSE is defined as
follows[23]:

M3

MSE 

n


t 1

Dstat is defined as follows [3]:

2

et
n

DSTAT PERFORMANCE OF UNIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE

In overall result, in MSE accuracy parameter does not give
significant accuracy improvement. In Dstat , it can be seen that
this proposed method gives better accuracy with average of
64.08%, higher than univariate model 53.99% accuracy and
usual correlation method with 59.62% accuracy. It gives a
19.39% accuracy improvement on average with the highest
accuracy is achieved at USDCHF with 81.69% accuracy.
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Other advantage of using the second correlation method is
it gives a simple way to choose an external variable rather than
using other more complex algorithm or by trial and error to
choose one by one other series.
V.

[9]

CONCLUSION

The second correlation method does not give MSE
improvement significantly. From Dstat it can be seen that this
method gives better accuracy with average of 64.08%, higher
than univariate model 53.99% accuracy and usual correlation
method with 59.62% accuracy. It gives a 19.39% accuracy
improvement on average with the highest accuracy is achieved
at USDCHF with 81.69% accuracy. It does not give better
accuracy for USDEUR in MSE and Dstat.
VI.

[8]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

FUTURE WORK

Our future work will continue to implement the method in
the different exchange rates; and combine the method with
other such technical indicator.

[14]
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Abstract—Cascading failures are crucial issues for the study
of survivability and resilience of our infrastructures and have
attracted much interest in complex networks research. In this
paper, we study the overload-based cascading failure model and
propose a soft defense strategy to mitigate the damage from such
cascading failures. In particular, we assign adjustable weights to
individual links of a network and control the weight parameter.
The information flow and the routing patterns in a network are
then controlled based on the assigned weights. The main idea of
this work is to control the traffics on the network and we verify
the effectiveness of the load redistribution for mitigating
cascading failure. Numerical results imply that network
robustness can be enhanced significantly using the relevant
smart routing strategy, in which loads in the network are
properly redistributed.
Keywords—cascading
robustness
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failures;

link’s

weight;

network

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many complex systems in nature and society
can be described by intricate network patterns, including
technological, social and biological systems such as the
Internet, the World-Wide Web, electrical power grid networks,
metabolic networks and so on. In recent years, complex
network research has also attracted much attention and
becomes an useful tool for scientists to make major advances
in understanding salient properties of complex human
engineered systems, that go beyond the single component
behaviour. A vast number of studies have clarified that certain
topological properties of complex networks have strong
impacts on their stability. An early important work of Albert,
Jeong and Barabasi [1] showed that scale-free networks which
have heterogeneous degree distributions, are remarkably
resistant against random errors, but at the same time, targeted
malicious attacks can easily disrupt the networks by removing
only a small fraction of nodes or links. On the other hand,
homogeneous degree distribution networks – namely, random
networks, might be considerably stable against attacks but
somewhat vulnerable to random failures.
Since a vulnerability is a weakness which might reduce a
system performance, recently, one of the major focuses of
complex network research, is the vulnerability management. In
our daily life, cascading failures are common phenomenon and
can occur in many natural and man-made systems, due to
endogenous or exogenous (or can be both in some cases)
factors.

There are many types of cascading failures that are
mentioned, from some critical infrastructures such as electrical
power grids and computer networks, to economic, ecological,
even political systems. A common yet hard-to-predict property
of cascading failures is that even a single point of failure
emerges locally, the damage is widely propagated and could
result in global collapse.
In decades, a number of important aspects of cascading
failures in complex networks have been discussed and many
valuable results have been found. There several works studied
the impact of cascading failures on different types of power
grid networks such as the North American power grid network
[2], the European power grid network [3], and the Italy power
grid network [4]. Other works studied cascading failures in
other types of complex networks, such as telecommunication
networks [5], or socio-technological networks [6]. As we
further model and understand the behaviour of cascading
failures, how to build in safeguards that may be able to prevent
them in the future, has become a central topic of interest.
Available set of existing methods to enhance network
robustness against cascading failures can be generally divided
into two classes
 A set of methods to improve network robustness
statically, which has been developed in order to prevent
cascading failures before the occurrence of initial
failures.
 A set of methods to improve network robustness
dynamically, which has been developed in order to
minimize the damage of cascading failures after some
initial failures occurred.
An example study of the former is the paper of Shin and
Namatame [7]. In their paper, they considered network
robustness and design cost as a trade-off function and used an
evolutionary algorithm to evolve networks. Their results
revealed that clustering, modularity, and long path lengths all
play an important part in the design of robust large-scale
infrastructure.
Typical examples of the latter include the well-known
method proposed by Motter [8]. In his paper, he introduced and
investigated a costless defense method based on a selective
removal of nodes and edges immediately after initial failure
and showed that the proposed method is practical and can
drastically reduce the size of the cascade.
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The main idea in [8] is that a selective set of insignificant
nodes that process little but contribute relatively large loads to
the network are removed so as to reduce the overall load in the
network. This approach has the advantage of a low incremental
investment cost, as it requires the ability to perform a remote
shutdowns of nodes. However, it also has a strong
disadvantage since it is difficult to provide early detection of
cascading failures and it requires knowledge of the global
topology.
There are essentially two types of strategies for defending
or mitigating cascading failures




Hard strategy to prevent cascading failures. This type
of strategy has a disadvantage of impacting the
topology of networks.
Soft strategy to minimize the damage of cascading
failures without any change in the connection of
networks.

Both of the above-mentioned methods [7, 8] can be
regarded as hard strategy type. While the latter shows its
disadvantage in directly impacting to the topological structure
of networks, the former may become a harder strategy since the
purpose is to design robust networks from the beginning while
it has been showed that most of networks in reality already
have their own specific existing structures.
To overcome the difficulties of hard strategy, some soft
strategies to counter cascading failures without impacting to
the connections of given networks, have been recommended.
Wang and Kim [9], Li, Wang, Sun, Gao, and Zhou [10]
developed new capacity models to cascading failures to make
the network more robust, while at the same time the cost to
assign capacities is drastically reduced. Meanwhile, in the
survey of Chen, Huang, Cattani, and Altieri [11], they
reviewed strategies for improving transport efficiency,
including soft strategies to design efficient routing strategies
and also hard strategies to adjust the underlying network
structure.
Because hard strategies are not always applicable in many
cases, we mainly focus on soft control strategy in this work.
Among existing literature, the most related work to ours is the
paper by Yang, Wang, Lai, and Chen [12]. In their paper, they
discovered an optimal solution to both cascading failures and
traffic congestion problem. They provided numerical evidence
and theoretical analysis to show that, by choosing a proper
weighting parameter, a maximum level of robustness against
cascades and traffic congestion can be simultaneously achieved.
However, the critical tolerance parameters which are the
minimal values to prevent cascading failures that they showed
in their paper are applied for all nodes in the network. It
implies that, to prevent overload in some nodes, they
unexpectedly increased the capacities in other nodes which are
may be unnecessary and become waste redundancy, and of
course it leads to much cost. Besides, they did not consider the
connectivity of the network after initial failures, which is a
relevant index in studying network robustness.
In this paper, we control load distribution in a network via
several smart routing schemes. We define network robustness
in considering the connectivity of the network.

We evaluate network robustness to capture the
effectiveness of the proposed method on an artificial generated
scale-free network and some realistic networks subjected to
intentional attacks. Simulation results show the significant
enhancement of network robustness when a smart routing
strategy is adapted.
The reminder of this work is organized as follows: we first
present the cascading failure model in Section II. We then
introduce the proposed routing strategy and simulation settings
in Section III and IV. We present numerical results in Section
V, and finally summarize this work in Section VI.
II.

A CASCADING FAILURE MODEL

Cascading breakdown in complex networks is regarded as
an avalanching failure, where the failure of a few local nodes
can result in a global-scale breakdown of the network. In
various types of existing cascading failures, one of the most
prominent cascade phenomenon that occurs in most
infrastructure networks, is overloaded cascading failure.
This type of cascading failures can take place in electrical
power grid networks, when for any reason a line breaks down,
its power is automatically shifted to the neighbouring lines. In
most of the cases, the neighbouring lines can handle the extra
load, but sometimes, these lines are also overloaded and
continuously shift their load to their neighbours. This
eventually leads to a cascade of failures where a large number
of transmission lines are overloaded and malfunction at the
same time. For instance, due to the power redistribution, some
typical incidents have taken place in history, such as the
blackout on August 14, 2003 when an initial disturbance in
Ohio led to the largest blackout in the history of the United
States and millions of people throughout parts of North Eastern
and Mid-Western United States, and Ontario, Canada, were
without power for as long as 15 hours [13].
Furthermore, the overloaded cascading failures can also
take place on the Internet, where traffic is rerouted to bypass
breakdown routers, eventually leading to an avalanche of
overloads on other routers which do not have enough capability
to handle extra traffic, and a large drop in the performance. A
prominent example is the congestion on the early Internet in
October 1986, when the NSFnet phase-I backbone dropped
three orders of magnitude from its capacity of 32 kbit/s to 40
bit/s, and this continued to occur until end nodes started
implementing Van Jacobson’s congestion control between
1987 and 1988 [14].
The interesting feature of this type of overloaded cascading
failures is that it does not necessarily propagate through
adjacent physical contact, i.e. the single failure of one node in a
network may cause failures to non-adjacent nodes due to the
network’s load redistribution. The potential impact of this type
of cascading breakdown on the security of large complex
networks, has been firstly investigated by Motter and Lai [15].
Since traffic or information is usually transmitted along the
shortest paths in most communication networks, it has been
suggested that the information flow across the network –
namely the load L, can be captured well by the betweenness
centrality, which can be calculated as the number of shortest
paths that pass through a node when flow is sent from each
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available generation node to each distribution node (load in
unweighted networks)


L = shortest path betweenness.



We consider the networked system with N nodes. The
possibility of observing cascading failures is enabled by
assigning flow capacities to each of the nodes of the system.
Here, the capacity of a node is defined as the maximum load
that the node can handle. Since engineered systems are
optimized for maximum capacity and minimum cost, it is
assumed that the capacity of the nodes is proportional to the
initial load [15, 16]

Ci  Li (0), i  1,2,...,N 





where Ci is the capacity of node i, Li(0) is the initial load of
node i which is defined in (1). The tolerance parameter ≥
1) captures the relationship between network component
capacity and load demand levels. Here, the tolerance parameter
also implies the budget of network construction or resource
allocation.
Suppose that si(t) represents the state of node i at time step t.
A very simple condition to recognize that node i will fail or not
at time step t is the following relation
1, if Li (t )  Ci

si (t )  
0, otherwise





where si(t) = 1 indicates that node i will fail at time step t,
and si(t) = 0 indicates that node i will be safe.
Each disruptive event triggers flow redistribution within the
networks and can potentially lead to cascading failures.
Initially, a network is in a stationary state in which the load at
each node is smaller than its capacity. It is possible that from
some reasons a breakdown occurs at one or more nodes –
some nodes in the system is overloaded beyond the given
capacity, so that they cannot work at all, and can be assumed
that be removed from the network, causing the change of
transmission paths in the network. The breakdown of one or
some heavily loaded nodes will cause the redistribution of
loads over the remaining nodes, which can trigger breakdowns
of newly overloaded nodes. These additional failures require a
new redistribution of loads, which either stabilizes and the
failures are locally absorbed, or grows until a large number of
nodes are compromised to a failure point.
Using the model, we are able to follow the dynamical
response of the system to failures, and in particular to model
how the failure in one location can propagate and have
consequences over the whole network. The model is applicable
to many realistic situations in which the flow of physical
quantities in the network, as characterized by the loads on
nodes, is important.
III.

The element of matrix A in the ith row and the jth column is
expressed as aij. If aij = 1, node i and node j are connected, and
if aij = 0, these two nodes are not connected.
We assume that a weight of an arbitrary link connecting a
node i and j is assigned proportionally to the connectedness of
the two nodes as follows




where ki and kj is the degree – the number of links, of node i
and j, respectively, and  is the weight control parameter.
The introduced weight of a link connecting a node i and j
can be also referred to as resistance of the link against the flow,
which is determined, for example, by the conductance in an
electrical network. As it can be observed in (4), the control
parameter  > 0 indicates that links connecting hubs – node
with high degrees, have high weights, and will be avoided
using to transmit information. This assumption matches the
reality since lines that have high resistances will obstruct the
flow in networks. In contrast,  < 0 implies that low weights
are assigned to links connecting hubs, meaning that these links
have low resistances and are frequently used to transmit
information. The final regime  = 0 corresponds to the case in
which all links have the equal weight (same resistance). In this
case, the flow will be transmitted by a predetermined rule, e.g.
via the shortest paths in networks. It is worth noting that the
weights we assign for links in networks here, are only dummy
values – these values do not correspond to any measurement in
reality, e.g. the geographical distance between two cities, the
resistance of a transmission line between two substations, etc.
The idea of this work is to control the flow of communication
in networks based on these dummy values.
The weight of a path from a node m to node n, that passing
thought a set of l intermediate nodes S = {1,2,...,l} is the total
link weights including in the path
l 1



wm  n 

w ,
ij

j  i 1



i 1

from which, the shortest path on the weighted network,
within all possible weighted paths between m and n can be
obtained.
As introduced in section II, the shortest path based
betweenness of a node i can be used as an approximation of the
load that flows through i. Nevertheless, this definition of load
has the disadvantage that is only applicable for unweighted
networks. Based on the mentioned weight in (4), we extend the
definition of load that is also applicable for weighted networks.
In particular, the load of a node i can be approximated by
the total number of shortest weighted paths that pass through
that node (load in weighted networks)


SMART ROUTING STRATEGY

wij  aij (ki k j )  

L = shortest weighted path betweenness.



Any network can be represented by an adjacency matrix A.
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IV.

SIMULATION SETTINGS AND PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT

We conduct simulations with both artificial generated and
realistic networks. We use a scale-free network generated by
Barabasi-Albert model [17] as a benchmark network, which
has the number of nodes N = 1000 and the average degree <k>
= 4. We use realistic networks such as: the Euro-road network
– a road network located mostly in Europe where nodes
represent cities and a link denotes that nodes are connected by
a road [18, 19]; the Western States of the United States of
America – a node is either a generator, a transformer or a
substation, and a link represents a power supply line [18, 20];
the autonomous system peering information inferred from
Oregon route-views between March 31, 2001 and May 26,
2001 [21]; the network of e-mail interchanges between
members of the University Rovira I Virgili [18, 22]; and the
top 500 busiest commercial airports in the United States [23,
24]. These networks have been chosen in order to represent a
wide variety of complex network topologies. Additional
statistical information of the networks used in this paper is
summarized in Table 1, where N is the number of nodes; E is
the number of links; <k> is the average degree; and kmax is the
maximum degree.

proposed method, only nodes disrupted at intentional attacks
are included in the analysis. The node with the largest load
Lmax is chosen for node attacks, and Lmax is recalculated after
every node removal when more than one element is eliminated
according to the intensity of the disruptive events.
TABLE I.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF NETWORKS USED IN THIS PAPER

Network

Category

N

E

<k>

kmax

Scale-free

Artificial
generated

1000

1997

3.99

72

Euro-road

Physical

1174

1417

2.41

10

US power
grid

Physical

4941

6594

2.67

19

Internet

Physical

10670

22003

4.12

2312

E-mail

Communication

1133

5451

9.62

71

Physical

500

2980

11.92

145

Top 500

We first show the effect of the weight control parameter
in (4) to the load distribution of the benchmark scale-free
network in Fig. 1.
As shown in the figure, by adjusting the weight control
parameter , the scale-free network discloses its load
distributions in different manners while its topological
structure is kept unchanged.  = 0 corresponds to the case
where all links in the network are assigned an equal weight (wij
= 1, for all i, j). In this case, the scale-free network shows its
heterogeneous load distribution – the higher degree a node has,
the higher load it carries, since all nodes tend to use hubs as
shortcuts to transmit information along the network. If we
reduce the parameter  to –1, we obtain the most
heterogeneous load distribution among three cases. In this case,
low weights are assigned to links connecting hubs, meaning
that hubs are more and more frequently used to transmit
information. As expected,  = 1 shows the most homogeneous
load distribution where links connecting hubs will be avoided
using to transmit information. In this case, hubs experience a
significant decrease in load. On the other hand, nodes which
carried a small load, may acquire a larger one. In other words,
all nodes contribute equivalently to transmitting information
along the network.
If a node has a relatively small load, its removal will not
cause major changes in the load balance, and subsequent
overload failures are unlikely to occur. However, when the
load at a node is relatively large, its removal is likely to
significantly affect loads at other nodes and possibly start a
sequence of overload failures. To study the attack vulnerability
of a network, the procedure for selecting the order in which
nodes are removed is an open choice. A tractable choice, used
in the original study of complex networks, is based on aiming
at the most connected nodes, and highest loaded nodes. This is
a deterministic process since the topology of the network is
known at every point in time. To explore the effects of our

Fig. 1. The relation of load distribution vs. degree and average load vs.
degree of scale-free network with the weight control parameter (a)  = –1, (b)
 = 0, (c)  = 1.

The evaluation of robustness focuses on some generic
topological metrics of network such as the size, efficiency, and
average shortest path length of the Largest Connected
Component LCC – the component for which there is a path
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between any pair of nodes in a network. In addition to
considering properties of the LCC, some other metrics are also
considered, e.g., the average avalanche size and distribution,
the critical point of phase transition from an absorbing to
cascading state. Since the connectivity of the system is
important, it is reasonable to consider the LCC as network
robustness.
In this paper, we quantify the network robustness using R,
the ratio of functional nodes in the LCC before and after the
cascading event caused by the failure of a single node with
highest load

R  N' / N 





where N and N’ are the sizes of the LCC of the network
before and after cascading failure event, respectively.
Evidently, N is the size of the initial network and 0 ≤ R ≤ 1. A
network has high integrity if R ≈ 1, i.e., there is no cascade in
the network and all nodes are almost fully connected and
functional after initial failure. Otherwise, R ≈ 0 indicates that a
network has been disintegrated into several small sub-networks.
Thus, the relative size of R is appropriate for representing the
robustness of a network to cascading failures. Using the model
presented in Section II and this definition of network
robustness, we obtain the familiar property "robust yet fragile"
for which, in scale-free networks, R remains close to unity in
the case of random breakdowns, but is significantly reduced
under attacks that target nodes with the highest loads.
V.

Fig. 2 shows the network robustness defined in (7) with the
assumption of only a single node with the highest load is failed
initially.
The Euro-road and US power grid network are more likely
random network, i.e. the degree and load distribution of the
networks are homogeneous. On the other hand, the scale-free,
Internet, E-mail and Top 500 have the degree and load
heterogeneously distributed. It is obviously shown in Fig. 2
that network robustness can be enhanced for all values of
weight control parameter  if we simply increase the tolerance
parameter  to allocate as much capacities as possible to nodes.
However, it also exhibits that without considering a proper
parameter , the enhancement is not noticeable even when we
have sufficient large  – a little change in the value of the
weight control parameter may leads to the dramatic decrease of
network performance. It implies that, to enhance network
robustness significantly, we have to consider adjusting
properly both tolerance parameter  and weight control
parameter . Simulation results show that the relation between
the weight control parameter  and the tolerance parameter
strongly impacts to network robustness, and this relation is
irregular for each individual network. In particular, as shown in
the figure, we are able to archive high network robustness for
 Scale-free network with: ≥≥
 Top 500 airports network with: 0.5 ≤ ≤ 0.7, ≥
 E-mail network with: 0 ≤ ≤ 0.6, ≥
 The Internet with: 0 ≤ ≤ 1, ≥

SIMULATION RESULTS

Intuitively, the most effective and simple method to prevent
a cascading failures is to increase the tolerance parameter so
that all nodes have sufficient resources to prevent failure due to
overload. Another solution is redistributing load of a failure
node.
The resulting networks provide information about the
minimum capacity that each remaining node must be able to
carry to survive without triggering cascade. The capacity that a
node i must have for preventing cascade at any initial one node
failure, is the maximum overall networks with single removal:
Ci  max jNi Li ( Ni \ j ) , where Li ( N i \ j ) is the load on the
node i in the network with the node j removed. However, the
capacity is often limited by cost thus it is impractical to assign
sufficient large capacity to all nodes in networks. Based on this
fact, and also to validate the effectiveness of our method, we
assume that the tolerance parameter  is taken as 1 ≤  ≤ 2,
implying that there is no much redundant capacity in the
system. We evaluate the efficiency of our proposed approach
for small value of , and show we can mitigate cascading
failures without needing to increase the capacity of each node.
Since the difficulty of early detection makes the reactive
defense strategy after initial attack but prior to the cascade an
unrealistic damage control strategy for many real-world
networks, we focus on the scenario of seeking an appropriate
routing strategy before initial failures, indicating the static
proactive defense strategy where we design a robust routing
strategy against predicted attacks a priori.

 Euro-road network with: –0.75 ≤ ≤ –0.5, ≥
 US power grid network with: 0.2 ≤ ≤ 0.5, ≥
Fig. 2 shows the similar tendency of overwhelming hot
color area where  > 0 compared with other area ( ≤ 0) for
heterogeneous networks. It indicates that we can significantly
enhance network robustness against intentional attacks by
choosing a proper routing strategy with  > 0, which
transforms a network from heterogeneous state to
homogeneous one.
Interestingly, we obtain different results for Euro-road and
US power grid although they are both homogeneous networks.
While network robustness may be enhanced due to some
positive values of  in the case of US power grid network, the
result in Euro-road network shows a different manner, i.e.
network robustness is enhanced significantly with some
negative values of 
An evident truth emerges when  is small for all networks.
With these , load distribution of a network becomes extreme
heterogeneous, and a single attack to a single highest load node
may disrupt the whole system.
One more interesting result is also observed with some
large values of , in which network robustness start to decrease.
We can explain this tendency as follows: with some
intermediate values of , a network is transformed from
heterogeneous load distribution to a more homogeneous one
gradually.
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However, too large  leads a homogenized network once
again becomes heterogeneous load distributed – nodes with
small degrees become very high load nodes, and this makes
intentional attacks devastate the system.
As shown in Fig. 2, we can classify strategies that enhance
network robustness into four following classes


Hub avoidance strategy ():efficient for scale-free
network, top 500 airports network, the Internet.



Hub oriented strategy (): efficient for Euro-road
network.



Strategy that increases the tolerance parameter: efficient
for E-mail network.



Strategy of both hub avoidance () and increase of
the tolerance parameter: efficient for US power grid
network.

adjustable parameter. Numerical results showed the
effectiveness and the availability of our proactive method for
critical infrastructure networks such as electrical power grid
networks, the Internet, and so forth. Routing traffic in this
manner can limit the damage of cascades by turning a
heterogeneous load distribution into a more homogeneous one,
reduces the need to shutdown nodes to stop a cascade, and
simultaneously lowers the investment costs in network capacity
layout.
For simplicity, in this paper, we assigned a weight to a link
connecting two nodes, a value that proportional to the
connectedness of the two nodes. However, almost systems in
reality have more complicated, even unpredictable links
weights. In addition, there are several alternative possibilities
to the node load for the case in which the physical quantity of
interest (information, packets, electric power, etc) does not
travel through shortest paths only. Therefore, our future work
is to investigate the two questions: how to logically assign
weights to links of a network; and how to determine general
flow manner. Thereto, infrastructure systems are becoming
more interdependent and failures within a given system are
more likely to reduce the performance of other systems [25, 26,
27, 28, 29]. Hence, how to mitigate cascading failures in such
interdependent networks becomes an indispensable issue and
will be also our future work.
[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]
Fig. 2. Network robustness of the scale-free, Euro-road, US power grid, Email and Internet as the function of the tolerance parameter  in (2) and
weight control parameter  in (4). In the figure, hot colors show the area of
high robustness and cold colors correspond to the rest. In this scenario, we
intentionally seek for an efficient design of routing strategy as a proactive
defense strategy.

VI.

[11]

[12]

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a routing strategy to mitigate the
damage of cascading failures caused by overload. We assigned
weighs to links in networks and control the weight by an
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Abstract—Outsourcing is a strategic option which
complements IT services provided internally in organizations.
This study proposes the applicability of a new holistic maturity
model based on standards ISO/IEC 20000 and ISO/IEC 38500,
and the frameworks and best practices of ITIL and COBIT, with
a specific focus on IT outsourcing.
This model allows independent validation and practical
application in the field of higher education. In addition, this
study allows to achieve an effective transition to a model of good
governance and management of outsourced IT services which,
aligned with the core business of universities, affect the
effectiveness and efficiency of its management, optimizes its value
and minimizes risks.
Keywords—IT governance; IT management; Outsourcing; IT
services; Maturity model; Maturity measurement

I.

INTRODUCTION

One thing to change about ICT at university level is the
deeply rooted approach which exists, or which used to exist,
called infrastructure management. This kind of management
has evolved into a governance and management model more in
line with the times, which is a professional management of
services offered to the university community [6]. It is for this
reason that in recent years a set of methodologies, best
practices and standards, such as ITIL, ISO 20000, ISO 38500
and COBIT, have been developed to facilitate ICT governance
and management in a more effective and efficient way.
These methodologies, which are appropriate and necessary
to move from infrastructure management to service
management, see a lack of academic research. For that reason
it is inadvisable to use these frameworks on their own, and it is
advisable to consider other existing frameworks in order to
extract the best from each for university level [6].
ICT or IT services have implications for business and
innovation processes and may be a determinant in their
evolution. The organization of these services, their status
within the organization of the university, and their relationships
with other management departments and new technologies is
therefore vital. At present, the degree of involvement, the
volume of services offered, and the participation or external
alliances with partner companies through outsourcing, that
Gottschalk and Solli-Saether [7] defined as the ―practice of
turning over all or part of an organization‘s IT function to an IT
vendor‖, are of special interest.

Currently, and in the years to come, organizations that
achieve success are and will be those who recognize the
benefits of information technology and make use of it to boost
their core businesses in an effective strategic alignment, where
delivery of value, technology, risk management, resource
management, and performance measurement of resources are
the pillars of success.
It is necessary to apply the above-mentioned practices
through a framework and process to present the activities in a
manageable and logical structure. Good practice should be
more strongly focused on control and less on execution. They
should help optimize IT investments and ensure optimal
service delivery. IT best practices have become significant due
to a number of factors, according to COBIT [10]:
 Business managers and boards demanding a better
return from IT investments;
 Concern over the generally increasing level of IT
expenditure;
 The need to meet regulatory requirements for IT
controls in areas such as privacy and financial
reporting, and in specific sectors such as finance,
pharmaceutical and healthcare;
 The selection of service providers and the management
of service outsourcing and acquisition;
 Increasingly complex IT-related risks, such as network
security;
 IT governance initiatives that include the adoption of
control frameworks and good practices to help monitor
and improve critical IT activities to increase business
value and reduce business risk;
 The need to optimise costs by following, where
possible, standardised, rather than specially developed,
approaches;
 The growing maturity and consequent acceptance of
well-regarded frameworks, such as COBIT, IT
Infrastructure Library (ITIL), ISO 27000 series on
information security-related standards, ISO 9001:2000
Quality
Management
Systems—Requirements
Capability Maturity Model ® Integration (CMMI),
Projects in Controlled Environments 2 (PRINCE2) and
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A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK); and

reflects a particular level of maturity in terms of IT use and
management in the organization.

The need for organizations to assess how they are
performing against generally accepted standards and
their peers (benchmarking)

There are many maturity models in the literature, and they
are applied to various fields, such as project management, data
management, help desk, systems safety engineering. Most of
them refer to either Nolan‘s original model [14] or the
Capability Maturity Model of Software Engineering Institute
(Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute). The latter
model describes the principles and practices underlying
software processes, and is intended to help software
organizations evolve from ad-hoc, chaotic processes to mature,
disciplined software processes.

Clearly ICTs have become ubiquitous in almost all
organizations, institutions and companies, regardless of the
sector to which they belong. Hence, effective and efficient ICT
management to facilitate optimal results is necessarily
essential.
Furthermore, in this environment of total ICT dependency
in organizations using ICTs for the management, development
and communication of intangible assets, such as information
and knowledge [16], organizations become successful if these
assets are reliable, accurate, safe and delivered to the right
person at the right time and place, according to ITGI [10].
Also, knowledge integration mechanisms are important in
helping knowledge utilization in client firms [18].
In short, Fernández [6] proposes that the proper
administration of ICT will add value to the organization,
regardless of its sector (whether social, economic or academic)
and will assist it in achieving its objectives and minimizing
risk.
Given the importance of proper management of ICT, the
search for solutions to the alignment of ICT with the core
business of organizations has accelerated in recent years. The
use of suitable metrics or indicators for measurement and
valuation, generate confidence in the management teams. This
will ensure that investment in ICTs generates the
corresponding business value with minimal risk [6].
The above solutions are models of good practice, metrics,
standards and methodologies that enable organizations to
properly manage ICTs. And public universities are not outside
these organizations, though they are not ahead. In addition,
interest in adopting models of governance and management of
appropriate ICTs is not as high as it should be.
Two of the factors through which IT best practices have
become important is, the selection of appropriate service
providers and the management of outsourcing and procurement
of IT services.
IT outsourcing has brought potential benefits in addition to
many examples of the great organizational losses associated
with this practice. Even with awareness of the potential for
failure, the IT outsourcing industry continues to grow, as
organizations communicate their desire to engage in IT
outsourcing and their determination to decipher a method that
enables successful IT outsourcing relationships [17].

Nolan was the first to design a descriptive stage theory for
planning, organizing and controlling activities associated with
managing the computational resources of organizations. His
research was motivated by the theoretical need for the
management and use of computers in organizations. From
1973 until today, technology and the way it is used has
changed a lot, but Nolan‘s original idea is still valid, and it will
remain as long as the quality of services provided internally in
organizations, or by external suppliers, is essential.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW ON MATURITY MODELS FOR IT
OUTSOURCING AND COMPARISON CHART

Very few models or frameworks of IT outsourcing can be
found in the literature, either from the point of view of the
client or outsourcer. The few models or frameworks that exist
are varied. After a thorough literature review, and taking into
account the point of view of the customer, the following
models have been found to be relevant:
 [M1] Managing Complex
Partnerships (2002) [2];

IT

Outsourcing

–

 [M2] Information Technology Outsourcing (ITO)
Governance: An Examination of the Outsourcing
Management Maturity Model (2004) [4];
 [M3] A Unified Framework
Governance (2007) [5];

for

Outsourcing

 [M4] IT Outsourcing Maturity Model (2004) [1];
 [M5] Outsourcing Management Framework Based on
ITIL v3 Framework (2011) [12];
 [M6] Multisourcing Maturity Model (2011) [6];
 [M7] Maturity model for IT outsourcing relationships
(2006) [8];
 [M8] IT Governance Maturity and IT Outsourcing
Degree: An Exploratory Study (2007) [3]; and

In addition, a maturity model is a method for judging
whether the processes used, and the way they are used, are
characteristic of a mature organization [4].

 [M9] Global Multisourcing Strategy: Integrating
Learning From Manufacturing Into IT Service
Outsourcing (2011) [13]

Models by phases or levels allow us to understand how IT
management strategies based on computing evolve over time
[11]. According to these models, organizations progress
through a number of identifiable stages. Each stage or phase

The following table shows the maturity models and
frameworks above, along with the key areas or determinants
that they are based on. All key areas shown in Table I form the
basis of the maturity model designed for IT service
outsourcing.
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TABLE I.

EXISTING MATURITY MODELS AND FRAMEWORKS ON IT
OUTSOURCING

Key areas or
determinants
Formal
Agreement
Service
Measurement
Quality
Management
Monitoring
and
Adjustments
Alignment ITBusiness
IT Governance
Structure
Service Level
Agreement
(SLA)
IT Service
Registration
Incident and
Problem
Management

Maturity models and frameworks about IT
outsourcing
M1

M2

M3

X
X

X

X

M6

M7

X

X

X

X

X

X

M8

M9

X
X

 Management.
Direct
the
preparation
and
implementation of strategic plans and policies,
assigning responsibilities. Ensure smooth transition of
projects to production, considering the impacts on the
operation, the business and infrastructure. Foster a
culture of good governance of IT in the organization.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

 Evaluation. Examine and judge the current and future
use of IT, including strategies, proposals and supply
agreements (both internal and external).
 Monitoring. Monitor IT performance measuring
systems in order to ensure that they fit as planned.

X

According to the results of the "IT Governance Study
2007" [19][20], reasons compelling governments to create an
IT structure in the university include: aligning IT objectives
with strategic objectives; promoting institutional vision of IT;
ensuring transparency in decision-making; cost reduction;
increased efficiency; and regulation and compliance audits.

X
X

X

Business Risk

X
X

X
X

Financial
Management
X

X

X

X
X

Legislation
Demand and
Capacity
Management
Formal
Agreement
Management
Knowledge
Management
Guidelines on
outsourcing an
IT service (life
cicle)

M5

X

Changes
Testing and
Deployment
Control of
External
Providers

M4

With regard to IT governance, standard ISO/IEC
38500:2008, published in 2008, aims to provide a framework
of principles for directors of different organizations in order to
manage, evaluate, and monitor the efficient, effective and
acceptable use of information and communication
technologies. The direction, according to ISO / IEC 38500,
must govern IT in three main areas:

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

On service management, MM takes into account ISO/IEC
20000 and ITIL v3, but it is customized to integrate
governance and management into a single model. The model
moves towards an integration that facilitates the joint use of
frameworks efficiently. Thus, the MM designed consists of
five levels, with each level having a number of general and
specific characteristics that define it. These are determined by
the selection of general concepts that underpin the MM (see
first column in Table I). The selection is always justified and
countersigned by ISO 20000 and ISO 38500 standards and
ITIL and COBIT best practice methodologies.
III.

X
X

X
X

X

Taking into account all key areas shown in Table I, a
holistic maturity model (henceforth MM) has been designed
with a specific focus on IT outsourcing governance and IT
service management. The model establishes where
organizations involved in the study are in relation to the
following control criteria and information requirements
according to Cobit: effectiveness; efficiency; confidentiality;
integrity; availability; compliance; and reliability. Other
criteria, from the perspective of managing critical IT resources,
are the following: applications; information; infrastructure; and
people.

MATURITY MODEL PROPOSED

In order to design the proposed maturity model, we studied
in detail every reference on the provision of IT services that
there is in the ISO 20000 and ISO 38500 standards and ITIL v3
and COBIT methodologies. In addition, we investigated the
relevant literature and failed to find any maturity model that
brings together the previous methodologies with a specific
focus on IT outsourcing. As a result, a number of concepts and
subconcepts were categorized to form the basis of the maturity
model.
The MM follows a stage structure and has two major
components: maturity level and concept. Each maturity level is
determined by a number of concepts common to all levels.
Each concept is defined by a number of features that
specify the key practices which, when performed, can help
organizations meet the objectives of a particular maturity level.
These characteristics become indicators, which, when
measured, determine the maturity level.
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The MM defines five maturity levels: initial or improvised;
repeatable or intuitive; defined; managed and measurable; and
optimized.
The model proposes that organizations under study should
ascend from one level of maturity to the next without skipping
any intermediate level. In practice, organizations can
accomplish specific practices in upper levels. However, this
does not mean they can skip levels, since optimum results are
unlikely if practices in lower levels go unfulfilled.
IV.

METRICS FOR MATURITY MEASUREMENT

We have designed an assessment tool along with the
maturity model that allows independent validation and
practical application of the model. Therefore, the maturity of
an organization indicates how successfully all practices that
characterize a certain maturity level have gone fulfilled. The
questions used in the questionnaire form the basis of the
assessment instrument. They were extracted from each of the
indicators defining each of the general concepts and key areas
of the maturity model.
These general concepts and defining characteristics have
been extracted from the following standards and
methodologies:


Standard ISO/IEC 20000 and methodology of good
practices ITIL v3. Both provide a systematic approach
to the provision and management of quality IT services.



Standard ISO/IEC 38500:2008 provides guiding
principles for directors of different organizations to
manage, evaluate, and monitor the use of information
and communication technologies effectively and
efficiently.



Cobit business-oriented methodology provides good
practice through a series of domains and processes, as
well as metrics and maturity models in order to measure
the achievement of the objectives pursued.

In addition, new indicators have been developed based on
the proposed model in order to assess appropriate aspects not
reflected either in previous methodologies and standards or in
the existing literature (e.g. the inclusion of service performance
in the SLA and the use of user-satisfaction surveys in ITbusiness alignment).
To evaluate the maturity model of an organization using the
model and the measurement instruments proposed, it is
necessary to obtain a series of data resulting from the responses
to the questionnaire based on the indicators that define the
general concepts of our maturity model.
Table II shows one of the nineteen key areas or concepts
that are the basis of the MM. The first column of the table
shows the level or levels corresponding to the indicator located
in the second column. The second column shows the survey
questions and indicators for each of the questions or part of the
questions. Finally, the third column shows the source where the
indicator or item has been extracted as a feature of the general
concept or key area of the model.

TABLE II.
Level

METRICS TABLE AND QUESTIONNAIRE

Code – Indicator – Question of Questionnaire

Concept: Service Level Agreement (SLA)

2

2
5
3
2
3
4
4
3

SLA1 - SLA - There is an SLA for each
outsourced IT service provided by the service
provider
SLA2 - Elements of SLA - SLAs include:
SLA2a - Service availability
SLA2b - Service performance
SLA2c - Penalties for breach of SLA
SLA2d - Responsabilities of the parties
SLA2e - Recovery Times
SLA2f - Quality Levels
SLA2g - Security requirements
SLA3 - Frequency reviewing of SLA - SLAs are
reviewed periodically at predefined intervals

Source
ISO 20000
& ITIL
ISO 20000
& ITIL

Myself

ISO 20000
& myself

Therefore, the maturity level of every higher education
institution studied is measured by evaluating its development
in each key area or concept, which is indicated by responses to
items or indicators in metrics tables (see Table II). In order to
qualify for a specific maturity level, the university surveyed
must carry out all key practices of that level successfully.
V.

OBJECTIVES OF THE MATURITY MODEL

The main purpose of the model is to fulfill as many
requirements of an ideal maturity model for IT outsourcing in
the governance and management of outsourced IT services as
possible. With the identification and definition of some key
concepts and an assessment tool, the model allows a systematic
and structured assessment of organizations. Although the
assessment instrument has a lot of qualitative responses, it also
has quantitative responses, such as the degree of compliance
with certain characteristics that define the maturity model (e.g.
the degree of influence of the KPIs and KGIs in the penalties
for breach of agreements).
The identification of key areas and concepts specifying its
characteristics to constitute the underlying structure of the
MM, complements the necessity to refer to governance and
management concepts tested and backed by standards and
methodologies. Moreover, the model advocates continuous
learning and improvements in governance in IT outsourcing
and good management of outsourced IT services, even when
organizations have reached the maximum level (5).
VI.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Both ISO 20000 and ISO 38500 standards, and ITIL v3 and
COBIT methodologies of best practice in IT management and
governance, are a good basis for the study and analysis of
governance and management of the outsourced IT services in
organizations. That is why they allow the design of a new
maturity model that facilitates the achievement of an effective
transition to a model of good governance and management of
outsourced IT services that, aligned with the core business in
organizations, impacts on the effectiveness and efficiency of its
management, optimizes its value and minimizes risks.
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A questionnaire (survey form) forms the basis of the
quantitative study of the maturity model. The questionnaire is
based on the attributes or indicators that define the different
levels of the model. It contains standard and suitable questions,
according to the nature of the research.
Questionnaire responses allow the obtaining or calculation
of the level of maturity by applying the scale defined in the
model. In addition, questionnaire responses, after being
properly analysed, shed light on the current situation of the
different organizations studied in governance and management
of outsourced IT services.
This research also provides specific case studies carried out
at some universities. These case studies put the model into
practice in order to draw conclusions. The questions used in the

questionnaire, completed by the universities studied, bring the
design of a proposed improvement plan (see Table III) to allow
a sequential growth by stages. The growth occurs as a
hierarchical progression that should not be reversed, for the
aforementioned reasons, and involve a broad range of
organizational activities in governance and management of IT
outsourcing.
Table III shows one of the five levels (there are five tables,
one for each level) of the MM with the key areas or concepts to
be improved in order to allow a sequential growth by stages.
The first column of the table shows the concepts. The second
column of the table shows the objectives to achieve
corresponding to the concept in the first column. Finally, the
third column shows the actions to accomplish in order to
achieve the objectives set in the second column.

TABLE III. IMPROVEMENT PLAN. LEVEL 2
Concept
Formal Agreement:
Contract, agreement or
similar (FA)

Level 2 - Initial or improvised
Improvement Objectives

- The formal agreement includes services to be
provided, SLA, costs and responsibilities

- There are not any clear documented procedures in
order to manage outsourced IT services.

Improvement Actions

- IT Management must understand the necessity that every
formal agreement of every outsourced IT service should
include the following: services to provide, SLA, costs and
responsibilities of the parties

- There are not any clear processes in order to
negotiate with providers
Service Measurement
(MED)

Monitoring and adjustments
of outsourcing (MON)

- Informal and reactive measurement (quality,

- Measurement of quality, performance and risks of outsourced

performance and risks) of the IT services
provided externally

IT services is essential to meet the expectations and business
needs. In addition, measurements help detect early potential
problems. Therefore, it would be necessary to carry out this
measurement, even if it is informal and reactive

- Informal supervision of outsourced IT services,
the associated risks and the provision of services

- The process and the indicators used are not
optimized

- Supervision of external service providers is essential for
monitoring. It would be advisable to carry out the supervision
of outsourced IT services, the associated risks and the
provision of services, even if the supervision is informal

must understand the necessity to make a process
- Indicators hardly affect penalties, contracting and - Organization
to supervise outsourced IT services, the provision of services
negotiation of outsourced IT services

and associated risks. In order to accomplish that, it is needed
to use Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Key Goals
Indicators (KGIs). Both process and indicators will be
optimized as time goes by. Therefore, they are not optimized
yet.

- The results of KPIs and KGIs should begin to indicate the
degree of compliance with the agreements signed. This fact
should be quantified and organizations should turn it into
sanctions or penalties based on the level of non-compliance
with established agreements. Besides, IT governance
members should start to be aware of the possibility of
adjusting the process of procurement and monitoring of
outsourced IT services, based on the results of KPIs and KGIs
Alignment IT-Business
(ALI)

- The requirements of the outsourced IT services

IT Governance Structure
(EOG)

- Organization starts to build an organizational

are hardly defined, implemented and aligned with
business objectives

structure of IT Government where the CIO or
equivalent is the backbone and member of the
Board of Directors. This structure consists of at
least: IT Strategy Committee, IT Steering
Committee, Projects Office and Services

- Managers should begin to understand that it is necessary to
define a clear IT strategy based on the business needs of the
organization. Managers should begin to design an IT strategic
plan in line with the organization, in order to achieve the
objectives. Thus, alignment IT business is easier. A good start
to achieve the objectives would be to define and implement
gradually the requirements of the outsourced IT services in
order to keep them aligned with the business objectives of
organizations

- The government team or the management should take
responsibility to start creating a structure of decision making
related to IT, where the CIO should be the protagonist and the
backbone and integrator of IT strategy in the organization.
Therefore, CIO should be part of the Board of Directors.
Also, it would be necessary to establish at least the following:
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Commission

Service Level Agreement
(SLA)

-IT Strategy Committee. It should design the strategy and
high-level policies related to IT of the university. It should be
composed of all managers with IT strategic responsibility ,
besides CIO that should be part of;
-IT Steering Committee. It should design and implement IT
projects in order to meet strategic planning designed by the IT
Strategy Committee;
-IT Projects Office. It should manage IT projects designed by
the IT Steering Committee in order to meet strategic planning
designed by the IT Strategy Committee; and
-Services Commission. It should have a composition to
represent all end users of IT services

- There is an SLA for every outsourced IT service
- SLA includes: the essential aspects of the
outsourced IT service, such as the service
description and the service availability; and the
responsibilities of the parties

- SLA is the reference document where is stated how the
service signed between the service provider and the customer
is provided. It would be necessary to have an SLA for every
outsourced IT service

- Every outsourced IT service should include the following:
description of the service; availability; and responsibilities of
the parties

IT Service Registration
(RSS)

Incident and Problem
Management (GIP)

- Service catalog clearly defined and updated

- A service catalog clearly defined and updated should be
created with all current active services. The following aspects
might be missing in the service catalog: the conditions of
provision of services; SLA; costs; and mutual responsibilities
of the parties

- Incident Management Process (GI) is

- The main objectives of the incident management process are:

implemented

- The degree of optimization of incident
management process is good

- Tools that manage incidents are optimized and
they allow registration, tracking and monitoring
of incidents

- Barely there is link between incident management
and service level management

to detect any change in services; recording and classifying
these changes; and assign personnel to restore the service. It
would be necessary to have this process implemented with a
good degree of optimization. This responsibility would fall
into the IT director

- The tools for recording, tracking and monitoring incidents,
should be optimized, because they constitute an important
component of the incident management

- The head of the IT department should start being aware of the
importance of the link between incident management and
service level management

Testing and Deployment
(PYD)

Legislation (LEG)

- Professional IT staff. There is no improvisation at - The deployment and testing of IT services are essential for
all

the proper functioning of services when they are in
production. Improvisation should stay out of IT operations
when deploying and testing IT services. Also, it is necessary
that the IT staff (internal and external) and end users are well
trained

- Possible loopholes in data protection, data

- IT service providers access or treat personal data of

processing, location where data processing takes
place, clauses for the transfer of data and standard
contractual clauses for the transfer of personal
data to third countries, have been corrected

VII. APPLICABILITY OF THE MODEL
In order to implement and evaluate the applicability of the
model and the assessment instrument designed, by following
the measurement process through the improvement plan, we
need to apply the model in institutions of higher education. The
purpose of this research is not to obtain statistical results of the
universe of the study, which in our case are all public and
private institutions of higher education in Spain, but to evaluate

employees of organizations that hire their services. In the case
of universities, IT service providers access to personal data of
teaching, research and administrative personnel, besides the
personal data of students who have or have had any type of
registration at the universities. Therefore, in order to avoid
the risks in the privacy of individuals caused by the
processing of personal data carried out by third parties, it
would be necessary to correct the possible loopholes that
might exist in data protection, data processing, location where
data processing takes place, clauses for the transfer of data
and standard contractual clauses for the transfer of personal
data to third countries

the usefulness of the proposed model through several case
studies. Samples from a universe of study can be classified into
probabilistic and non-probabilistic. In the former, the key
feature is that every element of the universe has a certain
probability of entering the sample, and this probability can be
calculated mathematically and accurately. In the latter, the
opposite occurs and the researcher doesn‘t know the error that
can be introduced in the assessments.
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There are several types of samples in non-probabilistic
samples. One of them is the intentional sample. In this kind of
sample, units are chosen arbitrarily according to the
characteristics of the sample that the researcher finds relevant.
Therefore, knowledge and personal opinions are used to
identify those units to be included in the sample. It is based
mainly on the experience of someone with the population.
These samples are very useful and are often used in case
studies.
The case studies in this research have been conducted on an
intentional sample, under the schema of positivist research, one
of the three approaches there are in qualitative research. This
kind of research assumes that reality is given objectively and it
can be described by measurable properties (characteristics or
indicators of the model) that are independent of the observer
and the instruments used. Positivist studies try to test the theory
in an attempt to increase the predictive understanding of a
phenomenon. In line with this Orlikowski and Baroudi [15]
labeled research in information systems as positivist if there
was evidence of formal propositions, quantifiable measures of
variables, tests of hypothesis, and draw conclusions about a
phenomenon from a sample of a population estimated.

The continuous improvement plan to apply the established
scales (see Table II) in order to achieve a target level is as
follows (see Fig. 2):
1) Initial measurement of the current level of the
institution studied after completing the questionnaire.
Equivalent to step 1 of the measurement process;
2) Identify improvement objectives using the values of the
indicators. Equivalent to steps 2 and 3 of the measurement
process; and
3) Implement improvement actions or practices in order to
achieve the improvement objectives identified in stage 2.
Equivalent to steps 4 and 5 of the measurement process. Back
to the first stage.

1. Measure
current level

3. Implement
improvement
actions

Therefore, the case study undertaken to implement the
applicability of the model, have been performed on an
intentional non-probabilistic sample and under the scheme of
the positivist qualitative research.
In the case study, we will apply the established scales,
which will rate the university surveyed and the object of study,
at a level of maturity within the MM. Depending on the level
of maturity in which the university is rated, improvement
actions, according to the improvement plan, will be proposed
to achieve a target level.
The measurement process to ascend in the MM is as
follows (see Fig. 1):
1) Perform an initial measurement after completing the
questionnaire;
2) Set goals (benchmark);
3) Identify the gaps between the current measurement and
the objectives set;
4) Recommend actions and policies to be implemented
within the improvement plan to ascend in the MM; and
5) Once corrective actions have been implemented,
perform a new measurement.

1. Measurement

5. Impl. actions

4. Recom.
actions

2. Set goals

3. Identify gaps

2. Identify
improvement
objectives

Fig. 2. Continuous improvement plan

VIII. RESULTS
A. A case study
In order to accomplish the applicability of the model by
case studies, we selected three institutions as an intentional
representative sample, and we sent an email to the IT managers
asking them to participate in this research project. The email
contained a link to the questionnaire and the recipients were
asked to complete the questionnaire hosted on the
www.encuestafacil.com surveys website. This website
provides a tool to design questionnaires in an intuitive and
effective way. Also, this web tool allows to export the results /
responses of questionnaires to a spreadsheet.
After collecting the responses of the questionnaire,
completed by the three institutions selected through the webbased questionnaire and using the tool hosted on
www.encuestafacil.com, we start the first stage of the
continuous improvement plan (see Fig. 2). In this case, we are
going to use only the responses of one institution that we keep
anonymous in order to protect its privacy and confidentiality.
1) Stage 1
Once the questionnaire is completed by the institution and
the responses are collected by us, we must measure the current
level of the institution studied. Table IV shows the responses of
the questionnaire. The first column of the table shows the level.
The second column shows the indicators corresponding to the
level in the first column. Finally, the third column shows the
responses corresponding to the indicators in the second
column.

Fig. 1. Measurement process
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TABLE IV. RESPONSES OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
LEVEL
1

2

3

INDICATOR
ALI3-(1)2345
LEG1-(1)23
Maturity 1
ACF2b
ACF2d
ACF2e
ACF2g
MON3-(2)34
MON4-(2)34
ALI3-1(2)345
EOG1
EOG2
EOG4
EOG6
EOG7
SLA1
SLA2a
SLA2d
RSS1
GIP1
GIP2-(2)3
GIP3-(2)345
PYD1
LEG1-1(2)3
Maturity 2
ACF 1
ACF2a
ACF2c
ACF2f
ACF3a
ACF3b
ACF3c
ACF5
ACF6-(3)45
MED1
MON1
MON2
MON3-2(3)4
MON4-2(3)4
MON5a
MON5b
ALI3-12(3)45
EOG3
EOG5
SLA2c
SLA2e
SLA3
GIP2-2(3)
GIP3-2(3)45
GIP4
GIP5-(3)4
CAM1
RIN3
LEG1-12(3)
PAS1a
PAS1b
PAS1c
PAS1d
PAS1e

HEI-1
Y
Y
1
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
NR/DK
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
NR/DK
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

4

5

PAS1f
Maturity 3
ACF4
ACF6-3(4)5
MON3-23(4)
MON4-23(4)
MON6
ALI1
ALI2
ALI3-123(4)5
SLA2f
SLA2g
GIP3-23(4)5
GIP5-3(4)
CAM2
CAM3
RIN1
RIN2
RIN4
GDC1
GDC2
GDC3-(4)5
GAF1
GCO1
Maturity 4
ACF6-34(5)
GC1
ALI3-1234(5)
SLA2b
RSS2a
RSS2b
RSS2c
RSS2d
GIP3-234(5)
CAM4
CPE1
CPE2
CGF1
GDC3-4(5)
GAF2
GAF3
GCO2
Maturity 5

Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
NR/DK
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
NR/DK
Y
NR/DK
NR/DK
Y
NR/DK
N
NR/DK
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
NR/DK
NR/DK
N
NR/DK

-

Table IV shows indicators and responses needed to qualify
for a maturity level in the institution selected. In order to
qualify for a maturity level, all indicators of that level must be
responded positively (‗Y‘ in the third column of the table IV).
Therefore, the institution selected is at level 1.
2) Stage 2
At this stage, improvement objectives must be identified in
order to enable and facilitate studied institution to move up the
maturity model. But first, we must set goals to achieve, which
in our case is to consolidate the level 2, and afterwards identify
differences between the objectives to achieve and the current
assessment. Indicators of level 2 with the value to 'N' (see
Table IV) allow identifying improvement objectives. Red cells
in Table V identify indicators that allow to identify
improvement objectives.
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TABLE V.

INDICATORS THAT ALLOW IDENTIFYING IMPROVEMENT
OBJECTIVES
LEVEL
1

2

INDICATOR
ALI3-(1)2345
LEG1-(1)23
Maturity 1
ACF2b
ACF2d
ACF2e
ACF2g
MON3-(2)34
MON4-(2)34
ALI3-1(2)345
EOG1
EOG2
EOG4
EOG6
EOG7
SLA1
SLA2a
SLA2d
RSS1
GIP1
GIP2-(2)3
GIP3-(2)345
PYD1
LEG1-1(2)3
Maturity 2

HEI-1
S
S
1
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
N
N
S
S
N
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
-

o The government team or the management should take
responsibility to start creating a structure of decision
making related to IT, where the CIO should be the
protagonist, the backbone and integrator of IT
strategy in the organization. In addition, CIO should
be part of the Board of Directors. Also, it would be
necessary to establish the following:
 IT Strategy Committee. It should design the strategy
and high-level policies related to IT of the university. It
should be composed of all managers with IT strategic
responsibility, besides CIO that should be as well part
of.
 Services Commission. It should have a composition to
represent all end users of IT services.
Once improvement objectives and improvement actions
have been identified, it is time to implement improvement
actions. Once these actions have been implemented
successfully, the third stage of the continuous improvement
plan has been finished. That means institution studied has
achieved the goals set in stage 2 of the continuous
improvement plan. In other words, institution studied has
reached level 2 of the maturity model.

The indicators that allow to identify improvement
objectives in the institution studied are: EOG1; EOG2; and
EOG7.
Improvement objectives must be searched in the tables of
improvement objectives and improvement actions by levels
(see Table III). In the case of the institution studied, it should
move up second level in order to move to a higher level
gradually, consolidating steps. Thus, we have to look for the
improvement objectives of level 2 in Table III. Firstly, we must
find out the concepts, located in the first column of the Table
III, corresponding to the indicators selected in the stage 2 of
continuous improvement plan. Finally, we need the table of
metrics and questionnaire (see Table II) in order to identify the
characteristics that define the indicators selected.
Therefore, the improvement objectives are the following:


Organization starts to build an organizational structure
of IT Government where the CIO or equivalent is the
backbone and member of the Board of Directors
[EOG1].



This IT structure has an IT Strategy Committee [EOG2]
and a Services Commission [EOG7].

3) Stage 3
In the last stage of continuous improvement plan we must
identify and implement the actions corresponding to the
improvement objectives identified in the previous stage (stage
2). Implementation of these actions successfully will allow the
institution studied to move up level 2 of the maturity model.
Therefore, the improvement actions to implement
corresponding to the improvement objectives identified in
stage 2, are the following:

The continuous improvement plan is designed in such a
way that allows moving up gradually in the model by repeating
the three stages as many times as necessary. Therefore, the next
step would be to perform the first stage of the plan in order to
measure the institution again. This first step is critical because
the time between two measurements could be long, and some
key practices done in the previous measurement, could not be
done in the following measurement; and on the contrary, some
key practices not done in the previous measurement, could be
done in the next measurement, in addition to the practices to
implement identified in stage 2 and implemented in stage 3 of
the previous cycle of the continuous improvement plan.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to design the proposed innovative maturity model,
we studied in detail every reference on the provision of IT
services that there is in the ISO 20000 and ISO 38500
standards and ITIL v3 and COBIT methodologies. In addition,
we investigated the relevant literature and failed to find any
maturity model that brings together the previous methodologies
with a specific focus on IT outsourcing. As a result, a number
of concepts and subconcepts were categorized to form the basis
of the maturity model.
Furthermore, models, standards and guidelines are
recommended in order to enable and facilitate adaptation to
universities so that they can move up the maturity model. Thus,
the model, based on standards and best practices, is designed to
achieve excellence in the management of IT outsourcing. The
applicability of the study, allows universities to meet the goal
of effective transition to a model of good governance and good
management of outsourced IT services. Aligned with the core
business of universities (education, research and innovation)
this will impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of their
management, optimize value and minimize risks.
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The model allows organizations under study ascend from
one level of maturity to the next without skipping any
intermediate level. In practice, organizations can accomplish
specific practices in upper levels. However, this does not mean
they can skip levels, since optimum results are unlikely if
practices in lower levels go unfulfilled.
MM advocates continuous learning and improvements in
governance and management of outsourced IT services, even
when institutions have consolidated the highest level of the
maturity model (level 5).
This study recognizes that it is unlikely to achieve
maximum effectiveness and efficiency in the government and
management of outsourced IT services, in a higher education
institution in a relatively short period of time. The structure of
the model proposed, organized in levels, provides a general
understanding of the gradual and holistic development of IT
governance and management of outsourced IT services. MM
expects to be an effective diagnostic tool to measure the efforts
made around IT outsourcing in higher education institutions, in
addition to a coherent roadmap to guide institutions in their
efforts to provide their teaching, research, and administrative
staff, and ultimately their students, with a quality and effective
IT services in line with the digital technological era of the XXI
century.
On the basis of this research, by designing an assessment
tool along with the maturity model that allows independent
validation and practical application of the model, this study
will allow higher education institutions to achieve an effective
transition to a model of good governance and management of
outsourced IT services in order to meet successfully the
requirements demanded in this complex internet age.
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Abstract—In this paper, the modification of conditional Fuzzy
C-Means (CFCM) aimed at estimation of unknown desired
channel states is accomplished for Bayesian blind channel
equalizer under the presence of heavy additive Gaussian noise
(AWGN). For the modification of CFCM to search the optimal
channel states of a heavy noise-corrupted communication
channel, a Gaussian weighted partition matrix, along with the
Bayesian likelihood fitness function and the conditional
constraint of ordinary CFCM, is developed and exploited. In the
experiments, binary signals are generated at random and
transmitted through both types of linear and nonlinear channels
which are corrupted with various degrees of AWGN, and the
modified CFCM estimates the channel states of those unknown
channels. The simulation results, including the comparison with
the previously developed algorithm exploiting the ordinary
CFCM, demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed modification
in terms of accuracy and speed, especially under the presence of
heavy AWGN. Therefore, the proposed modification can possibly
constitute a search algorithm of optimal channel states for
Bayesian blind channel equalizer in severe noise-corrupted
communication environments.
Keywords—Gaussian Partition Matrix; Conditional Fuzzy CMeans; Channel States; Bayesian Blind Equalizer

I.

INTRODUCTION

Channel equalization is a major issue in digital
communications, because a channel is easily affected by intersymbol-interference (ISI) with both linear and nonlinear
distortions in the presence of AWGN. The task of channel
equalization is to minimize those distortions to recover the
transmitted sequence. In general, there exist two kinds of
equalizers in digital communication systems: data aided
(trained) equalizers and blind equalizers. For trained
equalizers, a reference signal is required, increasing the
bandwidth. However, in blind equalizations, the original
transmitted message is recovered only from the received
sequence that is corrupted by noise without any training
sequence or a priori knowledge of the channel. As a result, the
use of blind equalizers is preferred in high-speed
communication systems to reduce ISI without increasing
overhead costs [1][2]. Because of inherent simplicity, most
available blind equalization algorithms focus on linear
channels that are often inadequate for modeling channels
which exhibit nontrivial nonlinearities [3]. In practical world,
the equalization of nonlinear is often required such as in high
power amplifiers as well as in high-density magnetic and
optical storage channels. Therefore, the blind equalization

method handled in this paper must be dealt with both linear
and nonlinear channels, which is independent of the type of
channel structure.
Traditionally, channel equalization has been considered
equivalent to inverse filtering. The optimal solution, based on
maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [4], has a
complexity that grows exponentially with the dimension of the
channel impulsive response (Viterbi algorithm). Alternatively,
several nonlinear detection procedures have been proposed to
address this problem with varying degrees of success, such as
multi-layered perceptrons (MLPs) [5], radial basis function
networks (RBFNs) [6], recurrent RBFNs [7], self-organizing
feature maps (SOFMs) [8][9], wavelet neural networks [10],
kernel Adeline (KA) [11], support vector machines (SVMs)
[12] and Genetic Algorithms[13][14]. Such structures usually
outperform linear equalizers, especially when non-minimum
phase channels are encountered. They can also compensate for
nonlinearities in the channel. However, they still suffer from
the relatively high computational cost such as the iterative
reweighted quadratic procedure of SV in [12]. The simplex
Genetic Algorithm (GA) in [13] estimates the optimal channel
output states instead of estimating the channel parameters in a
direct manner. The desired channel states of an unknown
channel were constructed from these estimated channel output
states, and placed at the center of RBF equalizer. With this
approach, the complex modeling of the nonlinear channel can
be avoided and the method works well within a simple single
input single output (SISO) communication environment.
Additionally, this kind of approach can be applied to a linear
channel as well, because it does not estimate the channel
parameters but the channel output states directly, which is not
dependent on the type of the channel structure. However, the
GA based algorithms may visibly suffer from their poor
convergence properties. Recently, to overcome this weakness,
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), one of the representative clustering
algorithms which exhibits shorter processing time than the
GA-based methods, has been modified and applied, and the
faster convergence speed along with the reliable estimation
accuracy in search of the optimal channel output states has
been achieved [15][16]. Especially, the algorithm based on
CFCM clearly outperforms the GA and FCM approaches in
terms of speed and accuracy [16]. The CFCM was first
introduced in [17], and successfully applied to channel
equalization problem [16][18]. The conditioning aspect of
CFCM, which describes a level of involvement of incoming
input pattern in the constructed clusters, influences the
clustering mechanism and improves the estimation accuracy
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of an unknown channel states for blind channel equalization.
However, in the presence of heavy AWGN that often arises in
a high speed communication channel, the estimation accuracy
of CFCM presented in [16] needs the higher level of
reliability, even though it is superior to other FCM or GArelated algorithms. This leads to the consideration of the
modification of CFCM clustering mechanism, which makes it
more robust to the heavy noise. In this study, the modification
is accomplished by using a Gaussian weighted partition matrix
during the clustering procedure of CFCM. The use of
Gaussian weights for a partition matrix instead of ordinary
Euclidean distance measuring can help to search the correct
channel states of an unknown channel, because the received
sequence under the presence of AWGN is a scattered random
process having conditional Gaussian density functions
centered at each of the desired channel states. More details on
this modification of CFCM are explained in Section 5. Before
that, an optimal Bayesian equalizer for a linear/nonlinear
channel is introduced in the next section and the
reconfiguration procedure of desired channel states with
channel output states is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4,
the fitness function for the proposed CFCM is derived. This
study is an extension of previous work [16] and thus the
similarity of the structure of Section 2 and 3 can be found in
[16]. Finally, the simulation results including some
comparative studies with early work [16] and conclusions are
provided in Section 6 and 7, respectively.
II.

OPTIMAL BAYESIAN EQUALIZER FOR A
LINEAR/NONLINEAR CHANNEL

noise-free observation vector, ŷ( k ) expressed by (3), is
referred to as the desired channel states, and for a specific
equalizer order denoted by q, there exist M  2 pq1 different
patterns.
ŷ( k ) = ŷ( k ), ŷ( k  1 ), , ŷ( k  q )

(3)
These M desired channel states can be partitioned into two
sets, Yq,d1 and Yq,d1 , as shown in (4) and (5), depending on the
value of s(k-d), where d is the required time delay.
Yq,d1 ={ ŷ( k ) | s( k  d )  1 }
1
q ,d

Y ={ ŷ( k ) | s( k  d )  1 }

(4)
(5)

Finally, the desired channel states, ŷ( k ) , are corrupted by
the AWGN, e(k), and thus the channel observation vector
(input of equalizer) y(k) can be described as
y( k )  ˆy( k )  e( k )

(6)
The task of the equalizer is to produce the estimated
sample ŝ( k  d ) which has the same value as the transmitted
symbol s(k-d), based on the noise-corrupted observation
vector, y(k). Because of the AWGN, the observation vector,
y(k), is a random process having conditional Gaussian density
functions centered at each of the desired channel states, ˆy( k ) .
The determination of the value of s(k-d) becomes a decision
problem. The optimal symbol-by-symbol spaced equalizer
decision function is provided by the maximum a-posteriori
probability criteria and is called Bayesian equalizer. The
decision function for Bayesian equalizer [19] can be
represented as follows,
f B ( y( k )) =

n s1

 exp ( 

2
y( k )  y i1 / 2 e2 )

i 1

-

n s1

 exp ( 

2

y( k )  yi1 / 2 e2 )

(7)

i 1

 1, f B ( y( k ))  0
(8)
sˆ(k  d )  sgn( f B ( y( k )) ) = 

 1, f B ( y( k ))  0
where y i1 and y i1 are the desired channel states belonging

Fig. 1. Channel equalization with ISI

A general channel equalization system with ISI is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The digital information symbol s(k),
which is assumed to be an equiprobable and independent
binary sequence taking values from a two-valued set  1 , is
transmitted through a nonlinear dispersive channel. Here the
nonlinear channel is composed of a linear part with transfer
function H(z), whose output y( k ) described by (1), and a
nonlinear component N(z), whose output ŷ( k ) governed by
(2).
p

y( k )   h( i )s( k  i )

(1)

i 0

ŷ( k )  D1 y( k )  D2 y( k )2  D3 y( k )3  D4 y( k )4

(2)
In (1) and (2), p is the channel order and Di stands for the
coefficient of the ith nonlinear term which is possibly caused
by nonlinearities associated with nonlinear devices used in the
transmitter and the receiver. For a linear channel model, the
nonlinear terms are set to D1=1, D2=0, D3=0 and D4=0. The

to sets Yq,d1 and Yq,d1 , respectively, and their number of elements
in these sets are denoted by ns1 and ns1 . Furthermore  e2 is
the noise variance. From (7) and (8), the evaluation of desired
channel states is essential for the optimal Bayesian equalizer,
and the performance of Bayesian blind equalizer highly
depends on the correct estimation of the desired channel
states, y i1 and y i1 , only from the noise-corrupted observation
vector, y(k). In this study, the modification of CFCM with
Gaussian weighted partition matrix is presented to search the
optimal states of an unknown channel under the presence of
heavy AWGN. After the estimation of the desired channel
states, the equalization for the reconstruction of the
transmitted symbols is straightforward with (7) and (8).
III.

RECONFIGURATION OF DESIRED CHANNEL STATES
WITH CHANNEL OUTPUT STATES

The knowledge of the desired channel states, y i1 and y i1 ,
is essential for the Bayesian equalizer. If the channel order is
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taken as p=1 with transfer function H ( z )  0.5  z 1 , the
equalizer order q is equal to 1, the time delay d is also set to 1,
and
the
nonlinear
portion
is
described
by
D1  1, D2  0.0 , D3  0.9 , D4  0.0 (see Fig. 1), then the eight
different desired channel states ( 2 pq1  8 ) may be observed at
the receiver in a noise-free case. The input sequences, the
desired channel states and the output of the equalizer for this
channel are shown in Table 1. From this table, it can be seen
that the values of the desired channel states yˆ (k ), yˆ (k  1) are
composed of the elements of the scalar channel states called
“channel output states” , a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4  , where for this
particular channel they have a1  1.5375, a2  0.3875 ,
a3  0.3875 and a4  1.5375 . The only difference between the
desired channel states and channel output states is that the first
are vectors while the latter are scalars. The length of this
scalar dataset, n~ , is determined by the channel order, p, such
as 2 p1  4 , which is independent of the equalizer order. As
shown in Table 1, the desired channel states for Y1,11 (positive
states) and Y1,11 (negative states) are (a1,a1), (a1,a2), (a3,a1),
(a3,a2) and (a2,a3), (a2,a4), (a4,a3), (a4,a4), respectively. A change
in the decision delay only changes some of the positive states
to negative and the equal number of the negative states to
positive. Additionally, it can be applied for a linear model as
well, where nonlinear terms of channel, D2, D3, and D4, are
equal to zero. In case of the linear model, the elements of data
set a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4  become 1.5, -0.5, 0.5 and -1.5, respectively,
and are shown in Table 1 by parentheses. The desired channel
states of these nonlinear and linear models are illustrated in
Fig. 2. This relationship of desired channel states and channel
output states is always valid for the channel that has a one-toTABLE I.

one mapping between the channel inputs and outputs [13] and
is successfully used in [14]-[16]. Additionally, it can be easily
extended with a higher channel order such as p=2, which is
evaluated in the experimental section. If the channel order p is
2 with H ( z )  0.3482  0.8704 z 1  0.3482 z 2 , there exist the
sixteen desired channel states ( 2 pq1  16 ) composed of the
eight channel output states ( n~  2 p 1  8 , a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,,a8 ). The
desired channel states, (a1,a1), (a1,a2), (a2,a3), (a2,a4), (a5,a1),
(a5,a2), (a6,a3), (a6,a4), belong to Y1,11 , and (a3,a5), (a3,a6), (a4,a7),
(a4,a8), (a7,a5), (a7,a6), (a8,a7), (a8,a8) belong to Y1,11 , where
a1 ,a2 , a3 ,,a8 are 2.0578, 1.0219, -0.1679, -0.7189, 1.0219,
0.1801, -0.7189 and -1.0758, respectively. This channel can be
found in [16] as well. As shown in Table 1, the desired
channel states for both types of linear and nonlinear can be
constructed with the channel output states if channel order, p,
is assumed to be known, and thus the main problem of blind
equalization moves its focus onto the determination of the
optimal channel output states only from the received patterns.

(a) for the nonlinear channel

(b) for the linear channel

Fig. 2. Desired channel states (noise-free) for the nonlinear and linear
channels shown in Table 1 (positive(□) and negative(△) states).

RECONFIGURATION OF DESIRED CHANNEL STATES BY CHANNEL OUTPUT STATES FOR NONLINEAR AND LINEAR MODELS
Nonlinear channel with H ( z )  0.5  1.0 z 1 , D1  1, D2  0.0 , D3  0.9 , D4  0.0 , and d=1
Linear channel with H ( z )  0.5  1.0 z 1 , D1  1, D2  0 , D3  0 , D4  0 , and d=1
Input sequences

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.5375 (1.5) 0.3875 (-0.5)

( a1 ,a2 )

1

1

1

0.3875( 0.5 ) 1.5375 (1.5)

( a3 ,a1 )

1

1

1

0.3875( 0.5 ) 0.3875 (-0.5)

( a3 , a2 )

1

1

1

0.3875 (-0.5) 0.3875( 0.5 )

( a2 ,a3 )

0.3875 (-0.5) 1.5375 (-1.5)

( a2 ,a4 )

s( k )s( k  1 )s( k  2 )

IV.

Desired channel states
By channel output
states, a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 

ŷ( k )
ŷ( k  1 )
( ) used for the lineal model
1.5375 (1.5) 1.5375 (1.5)

( a1 ,a1 )

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.5375 (-1.5) 0.3875( 0.5 )

( a4 ,a3 )

1

1

1

1.5375 (-1.5) 1.5375 (-1.5)

( a4 ,a4 )

In order to find the optimal channel states, the use of the
Bayesian likelihood (BL) [20] is considered. Since the
Bayesian decision variable is a probability density function
(pdf) variable, similar to the conventional likelihood, the BL
can be defined by (9).
L 1

BL   max( f B1 (k ), f B1 (k ))
k 0

(9)

Positive
channel
states,

Y1,11
Negative
channel
states,

Y1,11
n s1

FITNESS FUNCTION FOR OPTIMAL CHANNEL STATES

Output of equalizer

where f B1 ( k ) = exp ( 

i 1

(

 y( k )  yi1

2

ŝ( k  1 )

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
y( k )  yi1

2

n s1

/ 2 e2 ), f B1 ( k ) = exp

i 1

/ 2 e2 ) and L is the length of the received

sequences. By evaluating the Bayesian likelihood, the optimal
dataset of desired channel states which always corresponds to
the maximum Bayesian likelihood would be found [13]. For
this reason, the BL has been widely used as a fitness function
(FF) in the previously developed search algorithms based on
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GA or Fuzzy Clustering [13]-[16], and it is utilized as a fitness
function for our modification of CFCM as well. Being more
specific, the fitness function is taken as the logarithm of the
BL, that is
L 1

FF   log(max( f B1 (k ), f B1 (k )))

(10)

k 0

Because of the characteristics of FF illustrated in [13] and
[16], it cannot be easily solved by conventional gradient-based
methods. On the other hand, the mathematical relation
between FF and channel states cannot be formulated without
the knowledge of channel structure [13]. Furthermore, it is too
complex to be formulated even if the channel structure is
known. Therefore in this paper, to search the optimal channel
states which produce the maximum FF, under the presence of
heavy AWGN, a modification of CFCM with Gaussian
weighted partition matrix is developed.
V.

MODIFICATION OF CFCM WITH GAUSSIAN WEIGHT

The conditional fuzzy clustering method was reported by
W. Pedrycz in [17] and successfully applied to channel
equalization problem [16][18]. In [17], the conditioning aspect
of the clustering mechanism is introduced by taking into
consideration the conditioning variable assuming values,
This
f1 , f 2 , , f k , on the corresponding patterns.
conditioning aspect, which describes a level of involvement of
incoming input pattern in the constructed clusters, influences
the clustering mechanism and improves the estimation
accuracy of an unknown channel states for blind channel
equalization [16]. Using the conditioning variables,
f1 , f 2 , , f k , makes it possible to apply the different weights
to each of received patterns, which depend on their distances
to the constructed clusters. To be more specific, the closer the
received pattern to the clusters, the higher weight is attached
and consequently more influential it becomes in the clustering
process. For example, if fi  0 , the ith received pattern is
regarded as meaningless in the clustering procedure and the
calculations of the resulting prototypes are not affected by this
element. Subsequently, the calculations of the partition matrix
U in fuzzy clustering procedure do not take this into
consideration. On the other hand, the pattern for which f i  1
contributes to the clustering process to the highest extent. This
can be accomplished by the partition matrix U in CFCM
derived as follows
(11)

fk

U ik( m 1 ) 
ns

 y( k )  y

l 1

(m)
 y( k )  y l

 

 U
L 1

yi( m  1 ) 

k 0

k 0

 y( k )

( m 1 ) 2
ik

 U
L 1

(m)
i






2

(12)



( m 1 ) 2
ik

where y i( m 1 ) is the ith estimated center set at the (m+1)th
iteration and i=1,2,3,…,8 for the channels in Table 1 because
of ns=8 (total number of desired channel states). By the same

way, the range of i for the channel in Table 2 is 1 to 16. Here
in (11), the conditional constraint f k should contain the
distance information of each of received patterns, and it has a
high value if the corresponding pattern is closely located at the
estimated center. The CFCM in [16] utilizes each component
of BL for the received patterns shown in (9) as the conditional
constraint f k after normalization, because it contains the
distance information for each of received patterns. For an
example, if a received pattern is located near the optimal
desired channel states, yi1 or yi1 , this pattern produces a
higher value of f B1 ( k ) or f B1 ( k ) in (9) and consequently it
becomes more influential in the clustering process by (11). In
other words, the closer the received pattern to the optimal
channel states, the higher conditional constraint is applied.
Because of the use of these conditioning variables, the
performance of CFCM is relatively superior to those of the
existing GA and FCM based approaches in terms of speed and
accuracy. More details of the CFCM clustering algorithm for
blind channel equalizations are described in [16]. The
conditional constraint f k of the CFCM represents the
Gaussian probability value of each of received patterns
because it depends on the BL in (9). However, the partition
matrix U in (11) is still updated based on Euclidean distance
measure. Because of AWGN, the received vector, y(k), is
scattered with a conditional Gaussian probability density
centered at each of the desired channel states. Therefore, for
the calculation of partition matrix U during the clustering
procedure, the Gaussian probability of each of received
patterns should be involved instead of the Euclidean distance
measuring. The Gaussian weighted partition matrix UG, where
Euclidean distance is replaced with Gaussian probability, is
described by (13) and a new center set y i is sequentially
derived by (14).
2

U

( m 1 )
ik



f k  exp(- y(k) - y i( m ) /2 e2 )
ns

 exp(- y(k) - y
l 1

L1

y i( m 1 )  U ik( m 1 ) y( k )

(m) 2
l

(13)

/2 e2 )

(14)

k 0

The effectiveness of the proposed Gaussian weighted
partition matrix UG under a heavy noise environment is
demonstrated in Fig. 3. It shows the values of the conditional
constraint f k after 10 epochs of clustering procedure with the
partition matrix U in (11) and UG in (13) for the nonlinear
channel in Table 1. The optimal centers of this channel are
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The received patterns under 0dB SNR
are shown in Fig. 3(a), and the value of conditional constraint
for each of those patterns is displayed by gray-colors (from
0(white) to 1(black)) in Fig. 3(b). For both cases, the noisecorrupted patterns, which are scattered and located far away
from the optimal centers, have relatively very low constraint
values (close to “0” indicated by bright color in Fig. 3(b)). On
the other hand, the received patterns located near the optimal
channel states are more weighted by the conditional constraint
f k (close to “1”, black color in Fig. 3(b)) and generate higher
contributions to the clustering procedure. However, the
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received patterns with the high values of f k in Fig. 3(c)(e)_left are more widely spread than the patterns in Fig. 3(c)(e)_right. In other words, it is observed that, in Fig. 3(c)(e)_right, the high constraint values are assigned only for the
received patterns which are more densely located near the
optimal centers. It means that, by the clustering procedure
with the partition matrix UG, the closer located patterns near
the optimal states have the relatively higher values of f k than
the values of f k by clustering with U.

(d) received patterns only for f k > 0.5 (left: with U, right: with UG)

Therefore, in the proposed algorithm, the Gaussian
weighted partition matrix UG along with the conditional
constraint f k , shown in (13), is exploited instead of (11) and a
new center set y i is derived by (14). The resulting estimation
accuracy is increased even with low SNRs and it is
demonstrated in the next section.

(e) received patterns only for f k > 0.3 (left: with U, right: with UG)
Fig. 3. Received patterns under 0 dB SNR for the nonlinear channel in Table
1 and patterns displayed by their conditional constraint f k (left: clustering
with U, right: with UG).

VI.

(a) received patterns under 0 dB SNR for the nonlinear channel in Table 1

(b) received patterns displayed by f k : 1(black)  0(white) (left: with U,
right: with UG)

SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
CFCM with UG in search of the optimal channel states for
blind channel equalization, the following simulations are
carried out and compared. As mentioned in the introduction
section, the performance of CFCM in [16] was superior to the
previously developed GA based [13][14] and conventional
FCM based [15] approaches in terms of speed and accuracy.
Those algorithms also estimate the optimal channel states of
an unknown channel to solve the blind equalization problem.
Therefore the comparison for the effectiveness of the proposed
method focuses on the CFCM in [16]. In the experiments,
three channels including a linear model are evaluated. Channel
1 and 2 shown in Table 1 stand for each of nonlinear and
linear models respectively, with the channel order p=1, and
Channel 3 discussed in Section 3 concerns a nonlinear model
with the channel order p=2 as presented in [16] and [21]. The
first two channels were also often discussed in [13]-[16]. The
detailed description of the channels is presented below.
Channel 1 (nonlinear): H ( z )  0.5  1.0 z 1 ,
D1  1, D2  0 , D3  0.9 , D4  0 , and d=1

Channel 2 (linear): H ( z )  0.5  1.0 z 1 ,
D1  1, D2  0 , D3  0 , D4  0 , and d=1

Channel 3 (nonlinear): H ( z )  0.3482  0.8704 z 1  0.3482 z 2
(c) received patterns only for f k > 0.7 (left: with U, right: with UG)

D1  1, D2  0.2, D3  0 , D4  0 , and d=1
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In the experiments, 10 independent simulations for each of
three channels with five different noise levels (SNR=0, 2.5, 5,
7.5, and 10dB) were performed with 1,000 randomly
generated transmitted symbols (L=1000). Afterwards, the
obtained results were averaged. The proposed CFCM with UG
and the ordinary CFCM with U have been implemented in a
batch mode to facilitate a comparative analysis. In addition,
both algorithms are evaluated with the use of the same
parameters shown in Table 2, and these are fixed for all
experiments.
The choice of the specific parameter values is not critical
to the performance of both algorithms. For the evaluation
purpose, the normalized root mean squared errors (NRMSE) is
determined in the form
(a ) for channel 1

NRMSE= 1
a

1 N
 a  aˆ i
N i 1

2

(15)

where a is the data set of optimal channel output states, â i
is the data set of estimated channel output states in the ith
simulation, and N is the total number of independent
simulations (N=10).
TABLE II.

PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS

Maximum number of iteration
Threshold for FF variation
Exponent for partition matrix U
Random initial channel states

CFCM
with U
100

Proposed CFCM
with UG
100

10-3

10-3

2

1

[-0.5 0.5]

[-0.5 0.5]

(b) for channel 2

The values of NRMSEs after 10 independent simulations
for each of three channels are averaged and illustrated in Fig.
4. The proposed CFCM with UG comes with lower NRMSE
for all three channels, and the performance differences are
more severe in higher noise levels. As mentioned in the last
part of Section 5 with Fig. 3, the clustering procedure with the
Gaussian weighted partition matrix UG in the proposed
modification makes it possible that, the closer located patterns
near the optimal states have relatively higher values of f k
than by clustering with U in the ordinary CFCM.
Consequently, those patterns with higher f k are more
influential in the clustering process.
This effectiveness of Gaussian weighted partition matrix
UG is more critical in case of lower SNR because the type of
corrupted noise in the channel is AWGN. Therefore the
proposed CFCM with UG is highly effective to find the
optimal channel states when the received patterns are heavily
corrupted by AWGN.

(c) for channel 3
Fig. 4. NRMSEs by the proposed CFCM with UG and by the ordinary
CFCM with U.

A sample of 1,000 received symbols under 0dB SNR for
Channel 3 and its desired channel states constructed from the
estimated channel output states by the proposed and the
ordinary CFCM are illustrated in Fig. 5.

(a) optimal channel states for channel 3 (b) received patterns under 0 dB SNR
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(c) estimated states by CFCM with U

(d) estimated states by CFCM with UG

(e) fitness variations by CFCM with U (f) fitness variations by CFCM with UG

Finally, the bit error rates (BER) with the optimal and the
estimated channel states are evaluated by using the Bayesian
equalizer and they are summarized in Table 4. Even though
the BER with the estimated channel states realized by the
proposed CFCM with UG is close enough to the one with the
optimal channel states for all three channels, its performance
does not dominate in terms of BER as much as it does in terms
of NRMSE. Furthermore, especially for low SNRs, the BERs
even with the optimal states are also relatively high. It is
caused by the fact that the decision function of Bayesian
equalizer shown in (7) is easily affected by heavy noise (high
noise variance  e2 ) even though the desired channel states can
be estimated with high accuracy by using the proposed
algorithm. For this reason, several nonlinear equalization
techniques such as fuzzy or neural network implementations
of Bayesian equalizer should be considered to improve the
BER in next study.
TABLE IV. AVERAGED BER(%) (NO. OF ERRORS/NO. OF TRANSMITTED
SYMBOLS).

Fig. 5. A sample of received symbols under 0dB SNR for Channel 3 and its
sixteen desired channel states estimated by the proposed CFCM with UG and
the ordinary CFCM with U.

Because of the use of UG, the proposed CFCM produces
more accurate channel states from the noise-corrupted
received patterns as shown in Fig. 5(d), and its fitness value
by (10) during the clustering procedure approaches the
optimal fitness value more closely as in Fig. 5(f). In addition,
the relative search time (RST) of the proposed CFCM with UG
is evaluated. It is calculated by (16) and included in Table 4.
RST 

TABLE III. RELATIVE SEARCH TIME (RST) FOR ALL THREE CHANNELS
WITH DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS
Channel
Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

SNR
0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB
0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB
0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB

RST
0.5588
0
0.0690
-0.1429
-0.1923
0.4653
0.2
0
-0.1724
-0.1154
0.2700
-0.4061
-0.2829
-0.4291
-0.2098

SNR

with optimal
states

Channel 1

0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB
0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB
0.0 dB
2.5 dB
5.0 dB
7.5 dB
10 dB

19.8
15.3
10.7
6.69
2.77
19.3
13.6
8.95
4.52
1.79
22.1
16.1
11.7
7.94
4.89

Channel 2

search time of CFCM with U G  search time of CFCM with U (16)
search time of CFCM with U

As shown in Table 3, the values of RST for all three
channels with different noise levels are almost zero, which
means the search time difference between two algorithms is
not significant where the proposed CFCM provides much
better performance in terms of NRMSE. Additionally, some of
RST for Channel 3, especially with low SNRs, are negative
(faster search time for the proposed CFCM). It is caused by
using the UG in the clustering procedure, which reduces the
number of convergence epochs in heavy noise circumstances.

Channel

Channel 3

Ordinary
CFCM
with U
21.6
15.4
10.6
6.81
2.79
21.6
13.7
9.17
4.57
1.76
23.0
16.9
12.6
8.22
5.28

Proposed
CFCM
with UG
20.1
15.4
10.6
6.80
2.75
19.2
13.7
9.08
4.57
1.76
22.5
16.5
11.8
7.88
4.97

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The determination of an unknown channel states only from
received patterns is critical in blind linear/nonlinear channel
equalization problems. In this paper, for the estimation of
desired channel states of an unknown digital channel under
severe noise-corrupted communication environments, a
modification of CFCM with Gaussian weighted partition
matrix is presented and successfully evaluated with both of
linear and nonlinear channels. Especially even when the
received symbols are significantly corrupted by a heavy
AWGN, it can estimate the channel output states with
relatively high accuracy and substantial speed. Therefore, in
the presence of heavy AWGN, the Bayesian equalizer with the
proposed CFCM can be a possible solution for blind channel
equalization. In future works, the evaluation of this method
with higher order channels is included. In addition, as
mentioned at the end of the last section, a further study on the
implementation methods of Bayesian equalizer should be
included to improve the BER under the presence of severe
noise.
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An Object-Oriented Smartphone Application for
Structural Finite Element Analysis
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Abstract—Smartphones are becoming increasingly ubiquitous
both in general society and the workplace. Recent increases in
mobile processing power have shown the current generation of
smartphones has equivalent processing power to a
supercomputer from the early 1990s. Many industries have
abandoned desktop computing and are now entirely reliant on
mobile devices. Given these facts it is logical that smartphones
are considered as the next platform for finite element analysis
(FEA). This paper presents an architecture for a smartphone
FEA application using object-oriented programming. A MVC
design pattern is adopted and a demonstration FEA application
for the Android smartphone platform is presented.

in comparison to supercomputers and suggests that multicore
clusters of mobile processors may actually represent the future
of high powered computing.
Given that fig. 1 shows that a current mobile device is
approximately equivalent in computing power to an early
1990’s supercomputer or a late 2000’s desktop and,
considering the pioneering finite element analyses work done
on these machines at the time, it is reasonable to consider
current smartphones as capable of performing useful finite
element analyses.

Keywords—Objected-oriented programming; Finite Element
Method; Java; Android

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of smartphones in 2007 they have
had a profound effect on lifestyles by significantly changing
the way that people live, work and learn. Smartphones have
become the dominant mobile device for communication
information and entertainment. In many cases smartphones
(and associated tablets) have become the dominant computing
platform in many industries. Smith [1] demonstrates that in
excess of 46% of American adults own a smartphone and the
rate of ownership rises to in excess of 60% when college
graduates and high income households (in excess of $75,000)
are considered. When considering these statistics, it is
reasonable to assume that the majority of engineers, scientists
and analysts will own, or have access to, a smartphone (or
related tablet).
Many smartphone users are unaware of the computing
power available in their devices and/or the potential of the
smartphone as a platform for finite element analysis. Fig. 1
shows a comparison of computing power (in mega-flops) for
different processors. The leftmost line (a) links the processing
power of three supercomputers (Cray C1, Cray C90 and Cray
Jaguar). The centre line (b) shows the processing power of
desktop PC processors over time (Intel 386, Intel Pentium and
Intel Core i7). The final line (c) illustrates the increase in
computing power of mobile processors commonly used in
Android smartphones and tablets. It is clear from fig. 1 that
comparing a current high end mobile processor (e.g. Nvidia
Tegra 4 which is built on ARM technology) with desktop and
supercomputer processors, shows that current mobile processor
capability is on par with desktop processors from circa 2008
and supercomputer processors from the early 1990’s. Rajovic
et al [2] discusses the development of mobile processor power

Fig. 1. Development in Computing Power (Mflops) since 1970. Trend lines
show (a) supercomputers, (b) desktop PC’s and (c) mobile processors.

There are currently two major operating systems available
for smartphones: iOS (Apple Inc.) and Android (Google Inc.).
Both of these platforms are based on objected-oriented
programming languages: objective-C in the case of iOS and
Java in the case of Android. Hence, any finite element code
written for smartphones must be object-oriented.
Zimmermann et al. [3] described the governing principles
for object-oriented finite element programming, before
describing an implementation using SmallTalk [4] and C++
[5]. A number of authors [6-9] have described object-oriented
implementations of the finite element method using C++.
Following the popularisation of Java in the late 1990’s a
number of researchers began to explore the possibilities of
writing FEA codes using Java. Many researchers, however,
were reluctant to engage with Java as it had a reputation for
slow performance in comparison to more established nonobject-oriented languages. In order to investigate this
Nikishkov [10] compared the performance of a Java FEA code
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with a similar code written in C. It was found that with the use
of proper coding and tuning it is possible to obtain similar
performance from the Java and C finite element codes. In a
subsequent presentation, Nikishkov [11] described the design
of an object-oriented Java finite element code for the 2D and
3D analysis of elastic and elasto-plastic structural solids. The
code was developed using Java 1.5 and utilised the Java3D API
to allow for visualisation of the results. A user interface was
not developed and model specification was handled via an
input text file which was read using a scanner.
This paper describes an object-oriented smartphone
application written in Android, which is effectively a subset of
Java. Android was chosen as it is an open source platform
which runs on many devices including smartphones, tablets,
netbooks and smart televisions. Graphical user interface (GUI)
design on Android is relatively straightforward as the Android
API contains a multitude of classes that can easily be subclassed to allow for complex displays and user inputs.
II.

The view is also responsible for receiving user input and
passing it to the controller. On a smartphone this is quite easy
to grasp as the touchscreen on an Android device is used to
both display the app and receive touch gestures. The controller
receives user input from the view and acts accordingly. In most
cases the controller will update the model state however it is
also possible that the controller will just change the view
without changing the model, for example, if a cosmetic change
to the interface was requested by the user. The model stores
data in its properties, implements application methods and
implements the application logic. The model changes its state
based on instructions from the controller. When the model
changes its state it informs the view which updates
accordingly.

DESIGN OF THE FE APPLICATION

In order to simplify the discussion that follows we will
initially consider a very simple finite element application that
only solves 2D truss problems. The code outlined here may
easily have additional classes defined which will allow the
analysis of different structural problems using different types
of finite element. The requirements for the application are
shown in table I.
TABLE I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A SIMPLE SMARTPHONE FE APPLICATION

No

Description

Fig. 2. Overview of the MVC Pattern

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Function without error on the majority of Android devices
Use the device touchscreen to allow user input
Allow for FEA of 2D Truss problems
Allow the user to define nodes by their coordinates
Allow the user to define linear trusses by linking two nodes
Allow the user to define individual element properties
Allow the user to place a constraint on any node in either the x or
y direction
Allow the user to place a force on any node in either the x or y
direction
Allow the user to easily edit the model definition by changing
properties
Easily and efficiently solve the finite element problem and
present the results
Allow for sharing of the results via email, social media, etc.

All Android applications must have a class designated as a
“Main Activity” which is the entry point into the application –
much in the same way as a class with a main() method is for a
standard Java application. In this case we have named this class
TrussActivity and this class must extend (i.e. be a subclass
of) the android.app.Activity class. An Activity is an
application component that provides a screen with which users
can interact. By sub classing android.app.Activity our
TrussActivity class will gain access to all the features of
the Android API and be capable of displaying information on
the device screen and receiving user input via touch gestures
etc.

A Model-View-Controller (MVC) software architecture
pattern was used to design the application. Fig. 2 shows an
overview of the MVC pattern where we attempt to separate the
representation of information from the interaction that the user
has with this information. The model part of the pattern
typically consists of data, logic and functions and, in this case,
we can readily identify that our finite element classes belong
here. We will designate a model package to contain the classes
which describe the finite element model. The view part of the
MVC pattern is used to output some representation of data to
the user such as an image on a screen or a text listing etc. The
controller part of the pattern takes input from the user and uses
this input to send messages to the model or view. It is clear
from fig. 2 that the user effectively interacts with the view part
of the MVC pattern.

Android and Java classes are typically organised into
Packages which contain classes that have a similar function or
theme as discussed above. For illustration purposes we assume
the package name: com.example.simpletruss. The
TrussActivity class will be placed in this package making
its
full
name:
com.example.simpletruss.Truss
Activity. Another package is used to hold the classes that
may be used to define a finite element model. These classes are
Java classes and are not specific to Android and hence may be
reused for any Java application. In this case, a package named
“model”: com.example.simpletruss.model is used to
hold the finite element classes. Fig. 3 shows a basic schematic
of the structure of the Android FEA app: illustrating the
packages used and the classes which these packages contain.

8
9
10
11
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The TrussActivity class will take user input and create
objects from the classes contained in the com.example.
simpletruss.model package and will call methods from
these classes in order to build and solve the finite element
model.
The classes within the com.example.simpletruss.
model package are largely self-explanatory. The Node class is
used to create Node objects and contains helper methods
associated with the manipulation of Node objects. The
Truss2D class is a subclass of the LineElement class which
in turn is a subclass of the Element class. These classes are
used to create Element objects. The Assembly class is used to
create an assembly of finite elements and contains methods to
create a global stiffness matrix, global force vector and a global
nodal displacement vector. The TrussSolver class contains
methods that can take these assembled global matrices and use
them to obtain a solution to a finite element problem. The
TrussPost class contains methods that can further process the
obtained solution to obtain derived results such as element
stress and strain. The FeConstants class contains a list of
symbolic constants that may be used by all other classes within
the package.

Effectively, the onCreate() method links us into the
Android API via android.app.Activity and provides us with a
View using setContentView() via android.view.View.
The controller part of the MVC pattern will consist of the
other methods contained in TrussActivity which are not
inherited from the superclass. These are methods which are
custom written for the FE application. These methods are
summarised in table II.
TABLE II.

Method
addNode()
deleteNode()
addElement()
deleteElement()
addConstraint()
deleteConstraint()
addForce()
deleteForce()
calculate()

Fig. 3. Schematic of the Packages and Classes in the Android Application

By resolving the MVC pattern shown in fig. 1 with the
schematic shown in fig. 2 it is clear that the
com.example.simpletruss.model package will function exactly
as the model is described in the MVC pattern. The
TrussActivity class provides a method of linking into the
Android API by sub classing android.app.Activity. Each
Activity must implement the onCreate() method inherited from
the superclass. In its simplest form the onCreate() method will
be:

CONTROLLER METHODS IN TRUSSACTIVITY

Description
Creates a Node object using user input from
a dialog box
Deletes a Node object from the database
using a dialog box
Creates an Element object using a dialog
box
Deletes an Element object from the database
Sets a constraint on a Node object using a
dialog box
Modifies a constraint on a Node object
Sets a force on a Node object using a dialog
box for user input
Modifies a force on a Node object
Uses the database of Node and Element
objects to create an assembly of finite
elements, solves the global problem and then
creates a new View to display the results,
simultaneously saves the results to a text file
for sharing

Each of the methods described in Table II performs two
basic functions: instructing the view what view to provide (add
a node dialog, delete a force dialog, results screen etc.) and
processing user input from this view and using it to change the
state of the model (add a new node object, change the force on
a node object, etc.).
So, in summary, the com.example.simpletruss.model
package contains the Model, the onCreate() method in
TrussActivity class and its associated XML files contain the
View and the other methods in TrussActivity class define the
controller. This is illustrated in fig. 4

@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.main_layout);
}

The final line in the above code snippet calls the superclass
method setContentView() to set the View that will be
shown to the user when the application is started. This layout is
usually specified in an XML layout file named
main_layout.XML. This XML layout file may be edited to
display the buttons, text fields, checkboxes, images, etc. that
make up the applications GUI.

Fig. 4. A MVC Implementation for the FE Smartphone Application
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III.

MODEL

TABLE IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE ELEMENT ABSTRACT CLASS

The subsections below describe the classes in the model
package which is responsible for building the finite element
model and solving the global problem.
A. Node
The Node class is common to all finite element types and
will be unchanged regardless of the element type used. A
description of the Node class is shown in table III.
TABLE III. DESCRIPTION OF THE NODE CLASS

The LineElement class is a subclass of the Element class
and, as such must implement its abstract methods. Table V
shows a description of the LineElement class.
TABLE V.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINEELEMENT CLASS

Each node object has an id, array of global coordinates,
array of applied forces and an array of boundary conditions.
Each of these arrays has three members of double precision
numbers: for the x, y and z directions.
The Node constructor creates a node object using its id and
its x, y and z coordinates. Nodes may be defined in 2D space
by setting z equal to zero. Public getter and setter methods are
provided in order to allow for reporting and modification of a
nodes properties. A number of helper methods are provided to
quickly determine if a node has an applied load or boundary
condition. These methods return a Boolean value and are
generally used to aid in the graphical display of loads and
boundary conditions. Finally, helper methods are provided
which allow for display of the node and its associated applied
forces and boundary conditions in the applications GUI.
B. Element Classes
The Element class is an abstract class for all finite element
types. A description of the Element class is shown in table IV.
Each element object must have an id, a list of nodes that define
the element and an elastic modulus. Several abstract methods
(shown in italics) are provided which must be implemented by
any subclasses: these methods provide for reporting of element
properties and assembly of the elements stiffness matrix and
strain displacement matrix.

Each LineElement object is defined by two Node objects
and its cross sectional area. The constructor creates
LineElement objects using this data. Several getter and setter
methods are provided to allow for reporting and modification
of element properties. Finally, three helper methods are
provided which calculate the element length and its direction
cosines, l and m.
The Truss2D class is a subclass of both LineElement and
Element (via the class hierarchy). A 2D truss is obviously a
line element and so inherits all the properties and methods of
its superclass. The Truss2D class is primarily concerned with
implementing methods specific to 2D truss finite elements.
Table V shows a description of the Truss2D class. Since most
of the methods required for a 2D truss have already been
implemented in the superclass’s, the Truss2D class is relatively
short. It essentially consists of a constructor which simply calls
the constructor of the superclass and two methods which
calculate the element stiffness matrix and strain displacement
matrix.
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TABLE VI.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TRUSS2D CLASS

IV.

VIEW

As described in section II, each screen in Android is
represented using an XML layout file. It is also possible to
create the layout dynamically during program execution but, in
most cases, it is preferable to define an XML layout in
advance. Fig. 5 shows the main screen used for building the
finite element model in the completed smartphone application.

C. Assembly Class
The Assembly class essentially consists of five methods
which assemble the global problem equations. The global
stiffness matrix is assembled from the individual element
stiffness matrices and placed into a 2D array of double
precision numbers. Similarly the global force vector and global
displacement vector are assembled by interrogating each
element to find its constituent Node objects and their relevant
force and boundary condition data. Two further methods are
used to assemble global data which will be useful during postprocessing of results. An ArrayList of element straindisplacement matrices and an ArrayList of element elasticmodulii are produced by calling these methods. The Assembly
class is written in a non-element specific manner so that it may
be used with any element type, not just the truss elements
being considered here.
D. TrussSolverClass
The TrussSolver class contains one method named
calculateDisplacements() which returns the solved nodal
displacement vector to the calling method or class. A direct
equation solver performs solution of the system equation using
symmetric LDU decomposition of the matrix.
E. TrussPost Class
The TrussPost class contains a number of methods for postprocessing the results from a truss analysis. The strains()
method is used to return an array of doubles which effectively
gives the strain in each element in the finite element model.
Similarly, method stress() provides an array listing the axial
stress in each element in the finite element model. Finally,
method reactionForces() is used to return an array listing the
reaction forces at each node in the finite element model.
F. A Note on the Model Classes
Clearly, there are several possibilities available for class
construction and interaction when using an objected-oriented
approach. The above description attempts to take the four
principles of object-oriented design (Encapsulation,
inheritance, polymorphism and abstraction) into account at all
times. It could be argued that the Assembly, Solver and PostProcessor classes could be either combined into one class, or,
are not really classes at all and their methods should be
combined into other classes (e.g. one of the element classes).
Alternatively, these methods could be placed in a class which
contains only a list of static methods and thus does not require
instantiation in order to call the methods. Both of these
strategies, however, would remove the flexibility of the
software and make it more difficult to add additional element
types to the finite element application.

Fig. 5. Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the Smartphone Application PreProcessor

The screen layout is divided into a number of steps that the
user is required to complete in order to successfully build a
finite element model. The layout was constructed in this
manner in order to avoid user confusion and also, as one of the
aims of the application was for it to be used as an educational
tool to teach FEA to new users. In the first step a drop down
menu (known as a “Spinner” in Android) is used to capture the
user’s preference in terms of unit system. The selected unit
system is used to prompt the user for input quantities during
the model generation and also during the display of results. The
user is offered three choices: no units (which is the default), the
SI system (Kg-m-sec) or the Imperial system (lb-ft-sec). Step 2
requires the user to pick an element type: currently there are
three options available: 1DTruss, 2DTruss and Beam. The
class system for a 2D truss analysis was discussed in section
III. A 1D truss can be easily formed by simply setting the
appropriate coordinates and DOF to zero. A beam element was
implemented by adding additional classes to the structure
discussed in section III and, for the sake of clarity, will not be
discussed here. Step 3 requires the user to specify nodal
coordinates. Touching on either the add node or delete node
button opens a dialog box which allows the user to define the
nodal coordinates. Similarly the add element, delete elements,
add constraint, delete constraint, add nodal force and delete
nodal force buttons all open appropriate dialog boxes for the
user to interact with. The two lower buttons allow for the
application of distributed loads if a beam element type has
been selected – if a truss element is selected then these buttons
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will display a warning. Fig. 6 shows examples of the “Add
Node” and “Add Element” dialogs.

Touching the “File” button allows the user to load or save a
model and clear the database. The “Build” button brings up the
pre-processor screen shown in fig. 5. The “Display Model”
button is used to show a graphical representation of the model,
as shown in fig. 8. The “Examine” button is used for postprocessing the results from the finite element model. The other
buttons in fig. 7 are largely self-explanatory.
Each of the screens described above are created using XML
layout files which specify the relative position of the various
UI elements. These layouts are displayed by the corresponding
Android activity class when required. In some cases, such as
with dialogs, the display is created dynamically using only
Java code without the need for a XML layout to be defined in
advance. This is achieved using one of the many “builder”
classes provided with the Android API. The graphical display
of the model is also created dynamically by filling an empty
frame layout with a Canvas object when the user requests the
model be displayed.

Fig. 6. Dialog Boxes are Used to Capture User Input

During the XML definition of the buttons shown in fig. 5 a
method name in TrussActivity is required in order to link the
button to that method. For example the “Add a Node” button
definition contains a reference to the addNode() method in
TrussActivity. When the button is touched/clicked then the
relevant method is called and the object reference of the View
calling the method is passed as a parameter to the method.

Fig. 8 shows a typical graphical display from a 2D Truss
problem. In this case three nodes and two elements have been
used. Node numbers are displayed near the associated nodes.
Constraint and load symbols are placed on relevant nodes,
using the helper methods described in section III. A facility for
zooming in/out and an option to fit the finite element model to
the screen are provided in the lower right corner of the GUI.

The full suite of Android’s user interface was utilised to
capture input from the user: including spinners, checkboxes,
radio-buttons, textboxes etc. Touching the application icon at
the top of the screen slides a menu out from the left hand side
which allows the user to navigate through the application, as
shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Graphical Display of a 2D Truss Problem. Note display of constraint
symbols on left hand side and load arrow symbols on the right.

V.

Fig. 7. Smartphone FE Application Navigation Menu

CONTROLLER

The TrussActivity class is the main activity for a truss
analysis. As mentioned above, the first task of TrussActivity is
to call the onCreate() method from its superclass. This method
is called when the application is started and is responsible for
providing the View for the Activity by linking to the
appropriate XML layout file.
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The main task of TrussActivity is to act as controller in the
MVC pattern and to take user input in order to use the Model
classes to construct a finite element model. Table VII shows a
description of the TrussActivity class, focusing on the methods
dealing with control. A number of EditText object references
are initially described as private class variables. EditText’s are
editable text boxes that are used to obtain user input. In this
case they are required to capture nodal coordinates, element
properties, etc. Two ArrayList objects are defined which
effectively act as the finite element model database. The nodes
ArrayList holds a list of currently defined Node objects and the
elements ArrayList holds a list of currently defined
LineElement objects. ArrayLists are effectively mutable arrays
and so allow for the addition and subtraction of objects from
the list as required. Two integer variables are defined in order
to conveniently hold the number of currently defined nodes and
elements.

to listen for either the cancel or OK buttons in the dialog box to
be touched by the user. If the cancel button is touched then the
dialog is simply dismissed and control is returned to the calling
method. If the OK button is touched then data entered by the
user is checked for viability. If the data is not viable then a
message is displayed to the user explaining why this is the
case. If the data is viable then a new Node object is created
using the object constructor in the Node class. This Node
object is then added to the nodes ArrayList and the numNodes
variable is incremented by 1 before returning control to the
calling method.
Some of the other methods require more checks before
displaying a dialog requesting user input. The addElement()
method, for example, first checks that at least two Node objects
have been defined before allowing the user to proceed. In each
case where a problem is encountered an explanatory message is
presented to the user.

TABLE VII. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRUSSACTIVITY CLASS

Fig. 9. Typical Results Display

The addNode() method is triggered by the user touching the
“Add a Node” button on the main screen (fig. 5). An object
reference to the View that requested the method to be called is
passed in as the parameter v. This reference is required as it
tells the addNode() method how/where to update the View if
required.
Each of the methods shown below the addNode() method
in table VII follow a standard procedure so the addNode()
method will be used to illustrate this procedure. The addNode()
method begins by creating a dialog box in the current View in
order to obtain user input. The method then sets up a listener

The calculate() method begins solution of the finite element
model. Before attempting to form the global assembly a
number of checks are carried out to ensure the model is ready
for solution: at least one element is defined, at least on DOF is
constrained, at least one nodal force has been specified, etc. In
each case an appropriate message is displayed to the user if a
problem is encountered. If no problems are found then
assembly of the global system of equations proceeds as
described in section III. The assembled problem is then solved
using the TrussSolver class which returns an Array containing
the solved global displacement Vector. A quick check is
performed to ensure that the returned array is not empty
(indicating a failed solution). If this is the case then a message
regarding the mathematical un-stability of the finite element
model, together with some advice on how to fix the model is
presented to the user. If the global displacement vector is valid
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then the printTrussResults() method is called and results are
automatically post-processed and displayed to the user. Fig. 9
shows a typical display of results from a simple 2D truss
analysis.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The architecture of a demonstration finite element
analysis application for an Android smartphone has been
presented. The application has been designed according to
object-oriented principles using a MVC design pattern.
Smartphone user interfaces provide exciting opportunities to
revolutionise the generation and analysis of finite element
models. In this case the objective was to produce a functioning
finite element application which could also be used as an
educational tool to teach new users basic FEA principles. The
Android platform makes it relatively easy to design an intuitive
and educational user interface. The architecture provided here
can easily be expanded to include more complex elements and
analysis capabilities. The demonstration application is
available for free download [12].
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Abstract—Most of the image fusion work has been limited to
monochrome images. Algorithms which utilize human colour
perception are attracting the image fusion community with great
interest. It is mainly due to the reason that the use of colour
greatly expands the amount of information to be conveyed in an
image. Since, the human visual system is very much sensitive to
colours; research was undertaken in mapping three individual
monochrome multispectral images to the respective channels of
an RGB image to produce a false colour fused image. Producing
a fused colour output image which maintains the original
chromaticity of the input visual image is highly tricky.
The focus of this paper is developing a new approach to fuse a
color image (visual image) and a corresponding grayscale one
(Infrared image – IR) using the curvelet approach using different
fusion rules in new fields. The fused image obtained by the
proposed approach maintain the high resolution of the colored
image (visual image), incorporate any hidden object given by the
IR sensor as an example, or complements the two input images
and keep the natural color of the visual image.
Keywords—Image fusion; visual colored image; monochrome
images

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image fusion is a process of combining complementary
information from multiple sensor images to generate a single
image that contains a more accurate description of the scene
than any of the individual images. As for example while
MMW (millimeter wave) sensors have many advantages, the
low cost IR makes the study of fusing visual and IR images of
great interest.
In our work, we are using fusion to help human or
computer to detect the hidden objects using IR and visual
sensors. Most of the image fusion work has been limited to
monochrome images [1]. However, based on biological
research results, the human visual system is very sensitive to
colors. Waxman, Aguilar [4-6]. Al use a neural network to fuse
a low- light visible image and IR image to generate a three
channel false color image used for night operations. In
addition, Aguilar [7] has extended their work to fuse multimodality volumetric imagery.
In this paper, we introduce a new approach to fuse a color
visual image with a corresponding grayscale IR image or any
other sensor; using the proposed approach the fused image will

maintain the high resolution and the natural color of the visual
image.
The paper is organized as follows, section 2 describes the
proposed image fusion approach, and section 3 presents the
experimental results which demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed fusion approach, section 4 conclusion.
II. CURVELET TRANSFORM
The curvelet transform is a very young signal analysing
method with good potential. It is recognized as a milestone on
image processing and other applications [2].
So why we use curvelet; actually, the time frequency
analysis is decomposed a signal to several orthogonal bases.
We can quantize the signal to the summation of different basis
with different coefficient:

f  k a b
k k



Curvelet Coefficients basis, frame
Curvelet transform is more accurate to deal with the curve
than wavelet transform the below Fig. 1 shows this.
Wavelet approach
Many wavelet coefficients are needed to account edges.
i.e. singularities along lines or curves needed to account
edges.
Curvelet approach
Less coefficients are needed to account edges.

Fig. 1. Difference between curvelet and wavelet approach
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The overview of the curvelet transform is shown below for
four step:

f

Subband
Decomposition

Smooth
Partitioning

Renormalization

Transform of the Curvelet Transform each normalized
square is analyzed in the ridgelet system:

αQ,λ  

Ridgelet
Analysis

g Q , ρλ

III. FUSION APPROACH FOR GRAY AND VISUAL IMAGES
A. Subband Decomposition

The proposed image fusion approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.

We define a bank of subband filter P0, (△s, s ≧0). The
object f is filter into subbands:

f  ( P0 f , 1 f ,  2 f ,...)
This step divides the image into several resolution layers.
Each layer contains details of different frequencies:
P0 → Lowpass filter

RGB color image is given by an M  N  3 array of color
pixels, where each pixel is a triplet corresponding to the red,
green and blue component of an RGB image at a specified
location.
In HSI color space, the hue component represents the
dominant color present in an image. The saturation component
indicates the amount of purity. The intensity component gives
the gray level values of the image.

1, 2,→ Band-pass (high-pass)
filters
B. Smooth Partitioning
Let w be a smooth windowing function so by applying it to
the decomposition we get

hQ  wQ . s f

This method is based on the color space transform RGB –
HSI – RGB; The HSI is based on the RGB true color space. An



The HSI color system is considerably closer than RGB
system to human perception in describing the color sensations.
Further, HSI color space allows the de-coupling of intensity
component from the color carrying information in an image.
Hence HSI color space is used for intermediate processing in
an image fusion task.
A. Steps of the proposed approach:

C. Renormalization
In this stage of the procedure, each ‘square’ resulting in the
previous stage is renormalized to unit scale:

g Q  TQ1hQ



D. Ridgelet construction
The ridgelet consturction divides the frequency domain to
dyadic coronae Fig.2. In the angular direction, it samples the sth corona at least 2s times. In the radial direction, it samples
using local wavelets. [3]

Fig. 2. Ridgelet Tiling and Fourier

1) Input two images of the same scene one grayscale and
one color image.
2) The RGB components of color image (Image 1) are
converted to HSI components where
I= (R + G + B)/3
H= (B – R)/3(I – R) , S= (1- R)/I when R=Minimum
(R, G, B)
H= (R- G)/3(I – G) , S= (1- G)/I when G=Minimum
(R, G, B)
H= (G- B)/3(I – B) , S= (1- B)/I when B= Minimum
(R, G, B)
3)
Curvelet transform is applied to intensity of image 1
and the other grayscale image 2 (IR image) respectively using
the Wrapping Algorithm.
4) Three different fusion rules are applied to the
coefficients that are PCA, wavelet, and mean fusion rules at
each location of the input images to produce a single set of
coefficients in the fused output.
5) Inverse curvelet transform is applied to get the final
fused output.
6) Now hue, saturation components are added to the
intensity image to get the final fused color image.
7) Finally, the HSI color space is converted to RGB
format.
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Visual Image
1

RGB

Fused
Image in
HSI

H

To

The below Fig. 4 shows this results.
Example 1:

S

HSI

I

Curvelet
Transform
C1

Gray Image 2

Curvelet
Transform

Fusion Rule
C2

Final Fused
Visual
Image

HSI To RGB

Fig. 3. Block diagram for the proposed approach

input image1 monochrome

B. Fusion Rules
There are a variety of fusion rules that have been reported
as valid image fusion processes. Some of the popular fusion
techniques based on statistical analysis of the images that used
in our test is mean, and Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
Assuming that images are collected simultaneously with
accurate registration, images can be fused element wise, taking
the mean values. PCA is an orthogonal linear transformation
technique that transforms the multidimensional data sets to
lower dimensions for image analysis without much loss of
information content. The new coordinate system obtained by
PCA transformation is such that the greatest variance by any
projection of the data lies in the first coordinate (principle
component).the second greater variance on the second
coordinate, so on. We use the popular wavelet based approach
to find the decomposition coefficients for image fusion. The
wavelet based method is available as the image fusion tool in
the wavelet toolbox, which is used for fusing various registered
images of the same size. The principle of image fusion using
wavelets is to merge the wavelet decompositions of the two
original images using fusion methods. [2]

Input image2 visual

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed image
fusion approach, a dozen images were used in the experimental
tests.
A. Data Set
By applying the experimental test for a dataset for more
than 10 pair of images one is visual and the other is gray scale
with the same size, as the resolution of the visual image is
much higher than that of the gray scale, but the visual one
doesn’t convoy all of the information in the gray one. So by
fusing both we got a new one that is high resolution from the
visual and all of the things appear from the gray one.
B. Qualitative performance comparison
By applying the test to a pair of 4 images we found that
first the visual appearance of the resulted fusion image is much
better than the two input image for the three different fusion
rules mean, PCA, wavelet.
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Fig. 4. Two input images of example1 and the result for applying mean,
PCA and wavelet respectively

In this example the mean fusion rule is more accurate and
have better resolution than the two other fusion rule.
Example 2:

input image1 monochrome

Fig. 5. Two input images of example2 and the result for applying mean,
PCA and wavelet respectively
Input image2 visual

As a result for this fusion the mean fusion rule get all the
details from the greyscale image but light the colours of the
visual image, the other two fusion rule didn’t get all the fine
details from the greyscale one.
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C. Quantitative performance comparison
Quantitative performance is the one which involve
predefined quality indicators for measuring the spectral and the
spatial similarities between the fused image and the original
image. [3] Here we use quality measures like mean square
error, peak signal to noise ratio, entropy and standard
deviation. [9]
a) Root Mean square error
The RMSE between a reference image R and the fused
image F is given by There are different approaches to construct
reference image using input images. In our experiments, we
used the following procedure to compute RMSE. First, RMSE
value El is computed between source image A and fused image
F.
1 M
N
 ( R(i, j )  F (i, j)) 2
MN i 1 j 1
 
Smaller RMSE value indicates good fusion quality.
E1 

b) Peak signal to noise ration
The ratio between maximum possible power of the signal
to the power of the corrupting noise that creates distortion of
image. The peak signal to noise ratio can be represented as
PSNR  10  log10 (

(255  M  N )
 ( x(i, j)  y(i, j)) 2

(5)
Where x- fused image, y – perfect image, i – pixel row
index, j – pixel column index, M, N – Number of rows and
columns respectively.
Entropy:
The entropy of an image is a measure of information
content .The estimate assumes a statistically independent
source characterized by the relative frequency of occurrence of
the elements in X, which is its histogram. For a better fused
image, the entropy should have a larger value. A high value of
entropy denotes more information content and vice versa. [8]

H (S )   P( X ) log P( X )

(6)
Standard deviation:
The standard deviation (SD) provides a way to determine
regions which are clear and vague, it is the square root of
variance, reflects the spread in the data. Thus, a high contrast
image will have a larger variance, and a low contrast image
will have a low variance. [8]

1 n
s
( xi  x ) 2

n i 1
(7)
Where

x

1 n
 xi
n i 1

Fig. 6. Two input images one greyscale and the other visual image of the
country scene

Applying these metrics to the first pair of images in Fig. 6
we get those results in table 1
TABLE I.

PCA
fusion
rule
Mean
fusion
rule
Wavelet
fusion
rule

RESULTS OF APPLYING RMSA, PSNR, ENTROPY AND SD TO
IMAGES OF FIG. 6
RMSA
1.4237e+004

PSNR
6.5966

Entropy
7.6036

SD
0.2384

664.5194

19.9057

7.2583

0.1685

2.1859e+003

14.7346

7.0864

0.1304

(8)
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Comparing SD for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule

Comparing RMSA for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion
rule

0.25

1.60E+04
1.40E+04
1.20E+04
1.00E+04
8.00E+03
6.00E+03
4.00E+03
2.00E+03
0.00E+00

0.2
0.15
SD

RMSA

0.1
0.05
0
PCA fusion rule

PCA fusion rule Mean fusion rule Wavelet fusion
rule

Fig. 7. RMSA for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule for table 1, mean
fusion gives the low RMSA indicating the best fusion quality than the PCA
and wavelet fusion rule

Mean fusion rule Wavelet fusion rule

Fig. 10. SD for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule PCA is much contrast
than mean and wavelet fusion rule

Comparing PSNR for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion
rule

20
15
10

PSNR

5
0
PCA fusion rule Mean fusion rule Wavelet fusion
rule

Fig. 8. PSNR for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule, mean fusion rules
gives high PSNR indicating more contrast and less noise image than PCA and
wavelet fusion

Comparing Entropy for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion
rule

7.7
7.6
7.5
7.4
7.3
7.2
7.1
7
6.9
6.8

Entropy

PCA fusion rule Mean fusion rule Wavelet fusion
rule

Fig. 9. Entropy for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule, PCA is with high
entropy than mean and wavelet fusion rule.

Fig. 11. Two input images for indoor scene one greyscale and the other visual
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Applying these metrics to the second pair of images in Fig.
11 we get those results in table 2
TABLE II.

RESULTS OF APPLYING RMSA, PSNR, ENTROPY AND SD TO
IMAGES OF FIG. 11

PCA fusion
rule
Mean fusion
rule
Wavelet fusion
rule

RMSA

PSNR

Entropy

SD

595.3910

20.3828

7.2164

0.3130

1.6878e+003

15.8577

7.0609

0.3389

533.4170

20.8601

7.2073

0.3120

RMSA

1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a new image fusion approach for
combining a visual colored image and a corresponding
grayscale one having some hidden objects or more accurate in
some parts of the corresponding visual one; for enhancing the
input images we use the curvelet transform approach and used
different fusion rules and show a comparison for a three
different fusion rule, as for a future work we can use different
fields and different type of sensors and apply them to another
fusion rules to provide a fused image that provides a detailed
description of the details of the scene that appear in one image
and not the other and more accurate and high resolution than
the input ones.
[1]

[2]
1.69E+03

595.391

RMSA

[3]

533.417

PCA fusion rule Mean fusion rule

[4]

Wavelet fusion
rule

Fig. 12. RMSA for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule for table 2, wavelet
fusion gives the low RMSA indicating the best fusion quality than the PCA
and mean fusion rule

[5]

20.3828

[6]

25
20

[7]
15
10

20.8601

20.3828

20.3828

15.8577

[8]

5
0

[9]

PCA fusion rule Mean fusion rule Wavelet fusion
rule

Fig. 13. PSNR for PCA, mean and wavelet fusion rule, wavelet fusion rules
gives high PSNR indicating more contrast and less noise image than PCA and
wavelet fusion
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Abstract—Data mining plays an important role in ecommerce
in today’s world. Time is critical when it comes to shopping as
options are unlimited and making a choice can be tedious. This
study presents an application of data mining in the form of an
Android application that can provide user with automated
suggestion based on past preferences. The application helps a
person to choose what food they might want to order in a specific
restaurant. The application learns user behavior with each order
- what they order in each kind of meal and what are the products
that they select together. After gathering enough information, the
application can suggest the user about the most selected dish in
the recent past and since the application started to learn.
Applications, such as these, can play a major role in helping
make a decision based on past preferences, thereby reducing the
user involvement in decision making.
Keywords—data mining;
recommendation system

Apriori;

Android;

restaurant;

I. INTRODUCTION
E-commerce has become an important aspect of our life
today. The popularity of mobile devices has further helped
towards pushing this trend upwards [1]. People are spending
more time shopping online on their mobile devices today than
they were in the past. At the same time, inventories of online
stores are ever increasing giving shoppers more options to
choose from. However, with the availability of so many
different options, making a decision can be stressful. Data
mining can play an important role in providing user with the
right information at the right time, thus improving the shopping
experience of the user [2].
Data mining is being used in several ecommerce sites such
as Amazon and ebay. However, restaurants are still lagging
behind in the application of data mining to improve their
operations. Relationships and trends in user data can be
identified and used to improve user experience by providing
them with automated menu recommendations based on their
past preferences.
This paper describes a study performed by applying data
mining techniques and Android application development
techniques in creating an application for a restaurant. The
application is a digital menu that differentiates the kind of meal
based on the time of the day and suggests the user the most
common dishes for that kind of meal. The application uses
Apriori algorithm [3] to analyze the information that the user
enters and provides automated recommendations based on past

usage. As such, the application is constantly learning about the
user and evolving with each usage.
Android [4] is a mobile operating system based on the
Linux kernel. It has been designed for devices with a
touchscreen such as smartphones and tablets. Android was
developed by Android Inc. that was founded in 2003. It was
bought by Google in 2005 [5]. Android is the world’s most
powerful and popular mobile platform with over a million new
Android mobile devices activated every day [6].
The Apriori algorithm is a data-mining algorithm for
frequent mining of item sets over transactional databases. The
algorithm works by analyzing a dataset considering a minimum
support threshold. The algorithm then identifies the individual
items with a frequency greater or equal than the threshold, and
creates datasets by combining all those items. The algorithm
does the same with the new datasets, until there is any item in
the set that has more frequency than the minimum support
threshold.
II. METHODS
The application is programmed in Android, API level 19
(for Android 4.4.2 or higher), using eclipse [7] as the integrated
development environment. SQLite3 [8] is used as the backend
which is a simple way to save user data.
The MySqlHelper class is used to create and fill the
database. The database has three different tables as shown in
Figure 1. The “Dishes” table has the following attributes - id as
the primary key, name of the dish, the description, the category
and the price. The second table is called “Transactions” and
contains the id as the primary key, the kind of meal and the
date of the transaction. The “Transactions Dishes” table has an
id and also holds the primary keys of the first two tables as
foreign keys. This table is used to provide data to the Apriori
algorithm which provides the data mining capabilities to the
application.
Next, there are three classes working as content providers
[9], one for each of the three tables in the database. Content
providers manage access to a structured set of data. They
encapsulate the data, and provide mechanisms for defining data
security. They are also the standard interface that connect data
in one process with code running in another process. In this
case, these classes are used to provide an easy way to
communicate and interact with the database such as the ability
to insert a row in any of the database tables.
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Fig. 1. Database structure

There are two activities [10] included with the application.
An activity is a screen where the programmer establishes the
GUI, in order to interact with the user. Normally, these
activities are full screen but they can also appear in other forms
such as floating windows, or embedded inside of another
application.
The activities consist of spinners [11]. A spinner provides a
quick way to select a value from a set. In the default state, a
spinner shows its currently selected value. Touching the
spinners display a dropdown menu with all other available
values from which the user can select a new one.

Fig. 2. Screenshot showing the application icon

The second and third spinners are related because every
time the user changes the category using the second spinner the
new list of dishes is automatically shown using the third
spinner.

III. RESULTS
Figure 2 displays a screenshot of a cellphone with the
application icon named “DeliChooser” in the last row. Clicking
on the icon opens the application.

The application also has six text views following the three
spinners. The first one is a static text view and its only function
is to show the string “Selected:” whenever a dish is selected.
The second and third text views show the most selected dish in
the last month as well as historically depending on the kind of
meal selected in the first spinner. The fourth and the fifth text
views show characteristics of the dishes, and change every
time the third spinner is modified. The fourth text view shows
the price of the dish and the fifth text view shows the
description of the dish. The sixth text view appears only when
the user chooses a dish, and the application has enough
information to display about the dishes that the user normally
selects with the dish that was chosen.

The application has two activities. Figure 3 displays the
first activity of the application in its default state. The first
activity consists of three spinners. The first spinner is used to
determine the kind of meal such as dinner, breakfast, lunch,
etc. This field is set automatically depending on the hour of the
day. However, the user is also given the ability to change it for
each transaction. The second spinner is used to determine the
category of the dish, such as breakfast platters, breakfast wraps,
desserts, hot signature sandwiches, etc. The third spinner is
used to choose a dish such as chicken parmesan, blondie
brownie, ghost rider, etc.

Figure 4 displays all the six text views after the user has
made a selection. The first text view is “Selected:”, the second
text view is “Historically: Chicken Parmesan”, the third text
view is “Last Month: Chicken Parmesan”, the fourth text view
is “$7.99”, the fifth text view is the description “Seasoned
Italian sausage grilled multi colored bell peppers marinara
sauce, mushrooms & onions, served on a hero bread” and the
sixth text view is “You usually choose the following dish(es)
with this one: - Classic Breakfast Wrap”. The sixth text view
appears when the user clicks on the button “Select” which also
saves the current transaction into the database.

The Apriori algorithm is used to identify the names of the
dishes that the user usually purchases together. The minimum
threshold for the algorithm is two. The algorithm keeps track of
the user selection and after gathering enough information about
user behavior, it is able to recommend a dish to the user based
on their past preferences.
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Fig. 5. Activity 2 (Default)
Fig. 3. Activity 1 (Default)

IV. DISCUSSION
With the ever growing product inventory in e-commerce
sites, an average user has to browse through several pages
before they decide to buy a product. This can be overwhelming
and tedious. Recommendation systems help user by providing
them with suitable matches as per their preferences, thereby,
saving hours of their search time.
This paper presented one such recommendation system for
a restaurant environment. The application keeps track of a
user’s past preferences in selecting a menu item and after
gathering sufficient information, the system is able to suggest
the user with menu items that the user might prefer. The
application also takes into consideration the time of the day
when making a recommendation. This removes the hassle of
browsing through the menu to decide what to order thus saving
user their valuable time.

Fig. 4. Activity 1 (Transaction Added)

The second activity is used to display information about the
restaurant as shown in Figure 5. It provides the name and logo,
hours, address, and telephone number of the restaurant.

The application was developed using Android operating
system as it is the most popular operating system and used by
majority of the mobile users. A lot of companies have their
own Android application which makes it easier for the users to
access their information faster than in any other ways, because
they have all that they need in their cell phones which can be
used on the go. Data mining techniques such as the Apriori
algorithm was utilized to develop the recommendation system.
The algorithm keeps track of the user behavioral data which is
an indication of what items does the user normally purchase
together and how frequently is that done by the user. By
considering such factors and by learning over time, the
algorithm is able to make smart recommendations to the user
thus saving the user valuable time of having to browse through
the menu every time.
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Future work will involve adding and displaying nutritional
information about the dishes, and also adding information
about multiple restaurants. A study will also be performed to
further improve the algorithm by adding other factors related to
user purchase pattern such as the price of the item and the
nutritional value of the item that the user normally purchases.
A webpage will also be developed and connected to the
application database which will allow the restaurant manager
to keep track of the items that the customers normally purchase
together. This will enable them to make relevant offers, add
new dishes and change prices. Future work will also involve
applying the recommendation algorithm to other fields such as
a trip recommendation system.
V. CONCLUSION
Recommendation systems have become an important part
of our digital life. These systems are being used by several ecommerce sites to improve user experience of online shoppers
as they can be a valuable resource to the user. This paper
presented a menu recommendation system for a restaurant. The
application provided user with menu recommendation
depending on the users past preferences and the time of the
day. The Android operating system was used to develop the
application and the Apriori algorithm was used as the basis of
the recommendation system. Applications such as this can

contribute towards improving the shopping experience of the
users by saving them both time and effort.
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Abstract—This paper describes an interactive application we
have developed based on shaped-based image retrieval technique.
The key concepts described in the project are, i)matching of
images based on contour matching; ii)matching of images based
on edge matching; iii)matching of images based on pixel
matching of colours. Further, the application facilitates the
matching of images invariant of transformations like i)
translation ; ii) rotation; iii) scaling. The key factor of the system
is, the system shows the percentage unmatched of the image
uploaded with respect to the images already existing in the
database graphically, whereas, the integrity of the system lies on
the unique matching techniques used for optimum result. This
increases the accuracy of the system. For example, when a user
uploads an image say, an image of a mango leaf, then the
application shows all mango leaves present in the database as
well other leaves matching the colour and shape of the mango
leaf uploaded.
Keywords—shape-based image retrieval; contour matching;
edge matching; pixel matching

I.

The problem of recognition of objects represented in
images is the problem of identifying homologous elements in
shapes, which are usually defined by groups of points.Our
approach focuses on finding the optimum matching of the
images taking contour[5] as the key feature of the image.
Contour matching[6] is an important issue and a difficult
problem of image processing. The accuracy and the efficiency
of the algorithms are the most two critical factors.Contour
representation defines the boundary of an object. We must
keep in mind that the object must be identified even if it
undergoes some geometric transformations. We aim to find
the output as images which match the input image in terms of
maximum percentage matching. The user has options to find
out results in terms of EDGE MATCHING[7],CONTOUR
MATCHING,COLOUR MATCHING[8].In section III we
discuss the related work, followed by the Methodology
presented in section IV. Section V presents some snapshots
while Section VI shows the experimental results and finally in
Section VII we conclude the discussions.
III. RELATED WORK

MOTIVATION

Humans can often recognize objects using shape
information alone. This has proven to be a challenging task for
computer vision systems. One of the main difficulties is,
developing representations that can effectively capture
important shape variations. We want to compare different
objects such as leaves of a tree and to detect two different
leaves. The computational complexity of these tasks and the
recognition accuracy obtained are highly dependent on the
choice of a shape representation and comparison among leaves
of various shapes.
II. INTRODUCTION
st

In this 21 century where “searching” on the internet in a
part and parcel of life, text and voice search are dominant
whereas image search is still lagging behind. So we have tried
to develop an application which shows optimum results on
Image Searching.
Recognition [1] relies upon the existence of a set of
predefined objectsContent-based image retrieval[2] is
prevalent since 1992 for automatic retrieval of images from a
database, based on the colors and shapes present. Since then,
the term has been used to describe the process of retrieving
desired images from a large collection on the basis of
syntactical image features[3]. The techniques, tools, and
algorithms that are used originate from fields like statistics,
pattern recognition, signal processing, and computer vision[4].

Many methodologies have been proposed to analyze plant
leaves in an automated fashion. A large percentage of such
works utilize shape recognition techniques to model and
represent the contour shapes of leaves, however additionally,
color and texture of leaves have also been taken into
consideration to improve recognition accuracies. One of the
earliest works employs geometrical parameters like area,
perimeter, maximum length, maximum width, elongation to
differentiate between four types of rice grains, with accuracies
around 95% [9]. Use of statistical discriminant analysis along
with color based clustering and neural networks have been
used for classification of a flowered plant and a cactus plant.
The authors use the Curvature Scale Space (CSS) technique
[10] and k-NN classifiers[11] to classify chrysanthemum
leaves. Both color and geometrical features have been
reported to detect weeds in crop fields employing k-NN
classifiers. The authors propose a hierarchical technique of
representing leaf shapes first by their polygonal
approximations and then introducing more and more local
details in subsequent steps. Fuzzy logic [12] decision making
has been utilized to detect weeds in an agricultural field. The
authors propose a two-step approach of using a shape
characterization function called centroid-contour distance
curve[13] and the object eccentricity[14] for leaf image
retrieval. The centroid-contour distance (CCD) curve and
eccentricity along with an angle code histogram (ACH) [15]
have been used for plant recognition.
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IV. METHODOLOGY
Fig 1 shows the flowchart for the algorithm developed.
There are several functions which the application can perform.
It allows the user to input an image of his/her choice. Then the
user has the facility of matching edge, contour which will take
the image as input and perform several functions. For instance
“Find edges” is a function, which will take an image as input,

and find out the matching images as output whose edges
match the edge of the input image. Contour representation
defines the boundary of an object. The object has to be
identified even if it undergoes some geometric transformation
and our application succeds in finding out the matching of the
input image even if it undergoes geometric transformations
[16] like rotation, scaling etc.

Fig. 1. Flowchart for image search algorithm

A. STEP ALGORITHM FOR EDGE MATCHING:
1) Upload image
2) Find edges of the image by using “find edges”
algorithm.
3) Save the image with a name.
4) Save the image containing the edge into an array of
pixels.
5) Match each pixel of the above obtained array in
RGB [17] configuration of images in the database and find
their difference and percentage difference
B. STEP ALGORITHM FOR CONOUR MATCHING:
1) Upload the image
2) Find edges of the image by using “find CONTOUR”
algorithm.

3) Save the image with a name.
4) Save the image containing the CONTOUR into an
array of pixels.
5) Match each pixel in RGB configuration of the images
in the database and find their difference and percentage
difference and also show the difference graphically.
C. STEP ALGORITHM FOR PIXEL MATCHING:
1) Upload the image
2) Find the pixel array of the colored version.
3) Save the image containing the CONTOUR into an
array of pixels.
4) Math each pixel in RGB configuration and find the
difference and percentage difference and also show the
difference graphically.
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D. STEP ALGORITHM FOR PIXEL TRANSFORMATION:
1) If the user wants to find a matching between his/her
uploaded image and any image in the database where he or
she has performed transformation in the uploaded image.

STEP 2
Next, we detect the edge of the image.

E. OUR APPROACH
In this approach, we follow several steps one after
another each of which is explained after the steps.


User can upload any image of his or her choice.



Detect the edge of the image.



Store the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) configuration
pixel by pixel for each pixel, in an array. Let us call
it pixel array, say pa1.



Repeat step 2 and 3 for each image stored in the
database.



Now, we compare each pixel array ,i.e pa2, pa3 , pa4
with the pixel array of the uploaded image and find
the difference and the percentage unmatched.



Based on the percentage unmatched, we find out if
the images are similar or not.



We show the difference in a graph.



Thus we find which images match the most and
display them.

Fig. 4. Image result after Find edges

STEP 3
Next, we find the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) configuration
pixel by pixel for each pixel and store it in an array. Let us
call it pixel array, say pa1.

Each step is described below in detail:
STEP 1
User can upload any image of his or her choice.

Fig. 5. Result image after contour in found

STEP 4
Repeat step 2 and 3 for each image stored in the
database, that is we find out the edge and pixel arrays for
each image. Let us name the pixel arrays as pa2, pa3, pa4
and so on.
STEP 5
Fig. 2. User can upload any image

Now, we compare each pixel array ,i.e pa2, pa3 , pa4
with the pixel array of the uploaded image and find the
difference and the percentage unmatched.
STEP 6
Now based on the percentage unmatched, we determine
if the images are similar or not. If percentage unmatched is
 less than 20% , then the images are considered to be
similar
 greater than 20% but less than 60% , then we rotate
the image and find any image matching the
transformed, i.e rotated image.

Fig. 3. Input image

 Greater than 60% , then the images are said to be
Unmatched.
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STEP 7
Next, we find out the difference between first 20 pixels
of two images and plot a graph against pixel number and
assume the same pattern to continue for the rest of the
pixels.
STEP 8

Fig. 9. Input Image

Thus we find which images match the most, that is find
out the images for which the percentage unmatched is the
least, and display those images.
V. SCREENSHOTS
Fig 10(a)

Fig 10(b)

Fig. 6. GUI of the application developed
Fig 10 (c)

Fig 10 (d)
Fig. 7. Output Result images. Percentage differences with input images
are also shown for Fig 3 as input.

Fig. 10. (a),10(b),10(c),10(d):Output Images of the input image in Fig
(9).Input image does not lie in the database. But the rotated versions are
present. They are searched and displayed.

Fig. 10. (e)Scaled down version of the input image (Fig 9) occurs in the
database and it is displayed

Fig. 8. Graph showing the differences between the two images.

X AXIS: Pixel Number
Y AXIS: Difference.

Fig. 10. (f) : Scaled up version of the input image (Fig 9) occurs in the
database and it is displayed
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TABLE I.

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INPUT IMAGE AND DATABASE IMAGES

Fig. 11. Snapshot of output where percentage differences between input and output images are shown

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Table 1 shows the percentage differences between the
input image and the database images.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study , we have developed an algorithm for shape
based image retrieval and image search. We have used an
approach where an user uploads an image and first edge
detection is done, contour matching is done after contour
detection, next pixels are found and stored in an array .Similar
steps are performed on database images and percentage
differences are found and images are displayed.
Future work will be to improve the algorithm so that the
skeleton of images can be found, for example finding leaf
skeletons will help in leaf categorizations.
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Abstract—Computer ethics can be defined as a set of moral
principles that monitor the use of computers. Similar rules were
then required for both programmers and users. Issues that were
not anticipated in the past have arisen due to the introduction of
newer platforms such as Semantic Web. Both programmers and
users are now obliged to consider phenomenon such as informed
consent. In this paper, I will explore the ethical problems that
arise for professionals and users with the advent of new
technologies, especially with privacy concerns and global
information.
Keyword—Computer ethics; semantic web; privacy concerns;
and global information

I. INTRODUCTION
In early 1940s, the computer ethics field was founded by
MIT professor Norbert Wiener as academic filed[1]. With
advancements made in computer science, web technologies
provided us with the opportunity to explore a whole new
world that we were previously unaware of due to our limited
access to resources. However, this knowledge came at a
cost[2]. Individuals can no longer be assured that their privacy
is maintained on the web. First, people's privacy is being
threatened by hackers and computer crime since their
information is being controlled by other entities, such as
government agencies or other private enterprises.

structure documents that can be shown as web pages. HTTP,
short for the hypertext transfer protocol, is an application
protocol that use to request and transmit files over the internet.
And he invented the HTML and HTTP protocol. HTML,
stands for hypertext markup language, is used to create and
structure documents that can be shown as web pages[4].
HTTP, short for the hypertext transfer protocol, is an
application protocol that use to request and transmit files over
the internet. Semantic web is known as web 3.0 and an
extension to the World Wide Web that enables to share the
data.
As Tim Berners-Lee states semantic web is the movement
from the web of documents to the web of data [5]and from the
human centric to the machine-processable.
TABLE I.

WEB GENERATION

Document
web 1.0

Social web 2.0

Semantic web
3.0

Ubiquitous
web 4.0

Document –
centric
HTML, CSS,
Javascript
Search engines
URL

Data-centric
API, web
services, AJAX
Social network
URI

Data-centric
RDF,RDFa,
OWL, SPARQL
Structure data
Linked data

User centric
Invisible web
Smart market
Semantic
mobile services

Nowadays, people have share personal information at a
much greater scale than in the past; for instance, their lifestyle,
information about their health, their financial status, their
political views, their religious affiliation, and gender. Thus,
there is greater paranoia in their minds that their information
might be accessed by computer hackers. From the hacker's
perspective, there should be no restriction to accessing
people's information. However, that is not the case and
information is being strictly controlled through various means
to protect it from being easily shared. Yet, in the new age
world, where information our desire to gather information has
reached an all-time high, we pay for our quicker, faster access
to services by loosening our grip on our privacy and security
on the web.
II. SEMANTIC WEB
In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee, at CERN (European
Organization for Nuclear Research), made a proposal for a
system that would enable people to share the information
using the hypertext system. And in 1990, he wrote the first
document using HTML[3]. As we know WWW is an
abbreviation for World Wide Web which known as (web).
And he invented the HTML and HTTP protocol. HTML,
stands for hypertext markup language, is used to create and

Fig. 1. Source: Radar Networks & Spivack,2007 www.radarnetworks.com

Since these privacy issues already existed prior to the
development of newer technologies such as semantic web, its
creators and users may question how the introduction of this
new platform will affect an already existing problem, i.e., how
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will the addition and usage of semantic web further intensify
privacy control issues. Information gathering and transaction
was possible on the web prior to the discovery of semantic
web. However, it is essential to understand that the creation of
semantic web has added and made the possibility of data
sharing significantly easier than in the past.
III.

LINKED DATA

semantic web has added and made the possibility of data
sharing significantly easier than in the past.
<rdf: RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" >
<rdf:Description

Linked Data is a structure data that has been published and
connected by linking different sources over the web. Before
semantic web technology has been used, we use the hypertext
links to link documents and browse them on the web. Also we
use XML to structure the document. Here is an example of
XML:

rdf:about="http://www.unethicalwebsite.com">

<dc:title> unethical websites </dc:title>
</rdf:Description>

In this case, anyone can link you to the website as Contributor.
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http:// ://www.unethicalwebsite.com ">
<dc: Contributor rdf:resource="http:// www.yourwebsite.com"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

As explained by Shabajee, semantic web operates on the
idea of connecting data and metadata in the easiest possible
manner. This is made possible by enabling all data to be
viewed through a standard format which was a major obstacle
in data sharing in the past. Now, with the option of sharing
data through semantic web, it is much easier to violate privacy
laws unless stricter measures are put in place.

<Website>
<creator name="Aziz">
<age> 24</age>
</creator>
<uri>
www.unethicalwebsite.com
</uri>
<contributor>
www.yourwebsite.com
</contributor>
</Website>

It is easy to understand XML file, However, XML cannot
provide any relationship between the data. Moreover, we
cannot query XML file to provide us with an answer.
Semantic web has many languages, and one of them is
RDF which is a graph data format. Semantic web uses RDF
(Resource Description framework) technology to link the data.
RDF can make a relationship between the data over the World
Wide Web[4]. The RDF technology relies on URI (uniform
Resource Identifier) to link and describe the data items by
providing properties and property values as shown in figure
2[6].

Fig. 2. Linked data

Since these privacy issues already existed prior to the
development of newer technologies such as semantic web, its
creators and users may question how the introduction of this
new platform will affect an already existing problem, i.e., how
will the addition and usage of semantic web further intensify
privacy control issues. Information gathering and transaction
was possible on the web prior to the discovery of semantic
web. However, it is essential to understand that the creation of

Another function of semantic web is assuring reusability of
the data so as to increase its chances of redistribution which
leads to its existence even if the original source is removed
from the web at a later stage. Therefore, it is highly likely that
even if a user deletes specific content from the original
location, several other copies would be easily available as a
result of prior distribution of the material. This is an example
of the effect of new technology on privacy measures and it
calls specific checks in place to maintain privacy on the web.
The need to find appropriate measures of regulation is critical,
as it is possible to immediately integrate the semantic web
version of a statement and represent it in results from queries
across the whole web. This poses a definite problem since
individuals tend to have a variety of information on the web
and prefer to separate their professional information from their
personal lives. However, the availability to link data through
semantic web would connect results from either aspects of an
individual’s life and can be misused and cause serious damage
to their professional reputation or even make them easy
victims of stalkers.
Moreover, people get offended on the internet when
criticized for their beliefs and their cultural differences. People
hold different beliefs and come from societies; they express
their point of view on the internet, which sometimes is
considered to be offensive by others. People have strong
feelings about a particular issue and in the process of
expressing their opinion on the web; they end up
unintentionally offending those with a different viewpoint on
the subject[1]. Thus, if global interaction has to prosper, we
are in dire need of educating our users about social rules and
expectations so that they can make informed and ethical
decisions. This can be achieved by specific long term
education process or through publicity or educational
campaigns. Educating users about social media ethics would
be a step in the right direction so that they are able to
communicate with each other in a fair and respectable manner
online.
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This spread of knowledge should not be limited to just
users, web designers and developers should be aware of global
information ethics. Moreover, existing design and interface
options should be further developed to provide consumers
with the level of security that they would feel comfortable
using. For instance, giving users a general understanding of
how their accounts may be linked will prove beneficial in the
long run and may prompt them to read the privacy consent
with greater caution before granting their approval. As of now,
users have inaccurate ideas of the functionality of most web
applications and by adopting models that are easy to
understand, we can hope for a more informed population that
accesses the web in the future and that in turn will help them
to make ethical choices in the electronic world as well.
IV.

CONCLUSION

achieved a new and rapidly evolving form due to the rise of
social media and networking which has redefined our
understanding of privacy, made us rethink our control over
granting consent and altered the means of global information
sharing. The recent breakthroughs in technology such as
semantic web are indeed a welcome addition; yet they come
with the added responsibility on the part of their developers of
ensuring privacy and educating both users and themselves
about making ethical choices.
[1]
[2]

[3]

Since the development of computers and the various
applications that followed, computer ethics has reached a new
found importance due to the emergence of new complications
that have accompanied our progress in this field. Traditional
web based applications were once considered to be the peak of
our grasp over technology. However, human interaction has

[4]
[5]
[6]
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Abstract—Over the last two decades, the role of information
technology in organizations has changed from primarily a
supportive and transactional function to being an essential
prerequisite for strategic value generation. The organizations
based their operational services through its Information Systems
(IS) that need to be managed, controlled and monitored
constantly. IT governance (ITG), i.e. the way organizations
manage IT resources, has became a key factor for enterprise
success due to the increasing enterprise dependency on IT
solutions. There are several approaches available to deal with
ITG. These methods are diverse, and in some cases, long and
complicated to implement. One well-accepted ITG framework is
COBIT, designed for a global approach. This paper describes a
design of a tool for COBIT roadmap implementation. The model
is being developed in the course of ongoing PhD research.
Keywords—IT governance; COBIT; Tool design; Roadmap;
Implementation

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, due to the increase of IT investment, the IT
governance has become a center of interest among
practitioners and researchers.
Several issues made its contribution to explain this
phenomenon [1]: (1) Business activities became largely
dependent in IT systems. (2) Therefore business failure and
success are increasingly dependent on IT (3) IT should deliver
value to business and be aligned with the organization’s goals.
(5) Response to fast changes in business environment. (6)
Ensure business continuity.
Some methods to support IT governance exist. Weill &
Ross have developed an IT governance framework that can be
used to assign responsibilities for high level IT decision
making, but their work give no more information on how the
IT organization must effectively perform their work [2]. The
ISO / IEC 20000 and preceding IT Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) might aid the creation of processes related to delivery
and support [3]. The most recognized, publicly available, IT
governance framework is COBIT – Control Objectives for
Related Technology– [4], which will be discussed.
These frameworks and standards are useful to guide the
decisions of managers on the key processes of IT. However,
they remain general framework and must be adapted to the
organization. Many organizations struggle with implementing
and embedding these governance practices into their
organizations. Through case and survey research, it will be
vital to verify how organizations are adopting and
implementing ITG. This last point is essential: that would
guide specification phases of implementation of ITG, reduce
costs and deadlines, ensure effective support to implement IT

governance and reduce the risk of failing financial
investments. It will be also interesting to analyze this issue in
relation to a largely well-accepted framework as COBIT currently in its fifth edition- covering the IT activities of the
enterprise end to end.
Some specific questions are:
 Which COBIT 5 processes and related practices are
most adapted to my organization?
 Which
COBIT
practices/structures
implement?

5
processes
and
related
will be easy / difficult to

 How could I implement COBIT 5 processes in my
organization?
As a response, this paper proposes to provide a tool design
of COBIT roadmap implementation. This paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 introduces an overview of IT
Governance concepts. Afterward; to encompass the research
scope; COBIT 5 framework, its implementation life cycle and
available implementation tools will be presented. Then, in
section 3, a tool design of COBIT roadmap implementation
will be proposed. This paper concludes with discussion and
future research directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Information Technology Governance
There are many definitions of Information Technology
Governance (ITG)[5], ITG is commonly used to a set of
structures and processes to ensure that IT support and
adequately maximize the business objectives and strategies of
the organization, adding value to the services delivered, weigh
the risks and getting a return on investment in IT [5]. The IT
Governance is part of a Corporative Governance [6].
In the last decade, the concept of IT governance has
attracted the attention among researchers. Those include
Brown and Grant [8]; Mähring [9]; Webb, Pollard and Ridley
[5]; and Wilkin and Chenhall [11]: (1) Brown and Grant [8]
identified three ITG research streams, structural analysis,
contingency analysis and the combination of the first two.
They contribute a conceptual map of ITG knowledge from
literatures. (2) Mähring [9] reviewed ITG literatures that relate
to board of directors’ role. The study argues that SOX have
added
compliance
pressure
and
changed
board
responsibilities. (3) Webb, et al. [5] reviewed a wide range of
ITG literatures to integrate [5] presented the diversification
and confusion in ITG conceptualization. That review analyzed
not only academic but also practical concepts. (4) Wilkin and
Chenhall [11] describe concepts of strategic alignment,
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performance measurement, risk management, and value
delivery as the most significant enablers of IT governance.
They note that broader organizational structures, business
processes and technology, and resource capabilities influence
the enablers and by extension IT governance.

COBIT provides an integration guideline to use with other
frameworks. Principle 4 shows how ITG components relates
and provide a set of critical success factors (they are called
enablers). Principle 5 shows that COBIT 5 clearly separate
governance and management.

Many researchers also attempt to propose various ITG
models and concepts (e.g. Van Grembergen and De Haes [12],
Weill and Ross [10], Brown and Grant [6]).
In the practitioner arena, there are a various versions of
frameworks and standards dealing with the ITG: ISO/IEC
Standard 38500, ITIL V3, and COBIT, for instance, COBIT
has been recognized as the most used framework [7].
Past literature reviews indicate different viewpoints and
conceptual diversification in ITG field of studies, essentially,
when different research communities differently conceptualize
ITG. One outstanding finding is that ITG is constantly
evolving. Since there are regular introductions of new
concepts, legal requirements, standards and practical
frameworks. It is vital not to ignore these changes in order to
gain better understanding of ITG field.
COBIT 5, the latest version of COBIT [13] is recently
introduced, in this context the next section proposes to explore
the IT Governance concepts in COBIT 5.

TABLE I.

COBIT 5 PRINCIPLES [13]

Principles
Principle 1 - Meeting Stakeholder Needs
Principle 2 - Covering the Enterprise End-to-End
Principle 3 - Applying a Single Integrated Framework
Principle 4 - Enabling a Holistic Approach
Principle 5 - Separating Governance from Management

These principles demonstrate scope, how-to and objectives
of COBIT. They highlight on certain concepts, such as, goal
cascade and governance enablers.
From operational point of views, COBIT 5 provides 37
processes in two domains. The governance domain contains
five processes while management domain contains 32
processes. These processes are provided as a guideline to
practitioners. Fig. 1 shows key governance and management
areas and Table II shows COBIT processes.

B. IT Governance Concepts in COBIT 5
COBIT is the framework for governance and management
of IT developed by ISACA, which evolved into the current
version “COBIT 5”- released in 2012, designed to be a single
integrated framework [13]. COBIT 5 defines governance as:
“Governance ensures that stakeholder needs, conditions
and options are evaluated to determine balanced, agreed-on
enterprise objectives to be achieved; setting direction through
prioritization and decision making; and monitoring
performance and compliance against agreed-on direction and
objectives.” [13].
This definition is different from the previous versions of
COBIT. It recognizes multiple stakeholders of organizational
IT as well as balance of resources distribution while maintain
overall firm goals. Second, it explicitly states what activities
to do. Third, this no mentions about leadership, structures and
processes in the definition [14].
COBIT 5 reveals new conceptual ideas compared to
previous versions. COBIT 5 proposes COBIT principles,
which guide the governance of IT. The five principles include:
Meeting Stakeholder Needs; Covering Enterprise End-to-end;
Applying a Single, Integrated Framework; Enabling a Holistic
Approach; and separating Governance from Management [14]
as in Table I. Principle 1 emphasizes on goal cascade and
value creation among different stakeholders who may expect
different IT value. Principle 2 exhibits that COBIT does not
limit to IT department but it covers entire enterprise. COBIT
includes guide for integration to corporate governance for
value creation by specifying roles, activities and relationships.
Principle 3 indicates that COBIT aims to be the umbrella
framework.

Fig. 1. Cobit 5 Governance and Management Areas [13]

COBIT 5 indicates that governance processes will provide
direction to management processes based on business needs.
Then, governance processes will get feedback from
management processes to evaluate how well the directions are
carried out or whether they are needed to be adjusted.
Governance actions include Evaluate, Direct and Monitor
or EDM. COBIT 5 sees board of directors is accountable for
governance processes while executives are responsible to
perform them. EDM and board accountability concepts are
similar to ISO38500 [10].
On the other hand, management processes are categorized
by IT life cycle. There are four areas: Align, Plan and
Organize (APO); Build, Acquire and Implement (BAI);
Deliver, Service and Support (DSS); and Monitor, Evaluate
and Assess (MEA).
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Each area contains different processes. COBIT 5 sees that
APO and MEA areas are directly linked to governance
processes. These process areas contain different ITG
activities.
COBIT 5 is not a minor update to its previous version.
There are conceptual differences, new emphasizes and new
arrangements. These distinctions could imply or effect
governance practice and knowledge in many ways.
TABLE II.
Area

EDM

APO

BAI

DSS

MEA

COBIT 5 PROCESS [14]

Process
EDM1 Set and Maintain the Governance Framework
EDM2 Ensure Value Optimization
EDM3 Ensure Risk Optimization
EDM4 Ensure Resource Optimization
EDM5 Ensure Stakeholder Transparency
APO1 Define the Management Framework for IT
APO2 Manage Strategy
APO3 Manage Enterprise Architecture
APO4 Manage Innovation
APO5 Manage Portfolio
APO6 Manage Budget and Cost
APO7 Manage Human Resources
APO8 Manage Relationships
APO9 Manage Service Agreements
APO10 Manage Suppliers
APO11 Manage Quality
APO12 Manage Risk
APO13 Manage Security
BAI1 Manage Programs and Projects
BAI2 Define Requirements
BAI3 Identify and Build Solutions
BAI4 Manage Availability and Capacity
BAI5 Manage Organizational Change Enablement
Deliver, Service and Support
BAI6 Manage Changes
BAI7 Manage Change Acceptance and Transitioning
BAI8 Manage Knowledge
BAI9 Manage Assets
BAI10 Manage Configuration
DSS1 Manage Operations
DSS2 Manage Service Requests and Incidents
DSS3 Manage Problems
DSS6 Manage Continuity
DSS5 Manage Security Services
DSS6 Manage Business Process Controls
MEA1 MEA Performance and Conformance
MEA2 MEA the System of Internal Control
MEA3 MEA Compliance with External Requirements

Fig. 2. Seven Phases of the Implementation Life Cycle[14]

Phase 1—What Are the Drivers?
Phase 1 identifies current change drivers and creates at
executive management levels a desire to change.
Key Questions, which need to be answered in this phase,
include: What is the business motivation and justification?
What are the Stakeholder needs and expectations that need to
be satisfied? Why are we doing this?
There must be consensus on the need for implementing
COBIT 5, to change and improve, supported by the will and
commitment of executive management.
Dimensions:
 Program Management – Initiate the Program
 Change Enablement – Establish the desire to change
 Continual Improvement Lifecycle – Recognize the
need to act.

C. COBIT 5 Implementation life cycle
COBIT 5 has a professional guide for implementation. The
guide provides details of seven phases of the implementation
life cycle, applying a continual improvement life cycle
approach provides a method for enterprises to address the
complexity and challenges typically encountered during ITG
implementation [14]. There are three interrelated dimensions
to the life cycle, as illustrated in figure 2: the core ITG
continual improvement life cycle, the enablement of change
(addressing the behavioral and cultural aspects of the
implementation or improvement), and the management of the
Program. The three aforementioned dimensions exist within
each and every one of these phases
The seven phases of the implementation life cycle are
illustrated in figure 2.

Phase 2—Where Are We Now?
Phase 2 aligns IT-related objectives with enterprise
strategies and risk, and priorities the most important enterprise
goals, IT-related goals and processes. COBIT 5 provides a
generic mapping of enterprise goals to IT-related goals to IT
processes to help with the selection. Given the selected
enterprise and IT-related goals, critical processes are identified
that need to be of sufficient capability to ensure successful
outcomes. Management needs to know its current capability
and where deficiencies may exist. This is achieved by a
process capability assessment of the as-is status of the selected
processes.
Dimensions:
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Program Management
Opportunities



Change Enablement – Form the implementation team



Continual Improvement Lifecycle – Assess current
state

–

Define

Problems

and

Phase 3—Where Do We Want To Be?
Phase 3 sets a target for improvement followed by a gap
analysis to identify potential solutions. Some solutions will be
quick wins and others more challenging, long-term tasks.
Priority should be given to projects that are easier to achieve
and likely to give the greatest benefit. Longer-term tasks
should be broken down into manageable pieces.
A defined target is set for the future improvement, a gap
analysis is completed to indicate the delta between as-Is and
To-Be, and potential improvements are identified.

Phase 6 focuses on sustainable transition of the improved
governance and management practices into normal business
operations and monitoring achievement of the improvements
using the performance metrics and expected benefits.
Dimensions:
 Program Management – Realize benefits
 Change Enablement – Embed new approaches
 Continual Improvement Lifecycle – Operate and
measure
Phase 7—How Do We Keep the Momentum Going?
Phase 7 reviews the overall success of the initiative,
identifies further governance or management requirements and
reinforces the need for continual improvement. It also
priorities further opportunities to improve GEIT.

Dimensions:

Dimensions:



Program Management – Define the Roadmap

 Program Management – Review effectiveness



Change Enablement – Communicate outcome

 Change Enablement – Sustain



Continual Improvement Lifecycle – Define target state

Phase 4—What Needs To Be Done?
Phase 4 plans feasible and practical solutions by defining
projects supported by justifiable business cases and
developing a change plan for implementation. A welldeveloped business case will help ensure that the project’s
benefits are identified and continually monitored.
Comprehensive business cases and change plans are
developed, and projects planned, for delivering the work and
effecting the implementation into the Enterprise.
Dimensions:


Program Management – Plan Program



Change Enablement – Identify role players



Continual
Improvement
improvements

–

Lifecycle

Build

Phase 5—How Do We Get There?
Phase 5 provides for the implementation of the proposed
solutions into day-to-day practices and the establishment of
measures and monitoring systems to ensure that business
alignment is achieved and performance can be measured.

 Continual Improvement Lifecycle – Monitor and
evaluate
The time spent per phase will differ greatly depending on
(amongst other factors) the specific enterprise environment, its
maturity, and the scope of the implementation or improvement
initiative. However, the overall time spent on each iteration of
the life cycle ideally should not exceed six months, with
improvements applied progressively; otherwise, there is a risk
of losing momentum, focus and buy-in from stakeholders.
Over time, the life cycle will be followed iteratively while
building a sustainable approach. This becomes a normal
business practice when the phases in the life cycle are
everyday activities and continual improvement occurs
naturally.
Figure 3 illustrate an example of generic roles for key
stakeholders and responsibilities of implementation role
players when creating the appropriate environment to sustain
governance and ensure successful outcomes. Similar tables are
provided for each phase of the implementation life cycle.

Success
requires
engagement,
awareness
and
communication, understanding and commitment of top
management, and ownership by the affected business and IT
process owners.
Dimensions:


Program Management – Execute plan



Change Enablement – Operate and use



Continual Improvement
improvements

Phase 6—Did We Get There?

Lifecycle

Fig. 3. Creating the Appropriate Environment RACI Chart[14]

–

Implement

D. Available tools
In addition, to the implementation guide described in the
previous section, there are a number of tools included within
the guidance:
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1) Assessment Scoping Tool—An Excel file that brings
together various existing mappings related to COBIT 5 in a
hierarchical tree format, including:
 Mapping of COBIT 5 processes to IT goals to business
goals to IT balanced scorecard


TABLE III. ROLES FOR COBIT ROADMAP IMPLEMENTATION TOOL
Role
Program
Steering

Mapping COBIT 5 processes to IT goals

2) Self-assessment Templates—An Excel file with
separate evaluation sheets for all 37 COBIT 5 processes.
Except for the documentations provided by ISACA to their
members, there is a lack of important documentation from
other sources regarding the latest version of the framework.
For this reason, this paper is based on ISACA documentation.
Our analysis on COBIT 5 implementation guide also
reveals that the implementation guidance builds extensively
on all the COBIT components such as [14]–[15]-[16], so the
team in charge of the IT Governance Implementation should
be already familiar with all other COBIT 5 guidance. This
multitude and complexity of the guides can be an obstacle for
the implementation of COBIT; in this context the next section
proposes a tool design of COBIT roadmap implementation.

Assessment
Responsible

CEO

Business
Executive

III. A TOOL DESIGN OF COBIT ROADMAP IMPLEMENTATION
COBIT is a largely well-accepted ITG framework;
COBIT5 the last version of COBIT offers a wide range of
guides (COBIT5: Process facilitating, for implementation, for
information security...)
For COBIT 5 implementation, ISACA suggests a lifecycle
approach based on 7 phases with high-level roles. However,
the multitude and complexity of the guides can be an obstacle
for the implementation of COBIT; as a solution to these
issues, we propose a tool design of COBIT roadmap
implementation such tool would ensure effective support to
enterprises wishing to implement COBIT.
In COBIT 5 implementation Guide [14], ISACA propose a
lifecycle of 7 phases, our tool will support the first 4 phases in
the COBIT implementation life cycle that deal with the
establishment of a roadmap of COBIT implementation:


Initiate Program



Define problems and opportunities



Define Roadmap



Plan Program

The RACI matrices provided by COBIT states that each
implementation related activity might be associated with a
role, so that the role is responsible, accountable, consulted or
informed with respect to the activity.
Implementation Guide introduces 9 different stakeholders.
Our proposal features a more simplified representation of only
5 different stakeholders by considering that consulted or
informed stakeholders are inactive.

Board and
executive
management

Description
Direct, design, control, drive and execute the end-to-end
Program from the identification of objectives and
requirements, to the eventual evaluation of business case
objectives and the identification of triggers and objectives
for implementation or improvement cycles.
Participate as required throughout the Program and
provide assessment inputs on relevant issues.
Plan, perform and verify assessment results
independently.
Provide advice on current issues being experienced and
input on control practices and approaches. Review the
feasibility of business cases and implementation plans.
Provide guidance as required during implementation.
Provide leadership to the Program and applicable IT
resources to the core implementation team. Work with
business management and executives to set the
appropriate objectives, direction and approach for the
Program.
Provide applicable business resources to the core
implementation team. Work with IT to ensure that the
outcomes of the improvement Program are aligned to and
appropriate for the business environment of the enterprise,
and that value is delivered and risk is managed.
Visibly support the improvement Program and work with
IT to address any issues that are experienced.
Ensure that the business is adequately involved during
implementation and in the transition to use.
Set the overall direction, context and objectives for the
improvement Program and ensure alignment with the
enterprise business strategy, governance and risk
management. Provide visible support and commitment for
the initiative, including the roles of sponsoring and
promoting the initiative.
Approve the outcomes of the Program, and ensure that
envisioned benefits are attained and corrective measures
are taken as appropriate. Ensure that the required
resources (financial, human and other) are available to the
initiative.

Given that an IT organization desires to move from a
current state, the as-is model, through evaluating a number of
possible change scenarios, to the desired to-be scenario, seven
steps needs to be taken, Figure 9 provides a BPMN modeling
of steps cited below:
1) Define scope: The COBIT framework is a general
framework, suitable for many different types of enterprises, as
discussed. In order to align effort with the real needs of the
enterprise, the roadmap begins with establishing clear goals
among the generic COBIT enterprise goals distributed
according Balance Score Card four dimensions (Financial,
Customer, Internal, Learning/Growth).

Fig. 4. Overview of define Scope steps
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COBIT provides goals cascade to translate stakeholder
needs into specific, actionable and customized enterprise goals
and into IT related goals. COBIT provides also a mapping
between IT-related goals and the relevant COBIT processes.
When this logical sequence is followed, the system can deduce
the IT processes to implement or improve.
2) Create As-is Model of Current IT Organization: The
second step concerns the development of a model of the
current IT organization.
In order to assess the maturity, an as-is model of Current
IT Organization is created based on structure of COBIT 5
Process Reference Model (PRM) defined in Process
Assessment Model: Using COBIT 5. The reference model is a
predefined, optimal IT governance model that represents the
ideal organization, COBIT 5 PRM subdivides the IT-related
processes, practices and activities of the enterprise into two
main areas, governance and management. Governance ensures
that stakeholders needs, conditions and options are evaluated
to determine balanced, agreed-upon enterprise objectives to be
achieved, setting direction through prioritization and decision
making, and monitoring performance and compliance against
enterprise objectives. Management ensures that the plan,
build, run and monitor (PBRM) IT management activities are
executed in alignment with the direction set by the governance
body to achieve the enterprise objectives.
COBIT describes a PRM in term of:


Purpose



Outcomes



Base Practices: the activity needed to accomplish the
process outcome.



Input and Output Work products.

By using such Model, it is possible to create a model of
current IT organization’s governance structure.
3) Assess current maturity level: The third step is to
assess the capability level of a process (“as-it maturity”).
The Capability Model is based on ISO/IEC 15504
(SPICE):

Fig. 5. Class Diagram of COBIT 5 Processus Reference Model

The capability of processes is measured using process
attributes. The international standard defines nine process
attributes [15]:
1.1 Process Performance
2.1 Performance Management
2.2 Work Product Management
3.1 Process Definition



Level 0: Incomplete. The process is not implemented
or fails to achieve its purpose;



Level 1: Performed (Informed). The process is
implemented and achieves its purpose;

4.1 Process Measurement

Level 2: Managed (Planned and monitored). The
process is managed and results are specified, controlled
and maintained;

5.1 Process Innovation





Level 3: Established (Well defined). A standard
process is defined and used throughout the
organization;

3.2 Process Deployment
4.2 Process Control

5.2 Process Optimization.
Each process attribute is assessed on a four-point (N-P-LF) rating scale:
 Not achieved (0 - 15%)



Level 4: Predictable (Quantitatively managed). The
process is executed consistently within defined limits

 Partially achieved (>15% - 50%)



Level 5: Optimizing (Continuous improvement). The
process is continuously improved to meet relevant
current and projected business goals.

 Fully achieved (>85% - 100%)

 Largely achieved (>50%- 85%)
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5) Prioritize and select change scenarios: Decisionmaking can be described as a process of improvement
selection. For each improvement, the decision-maker should
consider the potential benefit, ease of implementation (cost,
effort, sustainability), and risk.
Unapproved projects and initiatives should also be
recorded for potential future consideration.
6) Establish the roadmap:
The approved improvements should be integrated into an
overall improvement strategy with a detailed plan to roll out
the solution.
This step consists of:
 Defining and gather approved improvements into
projects needed to implement the To-Be scenario.
Fig. 6. COBIT 5 Process Capability Model[15]

 Developing a Program plan with allocated resources
and project plans, and defines the projects deliverables.

In COBIT 5 to achieve a given level of capability, the
previous level has to be completely achieved.

 Identify metrics for measuring the progress.

The maturity level will be the result of comparison
between as-is Model of Current IT Organization and the
COBIT PRM. Figure 7 shows an overview of assessment
method.

Figure 8 shows the use case diagram of COBIT roadmap
implementation tool.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a tool design of COBIT roadmap
implementation; our design was based mainly on the COBIT 5
lifecycle of implementation. The purpose of such tool is to
industrialize the setup of COBIT; reduce costs and deadlines;
ensure guidance and effective support through the IT
governance implementation life cycle phases; and reduce the
risk of failing financial investments.

Fig. 7. Overview of Assessment Method

4) Identify potential Change Scenarios: In order to
identify the potential improvements, IT managers and business
managers are interviewed to establish the To-Be maturity level
based on enterprise requirement for performance and
conformance, the reasons for not achieving this level can be
calculated from the approach explained above, and potential
improvements can be defined:
The system identify performs a comparison (by attribute)
between current capability model and target capability level.
a) If a required process outcome is not consistently
achieved, the process does not meet its objective and needs to
be improved.
b) The assessment of the process practices will reveal
which practices are lacking or failing, enabling
implementation and/or improvement of those practices to take
place and allowing all process outcomes to be achieved.
Once gaps identified, Program steering can define
potential improvements:


Collate Gaps into potential improvements.



Prioritize and argue every potential improvement.

Further, because the lifecycle presented in COBIT 5
implementation guide provides only generic guidance, the IT
governance implementation roadmap is not prescriptive and
should be tailored to the needs of the organization applying it.
The tool will provide an efficient method for implementing IT
governance using COBIT 5 and adapt the roadmap to the
effective need of the organization.
V. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
Further research is ongoing to provide a set of key
indicators in order to give a widespread support decisionmaking in the selection and prioritization change scenarios.
The implementation guide describes briefly some indicators
such potential benefit, ease of implementation (cost, effort,
sustainability), and risk; other economic and financial
indicators like value creation, and ROI will be considered as
evaluation variables.
COBIT 5 management practices, and Other Specific
frameworks: such as PMBOK, can also provide guidance
through for this step.
In the next step, implementation phase will be started; as
envisaged in the design science research paradigm [16], an
evaluation of the tool will be also performed:
 In a first step multiple explorative focus groups will be
used to evaluate the perceived utility and actual
usability of the developed tool.
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Secondly, laboratory experiments will be carried out to
quantitatively measure the effectiveness to validate if
the usage of the proposed tool will reduce the
perceived complexity costs and deadlines of COBIT 5
implementation phases.
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Abstract—A business process is the combination of a set of
activities with logical order and dependence, whose objective is to
produce a desired goal. Business process modeling (BPM) using
knowledge of the available process modeling techniques enables a
common understanding and analysis of a business process.
Industry and academics use informal and formal techniques
respectively to represent business processes (BP), having the
main objective to support an organization. Despite both are
aiming at BPM, the techniques used are quite different in their
semantics. While carrying out literature research, it has been
found that there is no general representation of business process
modeling is available that is expressive than the commercial
modeling tools and techniques. Therefore, it is primarily
conceived to provide an ontology mapping of modeling terms of
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), Unified Modeling
Language (UML) Activity Diagrams (AD) and Event Driven
Process Chains (EPC) to temporal logic. Being a formal system,
first order logic assists in thorough understanding of process
modeling and its application. However, our contribution is to
devise a versatile conceptual categorization of modeling
terms/constructs and also formalizing them, based on well
accepted business notions, such as action, event, process,
connector and flow. It is demonstrated that the new
categorization of modeling terms mapped to formal temporal
logic, provides the expressive power to subsume business process
modeling techniques i.e. BPMN, UML AD and EPC.
Keywords—Business Process Modeling techniques; Ontology;
Temporal Logic; Semantics; Mapping

I.

INTRODUCTION

Business Process (BP) is defined [16], [24], referring to a
structure set of actions designed to show how work is done,
rather than what is done. The actions referred to are usually
work elements, producing some component or subcomponent
of a complete artefact. Actions are structured according to
essential logical time ordering of component production.
However, there is still a difference between meanings and use
of the terms utilized in different modeling techniques. In the
business and management field, processes are described mainly
for human to human communication, for decision making in
production processes, administrative processes, to understand
their impact on the organization. In the technical field,
processes are considered as a form of high level programming
languages, conceived to achieve a better use of web services
(and, more generally, e-services), i.e., they represent an
executable form of the application logics, as part of a complex
software artefact.

Business process models are created ―to understand the key
mechanisms of an existing business; to orient the creation of
suitable information systems that support the business; to
implement improvements in the current business; to show the
structure of an innovated business; to experiment new business
concepts; and to identify business elements not considered part
of the core, which could be delegated to an outside supplier‖
[25]. Hence the job to describe business processes and
modeling them is becoming increasingly complex. Both
industry experts and academics in the field of business process
re-engineering and business process management have
concluded that successful systems start with an understanding
of the business processes of an organization.
In logic, initial attempts to describe fundamental structures
of our world were made by Aristotle. To reason and represent
process, temporal systems/frameworks used different objects to
represent temporal ontology i.e. interval and moment. In 19th
century, Charles Sander Peirce invented classical first order
logic, which provides a powerful instrument for representing
any factual information. However, it is necessary to ask why it
is useful to express processes using first order logic. The
reason is that the current literature does not provide a logical
foundation of business process modeling and logical
knowledge representations are loosely coupled with artificial
intelligence.
Formal representations allow for better analysis of the
designs to identify the process improvements that can lead to
increased profitability and improved productivity. The primary
aim of this paper is therefore empirical study of main business
process modeling techniques and tools explicitly aimed at
modeling business processes with the intent of providing a
mapping of modeling terms to temporal logic. To achieve this,
a versatile conceptual categorization of commercial modeling
terms is proposed which gathers a wide variety of commercial
modeling terms into a three distinguishable categories and
subsequently formalized them. This will ease the process of
ontology mapping and also combine key advantages of
commercial modeling techniques by providing rigorous logical
basis which is general and expressive enough. Formal
representation of the processes also forms the basis for future
automation of tasks which make up a business process.
Nevertheless, other techniques might exist that are used or
that might be used for modeling business processes, which are
not considered in this paper. Such techniques applicable to
processes in general are applicable to business processes in
particular. However, whether all business process modeling
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tools and techniques are applicable or not to process modeling
is beyond the scope of this paper. The focus of this paper is
BPM tools and techniques such as BPMN, UML AD and EPC
and temporal model for business processes [18]. The findings
of this paper provide an ontology that is general and expressive
enough to subsume commercially accepted modeling
terminology and characterized by the following properties:


Main terms/constructs corresponding to concepts and
modeling notions drawn from the BPM techniques.



Conceptually categorize them based on their dynamic
and static properties.



Formally define the conceptual categories.



Represent them graphically using logical structure to
show its generality, simplification and expressiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work; section III introduces the main BPM
techniques i.e. BPMN, UML AD and EPC modeling
terms/constructs, and author‘s contribution; a conceptual
categorization of modeling terms and its formal definitions.
Section IV discusses about temporal logic/systems and main
terms/constructs from temporal model for business processes
[18], while section V author‘s contribution towards a ontology
mapping of modeling terms discussed in section III and IV,
followed by graphical representation of them using an example
and section VI will provide the conclusion and possible future
work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Logical modeling of business processes is to facilitate the
understanding and development of business process model that
supports the organization, and to permit the analysis and reengineering or improvement of them. Even though it was 1960
when Levitt first mentioned the importance of business
processes it was not until the 1990s that processes have
acquired a real importance in enterprise design [25]. Davenport
[24], Hammer and Champy [15], [16], and Harrington [10]
have promoted the new perspective. However, increasing
popularity of business process orientation has attracted
designers and developers in the industry to develop new
methodologies, and modeling tools and techniques to support
it. The task of describing and modeling business process has
become more complex due to increased availability of different
modeling techniques with the lack of a guide that explains and
describes the logic and concepts involved. In this section we
briefly present the major BPM techniques and languages:
A. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)
BPMN is the most recent standard notation proposed by
Object Management Group (OMG) to design business
processes. The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a notation
that is readily understandable by all business users, from the
business analysts that create the initial drafts of the processes,
to the technical developers responsible for implementing the
technology that will perform those processes, and finally, to the
business people who will manage and monitor those processes.

Thus, BPMN creates a standardized bridge for the gap between
the business process design and process implementation1.
B. Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML is an Object Management Group (OMG) standard
which provides the specification for a graphical, general
purpose, object-oriented modeling language. UML Activity
diagrams(AD) are graphical representations of workflows of
stepwise activities and actions with support for choice, iteration
and concurrency.UML AD, are intended to model both
computational and organizational processes (i.e. workflows)
Activity diagrams show the overall flow of control2.
C. Event Driven Process Chains (EPC)
EPC is a modeling technique for business processes
modeling developed in the 1990‘s. Event-driven process chains
are an important notation to model the domain aspects of
business processes. The main focus of this rather informal
notation is on representing domain concepts and processes
rather than their formal aspects or their technical realization.
Event-driven process chains are part of a holistic modeling
approach, called the ARIS framework; ARIS stands for
Architecture of Integrated Information Systems, and it was
developed by August-Wilhelm Scheer [2].
D. ICAM Definition method (IDEF)
IDEF‘s roots began when the US Air Force, in response to
the identification of the need to improve manufacturing
operations, established the Integrated Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (ICAM) program in the mid-1970s. The
requirement to model activities, data, and dynamic (behavioral)
elements of the manufacturing operations resulted in the initial
selection of the Structured Analysis and Design Technique
(SADT). The Integrated Definition for Function Modeling
(IDEF) is a family of methods that supports a paradigm
capable of addressing the modeling needs of an enterprise and
its business areas. Among these techniques we mention:
 IDEF0: the function modeling method, and
 IDEF3: the process description captures method.
IDEF0 is a method designed to model the decisions,
actions, and activities of an organization or a system. It allows
activities and important relations between them to be
represented in a nontemporal fashion. It does not support the
complete specification of a process 3 . IDEF3 provides a
mechanism for collecting and documenting processes, by
capturing precedence and causality relations between situations
and events. There are two IDEF3 description modes4:
 process flow: capturing knowledge of "how things
work" in an organization, and

1

OMG. Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), 2011
http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0, formal/2011-01-03.
2
Unified Modeling Language: Superstructure version 2.1.1.
(http://www.omg.org/docs/formal/07-02-03.pdf).
3
IDEF Function Modeling Method. [http://www.idef.com/IDEF0.html]
4
IDEF Process Description Capture Method. [http://www.idef.com/IDEF3.
html]
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object-state transition network: summarizing allowable
transitions an object may undergo throughout a
particular process.

E. Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL4WS, or BPEL:
BPEL/BPEL4WS is a de-facto standard for implementing
processes based on web services. According to BPEL,
processes can be described as:


Executable processes: modeling the behavior of a
participant in a business interaction, or as



Abstract processes: specifying the mutually visible
message exchange among the parties involved in the
protocol, without revealing their internal behavior.

To obtain an executable BPEL process, modelers need to
specify primitive and structured activities, execution ordering,
messages exchanged, and fault and exception handling.
Furthermore, a recent proposal, BPEL4People 5 , extends
BPEL4WS specification to describe scenarios where users are
involved in business processes. BPEL is a powerful and a
widely adopted standard. Among its major drawbacks are; its
inherent complexity, the verbosity of the XML encoding and
the lack of a specific graphical representation. Such
characteristics make it scarcely accepted by business people.
F. XML Process Definition Language (XPDL)
XPDL is a Workflow management coalition (WfMC)
standard for interchanging process models among process
definition tools and workflow management systems. It
provides the modeling constructs of BPMN and allows a
BPMN process to be specified as an XML document. XPDL
process models can be run on compliant execution engines,
even if has been originally conceived as a process design and
interchange format specifically for BPMN. It represents the
linear form of the process definition based on BPMN
graphics6.
G. Petri Net or place/transition net
Petri Net is one of several mathematical representations of
discrete distributed systems [11]. As a modeling language, it
graphically depicts the structure of a distributed system as a
directed bipartite graph with annotations. A Petri net consists
of places, transitions, and directed arcs, where


Arcs run between places and transitions,



Places may contain any number of tokens, and



Transitions act on input tokens by a process known as
firing.

Execution of Petri nets is nondeterministic. This means two
things: multiple transitions can be enabled at the same time,
5

IBM, SAP AG, WS-BPEL Extension for People–
BPEL4People.Whitepaper,2005
[http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/specification/wsbp
el4people/].
6
WFMC. Process Definition Interface – XML Process Definition Language,
version 2.00, October 2005. [http://www.wfmc.org/standards/docs/TC1025_xpdl_2_2005-10-3.pdf]

any one of which can fire, none are required to fire — they fire
at will, between time 0 and infinity, or not at all. Since firing is
nondeterministic, Petri nets are well suited for modeling the
concurrent behavior of distributed systems [12].
H. Temporal logic based models/systems
The essential role of time in the modeling of natural
processes has given rise in recent years to a body of artificial
intelligence research into temporal theory. This research has
led to a variety of temporal systems, attempting to capture the
primary elements of time. However, as time goes on, the world
may change its state from one into another, triggered by some
certain events or processes that take place over time. Although
different temporal systems show considerable commonality in
structure, they also show considerable differences in
formalization. In the literature, there are three choices
regarding the primitive for the ontology of time: instantaneous
points, durative intervals and both points and intervals and
problems may arise when one conflates different views of
temporal structure. A natural approach to representing and
reasoning about the actions, events, processes is to associate
them with time elements (i.e., instantaneous points and/or
durative intervals) [18].
Many theories, [3], [22] and [23], are based on points as the
basic primitive element. In these theories, intervals are defined
in terms of points, usually by means of beginning and ending
points. However, as Allen has commented [7], modeling
intervals by taking their bounding-points can lead to problems:
the annoying question of whether bounding-points are in the
interval or not must be addressed, seemingly without any
satisfactory solution. If intervals are all closed then adjacent
intervals have bounding-points in common, which when
adjacent intervals correspond to states of truth and falsehood of
some property, can lead to situations in which a property is
both true and false at an instant. Similarly, if intervals are all
open, there will be points at which the truth or falsity of a
property will be undefined. The solution, in which intervals are
all taken as semi-open, so that they sit conveniently next to one
another, seems arbitrary and unsatisfactory. Other theories,
predominantly in [7], [8], treat intervals as primitive, and in
[13], [14], treat both intervals and points as primitive on an
equal footing.
After carefully considering the literature, we found that
formal grounding is absent in the main commercial modeling
techniques. However, frameworks based on temporal logic are
available in the literature that are expressive than others and
provides formal semantics if mapped. The objective of our
work is to provide an ontology mapping of BPMN, UML AD
and EPC to temporal model for business processes [18] which
provides formal semantics.
III.

MAIN BPM TECHNIQUES AND THEIR MODELING
TERMS/CONSTRUCTS

Before describing any technique we define what a business
process is. According to Davenport [24], processes are defined
as ‗‗structured, measured sets of activities designed to produce
a specified output for a particular customer or market‘‘. There
are so many other definitions but in essence all are the same:
processes are relationships between inputs and outputs, where
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inputs are transformed into outputs using a series of activities,
which add value to the outputs.

allow for a partitioning of activities according to the
performers.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into further
discussion on the difference between business processes and
processes in general. It seems that some authors take them as
synonymous. For example, in contrast to [15], [16] defines
businesses process as ‗‗a collection of activities that takes one
or more kinds of input and creates an output that is of value to
the customer‘‘.

Critical Evaluation BPMN: BPMN elements are hard to
sketch on paper unlike UML AD or flowcharts [21]. In [4],
numerous ambiguities in the descriptions and under
specifications of semantically relevant concepts pervade the
standard document and leave space for incompatible (but, due
to the lack of precision, standard `conforming') interpretations
in design, analysis and use of BPs. Another under specification
concerns expression evaluation. When should expressions
(particularly event expressions) be evaluated? Depending on
the type, it could (probably should) be either before or at
process start, or upon state change or when a token becomes
available. BPMN provides only poor conceptual support for
numerous features which are characteristic of the design and
management of business processes. One of BPMN's main
shortcomings is that an increase in graphical notation yields an
increased complexity in the meta-model and makes transparent
faithful implementation more and more impractical. BPMN
comes with a plethora of interdefinable constructs. Instead of
defining a core of independent constructs in terms of which
other constructs can be defined, as suggested in [5] for a
previous version of the standard (it was also suggested to the
standardization committee). The fuzzy overlapping of different
constructs prevents `closed' descriptions of individual
constructs in one place and makes their comprehension
unnecessarily complex by forcing the reader to simultaneously
and repeatedly consider multiple sections of the standard
document. It also creates the problem that where the definitions
overlap they have to be consistent; this problem is not
considered in the standard document. Furthermore a statistical
evaluation (of BPMN 1.1) shows that `the average BPMN
model uses less than 20% of the available vocabulary' and that,
out of the more than 50 graphical elements in BPMN, `Only
five elements (normal flow, task, end event, start event, and
pool) were used in more than 50% of the models we analyzed.

A. The Main Modeling Terms/Constructs of BPMN
The main goal of BPMN is to standardize a business
process modeling notation in order to provide a simple means
of communicating process information among business users,
customers, suppliers, and process implementers. The basic
BPMN constructs are activity, event, gateway and sequence
flow.
An activity is a generic term for work performed within a
company. It can be atomic or non-atomic (compound). The
types of activity are: task and process/sub-process. A task is an
atomic activity included within a process/sub-process.
Process/Sub-Process is a sequence or flow of activities in an
organization with the objective of carrying out work. There are
two basic types of processes; Private (internal), and Public
Processes. The Private Processes are those internal to a
specific organization and further divided into two types
Executable and Non- executable. An executable process is
modeled for the purpose of being executed according to the
semantics defined and there will be stages in lifecycle of a
process where not enough detail available to execute it. A
nonexecutable process is modeled for the purpose of
documenting process behavior at a modeler-defined level of
detail. A public process represents the interactions between a
private business process and another process or participant. In
addition to process, there are two types of sub-processes:
embedded and independent. The embedded sub-processes are
further divided into two views of sub-processes; collapsed and
expanded. Collapsed view hides its details or expanded view
that shows its details within the view of the process in which it
is contained. An event is something that ―happens‖, like a
trigger or a result, during the execution of a business process
affecting the flow of the process. Since an event can start,
suspend, or end the flow, we can distinguish the above between
start events, intermediate events, and end events respectively.
A gateway is a modeling element used to represent the
interaction of different sequence flows, as they diverge and
converge within a process. When the sequence flows arrive at a
gateway, they can be merged together on input and/or split
apart on output. There are different types of gateway according
to the types of behavior they define in the sequence flow.
Decisions and branching are represented by OR-Split,
exclusive-XOR, inclusive-OR, and complex, merging is
represented by the OR-Join gateway, and forking is represented
by the AND-Split gateway, and joining by the AND-Join
gateway.
However, there are other constructs used to model any
relevant entity that is able to activate or perform a process i.e.
pool and lane. They are representing more aggregate
organization units and more specific ones, respectively. They

B. The Main Modeling Terms/Constructs of UML (AD)
UML(AD) is the object-oriented equivalent of flow charts
and data-flow diagrams from structured development and
describes the workflow behavior of a system. The process
flows in the system are captured in the activity diagram and
also illustrates the dynamic nature of a system by modeling the
flow of control from activity to activity. The main constructs of
UML AD are activity, action, initial node, final activity node,
connecting nodes, and control flow.
An activity is used to represent a set of actions and an
action represents a single step within an activity. An Initial
Node is the entry point to an activity diagram and an Activity
Final Node is the final node in an activity that terminates the
actions in that activity. However, an Object Node is used to
represent an object that is connected to a set of Object Flows.
A Decision Node is used to represent a test condition to ensure
that the control flow or object flow only goes down one path. A
Merge Node is used to bring back together different decision
paths that were created using a decision-node. A Fork Node is
used to split behavior into a set of parallel or concurrent flows
of activities (or actions). A Join Node is used to bring back
together a set of parallel or concurrent flows of activities (or
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actions). Control flow shows the flow of control from one
action to the next and also shows the sequence of execution.
Critical Evaluation of UML AD: Weaknesses of UML AD
are given below:


Some of the UML AD constructs lack a precise syntax
and semantics. For instance, the ―well-formedness‖
rules linking forks with joints are not fully defined, nor
are the concepts of dynamic invocation and deferred
events, among others.



UML ADs are extremely limited in modeling resourcerelated or organizational aspects of business processes.
It is interesting to note that UML ADs cannot capture
many of the natural constructs encountered in business
processes such as cases and the notion of interaction
with the operational environment in which the process
functions.

These limitations observed by [19] and [20] are common to
many other business process modeling formalisms and reflect
the overwhelming emphasis that has been placed on the
control-flow and data perspectives in contemporary modeling
notations. While UML ADs are functional, business analysts
somehow cannot use them without prior technical knowledge
in [1]. A business analyst cannot model a business process and
its sub-processes from the highest level to the lowest level of
detail in an UML AD. It is increasingly losing favor with
practitioners (although there are currently several projects
working on UML-to-BPEL translations by IBM and OMG)
[17]. This is mainly due to industry‘s growing consolidation of
BPMN as the de facto standard for BPM.
C. The Main Modeling Terms/Constructs of EPC
Event-driven process chains (EPCs) are part of a holistic
modeling approach, called the ARIS framework. Process
modeling uses event-driven process chains. The main building
blocks of event-driven process chains are events, functions,
connectors, and control flow edges.
Functions describe transformations from an initial state to a
resulting state. They represent units of work and granularity of
these functions depends on the modeling purpose. The entering
of a business relevant state is represented by an event. Events
trigger functions and passive elements in EPC. They describe
under what circumstances a function works or which state a
function results in. Examples of events are "requirement
captured", "material in stock", etc. EPC diagram must start
with an event and end with an event. Unlike events, functions
are active elements that take input and transform it to output.
Functions can also make decisions that influence the behavior
of the process through connector nodes associated with the
function. They are triggered by events, and on the completion
of a function, an event occurs. There are three kinds of logical
relationships exists between events and functions and are
branch/merge, fork/join and or. Control flow connects events
with functions, process paths, or logical connectors creating
chronological sequence and logical interdependencies between
them.
Critical evaluation of EPC: It works as an ordered graph of
events and functions and supports parallel execution of

processes. However, the semantics and syntax of the EPC are
apparently not well defined [6] [26]. Because of these
limitations and the absence of a standardization process, the
EPC will not be classified as a graphical standard.
Formal systems are used for the clarity and unambiguous
reasoning and representation. However the commercial
modeling tools and techniques are ambiguous in representation
and lack formal foundation. To provide a clear and precise
meaning to different modeling terms discussed above, will
provide a mapping of ontology to formal logic. For this, we
categorize and group modeling terms/constructs used by the
modeling tools and techniques discussed above into three
distinguished conceptual terms and formally defining them.
This categorization will serve the purpose of the ontology
mapping to a formal system.
D. Conceptual Categorization of Modeling Terms/Constructs
We have seen that the modeling terms discussed in
previous sub-sections have somewhat similarities and
differences. Main modeling techniques such as BPMN, UML
AD and EPC provide no formal foundation and leads to
ambiguity in the design. To overcome this problem and fill this
gap, we propose conceptual categorizations of modeling terms
used by BPMN, UML AD and EPC. Modeling terms of these
techniques are grouped into three conceptual categories:
process, connector and constraint. These categories refer to the
modeling terms/constructs used in modeling the dynamic and
static aspects of the domain. This categorization will assist in
ontology mapping of commercial modeling terms to formal
notion given in section V. We will take conceptual category‘s
first letter of every word to form a title of our categorizations
which would be Process, Connector and Constraint (PCC) and
formally defined below:
Definition (Process): In our proposed conceptual category
of process, we take every activity as a non-instantaneous
process and define process as nonempty set containing
processes, or it also could be a singleton set which may be
considered as a special case of a process and above can be
represented as
Process ‗P‘ ≠ ∅ or Process ‗P‘ = {p}
In addition, an event may also be considered as a special
process that starts (pS) and ends (pE) a process P and is shown
below:

Fig. 1. An abstract process

Keeping in mind the temporal nature of the process, we
could formalize it by using a predicate Occurring, for process
P i.e. non empty set of processes, occurring over a time
element T and using Dur to express the duration by the
following axiom:
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Occurring (P, T)  э pS, pE ˄ Dur (pS) = 0 ˄ Dur (pE)=0 ˄
Meets (pS, T) ˄ Meets (T, pE) ˄ Occurring (pS, P) ˄ Occurring
(P, pE)……………………………………………..(Axiom 1)
ps and pE are the special processes i.e. events, that starts
and ends a process P respectively. The above axiom refers to a
general process which occurs over a time element that may be
divisible.

TABLE I.
Modeling
Notation

BPMN

To formalize a singleton set of process p, using Occurring
predicate, Dur for duration and occurring over a time element t
is given below in axiom 2 using temporal relation ‗In‘ given by
Allen in [8]:
Occurring (p, t)  э pS, pE ˄ Dur (pS) = 0 ˄ Dur (pE)=0 ˄
Meets (pS, t) ˄ Meets (t, pE) ˄ ¬ э [t1 ˄ Dur (t1) > 0 ˄ In (t1, t) ˄
Occurring (p, t1)]……………………………….(Axiom 2)
Axiom 2 has shown a singleton i.e. nondivisible, process.
Special process i.e. event, may also occur when finishing a
process and starting a new process i.e. start, end and
intermediate event of BPMN. We have shown above that our
conceptual category Process is general enough to map
BPMN‘s modeling terms/constructs task, process/sub-process,
start event, intermediate event and end event, UML AD‘s
activity, action, initial node and final activity node, and EPC‘s
functions and events.
Definition (Connector): We describe Connector as a set
which contains logical operators AND and OR, and is given
below:
Connector ‗C‘ = {˄, ˅}
Our proposed conceptual category connector can map
BPMN‘s modeling term/construct gateway, UML AD‘s
connecting nodes, and EPC‘s logical connectors.
Definition (Constraint): We describe Constraint as a set
30 derived relation given in [13] gathered in four groups and is
given below:
Constraint ‗C‘= {point to point, point to interval, interval to
interval, interval to point}
The conceptual category constraint can map BPMN‘s
modeling term/construct sequence flow, UML AD‘s control
flow and EPC‘s control flow.
The formalization of three conceptual categories has paved
the way to group main modeling terms of commercial
modeling techniques. This effort provides a generalized view
of all modeling terms of the modeling techniques discussed in
this paper. Now, we would show the aforementioned PCC
categorization and its subsumption of modeling terms in the
table I.
IV.

TEMPORAL MODEL FOR BUSINESS PROCESSES

Ma and Knight [13] have proposed more general time
theory that considers point and interval both on equal footing
i.e. primitives. In addition, abstract modeling terms have been
proposed [18] and we will use them for ontology mapping
purposes. BPM terms such as action, event, business process,
sub-process and temporal relations are defined by providing
formalisms and discussed in the next sub-section.

UML AD

EPC

CONCEPTUAL CATEGORIZATION OF BUSINESS PROCESS
MODELING TERMS
Modeling
Category

Modeling Terms

Process

task, process/sub-process, start event,
intermediate event, end event

Connector

gateways: AND, OR & XOR

Constraint

sequence flow

Process

activity, action, initial node, final activity
node

Connector

connecting nodes: Merge Node, Fork
Node, Join Node

Constraint

control flow

Process

function, event

Connector

logical connectors: AND, OR, XOR

Constraint

control flow
Conceptual Categorization

A. Abstract Business Modeling Terms
BPM terms action, process, and sub-processes [18] are
associated with non-instantaneous activity and event is
associated with instantaneous activity i.e. point. An action
name is an identifier that describes a certain type of noninstantaneous activity. For instance, ―push a cart‖, ―cut wire‖
and so on. They used a, a1, a2, …, etc., to denote action names,
and write the set of action names as A. Without confusion, they
simply call an action name, say a, action a. It is important to
note that a given type of action may perform once, more than
once over different time moments, or may not even perform at
all. An event name is an identifier that describes a certain type
of instantaneous activity. For instance, ―departure at‖, ―start cut
wire‖, ―finish cut wire‖ and so on. They used e, e1, e2, …, etc.,
to denote event names, and write the set of event names as E.
Without confusion, we may simply call an event name, say e,
event e. Like action, a given type of event may occur once,
more than once at different time points, or may not even occur
at all. A business process name is a set of action names and set
of event names.
They have used logical connectors to establish the relation
between action and event i.e. ˄, ˅. Allen and Hayes [9]
introduced 13 relations in his famous Interval Algebra;
however Ma and Knight [13] from these 13 relations derived
30 temporal relations to constrain the order of the actions and
events. In terms of the single primitive relation Meets, other
binary relations over points/intervals can be classified into 4
groups:
 Point – Point: {Equal, Before, After}
 Point – Interval: {Before, After, Meets, Met_by, Starts,
During, Finishes}
 Interval – Point: {Before, After, Meets, Met_by,
Started_by, Contains, Finished_by}
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Interval – Interval: {Equal, Before, After, Meets,
Met_by, Overlaps, Overlapped_by, Starts, Started_by,
During, Contains, Finishes, Finished_by}

The next section will provide ontology mapping based on
the categorization provided in section III.
V.

ONTOLOGY MAPPING

To provide formal semantics for commercial modeling
techniques and languages mentioned in section III, there are
different extensions provided separately in the literature.
However, there is no effort has been made to provide an
ontology mapping for them.
There are different framework/systems available in the
literature which discusses the ontology of modeling tools and
techniques i.e. process, event and action. Our effort is to
achieve a comprehensive ontology mapping using PCC
categorization introduced in section III that will map
commercial modeling terms to formal modeling terms in [18]
and shown in table II.
TABLE II.
Modeling
Notation

BPMN

ONTOLOGY MAPPING TABLE FOR BPM TERMS/CONSTRUCTS
Modeling
Category

Process

Modeling Terms

Abstract
Modeling Terms

task, process/subprocess, start
event, intermediate
event, end event

action, event,
process

Fig. 2. Ontology Mapping

Ontology mapping using PCC categorization provides a
platform for business process modeling techniques to have
formal semantics which are intuitive but formal. This attempt
will lead to provide a step towards foundation for business
process modeling based on temporal logic.
To show the mapping is comprehensively achieved the aim
of this paper; we will discuss an illustrative example in next
section graphically representing it using modeling techniques
used in section III and IV.
VI.

UML AD

EPC

Connector

gateways: AND,
OR & XOR

logical operators ,


Constraint

sequence flow

temporal relations

Process

activity, action,
initial node, final
activity node

action, event,
process

Connector

connecting nodes:
Merge Node, Fork
Node, Join Node

logical operators ,


Constraint

control flow

temporal relations

Process

function, event

action, event,
process

Connector

logical connectors:
AND, OR, XOR

logical operators ,


Constraint

control flow

temporal relations

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION

The time theory outlined above in terms of the single Meets
relation allows a simple graphical representation of any set of
temporal knowledge. Each time element t is denoted as a
directed arc of the graph labeled by t (and its duration if it is
known), with a pair of nodes which are called the start-vertex,
and the end-vertex, of the arc, respectively.
 Each relation Meets(ti, tj) is represented by means of
merging the end-vertex of ti and the start-vertex of tj as
a common vertex, of which ti is an in-arc and tj is an
out-arc, respectively. In this case, arc ti is said to be
adjacent to arc tj.
In general, the temporal order relation between two time
elements may be given in any form of those 30 as classified in
section IV. However, as defined above in section IV, each of
these temporal relations can be derived from the single Meets
relation. Therefore, all the knowledge about the temporal
relations over a given collection of time elements (points
and/or intervals) can be transformed and stored as a table of
Meets relations in the knowledge base. We use the following
graphical representation to represent the available knowledge:

Ontology Mapping

The above table can also be shown in fig 2:

Time point, can be represented as
Time moment can be represented as
Time interval can be represented as
start/end vertex:
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This graphical representation of the underlying logical
structure forms the link between the temporal theory, and
practical business process diagrams. For instance, will consider
a process graphically represented in the aforementioned three
commercial BPM languages and afterwards will represent the
same process graphically using logically defined terms to show
the expressiveness, simplicity and generality of the logical
structure.
A. An Illustrative Example:
BPMN: Fig 3 describes an example business process using
BPMN. The business process begins with a start event to
execute the first task Record the Claim. Calculate the
Insurance Sum and Record the Claim are part of the Pool
Financial Claim Specialist. After the task Record the Claim
the pool Claim Administrator is responsible for the process.
The exclusive gateway splits the flow, because the decision has
to be made if the insurance sum has a minor amount or major
amount. If the insurance sum has a minor amount, then only
task Contacting the Garage is processed. But if the insurance
sum has a major amount then Contacting the Garage
concurrently starts with the Checking History of the
Customer. An inclusive gateway combines the different paths.
The gateway conforms to the logical operator OR. After the
task Examination of Results the decision has to be made if the
company Pay for the Damage or Does Not Pay for the
Damage. After that decision the case is closed.

UML AD: A business process example in UML AD is
shown in fig 4. The business process starts with an initial node,
to activate the first action; Record the claim, Record the claim
passes the token to the next action to Calculate the Insurance
Sum. These two actions part of activity partition Financial
Claim Specialist. After calculating the insurance sum the path
Is split up by a decision node into two alternative flows,
depending if the insurance sum has a minor amount then the
action Contacting the Garage starts. If the insurance sum has
a major amount, then the flow is split up into parallel paths by
a fork node. That means that the actions Contacting the
Garage and Checking History of the Customer are executed
concurrently. A merge node combines the different flows, and
accepts the token as well as of one path or both paths. The
action Examination of Results decides that the claim is
handled either positive or negative. Therefore a decision node
splits up the path in two alternative flows, with the actions Pay
for Damage or Do Not Pay for Damage. After that decision
the business process ends with a flow final activity node.

Fig. 4. Business Process example using UML AD
Fig. 3. Business Process using BPMN
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EPC: Fig 5 shows a business process example in EPC. The
business process starts with event New Claim Submitted. The
function Record the Claim starts after the first event. After the
event Claim Recorded the function Calculate the Insurance
Sum begins. The organizational role Financial Expert is
responsible for the functions Record the Claim and Calculate
the Insurance Sum, the path of business process splits up into
alternative flows, depending of the insurance sum has a Minor
Amount or Major Amount. If the insurance sum has a minor
amount, then the function Contacting the Garage starts. If the
insurance sum has major amount then the functions,
Contacting the Garage and Checking History of the
Customer starts concurrently. These two functions are
connected with the next event. Results Collected by an ORJoin. At that time the organizational role Claim Administrator
is responsible for the business process. Due to the fact that
either Checking History of the Customer or Contacting the
Garage is executed, or both functions are processed, the ORJoin is needed. If the results are collected, then the function
Examination of Results starts processing, to decide if the
claim is handled Positive or Negative. If the claim is handled
positive, then the insurance company Pays for the Damage,
otherwise not. In both situations Case is Closed.

After using PCC categorization and graphical
representation described above, the aforementioned example
can be shown in fig 6, using abstract modeling
terms/constructs. Notice that there are both absolute and
relative times in this model showing temporal ordering of
processes.

Fig. 6. Business Process using Abstract Modeling constructs

Note: RC: Record the Claim: t1; CIS: Calculate the
Insurance Sum: t2; CTG: Contacting the Garage: t3; CHC:
Checking History of the Customer: t4; EOR: Examination of
Results: t5; PD: Pays for the Damage: t6; DPD: Does Not Pay
for the Damage: t7; Cl: Closed the Case: t8.
Using Meets relation, the above can be represented as
Meets(t1, t2) ˄ (Meets(t2, t3) ˄ Meets (t3, t5) ˄ Meets (t5, t6)
˄ Meets (t6, t8)) ˅ (Meets (t2, t4) ˄ Meets (t4, t3) ˄ Meets (t3, t5)
˄ Meets (t5, t7) ˄ Meets (t7, t8))
We have seen above that abstract modeling terms have
subsumed all modeling elements of aforementioned
commercial modeling techniques shown in fig 3, 4 and 5. We
also have used a simpler graphical representation to verify the
logical structure that is intuitive and expressive than others to
represent concepts and knowledge in a simpler but composed
way.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a framework for BPM using
ontological mapping. A versatile conceptual categorization
introduced and subsequently formalized the categories that can
group and map modeling terms used by different tools and
techniques to formal notion. There are a very large number of
BPM languages so our effort is to work towards bridging the
gap for business process modeling to be grounded on formal
logic. Some efforts carried out in providing formal semantics
and have given partial results so far. We have consolidated it
by proceeding along two lines. One is methodological,
necessary to provide its ontological mapping, and another is
empirical, necessary to check its value in real business settings
as given below:
 the fact that BPMN, UML AD and EPC does not
provide formal grounding to represent their constructs,
being it specified in an informal way;
 Ontology mapping for business process modeling
based on logic provides a step towards in providing a
formal foundation.

Fig. 5. Example business process of an EPC

The absence of formal grounding in modeling techniques
will always result in some loss of data or semantics of the
control ﬂow. After a careful analysis of the literature we
identified temporal logic as a possible candidate to match the
above requirements. To fill this gap, it is envisaged by the
author to provide an axiomatic system based on temporal logic
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for the business process modeling that will formally ground the
modeling notion and provide a unified graphical representation
for process which would be simpler and easy to design and
more suited to majority of the user‘s needs.
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Abstract—Cache replacement policies are developed to help
insure optimal use of limited resources. Varieties of such
algorithms exist with relatively few that dynamically adapt to
traffic patterns. Algorithms that are tunable typically utilize offline training mechanisms or trial-and-error to determine optimal
characteristics.
Utilizing multiple algorithms to establish an efficient
replacement policy that dynamically adapts to changes in traffic
load and access patterns is a novel option that is introduced in
this article. A simulation of this approach utilizing two existing,
simple, and effective policies; namely, LRU and LFU was studied
to assess the potential of the adaptive policy. This policy is
compared and contrasted to other cache replacement policies
utilizing public traffic samples mentioned in the literature as well
as a synthetic model created from existing samples. Simulation
results suggest that the adaptive cache replacement policy is
beneficial, primarily in smaller cache sizes.
Keywords—cache replacement policy;
computing; adaptive caching; Web caching

I.

high

performance

INTRODUCTION

Caching in computing has been a proven form of
performance enhancement for some time, most notably in
memory paging [1] [2]. The basic premise is that objects that
are frequently used or most likely to be used can be stored in a
location that provides performance benefits by virtue of being
temporally or locally near the consumer of the object.
Temporally meaning that an object may be served more
quickly from a given location when compared to the service
time from another host location, possibly due to reduced
latency of access from faster resources (disk, memory, etc.) or
increased service bandwidth. Because cache resources are
finite in size, however, one problem in caching is that there
exists a wide variety of algorithms for replacing objects in a
filled cache.
Effective caching algorithms are necessary to insure users
experience favorable performance benefits, especially in an
environment as diverse and distributed as the Internet. Such
performance benefits are a reduction in the delay between the
time a user requests an object and its delivery to the user.
Since the Web has evolved, several caching algorithms
have been suggested in literature; Balamash and Krunz‘s
survey of replacement algorithms described no fewer than
twenty different replacement schemes [3]. Each strategy
utilizes different parameters to determine objects to replace –
Balamash classified caching policies based on whether they
utilized frequency, recency, or size information. While some
algorithms utilize a single traffic trait, others employ a

functional approach to compute a derived ‗cost‘ of an object
cache miss based on multiple parameters, thus removing the
lowest ‗cost‘ object when a replacement is required. Not
surprisingly, the research has shown that functional
approaches are generally more computationally complex than
those based on a single attribute [3]. Due to the variety of
approaches, metrics, and parameters utilized (sometimes
singly and sometimes in combination), each algorithm has
distinct performance characteristics.
Since access patterns are unique to each environment,
certain algorithms are more suitable than others depending on
the traffic situation, and one single algorithm is not best in
class for all situations. A web server that functions as a search
engine will have different traffic patterns, and thus unique
cache architecture requirements, when compared to a
university web portal, online encyclopedia, multimedia server,
etc. [4]. Algorithm designers (such as [5]) have attempted to
overcome this problem using one or more static parameters
that can be tuned offline to optimize performance through
analysis of historical object requests.
Web caches are designed to provide apparent speed
benefits to object requestors by offloading objects from the
web server itself to a location that is physically or logically
closer to the requestor and/or decreases the amount of load
experienced by the web server [6]. A web cache typically
stores its objects in some form of memory or disk. Because
these storage resources are finite, however, cache replacement
policy algorithms are utilized to determine which objects to
remove from the cache as new objects are accessed which are
deemed more productive to cache [7].
Ideally, these
replacement policy algorithms will always choose to keep the
objects that will provide the best performance.
Developing an algorithm that is optimal for all traffic
patterns is a challenging problem. Some algorithms attempt to
overcome this problem using static tuning parameters that are
set using offline training, trial-and-error, or possibly via an
educated guess. Others attempt to adapt dynamically, using
computationally complex dynamic parameters that are based
on historical object requests. Because of the ubiquity of
caching across a variety of computing environments –
microprocessors, web, thin-clients, wireless devices, etc. – and
the wide variety of possible differences in traffic and access
patterns within and across these environments, researching
methods for adaptive performance optimization is a worthy
objective.
In this article, a novel adaptive approach to finding an
efficient cache replacement policy for a given traffic pattern
by sectioning the cache storage space into areas managed by
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separate object replacement policies is introduced and
assessed. The overall cache space then utilizes a tuning
algorithm to allow the overall cache to choose the best policy
based on current access patterns. This effort focuses on
caching within a web environment. However, the approach is
extensible to other caching environments. In section II an
overview of the most prominent cache replacement policies is
provided, and in section III the adaptive cache replacement
policy is described. The assessment approach and preliminary
results are described in section IV. Last, section V highlights
the conclusions.
II.

CACHE REPLACEMENT POLICIES

A variety of cache replacement policy algorithms have
been designed and evaluated in literature, with a goal of
maximizing cache effectiveness as measured using
performance metrics such as Hit Ratio. Each algorithm
generally utilizes one or more of three pieces of information
about requested objects: recency of access, frequency of
access, or size. Algorithms range from those which are very
simple in that they only use a single traffic parameter, such as
LRU and LFU, to those which are very complex, using
multiple parameters as well as statically tuned constants, such
as Hybrid and GDSF. In the case of LRV, dynamic probability
functions – built based on static algorithm analysis – are
included but at the cost of implementation challenges and
computational complexity.
Evaluating the performance of replacement algorithms is
typically accomplished using real-world web logs (also known
as web traces). These web logs are cleansed to remove noncacheable requests (such as cgi or other dynamically generated
content), then run through a program to simulate the
replacement algorithm by ‗playing back‘ the cleansed web
log. The simulation process calculates benchmarks over a
range of cache sizes. The most common metrics are hit ratio
(HR), or the ratio of cache hits to all requests; byte hit ratio
(BHR), or the ratio of bytes returned from the cache to all
bytes requested; and latency ratio (LR), or the delay
experienced by a user for objects retrieved from the cache
verses that experienced if no objects were cached. Other
effectiveness measures include reduced packets, or the ratio of
network packets avoided due to caching to the total packets
that would have otherwise been seen by the server; and
reduced hops, a similar measure that focuses on network hops
between client and server. Balamash and Krunz define the
most common measures as follows [3]:
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cache: time since last access. The basic premise of the
algorithm is that those objects that are most likely to be
accessed will have been accessed more recently than those
that are not as likely. While simple to implement and
requiring less computational power than most other
algorithms, LRU has been outclassed by several other
replacement algorithms: Balamash and Krunz‘s experiments
showed that for large cache sizes, LUV, GDS, and Hyper-G
produced better results for both HR and LR [3], while Bahn et
al. found that for large cache sizes, LUV, Hybrid, Size, Mix,
and sw-LFU performed better for HR and LUV was better for
LR [5].
B. Least Frequently Used (LFU) Algorithm
Another relatively simple algorithm, Least Frequently
Used utilizes a frequency counter for each object in the cache.
Objects that are most frequently accessed are thus more likely
to remain in the cache and presumably provide benefit to
future users.
Similar to LRU in terms of ease of
implementation and complexity, this algorithm has also been
surpassed by algorithms that are more efficient; Bahn et al.
noted that LUV, LNC-R-W3, GDS, and LRV outperformed
LFU for HR, BHR, and LR [5].
C. Size Algorithm
The Size algorithm is another simple algorithm - size is the
only measure utilized for eviction evaluation [8]. When an
eviction is required, Size removes the largest object currently
in the cache with the idea that users are less likely to rerequest larger objects. Smaller objects, then, are more likely
to remain in the cache long-term [3]. Additionally, this allows
for a larger number of objects to remain in the cache,
potentially improving hit rates for some traffic patterns.
Algorithm implementation is simple when compared to
algorithms using multiple parameters, but exhibits generally
poor performance: Balamash et al. found that the Size
algorithm was a middle-of-the-pack performer for HR and
absolute worst for BHR and LR using a simulated DEC trace
and compared against LUV, GDS, Hyper-G, LRU, and Hybrid
algorithms.
D. Least Unified Value (LUV) Algorithm
The LUV algorithm is a more complex functional
algorithm that ―trie[s] to get the benefit of both LRU and LFU
in one unified scheme [3]‖. Each object in the cache is
assigned a value that is used during a replacement operation;
the object with the lowest value is removed. Values for each
object (i) are assigned by the following formula:

i



C
Vi (k )  i
si

i

Where: s i = size of object i; f i = total number of object
requests for object i; hi = total number of cache hits for object
i; d i = average server retrieval delay for object i; R = set of all
requested objects.
A. Least Recently Used (LRU) Algorithm
The Least Recently Used algorithm essentially uses a
single parameter to decide which object to remove from the

1
n1  2 
k

 k , i

Where: Ci is the cost of object i; s i is the size of object i;

 is a static parameter in the range 0 ≤  ≤ 1;  k , i is the time
since the kth reference to object i.
Bahn et al. did not describe a mechanism for determining
λ, simply mentioning training as an approach without
providing implementation details [5], while Katsaros and
Manolopoulos suggested trial-and-error [9]. An obvious
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drawback to either methodology is that the resulting parameter
may not provide efficient object replacement as request
patterns change. Interestingly, a value of zero for λ causes the
algorithm to behave very similar to LFU, while behavior
similar to LRU results when λ is set to one.
E. Hybrid Algorithm
Wooster et al., presented a cache policy that utilizes
several objects and request traffic statistics in a functional
computation that derives a cost (or value) for each member or
potential member of the cache [10]. The Hybrid formula is
defined as:

Vi  (rtt s  Wb / bs )  ( f i )Wn / si
Where: si= size of object i; fi= total number of object
requests for object i; rtts= round trip time from cache to server
s; bs= bandwidth from cache to server s; Wb and Wn= tuned
parameters.
Balamash and Krunz noted that Wb is tuned based on the
―importance of the connection time relative to the connection
bandwidth [3]‖, while Wn is tuned based on the ―importance of
frequency information relative to the size of the object [3].‖
These parameters are static; though they can be tuned for each
implementation, they do not change over time within the
context of the implementation. Similar to LUV, the authors
do not provide a methodology for determining the static
parameters Wb and Wn other than experimentation utilizing
trace files, which can result in less efficient cache
performance.
F. Mix Algorithm
Niclausse et al. presented an extension to the Hybrid cache
policy that adds a parameter of time since last access to the
functional cost computation [7]. The Mix formula is defined
as:

di 1  fi
r

Vi 

r2

tref i 3  si
r

r4

Where: si= size of object i; fi= total number of object
requests for object i; di = average server retrieval delay for
object i; trefi= current date and time of last request for object
i; r1, r2, r3, r4= tuned parameters.
The authors noted that tuning the parameters utilized by
the algorithm is not a trivial task and did not present a
methodology for doing so. However, their trace simulation
experiments found that using a value for r1 that was much
smaller than r2, r3, and r4 gave optimal performance, and their
published results used 1, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1 for the respective
parameters. Though the algorithm utilizes several performance
characteristics as well as tuned parameters in an attempt to
create an efficient replacement algorithm, experimentation by
Balamash found that the algorithm was one of the worst
performers, generally bested by even LRU and being superior
only to Size.
G. Greedy Dual Size with Frequency (GDSF) Algorithm
Jin and Bestavros proposed the GDSF algorithm, which is
a functional algorithm similar in approach to Mix in that it
utilizes several object statistics, but different in that it utilizes

only one pre-tuned parameter [11]. The GDSF formula is
defined as:

Vi  f i  ci / si  L
Where: si = size of object i; fi = total number of requests
for object i; ci= the cost of bringing object i into the cache; L=
a runtime factor which starts at zero when the cache is
initialized and represents the value of the most recent object to
be replaced.
Arlitt et al. noted that the best HR is achieved when ci is
set to one [12]. The runtime factor L works as follows: when
the cache is first initialized, L is set to zero. L remains zero
until the cache becomes full and an object needs to be
removed from the cache. The algorithm determines the object
with the lowest value, Vi, and removes it from the cache. The
runtime parameter L is set to the value of Vi for the ejected
object. This process continues throughout the life of the cache
such that L is an ever-increasing parameter.
Shi and Zhang, attempting to find single optimal
algorithms for HR, BHR, and LR separately, instead found
that GDSF performed best for all three metrics simultaneously
when compared to LRU, LFU, and GDS [13].
H. Lowest Relative Value (LRV) Algorithm
After extensive analysis of web traces, Rizzo and Vicisano
proposed a complex (and, according to Bahn et al., ―difficult‖
to implement) algorithm called Lowest Relative Value [14][3].
The algorithm utilizes separate computations based on
whether the object is being requested for the first time or a
subsequent time:
P ( s )  [1  D(t )]  ci / si , n  1
Vi  { 1 i
Pn  [1  D(t )]  ci / si , otherwise
Where: si= size of object i; ci= the cost of loading object i
into the cache; t= time since last request for object i; Pn=
probability of access of n+1 given access of n times; D(t)=
cumulative distribution function of object inter-access time.

The probability functions Pn and D(t) are based on
―extensive analysis of trace data [5],‖ but are computed
dynamically [14].
Rizzo provides an estimation for
computing D(t) as: D(t )  c  log( t 1 ) where  1 is a
1

parameter that ―accounts for the periodicity of frequent
references to popular documents [14]‖ and c is further defined
by the equation: c  D(t b )  log( t21 )
1

While Bahn, et al. did not examine the effectiveness of
LRV, their treatment of the algorithm noted that the Vi
equation needed to be calculated for every object in the cache
each time an object was removed. Additionally, the LRV
authors stated that the probability functions were iterative in
nature. While the algorithm is adaptive to traffic, then, it is
not only difficult to implement but also computationally
complex.
I. Advanced Replacement Cache (ARC) Algorithm
Megiddo and Modha constructed a dynamically adaptive
cache policy that attempted to strike a balance between object
request frequency and recency. Their policy implements two
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LRU cache areas: one is a list of LRU-ordered objects that
have been requested only once and the other is a list of LRUordered objects that have been requested two or more times
[15]. They define their algorithm as
ARC(c)

Initialize T1 = B1 = T2 = B2 = 0, p = 0.
x - requested page.
Case I.
x ∈ T1 ∪ T2 (a hit in ARC(c) and
DBL(2c)):
Move x to the top of T2.
Case II. x ∈ B1 (a miss in ARC(c), a hit in
DBL(2c)):
Adapt p = min{c,p + max{|B2|/|B1|, 1} }.
REPLACE(p).
Move x to the top of T2 and place it in the
cache.
Case III. x ∈ B2 (a miss in ARC(c), a hit in
DBL(2c)):
Adapt p = max{0,p - max{|B1|/|B2|, 1} }.
REPLACE(p).
Move x to the top of T2 and place it in the
cache.
Case IV. x ∈ L1 ∪ L2 (a miss in DBL(2c) and ARC(c)):
case (i) |L1| = c:
if
|T1|
<
c
then
delete
the
LRU page of B1.
REPLACE(p).
else delete LRU page of T1 and remove it from
the cache.
case (ii) |L1| < c and |L1| + |L2| ≥ c:
if |L1| + |L2| = 2c then delete the LRU page of
B 2.
REPLACE(p).
Put x at the top of T1 and place it in the cache.
Subroutine REPLACE(p)
if (|T1| ≥ 1) and ((x ∈ B2 and |T1| = p) or (|T1| > p)) then
move the LRU page of T1 to the top of B1 and remove it from
the cache.
else move the LRU page in T2 to the top of B2 and remove
it from the cache.
In their implementation, T1 and T2 represent the list of
most recently requested objects in lists L1 and L2, respectively.
Similarly, B1 and B2 represent the list of least recently
requested objects in lists L1 and L2, respectively. The
parameter p dynamically adjusts such that the overall cache
contains ―the p most recent [objects] from L1 and c-p most
recent [objects] from L2.― [15]. The authors‘ experimental
results show that the ARC algorithm does outperform LRU in
their trials. Unfortunately, the experiments were performed
using traffic traces specific to their research facility rather than
publicly available traces, making direct comparisons to other
published algorithms impossible.
III.

Size: x
Policy: R

Fig. 1. Simple Cache Architecture

This article focuses on an adaptive cache replacement
policy that allows for a short period of possibly less efficient
cache performance while still providing some cache benefits,
directly leading to an efficient algorithm choice without the
need for trace file collection or offline training. The approach
is similar to that of ARC, except that it is adaptable to
replacement policy choices other than LRU and possibly
extensible to more than two policies. The rest of this section
outlines the new multiple-algorithm approach to dynamically
choosing an efficient replacement policy.
The new approach modifies the simple cache architecture
by splitting its finite area into n separate parts, each governed
by a distinct replacement policy, Ri. In such an architecture,
each partition would start with size x/n. Figure 2 depicts this
generalized architecture.
Size: x/n

Size: x/n
...

Policy: R0 Policy: R1

Policy: Rn

Fig. 2. Generalized n-Policy Cache Architecture

Considering a two-parts cache architecture, a second
modification allows for the size of each area y and y’ to adjust
dynamically based on traffic patterns while their combined
sizes are never greater than x, as illustrated in figure 3.
Caches are initialized to be completely empty, so a cache
system has no history on which to base the loading or removal
of objects. The multi-algorithm approach primes each cache
area with objects as they are being requested. The priming
process alternates loading objects between the two caches, y
and y’, until both areas are full. Additionally, a cached object
can exist in only one area at a time, not both simultaneously.
During the load process, the cache policies continue to work
normally – if a cached object is re-requested, it is provided by
the cache area from which it resides. If one area becomes full
during the priming phase, the other area continues to be filled
until it, too, is completely primed.
Once primed, a secondary algorithm begins to dynamically
adjust the size of the caches based on which area is serving the
most cache hits. This is accomplished using a dynamic
parameter  that is initially set to x/2 and is used to calculate
the current size of each cache area, mathematically:
y 

Size: ρ

Size: x - ρ

Policy: R

Policy: R’

ADAPTIVE REPLACEMENT POLICY

Memory-based caching being finite in nature is typically
governed by a single cache-replacement policy. A simplified
and generalized architecture for a cache area x governed by
replacement policy R is depicted in figure 1.

Size: x/n

y'  x  

Fig. 3. Two-Policy Cache Architecture with Parameter
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When area y experiences a cache hit,  is increased by the
size of the object being requested. Alternatively, when area y’
sees a hit,  is decreased by the requested object size. If the
total size of all objects cached for an area exceeds the dynamic
size, cache replacement policies kick in and objects are
removed until the total object size is less than or equal to the
dynamic allocation.
The initial theory behind the new multi-algorithm
replacement policy hypothesized that a cache area x would
adapt to changing traffic patterns in a manner similar to that of
ARC. Instead, another interesting result emerged from the
simulation results: the overall area x generally converges to
either replacement policy R or R’, depending on which policy
yields best results for the traffic pattern. The multi-algorithm
policy is outlined as follows:
Given:
L1 is list using LRU policy
L2 is list using LFU policy
x is total cache size
0 < |L1| ≤ ρ and ρ < |L2| ≤ x
LFRU3 (x) Initialize L1 = L2 = 0, ρ = x/2.
o - requested object.
Case I. o  L1 (a miss in LFU, a hit in LRU):
If
L1 is
primed,
L2 is
primed,
ρ>
sizeof(o), and ρ +sizeof(o)< x
Adapt ρ = ρ + sizeof(o).
Move o to the top of L1.
If |L2| > x - ρ, evict LFU objects until
|L2| ≤ x – ρ and mark L2 as primed.
Case II. o  L2 (a miss in LRU, a hit in LFU):
If L1 is primed, L2 is primed, x - ρ >
sizeof(o), and ρ - sizeof(o) > 0
Adapt ρ = ρ - sizeof(o).
Increase frequency of o in L2.
If |L1| > ρ, evict LRU objects until |L1|
≤ ρ and mark L1 as primed.
Case III. o  L1  L2 (a miss in LRU and LFU):
If ((L1 is not primed and L1 has fewer
entries than L2)
or (L1 is not primed and L2 is primed)
or (L1 is primed and L2 is primed and ρ
< x/2))
and ρ + sizeof(o) < x
(LRU is doing better or needs primed)
add o to the top of L1.
Else
If ((L2 is not primed and L2 has fewer
entries than L1)
or (L2 is not primed and L1 is
primed)
or (L1 is primed and L2 is primed))
and ρ - sizeof(o) > 0
(LFU is doing better or needs
primed)
add o to L2 with frequency of 1.
ρ remains unchanged.
If |L1| > ρ, evict LRU objects until
|L1| ≤ ρ and mark L1 as primed.
If |L2| > x - ρ, evict LRU objects
until |L2| ≤ x - ρ and mark L2 as
primed.

IV.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

An experiment was designed to assess the effectiveness of
the adaptive policy using two algorithms where the cache was
split into two parts. LRU algorithm was chosen for policy R
and the LFU algorithm was chosen for policy R’. These

policies were chosen due to their computational simplicity
[16] and the fact that many if not most existing policies utilize
recency and/or frequency in their design [3].
Two traces from the Internet Traffic Archive [17] were
chosen to carry out the validation process: one from Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) and another from the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The trace files were
chosen primarily based on how they performed under
simulation; DEC generally performed better using the LRU
policy whereas EPA generally showed a preference for the
LFU policy.
Additionally, the DEC trace files were
previously utilized in algorithm research by in [5], [16], [11],
[3], and [14] while the EPA trace files were used in [18].
Finally, a third trace file was created to alternate requests from
the DEC and EPA trace files in order to craft a synthetic trace
file for analysis that mimicked two simultaneous unique traffic
patterns.
These web traces were applied using a cache simulator
written by Pei Cao, known as Uniform [19]. Employed in
other research ([20], [21], and [22]) and written in C, this
application readily facilitated the simulation of the LRU
replacement policy. The simulator was enhanced by
implementing the LFU policy as well as the adaptive policy,
LFRU3, in order to simulate these policies along with the
already available LRU. Additionally, each policy utilized a
threshold mechanism that existed in the initial simulator and
was implemented in newly added policies (LFU and LFRU3).
The threshold process refused to cache objects above a certain
size (250kB in this experiment) so that one large object could
not ‗pollute‘ the cache, meaning that a request for one large
object would not cause many smaller and possibly more
beneficial objects to be removed.
The performance of the three primed with thresholding
versions of the three algorithms were compared to determine
the effectiveness of LFRU3.
Figures 4-6 depict the
performance using the DEC, EPA, and synthetic DECEPA
trace files, respectively. For the DEC trace the adaptive policy,
LFRU3, has nearly the same performance as the best
algorithm (LRU) for smaller cache sizes and very close in
performance at the largest cache size, as shown in figure 4.
This indicates that LFRU3 successfully converged to the
better of the two algorithms in all test cases.
In the EPA simulations the new two-algorithm policy
chose the better (LFU) algorithm in two scenarios – cache
sizes of 0.05% and 10% of maximum (5 simulations). For
these five simulations, then, LFRU3 successfully converged to
the better of the two algorithms 40% of the time. It is
encouraging to note that at the 0.05% cache size, where the
LRU algorithm and LFU algorithm showed the most dramatic
performance differential, the adaptive policy successfully
converged to the better of the two algorithms, as shown in
figure 5.
The synthetic simulation showed the most promise. In this
simulation the new approach was actually superior to the other
algorithms for smaller cache sizes. It delivered an 8% HR
improvement over LFU and 48% improvement over LRU for
the 0.05% cache size. At 0.5% cache size, the results were
less pronounced but still superior: 1.4% HR improvement
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over LFU and 9.6% better than LRU, as shown in figure 6.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the HR for these two cache sizes over
simulation time.
0.3

Results in Figure 7 illustrate that for the smallest cache,
LFRU3 performs consistently better than the other algorithms,
and all three algorithms have consistent performance
throughout the life of the simulation. Thus, the convergence
to superior performance over the other algorithms occurs very
early in the lifecycle of the cache and remains constant
throughout, a very encouraging result.
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The next largest cache shows LRU starting strong but
quickly being surpassed by both LFU and the new approach,
with LFRU3 consistently better than LFU throughout the
examination period, as shown in figure 8. While in this case
the new policy is not superior at the first examination period
(10% of the trace), it quickly exceeds the performance of the
initial best performer and shows gradual improvement and
superior performance throughout the remainder of the cache
lifecycle.
For Byte Hit Rate (BHR), the performance gain was not as
pronounced. As Figure 9 illustrates, the LFRU3 policy slightly
edges the next-best performer, LFU, at the smaller size, but
performance at other sizes varies. Reduced latency (LR), a
measure of the reduction of time spent waiting for objects,
shows promise.
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Figure 10 shows that LR is nearly identical to that for HR
– LRFU3 is the best LR performer for the two smallest caches.
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V.

[14]

CONCLUSIONS

[17]

Caching for Web documents is a hugely beneficial
function, and much research has been published on cache
replacement policies. While the replacement algorithms
themselves may factor in one, a few, or many parameters
related to the objects and their request history, a multialgorithm policy has not been attempted. While this article
focuses on a two-policy architecture, it is expected that it can
be effective for more than two policies.
Simulations of the multi-algorithm cache replacement
policy shows that it is a viable approach that can adapt itself to
the better of two replacement policies in many instances, and
provide superior performance in some others. The empirical
results support that the adaptive policy works particularly well
in environments with limited cache sizes.
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Abstract—The types of coal are multiplex in domestic small
and medium sized boilers, and with unstable ingredients, the
method of maintaining the amount of wind and coal supply in a
fixed proportion of the wind adjustment does not always ensure
the best economical boiler combustion process, the key of
optimizing combustion is to modify reasonable proportion of
wind and coal online. In this paper, a kind of fuzzy selfoptimizing control based on differential evolution algorithm is
proposed, which applied in the power plant boiler system, the
boiler combustion efficiency has been significantly improved
than previous indirect control. In this paper, a thermal power
plant is our research object, in the case of determining the
optimum system performance, the unit efficiency can be
increased significantly using this method, and the important
issues of energy efficiency of power plants can be successfully
solved.
Keywords—fuzzy self-optimizing control; differential evolution
algorithm; best ratio of wind to coal; boiler efficiency

I.

INTRODUCTION

Boiler combustion control system is a nonlinear system,
and with the characteristics of time-varying, noise disturbing,
pure hysteresis, the experience of the operator can’t be used
with the conventional control methods. But in the process of
the actual operation of the boiler, these experiences
information is important. Optimal control of modern control
theory is also difficult to be applied in the modelling of such
systems. However, fuzzy control can be just applied to control
the unknown or changing process for this kind of mathematical
model [1].Using fuzzy theory and fuzzy control method, the
experience of the operator can be summed up. Moreover, a
kind of fuzzy control strategy can be achieved using this fuzzy
logic inference method.
In this paper, thermal power plant is our research object,
the power plant is small, and it has three 12MW units, 3 sets of
150t/h coal-fired boiler. The self-optimizing simulation is used
to find the best ratio of wind to coal, and combining differential
evolution algorithm, the quantization factor y will be

optimized, then fuzzy control technology is used to regulate the
speed of blower speed and coal feeder, finally 3 boilers of the
thermal power plant cogeneration combustion efficiency
significantly will be improved than previous indirect control,
which is agreed with our above analysis.
II. BOILER FUZZY SELF-OPTIMIZING CONTROL SYSTEM
AND D IFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
A． PID fuzzy controller system
The error and error change rate between the amount
transferred and the fixed value as input variables are always
used in the general fuzzy controller; therefore, it has the similar
effect with the conventional PD controller [2]. A good dynamic
quality can be obtained using such fuzzy controller in control
system. However, steady-state error of the amount transferred
is difficult to eliminate. In order to eliminate the steady-state
error of the control system, PID fuzzy control system can be
used as shown in Fig1. In the figure, e and ė are respectively
the error and error derivative. Conventional control table form
is used for fuzzy control.
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Fig. 1. PID fuzzy controller schematics

Output control table need to be changed to the amount of
actual control value through an output link, and then coupled to
the controlled object to achieve the control. Commonly, the
two ways of output link used are proportional output and
integral output, the former has a fast step response
characteristic, but it is error control; the latter can be close to
the no error control, but with the slow response and the
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overshoot is relatively large. The combination of both ways is
used in the system, which have advantages of a small
overshoot and short time transient.
Mathematical expression of PD-type fuzzy controller can
be derived by algebraic product-addition-focus fuzzy inference
method:
u  A  Pe  De

(1)

In formula (1), A  u  u i 1, j  u i, j e  u i 1, j  u i, j e
i, j
i
j
e i 1  e i
e j 1  e j
D 
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u i, j 1  u i, j
e j 1  e j
u i  1, j  u i, j
ei  1  ei

Thus input-output relationship of the input and output PID
fuzzy controller can obtained as shown in Figure 1:

the appropriate α is an important means to reduce boiler heat
loss and improve thermal efficiency.
In this system, α is the seeking optimization index, if:

α  [1.15,1.25]

(3)

Start fuzzy self-optimizing search, when α is within the
range of 1.15 to 1.25, indicates that the optimum working
range has been found, and then optimization can be stopped.
Self-optimizing fuzzy controller works as follows:
combustion coal as an index used to find the best ratio of wind
to coal [5] with fuzzy self-optimizing controller. Increment of
coal consumption △y will be measured at each sampling
period, accord to △y and the optimization step of previous
cycle to determinate the optimization step. △Y and △X are coal
consumption and fuzzy linguistic variables of the steps. y is
quantization factor of △y, which converts the fuzzy linguistic
variables of coal consumption increment △Y to the actual
value, x is scale factor, which convert the △X to actual value
of the step.

u  K p U  K i  Udt 
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The above mentioned fuzzy controller have four adjustable
parameters: quantify factors K1 、 K2, scale factor p and
integral coefficient Ki, increasing K1、K2 , the resolution of
the error can be improved, then the control accuracy is also
improved. But if K1、K2 are too big, it will bring unstable for
the system [3]. Increasing p or Ki, response speed will increase,
but which will lead to oscillate. Based on actual adjusted
experience, the desirable value as
, p
i .
When
and
are too larger, p and i should be decreased,
and when the sampling period is longer, then and can be
chosen larger.
B． Fuzzy self-optimizing controller in the ratio of wind to
coal
In the boiler control, due to the amount of pulverized coal
cannot be accurately measured online, so the excess air
coefficient α is used to substitute β which represents the ratio
of wind to coal volume, so ratio of wind to coal and α are
equivalent. The ratio of actual air volume (V) and the
theoretical air amount ( o ) is the excess air factor α. According
to "Safety Engineering Dictionary", exhaust of the boiler is
qualified when the excess air coefficient α is within the range
of 1.15 to 1.25 of the thermal power plant [4], in addition, the
thermal efficiency is highest at this time. If excess air
coefficient α is too large, excess air flue gas will take too much
heat, increasing exhaust gas temperature will lead to heat loss
increasing, at the same time, it will produce a large amount
of
x and
x pollution; on the contrary, if α is too small,
complete combustion of fuel cannot be guaranteed. Selecting
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy self-optimizing controllor based on differential evolution
algorithm for the ratio of wind to coal

In practical applications, in order to ensure the stability of
self-optimizing process, a stop link [6] is added. If the
temperature of the furnace has a big fluctuation due to
environment distribution, the search should be stopped to avoid
malfunction.
Selecting △Y, △X respectively as 8 and 6 linguistic
variables of fuzzy subsets is contained as follows:
△Y { B, M,
,
, P , P , PM, PB}
△X { B, M,
, P , PM, PB}
NB, NM, NS, NO, PO, PS, PM, PB respectively denote
negative big, negative medium, negative small, negative zero,
positive zero, positive small, positive medium and positive big.
The fuzzy domain of △Y and △X are defined as 14 and 12
grades:
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Yα {-6,-5,-4,- ,- ,- ,-0, +0, + , + , + , +4,+5,+6}
Xα {-6,-5,-4,- ,- ,- , + , + , + , +4, +5,+6}
Self-optimizing search process control rules showed as in
Table I.△Xt- is the optimization step of previous cycle, △Xt is
the optimization step. Table II shows the rule table about fuzzy
self-optimizing control in the ratio of wind to coal.
TABLE I.

RULE TABLE ABOUT FUZZY SELF-OPTIMIZING CONTROL IN THE
RATIO OF WIND TO COAL

△
△Y

△

NB
NM
NS
NO
PO
PS
PM
PB

NB

NM

NS

PS

PM

PB

PB
PM
PS
PS
PS
NS
NM
NB

PB
PB
PM
PS
PS
NM
NB
NB

PB
PB
PM
PS
PS
NM
NB
NB

NB
NB
NM
NS
NS
PM
PB
PB

NB
NB
NM
NS
NS
PM
PB
PB

NB
NM
NS
NS
NS
PS
PM
PB

Control strategy of the controller can be summarized as
follows:
IF △Xt- =NB AND △Y=NB THEN △Xt =PB
IF △Xt- =NB AND △Y=NM THEN △Xt =PM

more precise to the actual value after each optimization, boiler
efficiency ratio is improved significantly, and especially at low
load.
C． Differential evolution algorithm
The basic idea of differential evolution algorithm is: the
individuals of current population followed through mutation
and crossover operation and produce tested individual, then,
based on the greedy thoughts, the optimum individual is
selected; thereby the new populations are generated. When in
the process of t times iteration, the i-th population of
individuals xti (xti ,xti , ,xtid ),i , ,
p is a d-dimensional
candidate solution vector, the individual with best fitness value
of all individuals are denoted xtbest (xtbest ,xtbest , ,xtbest ) ,then
three-steps operation as mutation, crossover, selection are
performed in the process of the t-th iterations[7].
1) Mutation
Mutation operation is achieved by DE algorithm with the
differential method. There are a variety of differential
strategies, common differential strategy is to select randomly
two different individuals in the t-th generation of the
population, after multiplying the vector difference of the two
individual with variability factor, and a synthetic new
individuals with upcoming individual variationuti ,uti is called
variation vector. DE/rand/1 variation formula as follows:
u idt  x rt1j  F  (x rt2j  x rt3j )(j  1,2,  d)

…
Apply synthesis rules of fuzzy inference, and coupled with
manual correction, the ultimate self-optimizing control table
can be obtained as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

TABLE ABOUT FUZZY SELF-OPTIMIZING CONTROL IN THE RATIO
OF WIND TO COAL
Xαt-1

Xαt
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The search speed can be improved by increasing x and y ,
the value of x can also affect the loss of search, so y can be
chosen based on the search speed requirements, x can be
chosen according to the requirements of the loss of search. The
differential evolution algorithm is added in the system to
optimize the value of the quantization factor y , making the
fuzzy value of incremental coal consumption can be conversed

(4)

There, utij is j-dimensional components of variation vectoruti ,
F is variability factor, used to adjust the differential scaling of
multiple, usually selected as the value between (0, 1], three
random numbers r 、r 、r are different from each other and
t

not equal to i, xtr is called a parent basis vectors, xtr -xr is a
parent difference vector, then crossover to xti and variation
vector uti are implemented.
2) Crossover
I-th individual xti and variation vector uti generated by
mutation work as the following crossover:
t

u ij , if rand  CR
y   t
(j  1,2,  , d)

x ij , otherwise
t
ij

(5)

There, ytij is the individual of xti j-dimensional components
corresponding to the test individual yti , rand is random numbers
distributed uniformly between [0, 1], is cross-factor, usually
the value is pre-set within the range [0, 1], cross factor
determines the proportion of each component of variation
vector uti in the tested individuals yti .When
, tested
individual is equal to the variation individual.
3) Selection
Comparing produced tested individual yti with the
individual xti , the optimum individual of both individual is
selected as the next generation. Therefore, comparing the
fitness of tested individual and individual xti , when the fitness
of tested individualyti is better than the fitness of individuals xti ,
yti will replace individual xti and become the next generation of
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t
individuals xt+
i , otherwise, xi will be retained and become
t+
individual xi of generation t+1.

yit , if fitness(yit )  fitness(xit )
x it 1  
x it , otherwise

(6)

When the fitness of xt+
is better than the fitness of xt+
i
best ,
t+
t+
t+
update xbest , make xbest xi , and save the best fitness
value fitnessbest . In this way, crossover, mutation and selection
operations should be repeated, until the population optimal
adaptation meet the pre-set threshold value or reach the
maximum number of iterations. At this point the best fitness
value corresponding to the individual is the optimal solution
searched by DE algorithm for optimizing this problem. The
system uses differential evolution algorithm to optimize
quantitative factor y to improve the efficiency of the boiler
system, especially in low-load operation.
III. EFFECT OF THIS SYSTEM AFTER APPLIED TO THE
THERMAL POWER PLANT
A． Improvement of boiler efficiency
Boiler efficiency is the average in a certain statistical cycle,
the average efficiency of a reference period is calculated as
follows:
η  9143

D
B

N

%

(7)

boiler efficiency after adding self-optimizing fuzzy control, and
curve 3 is boiler efficiency after using differential evolution
algorithm to optimize quantitative factors y . As seen from
figure 3, when running with full capacity, boiler efficiency is
improved as approximately 0.9% after using fuzzy selfoptimizing controller in the ratio of wind to coal than manual
control, and incorporating the differential evolution algorithm
into the boiler system, its efficiency can increased by
approximately 0.2%, especially in low-load operation,
efficiency is more significant.
B． Saving coal and emission reduction of the power
Restricted by detection technology and indirect control,
improper wind supply often causes a substantial loss of heat or
incomplete combustion of fuel. The best control system based
on the current thermal power plants can only guarantee the
energy conversion efficiency is generally about 35% [8], it is
already a very high conversion efficiency of burning calories,
the average thermal efficiency of thermal power plants is about
32.5%, system efficiency can be increased by 1.1% when
running with full capacity, so in this way we can get
considerable energy savings.
Note: The standard coal calorific value calculated using
7000 Kcal / kg. The average heating ratio of thermal power
plant is about 84.58%.
TABLE III.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE 12 MW UNIT

N

In formula (7), ∑
represents the standard steam
production during the reference period; ∑ B represents the
standard coal consumption during the reference period.
Fuzzy self-optimizing controller in the ratio of wind to coal
is used in unit, the coal amount is fed back to input value,
change the wind volume to change the ratio of wind to coal to
achieve the high efficiency of the boiler, the simulation results
shown in Figure 3.

24h

30d

Output power
/kWh

0.2714

8.143

99.07

Heat input /Kcal

158.71

46764.69

60976.937

6680.67

87109.97

Coal
consumption of
unit /t
TABLE IV.

Output power
/kWh
Saving energy
/Kcal
Saving standard
coal
consumption /t

226.72

365d

ENERGY SAVINGS OF THE 12 MW UNIT
24h

30d

365d

0.2743

8.2335

100.16

4.45

133.04

1624.79

2.494

74.789

957.167

It can be seen from Table III and Table IV, the energysaving effect is obvious after using the control method in this
article.

Fig. 3. Contrast curve of boiler efficiency

In figure 3, curve 1 is the boiler efficiency when manually
adjusting the ratio of the wind to coal of the system, curve 2 is

Combining with fuzzy self-optimizing control method
based on differential evolution algorithm in this article, the
boiler combustion control technology is achieved, applied in
the three 12MW units in the thermal power plant, its efficiency
is increased by 1.1%, a boiler can save 957 tons of standard
coal one year, so three units can save about 2,871 tons of
standard coal in a year. This has a significant effect on energysaving，environmental protection, and reducing atmospheric
dust pollution for the plant.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Fuzzy self-optimizing controller in the ratio of wind to coal
is used in the unit with appropriate modification, the coal
amount is fed back to the forward input value, and so that
ventilation can rapidly changing with the amount of fuel
changes, and the ratio of wind to coal can be controlled within
an appropriate range.

Collision Avoidance System based on Vehicle Wireless
Communication" (No.12YZ151).
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Abstract—Efficient optic disc segmentation is an important task
in automated retinal screening. For the same reason optic disc
detection is fundamental for medical references and is important
for the retinal image analysis application. The most difficult
problem of optic disc extraction is to locate the region of interest.
Moreover it is a time consuming task. This paper tries to overcome
this barrier by presenting an automated method for optic disc
boundary extraction using Fuzzy C Means combined with
thresholding. The discs determined by the new method agree
relatively well with those determined by the experts. The present
method has been validated on a data set of 110 colour fundus
images from DRION database, and has obtained promising results.
The performance of the system is evaluated using the difference in
horizontal and vertical diameters of the obtained disc boundary
and that of the ground truth obtained from two expert
ophthalmologists. For the 25 test images selected from the 110
colour fundus images, the Pearson correlation of the ground truth
diameters with the detected diameters by the new method are 0.946
and 0.958 and, 0.94 and 0.974 respectively. From the scatter plot, it
is shown that the ground truth and detected diameters have a high
positive correlation. This computerized analysis of optic disc is very
useful for the diagnosis of retinal diseases.

Many existing techniques can be used with reasonable
success to extract the optic disc and disc boundary. Huiqi Li et al.
[3] designed yet another method based on Principle Component
Analysis to localize OD automatically. Snake Active Contour
methodology for optical disc detection was proposed by
Thitiporn et al. [4]. The contrast of the optical disc is used as the
significant feature in this work. But the initialization of size and
shape of the contour is in fact, a practical difficulty of this
approach.

Keywords—fundus image; optic nerve head; optic disc; Fuzzy CMeans clustering

A method to automatically segment the optic using
morphological approach was developed by Welfer D et al.[10]
Siddalingaswamy et al. [11] proposed a method for automatic
localization and accurate boundary detection of OD using
iterative thresholding technique. Yuji Hatanaka, et al. [12] used a
Canny edge detection filter for OD edge detection. Amin
Dehghani et al. [13] designed histogram matching technique for
OD localization. Angel Suero et al.[14] used morphological
techniques for OD localization. Fuzzy C Means Clustering with
thresholding is used in this work for the extraction of optic disc.
Fuzzy C-Means is an unsupervised technique that has been
successfully applied for feature analysis, clustering, and to
classify designs in the fields such as geology, medical imaging
and image segmentation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The fundus images are used for diagnosis by trained
clinicians to check any abnormality or any sort of change in the
retina. A healthy retinal image contains anatomical structures like
the macula, the optic disc and blood vessels. The retinal optic
disc is the region from where the optic nerve of the retina
emanates. Hence, it often serves as an important landmark and
reference for other features in a retinal fundus image. The optic
disc (OD) in a healthy retinal image usually appears as a bright
yellowish and circular shaped object which is partly covered with
blood vessels. Diseases with symptoms on the fundus images are
very complex. For the OD, differences in the color, shape, edge
or vasculature may signify a pathological change [1]. The
information about the OD can be used to detect the severity of
some diseases such as glaucoma.
An efficient segmentation of the OD is essential to diagnose
various stages of many retinal diseases. The optic disc appears as
an elliptical region with high intensity in retinal images [2]. The
method of optic disk boundary detection can be separated into
two steps: optic disc extraction and disc boundary detection.

A novel method to locate the optic nerve in fundus images
was developed by Hoover A. et al. [5]. They used Fuzzy
convergence to determine the origin of the blood vessel network.
Hough Transform was used for OD detection by Chrastek et al.
[6]. Juan Xu et al. [7] used a modified Active Contour Model for
OD detection. The smoothing update equation of Snake model is
modified and used in this approach for performance
enhancement. Genetic Algorithm (GA) based optic disk detection
is reported by Enrique et al.[8 ]. Echegaray et al.[9 ] developed a
method for automatic initialization of a level-set segmentation
algorithm to find the margin of the optic disc in fundus images as
an indicator for glaucoma.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the materials used for the new method. In Section III, a
new algorithm for the efficient extraction of optic disc boundary
ocular fundus images is presented. The results are presented in
Section IV, and conclusions are given in Section V.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All the images used in this paper are obtained from the
DRION database. There are 110 retinal colour fundus images
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with an array size of 400 × 600 x 3 pixels, along with the optic
nerve contours traced by two experts.
III.

ALGORITHM DEVELOPED

The algorithm is composed mainly of four steps. First, the red
channel of the colour retinal image is separated. Then the blood
vessels are removed. Thirdly the Fuzzy C Means Clustering
operation is applied on the vessel-free image. Thresholding is
used for the extraction of OD from this image. The boundary of
the extracted OD is traced and, finally this extracted boundary is
overlaid on the ground truth image. Performance analysis is done
comparing the detected diameters with the ground truth
diameters. Statistical analysis is done using scatter plot, which
gives high positive correlation between the detected boundary
and ground truth boundary.
A. Preprocessing
The preprocessing step removes variations due to image
acquisition, such as inhomogeneous illumination [15].
Techniques such as morphological operations are applied to the
input image. The following sessions elaborate the different
preprocessing operations used in this paper.
1) Selection of Red Channel
In fundus images, the optic disc belongs to the brightest point
of the image. The OD is often present in the red field as a welldefined white shape, brighter than the surrounding area. This
color channel provides the highest contrast between OD and back
ground [16]. So the red channel of the RGB colour image is used
in this paper for the extraction of optic disc regions in the retinal
fundus images.
2) Removal of blood vessels
Blood vessels within the OD act as strong distracters, and so
they should be erased from the image beforehand. Mathematical
morphology can extract important shape characteristics and also
remove irrelevant information. It typically probes an image with
a small shape or template known as a structuring element
[15][17]. In this method a morphological closing operation is
performed on the red channel. The erosion operation first
removes the blood vessels and then the dilation approximately
restores the boundaries to their former position. The closing
operation is given in equation (1).
Closing: I S ( A, B)  A  B  E( D( A,  B), B)

(1),

where A is the red channel of the input image and B is a
10x10 symmetrical disc structuring element to remove the blood
vessels, and IS represents the resultant vessel free, smoothed
output image. Figure 1(a), Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c) show the
input image, the red channel of the input image, and the
smoothed image. In the case of bright images intensity
adjustment is also done.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1. The preprocessing steps (a) Input Image (b) Red channel
(c) Blood vessel Removal

B. OPtic Disc Boundary Extraction
1) Fuzzy C Means Clustering combined with Thresholding
The smoothed image Is is further processed for the extraction
of the OD. The method presented here is a combination of Fuzzy
algorithm, C Means clustering and Thresholding. Clustering
involves the task of dividing data points into homogeneous
classes or clusters so that items in the same class are as similar as
possible and items in different classes are as dissimilar as
possible. Most Fuzzy clustering algorithms are objective
function based: They determine an optimal classification by
minimizing an objective function. In objective function based
clustering usually each cluster is represented by a cluster
prototype. This prototype consists of a cluster center and maybe
some additional information about the size and the shape of the
cluster. The cluster center is an instantiation of the attributes used
to describe the domain concerned. The size and shape parameters
determine the extension of the cluster in different directions of
the underlying domain. Depending on the data and the
application, different types of similarity measures may be used to
identify classes, where the similarity measure controls how the
clusters are formed. In this new method intensity value is used as
the similarity measure [18] [19]. Thresholding is one of the most
powerful techniques for image segmentation in which the pixels
are partitioned, depending on their intensity value, which would
correspond to the background and the object [15]. The
segmentation is then achieved by grouping all pixels having
intensity greater than the threshold into one class, and all other
pixels into another class.
2) Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algorithm
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) Clustering is a clustering technique
which employs fuzzy partitioning such that a data point can
belong to all groups with different membership grades between 0
and 1.
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It is an iterative algorithm. The aim of FCM is to find cluster
centers (centroids) that minimize a dissimilarity function. This
algorithm works by assigning membership to each data point
corresponding to each cluster center on the basis of difference
between the cluster center and the data point. The more the data
is near to the cluster center, the more is its membership towards
the particular cluster center. Clearly, summation of the
membership of each data point should be equal to 1. FCM is a
method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to
two or more clusters. It is based on minimization of the following
objective function in equation (2).

,

(2)

where m is any real number greater than 1, uij is the degree of
membership of xi in the cluster j, xi is the ith of d-dimensional
measured data, cj is the d-dimension center of the cluster, and
||*|| is any norm expressing the similarity between any measured
data and the center. Fuzzy partitioning is carried out through an
iterative optimization of the objective function shown above,
with the update of membership uij and the cluster centers cj given
by:

Step4. If || U (k+1) - U (k)||<
to step2. [19][20]

then STOP; otherwise return

The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox command line function, fcm is
used for generating clusters in this paper. This function starts
with an initial guess for the cluster centers, which are intended to
mark the mean location of each cluster. Next, fcm assigns every
data point a membership grade for each cluster. In this paper
three clusters are generated with low, medium and high
membership grades. The outputs obtained are three cluster
centers C1, C2 and C3 and membership function matrix M with
membership-grades, which are the intensity values of pixels.
3) Thresholding
Thresholding is the operation of converting a multilevel
image into a binary image i.e., it assigns the value of 0
(background) or 1 (objects or foreground) to each pixel of an
image based on a comparison with some threshold value T
(intensity or color value) [15]. As mentioned earlier the main
feature of the OD is that it is having the highest intensity. The
disc is extracted using the highest intensity and it is used as the
threshold for the OD extraction. The threshold T is computed
using the following method. From the generated clusters, first the
cluster with maximum membership grade is found, and the
corresponding grades are assigned with the same identification
label. From the smoothed image, pixels with this gray level value
are accessed, the average of the maximum and minimum
intensity values are computed to obtain the threshold value T.
i.e., T = [Max (data (value)) + Min (data (value))]

(3)

(5)

In the above equation, data represents the data points of the
smoothed image and label represents the cluster value with the
highest membership grade. By applying the threshold T on the
smoothed image IS the image is converted to a binary image IB.
The following formula (6) [15] is used for the binary image
extraction.

(4)
IB(x, y) =

This iteration will stop when

1, if IS (x, y) > T

(6)

0, if IS (x, y) <= T
, where
is a termination
criterion between 0 and 1, whereas k –s are the iteration steps.
This procedure converges to a local minimum or a saddle point
of Jm.
The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
Step 1. Initialize U= [uij] matrix, as U (0)
Step 2. At k-step: calculate the centers vectors
C (k) = [Cj] with U (k)

Step 3. Update U (k), U (k+1)

Another feature of the OD is that it is of circular shape. So the
optic disc region selection process needs to be made specific to
the circular region. So the largest connected component Ri whose
shape is approximately circular is selected using the compactness
measure
C (Ri) =

(7),

where, P(Ri) is the perimeter of the region Ri and A(Ri) is the
area of the region Ri. The binary image with the compactness
smaller than the pre- specified value, (5 in the present study) is
considered as the optic disc approximation. Thus using the
condition C < 5, extraction of round objects is done, eliminating
those objects that do not meet the criteria. In some cases the
extracted image contains small unwanted objects. From the
extracted optic discs, it is found that the area of optic disc is
greater than 2500 pixels.
Hence, in order to remove the unwanted objects, the
connected components or objects that have fewer than 2500
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pixels are removed from the image producing the final binary
image with the OD.
Fig. 2(a) shows the extracted binary image and fig. 2(b)
shows the optic disc after removal of unwanted objects.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Extracted binary image (b) Extracted optic disc after
small objects

removing

From the extracted OD the exterior boundary is traced using
the bwboundaries function from the tool box and this boundary is
overlaid over the ground truth image. Figure 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c)
manifest the ground truth boundaries obtained from two experts,
shown in green and blue, together with the optic disc boundary
obtained using the new method, in white colour overlaid on the
ground truth image. It can be observed that the boundary traced
by the ophthalmologists and the boundary estimated by the
present method are close to each other.

(a)

76.9% eye hypertension. The images were acquired with a colour
analogical fundus camera, approximately centered on the ONH
and they were stored in slide format. In order to have the images
in digital format, they were digitized using a HP-PhotoSmart-S20
high-resolution scanner, RGB format, resolution 600 x 400 and 8
bits/pixel. Independent contours from 2 medical experts were
collected by using a software tool provided for image annotation.
In each image, each expert traced the contour by selecting the
most significant papillary contour points and the annotation tool
connected automatically adjacent points by a curve.
B. Implementation
The algorithm was applied on 110 images obtained from the
DRION database. Ground truth is the OD boundary traced by 2
ophthalmologists. Five of the input image, along with their
ground truth boundary as well as the detected boundary overlaid
on the input image, is shown in fig.4 (a) and fig.4 (b)
respectively.

(b)

(a)
(c)
Fig. 3. (a) Ground truth boundaries (b) extracted boundary using the new
algorithm (c ) Overlay of (a) and (b)

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Retinal Image Database
All the images used in this paper are obtained from the public
database DRION-DB. It has 110 retinal images with each image
having the resolution of 600 x 400 x 3 pixels and the optic disc
annotated by two experts with 36 landmarks. The mean age of
the patients was 53.0 years (standard Deviation 13.05), with
46.2% male and 53.8% female and all of them were Caucasian
ethnicity. 23.1% patients had chronic simple glaucoma and

(b)

Fig. 4. Examples for optic disc segmentation using the new algorithm (a) input
image (b) ground truth and detected boundary overlaid

C. Performance Analysis
The performance analysis is done using the following
parameters.
1) Mean Difference of Diameters(MDD)
The difference between both the vertical and horizontal
diameter of the detected boundary and the corresponding
diameter of the actual optic disc boundary are computed. Here
the actual vertical and horizontal diameters are the ground truth
boundary traced by the two experts. The three vertical diameters
VD1, VD2 and VD3 and the three horizontal diameters HD1,
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HD2 and HD3 are calculated using the boundaries from expert 1,
expert 2 and the contour obtained using the new method, using of
the equations (8) and (9).
VDi =
HDi =

,

(8)
(9)

where i = 1, 2, 3 and, Xmaxi, Xmini, Ymaxi, and Ymini
are respectively the maximum and minimum coordinates of
horizontal and vertical axes of the boundaries detected by expert
1, expert 2 and the present method.
Figure [5] shows the values of VD1, VD2 and VD3 as
2.9154, 2.9331 and 2.9369 and, HD1, HD2 and HD3 as 2.7671,
2.8796 and 2.9104 respectively, for a particular image. It can be
seen that the 3 values of vertical diameters and 3 values of
horizontal diameters are approximately the same.
Since, there was an inter-observer variability among the two
experts tracing the contour of OD, therefore, the average of the
contours traced by the two experts is used here. This work used
as the gold standard, for each image, the average of the
diameters obtained from the contours traced by the two experts
i.e.

GV = (VD1 + VD2)

(10)

GH = (HD1 + HD2) ,

(11)

where GV and GH are the gold standards of vertical and
horizontal ground truth diameters respectively. That is the
average of the diameters obtained from the contours traced by the
two experts.
The accuracy of the detected boundary is evaluated by the
parameter MDD which is the mean of the differences of the gold
standard diameters calculated using the equation (12).
MDD = [ ∑

–

∑

–

]

(12)

Fig. 5 shows the vertical diameter and horizontal diameter of
an image with respect to expert 1, expert 2 and the new method.
As can be seen from the figure, the values of Table 1 shows
the values of vertical and horizontal diameters of some of the
images selected from the 110 fundus images used for the
evaluation. It can be noted that the difference between the gold
standard value and the value obtained by using the present
method varies from 0 to 0.1298 in the case of vertical diameter
and from 0 to 0.1190 in the case of horizontal diameter. The
mean difference of the diameters (MDD) is evaluated as 0.0566.
The smaller the MDD, the closer is the detected boundary to the
ground truth.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. The diameters obtained using the boundaries from (a) expert 1(VD1) (b) expert 2(HD2) and (c) present method (VD3)
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TABLE I.

EVALUATION OF HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DIAMETER OF A FEW FUNDUS IMAGES

Horizontal Diameter
Image
No.

Img1
Img2
Img3
Img4
Img5
Img6
Img7
Img8
Img9
Img10
Img11
Img12
Img13
Img14
Img15
Img16
Img17
Img18
Img19
Img20
Img21
Img22
Img23
Img24
Img25

Expert
1
HD1

Expert 2
HD2

Gold
standard
GHD
(1)

Vertical Diameter

New
Method
HD3
(2)

Difference
(1) - (2)

2.6117
2.6413
2.6265
2.6194
0.0071
2.3266
2.2269
2.2768
2.3548
0.0780
2.3283
2.3548
2.3416
2.3813
0.0397
2.6988
2.6988
2.6988
2.7840
0.0852
2.5135
2.6194
2.5665
2.6194
0.0529
2.4181
2.4671
2.4426
2.3283
0.1143
2.6148
2.4575
2.5362
2.6488
0.1126
2.2906
2.1952
2.2429
2.3019
0.0590
3.0692
3.0956
3.0824
3.0692
0.0132
2.2225
2.2225
2.2225
2.1167
0.1058
2.4342
2.4342
2.4342
2.4342
0
1.9844
2.0902
2.0373
2.0646
0.0273
2.8575
2.8575
2.8575
2.9104
0.0529
2.7586
2.6087
2.6837
2.7517
0.0680
2.2907
2.2788
2.2848
2.2167
0.0681
2.6988
2.7517
2.7253
2.8104
0.0851
2.6269
2.7008
2.6639
2.6723
0.0084
2.5400
2.5665
2.5533
2.5665
0.0132
2.4606
2.4606
2.4606
2.4606
0
3.1032
3.0153
3.0593
3.0245
0.0348
2.6194
2.6458
2.6326
2.6723
0.0397
2.4077
2.4077
2.4077
2.4606
0.0529
2.6964
2.7487
2.7225
2.8046
0.0821
2.3283
2.2857
2.3070
2.2648
0.0422
2.5929
2.6194
2.6062
2.7252
0.1190
Mean difference of horizontal diameter
0 .0545
Mean difference of diameters(MDD)

2) Karl Pearson Correlation
Karl Pearson Correlation gives the multiple correlations
between the detected diameters and the ground truth diameters.
Pearson Correlation is used to check the correlation between the
obtained and detected diameters using the following formula.
r=

∑

√[ ∑

∑

∑

∑

][ ∑

∑

]

(13)

Where:
N
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

2
2

= number of pairs of scores
= sum of the products of the paired scores
= sum of x scores
= sum of y scores
= sum of squared x scores
= sum of squared x scores

Expert
1
VD1

Expert
2
VD2

Gold
standard
GVD
(3)

New
Method
VD3
(4)

2.9026
2.9962
2.9494
2.9310
3.2015
3.2544
3.2280
3.2015
2.4077
2.4606
2.4341
2.5135
2.8575
2.8575
2.8575
2.9698
2.8310
2.8310
2.8310
2.7988
2.3330
2.3575
2.3452
2.3019
2.7052
2.7374
2.7213
2.7781
2.3456
2.2755
2.3106
2.1960
3.2015
3.2544
3.2280
3.2015
2.0902
2.0638
2.0770
2.0902
2.3548
2.3548
2.3548
2.3813
1.9050
1.9315
1.9183
1.9696
2.7781
2.8046
2.7914
2.8369
2.4077
2.4871
2.4474
2.5723
1.9653
2.1624
2.0639
2.1225
2.5929
2.6194
2.6062
2.6867
2.6723
2.6723
2.6723
2.7781
2.6458
2.6458
2.6458
2.6723
2.7252
2.6988
2.7120
2.7517
3.1426
3.2215
3.1821
3.1864
2.7781
2.5929
2.6855
2.5871
2.4077
2.1960
2.3018
2.3019
2.7760
2.8910
2.8335
2.9633
2.6683
2.5585
2.6134
2.4871
2.2490
2.3019
2.2754
2.3019
Mean difference of vertical diameter
0.0566

Difference
(3) –(4)

0.0184
0.0265
0.0794
0.1123
0.0322
0.0433
0.0568
0.1146
0.0265
0.0132
0.0265
0.0513
0.0455
0.1249
0.0586
0.0805
0.1058
0.0265
0.0397
0.0044
0.0984
0
0.1298
0.1263
0.0264
0.0587

From the 25 test images, the Pearson Correlation of the
obtained horizontal and vertical diameters to the ground truth
diameters with respect to the two experts are obtained as 0.946
and 0.958 and,0.94 and 0 .974 respectively.
3) Scatter Plot Analysis
The scatter plot in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) represents the
detected vertical diameters Vs. the gold standard vertical
diameters and detected horizontal diameters Vs. gold standard
horizontal diameters with respect to the 25 test images.
It is clear from the scatter plot that there is a high positive
linear correlation between the detected and the ground truth
diameters.
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test images, it is found that the Karl Pearson Correlation of the
ground truth horizontal and vertical diameters from two experts
with respect to the detected diameters are .946 & .958and .94 &
.974 respectively. The scatter plot depicts a high positive
correlation between the gold standard and evaluated boundaries.
The present method can achieve accurate segmentation for both
normal and abnormal images. The main advantage of the
development of this method is that it is fully automated and can
be effectively used for the extraction of optic disc boundary of
retinal images, and thus to save time for retinal image screening.
At the same time, it is to be observed that, it does not extract
optic discs accurately in certain bright images. However, as a
future enhancement the advanced clustering technique could be
applied to achieve more efficient accuracy in the result in the
process of optic disc extraction.
[1]

[2]
(a)

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
(b)
Fig. 6. Scatter plot (a) detected vs. gold standard vertical diameter (b) detected
vs. gold standard horizontal diameter.

V.

[12]

CONCLUSION

A reliable and practical algorithm for the extraction of optic
disc is developed in this paper. Fuzzy C Means algorithm
combined with thresholding is used to extract the optic disc. The
performance is evaluated using the proximity of the obtained disc
contour with the ground truth contours from two experts. It is
found that Fuzzy C means combined with thresholding provides a
result which is close to the ground truth boundary. From the 25
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Abstract—Panorama generation systems aim at creating a
wide-view image by aligning and stitching a sequence of images.
The technology is extensively used in many fields such as virtual
reality, medical image analysis, and geological engineering. This
research is concerned with combining multiple images with a
region of overlap to produce a wide field of view by the detection
of feature points for images with different camera motion in an
efficient and fast way. Feature extraction and description are
important and critical steps in panorama construction. This
study presents techniques of corner detection, moment invariant
and random sampling to locate the important features and built
storing descriptors in the images under noise, transformation,
lighting, little viewpoint changes, blurring and compression
circumstances. Corner detection and normalization are used to
extract features in the image, while the descriptors are built by
moment invariant in an efficient way. Finally, the matching and
motion estimation is implemented based on the random sampling
method. The results of experiments conducted on images and
video sequences taken by handheld camera and images taken
from the internet. The results show that the proposed algorithm
generates panoramic image and panoramic video of good quality
in a fast and efficient way.
Keywords—Feature extraction; feature description; motion
estimation; registration; panoramic scene

I.

Feature-based methods find relevant image features,
known as control points, such as corners, point-like structures,
line intersections, line ending points or high-curvature points
that can be matched between two or more images. Once a
sufficient number of points have been matched by
correspondence on two images, a suitable geometric
transformation can be computed and applied to align them.
Area-based methods, also known as correlation based or
template matching methods, work by finding correspondences
between regions of the images without considering any
features. Some of these algorithms are based on cross
correlation in the spatial or frequency domain, or on mutual
information. The correlation can be estimated locally, for
example, for squared regions distributed over a regular lattice,
or globally for the whole image. If two images are correlated,
then the registration process continues by finding the
parameters of a geometric transformation that maximizes
cross correlation, and the images are aligned accordingly.
The image registration process is one of the most complex
and challenging problems of image analysis, where the
extreme diversity of images and working scenarios make
impossible for any registration algorithm to be suitable for all
applications.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Panoramic view construction is one of the most computer
vision applications that have a great attention recently. The
technology of panoramic view is developed rapidly and
becomes a kind of popular visual technology, because the
visual panorama technology can bring people a new real
visualization of the scene and interactive experience [1][2]. It
aims at creating a wide view image by aligning and stitching a
sequence of images that having a significant overlap. The
technology is extensively used in many fields such as virtual
reality, medical image analysis, mapping, visualization, and
geological engineering [2].
Image registration operation is very important for
panoramic view generation. Image Registration is the process
of matching two or more images of the scene. This requires
the estimation geometric transformations to align the images
with respect to a common reference. Image registration is of
great importance in all processing and analysis tasks based on
the combination of data from sets of images. Image
registration algorithms can be divided into two major
categories: feature-based methods and area-based methods.

RELATED WORK

Many methods have been presented in recent years.
Szeliski in [3] looks at one way to use video as a new source
of high-resolution. Video is a low-resolution medium that
compares poorly with computer displays and scanned
imagery. It also suffers, as do all input imaging devices, from
a limited field of view. He present algorithms that align
frames of video and composite scenes of increasing
complexity beginning with simple planar scenes and
progressing to panoramic scenes and, finally, to scenes with
depth variation. His approach directly minimizes the
discrepancy in intensities between pairs of images after
applying the recovered transformation.
In [4] the researchers used an algorithm based on
Correlation. For Automatic Image Registration Applications,
the features like edges are detected by using Sobel Edge
Detection Algorithm. For matching the features, first
Segmenting the image file in terms of different blocks and
then applying the Hierarchical matching to create a pyramid of
blocks. Finally, applying correlation based matching starting
from the top level of the pyramid. Otherwise take a suitable
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pixel block size say about 32 x 32 pixel block from right
image and search for the exact location of that 32 x 32 pixel
block in the left image. [5] Proposed the video serial images
registration based on a feature based method algorithm. A
matching method based on the improved algorithm can get
better image fusion and image registration which is introduced
for attaining more precise aggregate of matching points. In
order to estimate the fundamental matrix which describes the
whole geometry accurately and robustly, an improved SVD
decomposition with weighted normalized fundamental matrix
calculating method is proposed. [6] Describes a simple
method for taking two videos and creating a panoramic video.
Because using of hand held camera, it is difficult to obtain the
case of stability. Therefore to get the optimization case, the
researchers assume there is no change in acquiring
circumstances of video. They assumed that the transformation
between the two frames is the translation case. The translation
between the two frames is estimated based on the matching of
moment values for selected points in the overlapping regions.
Also, they assume to use motion estimation techniques like
three step search for the stitched frames to produce a
compressed panoramic view. The limitation of this algorithm
is, it works with the optimal case because this method is not
excellent when the distorted transformations occurred or the
gray values difference between the two images is found. [7]
Presents an approach for the panoramic view generation. First,
salient features are robustly detected from the input images by
a robust algorithm called Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT). SIFT features are invariant to translation, rotation,
image scaling and partially invariant to viewpoint,
illumination changes and image noise. These features are
matched between the successive images and hence image
transformation is estimated. Then, the image blending
technique blends the images together to get a panoramic view
without visible edge seam. [8] Proposes the feature based
image fusion approach. The fusion image system includes
features point detection, feature point descriptor extraction and
matching. A RANSAC algorithm is applied to eliminate the
number of mismatches and obtain a transformation matrix
between the images. The input image is transformed with the
correct mapping model for image stitching. In this paper,
feature points are detected using steerable filters and Harris,
and compared with traditional Harris, KLT, and FAST corner
detectors.
Our contribution is introducing a new direction for
developing the used multimedia and devising new Media more
arousing and attracting for viewers. An efficient method for
invariant feature detection is introduced based on mixing local
and global feature extraction methods. Some researchers
worked on designing the panoramic image, but this work aims
to develop an algorithm to produce the panorama in a simple
and accurate way and making it as a seed in generating films
of that type. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the general system. Section 3
includes the methodology. Section 4 explains the steps for
features detection and descriptors construction. Section 5
explains the feature matching operation and motion
estimation. Section 6 discusses the experimental results and
section 7 explains the conclusions.

III.

METHODOLOGY

The panoramic scene is constructed by alignment of
multiple images with overlapping region. The alignment
operation requires detection of similar regions in images. The
similarities between images are determined by an efficient
feature extraction method. The first step is capturing two or
more images using handheld camera. The second step is
enhancing the image details by using median filter. Then, the
important features in each image are extracted using a local
feature extraction method. The extracted features are
normalized. Normalization is important step if the illumination
invariance is required. Each extracted feature needs to
calculate a descriptor that determines its invariability under
different circumstances. The feature descriptor is calculated
using a famous region feature extraction method called
moment invariant. After that, the feature descriptors for both
images are matched using a distance metric. The matching
result is refined using second matching step based on random
sampling method and the motion between the two images is
estimated accordingly. The final step is using the estimated
motion in the construction of the panoramic scene. The
complete steps of the proposed system are shown in fig. 1
below. A hand held 4300S Nikon camera with a 16 megapixel resolution is used. Since the images and video sequences
are taken by the user. The captured images and video
sequences must have region of overlap to satisfy the condition
of generating the panoramic view.

Fig. 1. The proposed system

IV.

IMAGE PREPROCESSING

It is desirable to perform some kind of noise reduction on
an image before the analysis process. Because the edge
detection will be used later in feature extraction process, it is
important to enhance the image details first. The median
filter is a nonlinear digital filtering technique, often used to
remove noise and used here to enhance the edge details.
Median filtering is very widely used in digital image
processing because, under certain conditions, it preserves
edges while removing noise. The main idea of the median
filter is to run through the image pixel by pixel, replacing each
pixel with the median of neighboring pixels. The pattern of
neighbors is called the "window", which slides, pixel by pixel,
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over the entire image. Fig. 2 shows the result of applying
median filter with window 3 x 3. In this work, the image is
filtered with median filter first, then the filtered image is
subtracted from the original image to obtain the details image.
Then, the details image is summed with the filtered image to
get the final filtered image.

f(i-1,j-1)
f(i-1,j)
f(i-1,j+1)

f(i,j-1)
f(i,j)
f(i,j+1)

f(i+1,j-1)
f(i+1,j)
f(i+1,j+1)

Figure (4-13) pixel neighbors

The observation pixel is (i,j).
fx = f(i+1,j-1) + f(i+1,j) + f(i+1,j+1) - f(i-1,j-1) - f(i-1,j) f(i-1,j+1)
(2)
fy = f(i+1,j+1) + f(i,j+1) + f(i-1,j+1) - f(i-1,j-1) - f(i,j-1) f(i+1,j-1)
(3)
4) Three values must be obtained from the result above.
These values are called the second order moment. The first
value is the square of gradient in x-direction (fx)2. The second
value is the square of gradient in y-direction (fy)2. The third
value is the multiplication of gradient in x-direction and
gradient in y-direction (fxfy).
5) The resulted images from the previous step is smoothed
again to keep as possible only the true corners.
6) Compute the corner value (R) using the following
equation:
f ( x, y,  1)  f ( x, y) * G( 1)

Fig. 2. Implementation of the details enhancement method

V.

R

THE IMPROVED CORNER DETECTOR

The harris autocorrelation detector [9] is a development
detector of the moravec's detector. The ‘corner’ is a location in
the image where the local autocorrelation function has a
distinct peak. Corner point detection has found its application
in various computer vision tasks. In this work, improved
corner detector method is proposed to extract corner
information as the first step of the proposed algorithm.
This method not only solved the problem of the discrete
shifts, but also it deals with the issue of directions with the
advantage of the autocorrelation function and increased the
accuracy of localization. Feature point extract by the Harris
operator has a rotation and translation invariability and has a
good robustness against noise and change of parameters
during acquisition of image. The improved method consists of
the following steps:
1) Enhance the input image details using median filter.
Then convert the RGB image to gray color image.
2) To get rid of the noise, the image is smoothed with
Gaussian filter with sigma σ. larger σ increasing the
smoothing.

Gx , y 

1
2

2

exp ( x

2

 y 2 ) / 2 2

(1)

Where x is the distance from the origin in the horizontal
axis, y is the distance from the origin in the vertical axis,
and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.
3) Apply prewitt edge detection algorithm on the smoothed
image by convolving two masks, horizontally and vertically to
obtain the first derivatives in x-direction (fx) and y-direction
(fy) as following:

(4)

G( 2) f x2 ( x, y,  1) * G( 2) f y2 ( x, y,  1)  (G( 2) f x f y ( x, y,  1)) 2
G( 2) f x2 ( x, y,  1)  G( 2) f y2 ( x, y,  1)  

(5)

Where δ1 and δ2 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution (G), fx(x,y) and fy(x,y) are the partial derivatives of
f(x,y) in x and y directions, and β is a constant value.
7) Apply the non-maxima suppression to extract the
maximum value within predefined neighbors. The non-maxima
suppression is like a filter which only lets the value pass if it is
the maximum of its neighbors.
Ri > Rj ∀j ∈ Ni
(6)
Where Ri and Rj are the corner values of pixel i and its
neighbor pixel j. Ni is the N neighbors of pixel i in a
predefined window.
8) Compute the mean and standard deviation for the
R(r , c)
result.
ME  
N
r
c
(7)
std 

1
N

 R
N

 ME 

2

( r ,c )

(8)

9) Obtain the strongest or the more stability corners by
normalization of the corners using the following equation:
NC(r,c) = R(r,c) – ME / std >= T
(9)
Where, NC is the normalized corner, R is the corner
response value, ME is the mean value, std is the standard
deviation value and T is the threshold.
10) Extract the final corners if the result of the above
equation is above the predefined threshold, else ignore the
corner. The result is shown in fig.3.
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4  (30  12 ) 2  (21  03 ) 2

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

5  (30  312 )(30  12 )[(30  12 ) 2  3(21  03 ) 2
Fig. 3. corner feature extraction

VI.

DESCRIPTOR CONSTRUCTION

One of the main challenges lies in classifying and
recognizing objects from different views and lighting
conditions. Depictions of natural scenes typically do not
maintain their viewpoint, having rotational, perspective,
projective and zoom changes between images of the same
object. Interest points have to focus on the same locations of
an object, no matter from which point of view they are shown.
When provided with stable interest points under these
circumstances, local descriptors become more effective than
using random features of an object. In the previous step, the
important features are gotten but it is necessary to identify
each feature point. Therefore, an efficient descriptor will be
generated for each detected feature point. For each feature, an
N*N window centered on this feature is determined. Then, the
window is divided to n*n blocks where N>n. For each block
the average of geometrical moments is calculated. The result
is a descriptor of n*n matrix for each feature point.
Moment invariants are the most popular and widely used
shape descriptors in computer vision derived by Hu. A 2-D
function f (x, y) of the order (p+ q) is defined as [10]:

 pq

 ( x ) p ( y ) q f ( x , y )

(10)
x y
For p, q = 0, 1, 2…
The uniqueness theorem states that if f (x, y) is piecewise
continuous and has non zero values only in a finite part of x-y
plane, moments of all orders exist and the moment sequence
(mpq) is uniquely determined by f(x,y). Conversely, (mpq)
uniquely determines f(x, y). The central moments can be
expressed as [10][11][12]:

 pq   ( x  x ) p ( y  y ) q f ( x, y)
x

Where

(11)

y

m10
m
and y  01
m00
m00
 00  m00 , 10  0 ,  01  0
x

The normalized central moments, denoted  pq , are defined
as

 pq 

 pq

 00

(12)

Where   p  q  1
2
A set of seven invariant moments can be derived from the
second and third moments:

 (3 21  03 )( 21  03 )[3(30  12 ) 2  ( 21  03 ) 2 ]

(17)

6  ( 20  02 )[(30  12 ) 2  ( 21  03 ) 2 ]
 411(30  12 )( 21  03 )
7  (3 21 03 )(30  12 )[(30  12 ) 2  (21  03 ) 2 ]

(18)

(19)
 (312  30 )(21  03 )[3(30  12 ) 2  ( 21  03 ) 2 ]
The seven invariant moments, which are invariant to
translation, scaling, mirroring and rotation, composed of the
linear combination of the second-order and third-order central
moments. Because of the seven moment invariants is
relatively large, and to simplify comparison, making use of
logarithmic methods. At the same time, taking into account
the possible negative moment invariants situation, you have to
take the absolute value before getting logarithm.
VII.

MOTION ESTIMATION FROM CORRESPONDENCES

Images can be in different transformations that can be
resulted during camera acquiring. According the complexity,
these transformations are rigid, affine, non-rigid. Rigid
registration models are linear and only allow for translation,
rotation and scale changes without any distortion. Affine
transform is also linear and support overall distortions besides
shearing and stretching. Non-rigid models are nonlinear and
allow for arbitrary local and global distortions. These
transformations effect on matching operation. Therefore, it is
important to find a way to determine the true matches. The
true matches can be determined if the points fit with a
predefined model. The matching is done by computing the
Euclidian distance between two descriptors depending on the
second nearest neighbor technique. The matching result
contains a number of error matches which effect on the motion
estimation results. Therefore, a random sampling method is
used to get the invariance matches and estimating the motion
between the images.
1) Nearest Neighbor Matching
The Nearest Neighbor algorithm uses the ratio of distance
between nearest neighbor feature points to that of second
nearest neighbor feature points to match feature points. Using
the ratio of nearest neighbor to second nearest neighbor to
match feature points can obtain a good result, because a
correct registration will have a more obvious shortest distance
of nearest neighbor than that of misregistration, which will
achieve a stable registration. Assume (i) as the feature point in
image 1, and (j) as the feature point of nearest neighbor in
image 2. If the ratio of the nearest distance to second-nearest
distance (a) is less than a certain threshold, then this pair of
registration points is matched, as described below:
R = D (i, j) / D (i, a),
If R < T then (i and j) is matched

(20)
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Where D (i, j) is the distance between point (i) in the first
image and point (j) in the second image and (a) is the second
nearest neighbor point as the following equation:

D(i, j )  (i  j ) 2

(21)
The points (i) and (j) is matched if the value of R is lower
than the predefined threshold T. If T is decreased, the number
of registration points will be reduced but more stable. The
mismatched points can be regarded as outliers, which are the
data that do not conform to the model. These outliers can
rigorously disturb the estimated motion, and consequently
should be identified.
2) Random Sampling Technique
It's important to determine a set of invariance matches,
which are the data whose distribution can be explained by
some set of model parameters from the presented
correspondences so that the transformation can be estimated in
an optimal manner. In the computer vision field, any two
images of the same planar surfaces are related by a
transformation. This is very important in computing the
camera movement, like rotation and translation and other
transformation between two images. In mathematical
definition the homogeneous coordinates are used, because
matrix multiplication cannot be used directly to perform the
division required by the perspective projection.
 x'   t11 t12
  
 y '    t 21 t 22
 1  t
   31 t 32

t13  x 
 
t 23  y 
t 33  1 

(22)

Where p' = Tp.
Each point correspondence generates two linear equations
for the elements of T (dividing by the third component to
remove the unknown scale factor).

t11x  t12 y  t13
t31x  t32 y  t33
t x  t 22 y  t 23
y '  21
t31x  t32 y  t33

x' 

(23)

(24)

And multiplying out

x' (t31x  t32 y  t33 )  t11x  t12 y  t13
y' (t31x  t32 y  t33 )  t21x  t22 y  t23

(25)
(26)
Then, n ≥ 4 points generate 2n linear equations, which are
sufficient to solve T. The above equation can be rearranged as:

 x y 1 0 0 0  x' x  x' y  x' 

T  0
(27)
 0 0 0 x y 1  y' x  y' y  y' 
Where,
T = (t11,t12,t13,t21,t22,t23,t31,t32,t33)T is the matrix T written as a
vector.
The random sampling algorithm [13] is suggested in this
work to be applied on the initial matches to determine the
invariance matches. This algorithm was first introduced by
Fischler and Bolles as a method to estimate the model’s
parameters in the presence of large amounts of variance
matches. It has been widely used in the computer vision and
image processing for many different purposes.

This algorithm includes two steps that are repeated in an
iterative fashion. First, a set of points is randomly selected
from the input dataset and the model parameters are computed
using only the elements of this set as opposed to least squares,
where the parameters are estimated using all the data
available. In the second step the algorithm checks which
elements of the full data set are consistent with the model
instantiated with the parameters estimated in the first step. The
algorithm ends when the probability of finding better set
points is below a certain threshold [14]. In this work four
points are randomly selected from the set of candidate
matches to compute the transformation. Then, select all the
pairs which agree to the transformation. A pair (p; p’) is
considered to agree to a T, if:
Dist (T. p; p’) < ε,
(28)
For some threshold ε (represents the amount of error) and
Dist is the Euclidean distance between two points. The third
step is repeating the previous two steps until enough pairs are
consistent with the computed transformation. The results from
this step are the group of invariance matching features and the
motion matrix that the second image is wrapped accordingly
to generate the panoramic view.
VIII.

GAUSSIAN MASK COLOR ADJUSTING

Due to various reasons, including the light, the geometry
of the camera and other reasons, the overlapping regions of
frames are almost never the same. When mosaicking the two
frames, the resulted frame contains a distinctive seam. A seam
is the artificial edge produced by the intensity differences of
pixels immediately next to where the images are joined.
Therefore, to avoid the intensity disparity on the mosaicking
line, a color adjusting step must be done. To adjust the color
of the resulted frames, the frames are combined with a
background (using Gaussian function) to create the
appearance of partial transparency. It is often useful to render
image elements in separate passes, and then combine the
resulting multiple frames into a single frame, final frame in
this process called the composite frame.
The first step in color adjusting process is determining the
suitable distance in image for blending and this depends on the
computed motion. Then, the distance value is used to build
two masks for the images. The masks are filtered with
Gaussian function to introduce the transparent background.
Then, each image will be multiplied with its mask to produce
the final color adjusted image.
IX.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
the experiments include images and video sequences taken by
handheld camera in different situations. For each image, after
details enhancement with median filter, the initial corners and
the normalized corners are extracted depending on its mean
and standard deviation and shown in home image in fig. 4.
The value of the used threshold must be sufficient to extract
enough number of corners. After extracting the final corner
points in the two images, the descriptors for them are created
by taking a 25*25 window around each point, divide the
window to blocks of 5*5 each and finding the average value
of moment invariant for them.
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Then, the matching operation is done by finding the
nearest neighbor. A very important factor here is the matching
threshold because it must be chosen to get as more matching
points as possible. The result of this step illustrated in fig. 5.
The next step is eliminating the mismatch points to obtain
only the invariance matches that represent the key feature
points by using a random sampling algorithm.
The number of iterations is an important factor here to
obtain more matches between the images. The result of this
step is shown in fig. 6. Finally, the panoramic scene is
constructed according to the estimated motion from the
previous step. The projected image is shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Transformed image according the estimated T

The constructed panorama before and after color adjusting
is explained in fig. 8. Second test of the proposed method are
shown in fig. 9. Fig.10 explains an example on panoramic
video generation using the proposed method. For example,
five frames are taken from each video.

Fig. 4. The detected and the normalized corners

Fig. 8. Panoramic image before and after color adjusting

Fig. 5. The initial matches

Fig. 6. The invariance matches
Fig. 9. Panoramic image from ice age movie
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gives us a fast, efficient, accurate method and less complexity
than the famous SIFT method. Also, the proposed method is
applied on two video sequences and gives very good result
according to many factors like in time and in quality of the
resulted panoramic video. The execution time changed due to
the number of extracted features and the number of iterations
used in random sampling method. For images the execution
time between 6-35 sec. while for videos it is between 380-260
sec. the quality of image before and after color adjusting is
measured by PSNR and for all images and video sequence
samples between 33-43dbi.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]
(c)
Fig. 10. Panoramic video for Al_Zawraa city. frames(1,9,19,26,100) in: (a)
video 1 and (b) video 2 and (c) panoramic frames.

As shown in the figures and in experiments, the accuracy
of the proposed algorithm is coming from the using of the
random sampling algorithm because it follows the object's
motion to estimate the matched feature points under different
circumstances like transformations, lighten, noise, view point.
For, panoramic video generation, the proposed method was
applied on the first frame only. The other frames will
companied according the estimated motion directly for fast
execution.
X.

CONCLUSIONS

Panoramic scene generation is an important topic because
it needs a fusion of image processing, graphics and computer
vision techniques. Many researchers deal with generating
panoramic image depending on the SIFT method but in this
work, a panoramic image using a proposed feature extraction
method is generated. The extracted features and constructed
descriptors in the overlapping region of the images are based
on corner points, geometrical moments and random sampling
for feature matching and motion estimation from initial
matches. The mixing of local feature extraction method
represented by improved corner detector and region feature
extraction method represented by geometrical moments and
random sampling for feature filtering and motion estimation

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—Phishing tricks to steal personal or credential
information by entering victims into a forged website similar to
the original site, and urging them to enter their information
believing that this site is legitimate. The number of internet users
who are becoming victims of phishing attacks is increasing beside
that phishing attacks have become more sophisticated. In this
paper we propose a client-side solution to protect against
phishing attacks which is a Firefox extension integrated as a
toolbar that is responsible for checking whether recipient website
is trusted or not by inspecting URLs of each requested webpage.
If the site is suspicious the toolbar is going to block it. Every URL
is evaluated corresponding to features extracted from it. Three
heuristics (primary domain, sub domain, and path) and Naïve
Bayes classification using four lexical features combined with
page ranking received from two different services (Alexa, and
Google page rank) used to classify URL. The proposed method
requires no server changes and will prevent internet users from
fraudulent sites especially from phishing attacks based on
deceptive URLs. Experimental results show that our approach
can achieve 48% accuracy ratio using a test set of 246 URL, and
87.5% accuracy ratio by excluding NB addition tested over 162
URL.
Keywords—Phishing Attacks; Browser Plugin; Anti Phishing;
Security; Firefox

I.

INTRODUCTION

Phishing is an online identity theft in which attackers use
social engineering to appear as a trusted identity to gain
valuable information. Phishing exploits human vulnerabilities
rather than software vulnerabilities. It targets many kinds of
confidential information including usernames, passwords,
social security numbers, credit card numbers, bank account,
and other useful personal information.
In the past few years we have seen an increase in the
number of phishing attacks with many variants of techniques
targeting every sector of society. As reported by the AntiPhishing Working Group (APWG) (Anti-Phishing Working
Group. "Phishing Activity Trends Report: Third Quarter 2013
Report, 2014 ) "Payment Services continued to be the mosttargeted industry sector throughout 2014". Many of phishing
techniques are sophisticated, and it is very hard to internet
users to defend against them. Damage caused by phishing
ranges from minor to substantial financial loss. According to
the statistics provided by APWG in their Phishing Activity
Trends Report[1] "Overall phishing activity was up by 20
percent in 3rd Quarter of 2013 from the previous quarter ",
and Cyveillance whitepaper 2008 reported phishing attacks

against more than 2,000 brands across 30 countries which
costs these organizations from thousands to millions of dollars
per attack.
The phishing techniques usually involve impersonating
legitimate web sites to submit personal information directly to
the phisher, or using malicious software that sends victim's
data without his knowledge. In a typical phishing attacks, the
victim receives fraudulent email asking him to visit a web site
and confirm his information in a given time. The email
provides a legitimate-looking URL which direct to a spoofed
web site where victims are going to enter their information.
Several of phishing solutions exist like blacklists which are
databases of known phishing sites, whitelists, community
ratings, analysis of the URLs and webpage content (images,
and text), using machine learning techniques, and various
heuristics to detect phishing attacks.
This paper makes the following contribution: We uses URL
structure, four lexical features and page ranking to capture
phishing attacks that depends on deceptive links. Every URL is
evaluated corresponding to three heuristics (sub domain,
primary domain, and path) and three lexical features extracted
from the URL combined with page ranking received from
ranking services. The proposed method requires no server
changes and will prevent from phishing attacks based on
fraudulent URLs. This solution uses resources like search
engine suggestions, and third party services (Alexa, and
Google Page Rank).
II.

RELATED WORK

There are several methods that can be used to identify a
web page as a phishing site, including Whitelists/Blacklists,
URL and Heuristic-based, Similarity assessment techniques,
and community ratings. In this section we will go through
some of these solutions.
Whitelist/Blacklist-based is one of the common used
approaches. It holds URL of verified phishing site. A whitelist
contains URLs of legitimate sites while a blacklist contains
phishing sites. It is effective to protect against phishing attacks
and generates close-to-zero false positive rate but requires
regular updating and is vulnerable to zero-day attacks. Many
anti-phishing technologies rely on this approach. For example,
Internet Explorer has built-in blacklist-based anti-phishing
solution provided by Microsoft servers. Also Google‟s Safe
Browsing extension which uses Google global blacklist and
whitelist.
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Content-based solutions which verify web pages by
examining their contents (e.g. HTML, links, images, and text)
against some previously defined characteristics. CANTINA [2]
is an example on this approach which uses five words taken
from the website to be classified as a signature using Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), then
submits them to Google. If the site's URL is on top results it is
legitimate, otherwise it is not. In CANTINA+ [3] which is an
enhanced version from CANTINA, new features added and
evaluated on a larger corpus to achieve better results. The new
approach extended some of previous features combine them
with ten more features. And this time the model built using
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms instead of a simple
linear classifier. However, both of them have a drawback of
time consumption caused by querying search engines.
A third approach developed to improve authentication
between the user and the server. Authentication means that
before user enters login information he needs to authenticate
himself to that page. Also, it means that particular page
authenticates to the user that it's the real page (called two way
or mutual authentication). Some of anti-phishing techniques
provide mutual authentication to prevent phishing attacks. This
addresses the problem of user‟s inability to authenticate the
website he is communicating with. The typical method used in
login helps to authenticate user to server side but not the
opposite which leaves a chance to attackers to exploit this
failure. The success of mutual authentication techniques
depends on the way used to authenticate both the client and the
server. Some of existing solutions are image-based like the one
provided by Confident Technologies company [4] which based
on providing a number of categories instead of a specific
pictures and let the user choose from them in registration
process. At login, server will generate a grid of pictures and
asks the user to choose the pictures matches the categories and
order chosen in registration level. As soon as the server failed
to provide the right grid of images or the user failed to choose
the correct images it considered as security warring.
Unfortunately, this maximize user‟s responsibilities by relying
on userto memorize more than one category in specific order
besides memorizing a password. Also, it requires changes on
server side and login mechanisms. Other solutions uses Imagebased user authentication to replace traditional methods (e.g.
passwords, and security questions) this may provide stronger
authentication but does not solve the server side authentication
problem.
PwdHash [5] proposed a solution to strengthen web
password authentication. It implements password hashing with
domain name as a salt and keyed by the password itself. Server
received password after hashing which makes it not useful if
received by phishing website. As many of other solution this
approach require user to remember using it every time he is
about to enter a password.
Dhamija et al.[6] provide an authentication scheme where
password is entered into a trusted window and user recognizes
one image to perform visual matching to authenticate the
received content. Images are generated by the server and they
are unique for each transaction. The drawback of this solution
is the large amount of changes required on server side.

BogusBiter[7] solves the problem from another point of
view. It focuses on the stage after phishing attack occurred and
user submitted his information to the wrong recipient. It
automatically generates and sends a large number of fake
credentials to phishing site to hide the real one. Unfortunately,
BogusBiter can't work alone it needs help to be turned on from
web browser or a third-party toolbar to detect phishing sites.
Aravind et al.[8] propose an anti-phishing framework
which uses visual cryptography for authentication. Image is
decomposed into two shares one stored with user and the other
one is on website's database. An image captcha is created from
those two shares in login time. The proposed method success to
authenticate both user and website.
Web Wallet[9] is a sidebar login box which displayed when
a user requested to login through a trusted path. It is
responsible for preventing users form submitting their sensitive
data directly to any website before checking that site. The
developers of this sidebar used the negative visual feedback to
solve the vulnerability of spoofing the sidebar and they provide
cards to most of user's sensitive data not only user name and
password.
TrueWallet[10] is another wallet-based approach which
works as a proxy to manage user login and protect his
password and credentials. It runs isolated from browser which
adds an advantage to it compared to Web Wallet approach
which means it is more secure and difficult to be attacked.
TrueWallet uses the standard SSL-based authentication with
some modification on server side. This approach has two
disadvantages. First, it is vulnerable to DNS-spoofing attacks.
Second, user need to be trained in order to rely only on this
method to fill in any form.
One area of work relies on URL features to detect phishing
webpage. Khonji et al.[11] propose a technique for detecting
phishing websites by lexically analyzing suspect URLs
depending on a novel heuristic phishing feature. This technique
targets a subset of phishing attacks where the victim name is
included in the URL. The approach achieved 63% and 83%
true positive rate for loose and strict modes respectively.
Whittaker et al.[12] present the design and evaluation of a
large-scale machine learning based classifier .The proposed
classifier evaluates the page according to its URL, content, and
host information. The dataset used in training process consists
of a noisy dataset of millions of samples. The evaluation
concludes with more than 90% of phishing pages correctly
identified.
An approach developed by Le et al.[13] to identify phishing
target using only lexical features. Authors used an online
method Adaptive Regularization of Weights in classifying
URLs. Analysis showed that this methodology led to high
classification accuracy comparable to full featured approaches.
An approach that relies on 23 features derived from URL
structure, lexical features, and from brand name of website is
proposed in by Huang et al.[14]. These features model the
SVM-based classifier used to inspect each requested URL .The
evaluation done using three datasets containing more than
12,000 URLs and showed that the solution can obtain 99%
accuracy.
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Blum et al.[15] have proposed a method exploits URL's
lexical features that are fed to the confidence-weighted
algorithm, to indicate suspicious URL. This method uses a
large lexical model trained using online approach which makes
it capable of detecting zero hour threats. Zhang et al.[16]
proposed different method based on repository to extract
features and a statistical machine learning algorithm avoiding
the complexity of computation caused by URL-based method.
This method succeeds to identify phishing sites with more than
93% accuracy.

play an eminent role for investigating the URL and predicting
phishing pages in next modules.
 Ranking module
Beside URL's feature extraction in previous modules, also
this module collects URL metadata. Specifically, URL Page
Rank to be used as input into next module. Google Page Rank,
and Alexa Rank are used for this purpose.

Nguyen et al.[17] presented a heuristic-based algorithm
uses the characteristics of the URL combined with a third party
services (e.g. PageRank) giving the URL a major role in
phishing detection. Another classifier produced as a toolbar
(PhishShark) proposed which is heuristic-based-only
combining URL and HTML features led to promising results.
Finally, we will conclude with some of existing
toolbars[18] built to prevent phishing attacks. Netcraft is a
Mozilla browser plug-in that displays host location and risk
rating of the accessed site. User can report sites to Netcraft to
validate them then add them to its blacklist database if they are
phished. TrustWatch is toolbar for Internet Explorer that
checks the URL in the black listed database and displays its
domain name. Searching blacklist is a time consuming process
since they continuously growing and they are vulnerable to
zero-day-attacks. Spoofguard is an anti-phishing Internet
Explorer plug-in. It examines page characteristics such as
images, links, and domain name against common features
extracted from phishing site to decide whether this page is
spoofed or not.
III.

Fig. 1. System Modules

 Scoring Module
In this module heuristics derived from modules B and C are
used as input and their values calculated as output. As a result,
the site is considered as phishing if all calculated values are
negative, and is considered as legitimate if they are all
positives.
 NB classifier Module

PROPOSED APPROACH

Our system is inspired by solutions proposed by Nguye et
al. [18] and Xiaoqing et al. (GU Xiaoqing, 2013). It combines
both approaches the heuristic-based approach and NB
classifier. In Nguye et al. solution URL-related features and
Page Ranks used to classify each website. Xiaoqing et al.
approach depends onto two phases. The first one is an NB
classifier which uses four lexical features to decide whether
URL is phishing, suspicious, or legitimate. The second phase
uses SVM classifier to parse the webpage against some
features. The system will enter the second phase only if URL
classified as suspicious in first phase. In our proposed system
we combined the first approach with the first phase of second
approach without entering into its second phase.
A. System Model
Our system model consists of seven main modules as
illustrated in figure 1.
 Receiving URL Module
The system obtains the requested URL from the browser.
The output of this module is page URL and it is a fundamental
input in most of system modules.

This module is responsible for classifying a URL with a
classification model developed in training process. The
features used by the classification system are checking whether
the URL contains an IP address because this method used by
phishers to hide the owner of the site. Another feature is to
examine the presence of a large number of dots separating
hostname. Phishers tend to use more dots in their URLs to
impersonate a legitimate look of URL because there is no
restrictions on the number of dots can be used in sub domains.
Checking URL against special symbols such as „@‟ or „-‟ is
another feature because many of phishing URLs modified
using these symbols which makes it possible to write URLs
that appear legitimate but actually lead to different pages.
URLs corresponding to legal websites usually do not have a
large number of slashes [19]. As a result, URL that contains a
large number of slashes is considered to be a phishing. The
classifier entered into two phases training, and testing phases.
Training phase used to build the classifier by calculating the
probabilities that the given webpage belongs to a one of two
classes (phishing, and legitimate). The testing phase is used to
examine the ability of classifier to label real web pages with a
correct class.
 Calculating System Value Module

 Features Extraction Module
This module extracts URL domain-related features. The
URL separated into different components which are Primary
Domain, Sub Domain, and Path. The pervious features will

In this step each heuristic is given a weight obtained by a
classifier. After that, system values are calculated using this
equation:
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VS = ∑i=1 to 6 (heuristici value) * (heuristici weight)


This module deals with system value and compares it to
threshold to give system output which is the URL final label.
As a result, user may proceed safely, or warned about the
website.

Labeling Module

Fig. 2. Data Flow Diagram

B. Structured Design
It shows data exchanged between system components. As
we can notice, from the Figure-2 URL is the main part of data.
Most of major components and processes need URL value as
input to produce their results. Also, URL in most cases need to
be decomposed into three parts (sub domain, primary domain,
and path) which is the responsibility of "Dividing URL"
process. Process two receives URL parts and returns suggestions
of each part separately. Suggestion values used by two
processes three and four to check them in a list of popular
phishing targets as in process three then return a value of yes or
no. Process four produces edit distance value between each
suggested word and its corresponding URL part. Process six is
the major part of the system since all of the data produced in
other system processes will be used here to calculate final
system result. Process seven is the last process in system which
communicates only with one process to receive result value and
compare it with a predefined threshold to make system decision.
C. Proposed Algorithm
The pseudo code of our proposed algorithms to detect
phishing websites are described below.

Algorithm Primary Domain Value
Input Primary Domain
Output Primary Domain Value
if (Primary Domain=null)
Value= -0.5
else
S=Suggestion(Primary Domain)
if (S=null)
Value= -0.25
else
T=Whitelist(S)
if (T)
Ed=Levenshtein(S, Primary Domain)
if (Ed=0)
Value= 1
else-if (0< Ed<3)
Value= -0.5
else-if ( Ed>=3)
Value= 0.25
else
Ed=Levenshtein(S, Sub Domain)
if (Ed=0)
Value= 0.5
else-if (0< Ed<3)
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Value= -0.25
else-if ( Ed>=3)
Value= 0.25

Algorithm Sub Domain Value

Algorithm Alexa Rank Value

Input Sub Domain
Output Sub Domain Value

Input Alexa Rank
Output Alexa Rank Value

if (Sub Domain=null)
Value= 0
else
S=Suggestion(Sub Domain)
if (S=null)
Value= 1
else
T=Whitelist(S)
if (T)
Value= -1
else
Ed=Levenshtein(S, Sub Domain)
if (Ed=0)
Value= -0.5
else-if (0< Ed<3)
Value= -0.25
else-if ( Ed>=3)
Value= 0.5

if (Alexa Rank<300,000) then Value= 1
if (300,000<= Alexa Rank<=500,000) then Value= 0.5
if (500,000<= Alexa Rank<=1000,000) then Value= 0.25
if (1000,000<= Alexa Rank<=2000,000) then Value=- 0.25
if (2000,000<= Alexa Rank<=3000,000) then Value= -0.5
if (Alexa Rank>=3000,000) then Value= -1

Algorithm Path Domain Value
Input Path Domain
Output Path Domain Value
if (Path Domain=null)
Value= 0
else
S=Suggestion(Path Domain)
if (S=null)
Value= 1
else
T=Whitelist(S)
if (T)
Value= -1
else
Ed=Levenshtein(S, Path Domain)
if (Ed=0)
Value= -0.5
else-if (0< Ed<3)
Value= -0.25
else-if ( Ed>=3)
Value= 0.5

Algorithm Page Rank Value
Input Page Rank
Output Page Rank Value
if (Page Rank<=0) then Value= -1
if (1<=Page Rank<=2) then Value= -0.5
if (3<=Page Rank<=4) then Value= -0.25
if (5<=Page Rank<=6) then Value= 0.25
if (7<=Page Rank<=8) then Value= 0.5
if (9<=Page Rank<=10) then Value= 1

Algorithm NB Classifier
Input URL
Output Class Value
host=Host(URL)
path=Path(URL)
features[x1, x2, x3, x4]=Extract(host,path) //Each feature xi
takes value 0, or 1
P(Cp| features )= P(Cp)*∏1 to 4 P(xi|Cp) // Cp is class phishing
P(Cl| features )= P(Cl)*∏1 to 4 P(xi|Cl) // Cl is class legitimate
if (P(Cl| features )/ P(Cp| features ) > α) Class=1 //legitimate
else-if (P(Cp| features )/ P(Cl| features )> α) Class=-1
//phishing
else-if ((1/α) < P(Cl| features )/ P(Cp| features ) < α) Class=0
//suspicious

Algorithm Calculate System Value
Input Heuristic Values and Weights
Output Website Final Class
VS=∑ heuristici value * heuristici weight
if ( VS < Threshold ) Value= 0 // Phishing class
else Value= 1 // Legitimate class

 ALEXA RANK
It is a service from Amazon Company since 1996, which
gives a value for each page through 3 months in the Web.
Increasing of this value is a good indicator. The value depends
on 2 important things. First, the number of unique users
entered to this site. Second, how many URL linked to this site,
increasing of URL‟s lead to this site will increase its value
(Alexa API).
This service serve project to detect phishing sites, because
phishing sites has a few number of visitors and linking URLs
compared to popular websites. Also, phishing sites usually
have a short life cycle which helps to differentiate between
legitimate and phishing sites.
 PAGE RANK
It is a service from Google Company. When Google needed
to improve searching on web by giving best results to
searchers, they thought about giving a value for each page
(Karch). High values depend on how many URL linked to the
site. Also the value depends on the domain age, the older
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domain get higher value (Strickland, 2006 ). So the proposed
approach, used this value to be one of factors that affect the
decision about whether the site is phishing or not.
 SUGGESTIONS
When user enters to "Google.com" and type a word, there
is a drop down list to suggest many words related to user‟s
typed word. The suggestions depend on word popularity in
searching. And when you enter a word spelled wrong, there is a
famous sentence says "Did you mean?" depends on common
spellings (Autocomplete).
Since phishers try to make phishing URL similar to popular
sites by adding some letters, removing others, or even
substituting them with different letters to trick users that it is
their targeted site. So, we used Google suggestions by taking
the suspect URL and getting the relative spelling word, then
compare those two words using levenshtein distance algorithm.

It is an algorithm that compares two strings and returns the
number of operations (insert, delete, and substitute) known as
"distance" to let these words sound the same.
Since our paper use this algorithm to compare between
suspect word and Google suggested word and return the
number of operations to let those two words be equivalent. If
the distance is 0, this means the two strings are the same. But if
the distance is between 1 and 2 that means a probability of
some phisher is trying to make those two words visually
similar.
 WHITE LIST
Usually in phishing world, the white list is group of
legitimate sites saved in database. But in our proposed
algorithm white list means a list saving primary domains of
sites targeted by phishers. This white list is extracted from a
database of verified phishing URLs downloaded from
PhishTank website. We need to check if the URL domains
(primary domain, sub domain and path domain) not in the
white list to ensure that there is no phisher exploits the name of
a famous legitimate site to trick users.

Input: Google suggestion word.
Output: True or False.
Description: This JavaScript function connects to
"PhishTank" database. Each phish site in database has phish id,
phish URL, target and other columns. Important columns are:
* Phish URL: The URL of the phishing site.
* Phish id: Id for each phish URL.
* Target: The primary domain of legitimates site which are
the phish site attempts to simulate. JavaScript function passes
the Google suggested word to PHP file using Ajax to create
connection to the database to check whether the suggested
word matches any target. If it is exists that means this site
attempt to disrupt the user to think it is the primary domain of
another legitimate site. The returned value in matching case is
true. If the result is true, white list will take low value.
Function NB Classifier
Prototype: Function NB_classifier(host, path)
Input: URL host and path.
Description: This function implemented based on Naïve
Bayes classification approach. It is a learned classifier trained
over a data set of 12,967 phishing URL downloaded from
PhishTank and 150 legitimate URL collected manually with
help of Alexa top 500 URLs. Features used for classification
illustrated in table 1.

Prototype: Function Alexa (url)
Input: URL.
Output: URL‟s value.
Description: This JavaScript function takes the URL as a
parameter, and connects to the server using AJAX to send URL
to PHP file which requests Alexa rank API for the URL. Then
receive URL‟s global rank from the server. After that it assigns
URL a value based on its rank. Whenever rank is higher,
assigned value becomes bigger.

Input: Sub domain.

1) Google’s search suggestions: return the Google
suggested word for the sub domain.
2) White list: check whether the suggested word is a
primary domain of another targeted site. If it is in the white
list, sub domain will assigned a low value.
3) Levenshtein algorithm: if the sub domain is not in the
white list, this function will check the distance between sub
domain and the suggested word to check if the sub domain
attempts to be closed to another domain. Whenever the
distance is lower, the value becomes higher.
Function White List

Output: Class value.

D. Functions Implementation
Function Alexa Rank

Prototype: Function S_heuristics (SubDomain)

Description: This JavaScript function takes URL‟s sub
domain and passes it to three functions to compute sub domain
value, those functions are:

Prototype: Function whitelist(a)

 LEVENSHTEIN ALGORITHM

Function Sub Domain

Output: Sub domain value.

TABLE I.

FEATURES USED BY NB

Heuristic

Phishing URL

Suspicious URL

URL contains @ or -

IP Address

URL contains IP address

Dots in URL

>=5 dots in URL

Slash in URL

>=5 slashes in URL
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These features extracted from each URL. Finally, classifier
will return one of three values (0, 1, or -1) suspicious,
legitimate, or phishing, respectively.
Function Calculation
Prototype: Function calculation( )
Input: Nothing.
Output: System Value.
Description: This function is the main part of the program
and the last step of calculations. It applies equation vs = ∑
(heuristici value) * (heuristici weight), where heuristic values
are taken from global variables used to store results of previous
functions. And heuristic weight calculated by experiments
applied on phishing URLs. The result of these function vs
returned to calling function to be compared with threshold
before presenting the last decision of the program.
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Our proposed architecture for anti phishing toolbar uses an
extended approach from Nguye et al. [17] by combining their
approach with NB classifier proposed in X. Gu, et al. [19].
Algorithms illustrated belloware based on experimental results
of 9,661 phishing URL downloaded from PhishTank as Nguye
et al. mentioned. Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm used for
classification trained over 12,967 phishing URL from
PhishTank and 253 legitimate URL collected manually.
Evaluation phase is done in three phases as shown in Table
9. The dataset used for testing is collected using two methods
from PhishTank, and manually. URLs in data sets evaluated
manually by installing the toolbar and testing each URL
individually. Metrics used to calculate toolbar accuracy are
True Positive (classifying legitimate URL correctly), False
Positive (assigning phishing label to legitimate URL), True
Negative (predicting phishing site correctly), and False
Negative (assigning legitimate label to phishing URL).
TABLE II.

Phase 1:

Naïve Bayes

Trained on
Tested on

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

URL-based
Approach

Tested on

Combination of
1 and 2

Tested on

First phase, we started by evaluating Naïve Bayes (NB)
approach alone. NB classifier trained over 13117 URLs
divided into 12967 phishing URLs, and 150 legitimate URLs.
After that, NB tested using a test set of 13220 URLs (12967
phishing, 253 legitimate). We experimented NB using different
values of α as illustrated in Table 3. The best value of α which
maximizes TN and minimizes FP is 5.8.
In the second phase we evaluate system without Naïve
Bayes addition. The test set consists of 162 URLs to be tested.
Experiment are done using threshold of value 0. Toolbar
detected 77 phishing URLs correctly out of 89, and 63
legitimate URL out of 71. The experiment results with 86.5%
True Negative, 88.7%True positive, 11.2% false positive,
13.4% false negative.
Third phase, we combined both of previous approaches.
The test set consists 156 phishing URLs (selected from 12,967
URLs) downloaded from PhishTank, and 90 legitimate URLs
collected manually. We conclude with 246 URLs developed
for testing. We experiment this approach using two different
values of threshold 0, and 0.5. Threshold with 0.5 results with
less False Negative, so we select it as threshold value.
Although it returns a high False Positive it gives a good results
of True Negative. False Positive can be reduced using "add to
trusted list" feature. The toolbar detected 147 phishing URL
correctly out of 156. The experiment results with 94% True
Negative.
Accuracies of each approach calculated using this equation:
Accuracy ratio= (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN). Phase one has
34% accuracy ratio, phase two has 87.5% , and phase three has
48% accuracy ratio.
Finally, after these experiments we concluded by choosing
threshold of value 0, and remove the Naive Bayes part as it
does not add any improvement on system accuracy and
increases false positive rate.

EVALUATION PHASES

13117 (12967 P + 150 L) URL
TP

TN

FP

248

4257

5

8710

98%

33%

2%

67%

162 (89 P + 71
L)
URL
Threshold=0

63

77

8

88.7%

86.5%

11.2%

13.4%

246 (156 P+90
L) URL
Threshold=0.5

10
11%

147
94%

80
88%

9
6%

13220 (12967 P
+ 253 L) URL

FN

12
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TABLE III.

a.

Α

TN

FP

Α

TN

FP

1.1

6058

18

3.5

6058

18

1.3

6058

18

3.9

6058

18

1.5

6058

18

4.4

6058

18

1.7

6058

18

5.6

6058

18

2.0

6058

18

5.7

6058

18

2.4

6058

18

5.8

4257

5

2.6

6058

18

5.9

4257

5

2.9

6058

18

6

4257

5

3.2

6058

18

6.3

4257

5

V.

CONCLUSION

[6]

This paper presents architecture for developing an antiphishing toolbar integrated with Firefox browser to detect
phished URLs. Our proposed anti-phishing toolbar will verify
user's inputted URL, if the result is phished then it warns the
user through changing indicator color and gives the user the
choice to unblock the website by adding it to a trusted list. In
case of phishing site verified user can know the reason by
viewing a report. Our approach categorizes the URL based on
its features including four lexical features and three other
features (sub domain, primary domain, and path) with help of
Naïve Bayes classifier. Our proposed approach can minimize
the false positive by giving the user a feature of adding URLs
after verified to a trusted list. Experimental results show that
our approach can achieve 48% accuracy ratio using a test set of
246 URL, and 87.5% accuracy ratio by excluding NB addition
tested over 162 URL.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

α Values
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Abstract—Functional programming appears to be enjoying a
renaissance of interest for developing practical, ―real-world‖
applications. Proponents have long maintained that the
functional style is a better way to modularize programs and
reduce complexity. What is new in this paper is we test this claim
by studying the complexity of open source codes written in Scala,
a modern language that unifies functional and object
programming. We downloaded from GitHub, Inc., a portfolio of
mostly ―trending‖ Scala repositories that included the Scala
compiler and standard library, much of them written in Scala;
the Twitter, Inc., server and its support libraries; and many other
repositories, several of them production-oriented and
commercially inspired. In total we investigated approximately
22,000 source files with 2 millions lines of code and 223,000
methods written by hundreds of programmers. To analyze these
sources, we developed a novel compiler kit that measures lines of
code and adaptively learns to estimate the cyclomatic complexity
of functional-object codes. The data show, first, lines of code and
cyclomatic complexity are positively correlated as we expected
but only weakly which we did not expect with Kendall’s τ=0.258–
0.274. Second, 75% of the Scala methods are straight-line, that is,
they have the lowest possible cyclomatic complexity. Third,
nearly 70% of methods have three or fewer lines. Fourth, the
distributions of lines of code and cyclomatic complexity are both
non-Gaussian (P<0.01), which is as surprising as it is interesting.
These data may offer new insights into software complexity and
the large-scale structure of applications including but not
necessarily limited to Scala.
Keywords—Functional programming; Scala; GitHub.com

I.

INTRODUCTION

Functional programming appears to be enjoying a
renaissance of interest for writing practical applications. The
turn toward functional programming is evident in recent
introductions of new functional languages, revival of old ones,
incorporation of functional semantics in non-functional
languages, publications of trade texts focused on functional
programming, proliferation of open source communities and
tools dedicated to functional programming, and adoption of
functional approaches by some firms in industry. While
reasons for the newfound enthusiasm are likely varied, some
proponents have argued that elaboration of the lambda
calculus is well suited to writing modular programs that
reduce complexity.
What is new in this paper is we tested this latter claim and
developed an experimental compiler kit to analyze the
modularity and complexity of Scala, a modern language that
unifies functional and object styles [1,2]. (While the focus is
on Scala, the concept we present is more general and we posit
adaptable to the functional style, whether in a pure functional

language or a language like Java that recently incorporated
lambda expressions beginning with version 8.) We then
downloaded from GitHub.com 1 a portfolio of mostly
―trending‖ Scala repositories that contain millions of lines of
source in tens of thousands of files with hundreds of thousands
of methods written by hundreds of programmers. A robust
analysis of this data indicates that lines of code (LOC) and
cyclomatic complexity (M) [3] are positively correlated, as we
expected, but only weakly which we did not expect. In other
words, LOC and M are clearly related though not necessarily
interchangeable as suggested elsewhere in the literature for
programs written with imperative languages. While we do not
yet know if this new finding is unique to Scala, robust
variability statistics indicate M is a more reliable estimate of
complexity compared to LOC, confirming the distinction of
the two metrics, at least for the Scala repositories on GitHub.
The data furthermore shows an interesting non-Gaussian
preponderance of short, straight-line methods, which also
surprised us. That is, we assumed as a null hypothesis that
LOC and M would be normally distributed about a mean value
which they aren’t. These new findings may offer insights into
software complexity and the large-scale structure of programs
including, but not necessarily limited to, Scala.
II.

BACKGROUND

Functional programming for much of its history has
thrived largely in academic obscurity [4,5]. That may be
changing. A renaissance of interest in ―real-world‖
applications of functional programming, languages, and styles
has emerged in recent years [6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. Some
investigators have observed that the renewed enthusiasm for
functional programming is partly a response to the ―free lunch
is over‖ dilemma posed by the advent of commodity multicore
systems [13,14]. Others like Twitter, Inc., have switched to
functional programming, and Scala in particular, for the
advantages Scala purports to offer for scalability. 2 Yet
functional programming proponents have long maintained that
mathematical expressiveness of the functional style lends itself
to modularization and reducing program complexity [15]. That
there have been no empirical studies to support these latter
suppositions has not stopped language designers, developers,
and authors from arguing for more functional programming.
We don’t fault functional programming enthusiasts. There
isn’t even a consensus regarding what software complexity is,
a conundrum in our view reminiscent of asking what beauty is,
1

See GitHib, Inc., https://github.com/trending?l=scala, accessed: 6 June 2014
See C. Metz, ―Twitter jilts Ruby for Scala,‖ The Register,
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/04/01/twitter_on_scala/, accessed 4 Jun
2014
2
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which Immanuel Kant tackled more than two centuries ago
[16]. Perhaps the relationship between software complexity
and aesthetics and matters of taste is more than a philosophical
one for if software complexity were ―in the eyes of the
beholder‖ it might account for the 100-plus different metrics,
computational and cognitive, that propose to blindly quantify
what is desirable and undesirable in code, the irony
notwithstanding [17,18]. Our point is only to suggest that
rather than inventing yet another metric for functional
programs, we believed it more productive as an experiment to
start with existing metrics, off-the-shelf, so to speak; refactor
them only if needed; and see what the source code is telling
us.
As a candidate, M has its downsides, being imperfect and
dated [19,20]. Furthermore there is no research on how to
apply M to functional programs, which differ in some
fundamental ways from imperative programs for which M had
been originally developed. Still M remains the most widely
known and often applied metric, standing singularly for its
diverse implementations 3 and published risk assessments by
the Software Engineering Institute [21].
LOC, as a simple measure of complexity, is similarly dated
and inadequate [22]. Some modern languages furthermore
present semantic challenges for measuring LOC because of
nested definitions and structures. Nevertheless the enduring
importance LOC, despite their limitations, are evident in
modern source editors, IDEs, operating systems, etc. which
would be incomplete from a programming point of view
without line counting facilities.
Hatton observed for FORTRAN and C that M and LOC
were statistically correlated, declaring M ―effectively useless‖
[23]. Perhaps Hatton made this claim because LOC was so
obvious and simple that there had to be a better approach,
although for our purposes we show this view of LOC is naïve
at best. We don’t disagree with Hatton in principle; we would
simply state the matter differently. Namely, we expect only as
a working hypothesis that any other measure of software
complexity is positively correlated with LOC since this view
comports with commonsense and anecdotal experience.
III.

WHY SCALA?

We were motivated to study Scala for a few reasons.
1) Scala blends functional and object-oriented styles,
which stood out for us as representative of the forwardlooking, modern turn toward practical functional
programming.
2) Scala is a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) language. This
is complementary to the first item above and it means Scala
For only a smattering of languages see F. Kline, ―Cyclomatic Complexity
Viewer,‖ http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/10705/CyclomaticComplexity-Viewer, accessed 12 Aug 2013; G. Wilson, ―Cyclomatic
complexity for Python code,― http://thegarywilson.com/blog/2006/cyclomaticcomplexity-for-python-code/, 9 Jul 2006, accessed 6 Jun 2014; G. Wilson,
―Cyclomatic complexity for Python code,―
http://thegarywilson.com/blog/2006/cyclomatic-complexity-for-python-code/,
9 Jul 2006, accessed 6 Jun 2014; SonarSource, http://www.sonarqube.org/,
accessed 6 Jun 2014; and Cyvis, ―Software Complexity Visualiser,‖
http://cyvis.sourceforge.net/cyclomatic_complexity.html, accessed 6 Jun 2014
3

runs virtually everywhere (e.g., desktops, browsers,
cellphones, tablets, and GPUs [24], and furthermore
interoperates with a large installed base of legacy Java codes.
Thus, a study of Scala may be of interest to a broader
audience of programmers and researchers.
3) Scala repositories are readily accessible as open
source. Some of these repositories, as we show, are large,
sophisticated, and deployed in a commercial / production
capacity.
4) The Scala open source community provided us with the
requisite tools to develop our own tools. We are referring
mainly to the Scala plugin for Eclipse (see below) that was
created and over the years improved by the Scala community.
5) We are Scala programmers. We have used Scala for
teaching and research purposes and we were thus curious to
know how our anecdotal experience compared with empirical
data.
IV.

SCLASTIC

The main problems, conceptual and programming, were
how to apply LOC and M to Scala. In summary, the issue for
LOC is how to interpret inner definitions. The issue for M is
handling standard library and user-defined high-order
predicate functions.
Thus, we sought to implement an experimental compiler
kit capable of solving these problems for a large sample of
Scala source codes. We call this kit, Sclastic since it operates
in an ―elastic‖ manner, that is, it learns to dynamically
estimate M by discovering the signatures of high-order
functions that take predicate (i.e., Boolean-returning) function
objects as parameters and storing this information in a
database that Sclastic consults during a separate pass.
Sclastic is itself mostly written in Scala and the source is
hosted on GitHub. 4 Sclastic is not in the portfolio of
repositories we analyze.
At a high level, the main body of Sclastic has three phases,
each comprising one or more passes. The first phase, the decommenter, removes comments and empty lines from the
input file, which it stores as an in-memory stream of string
objects. The second phase, the parser, filters the string stream
and identifies lexical objects, methods, scopes, and decision
points, which we describe below. The final phase, the method
compiler, analyzes the parse stream and calculates lines counts
and estimates M for each method.
This three-phase process outputs a list of Scala objects that
other parts of the Sclastic kit analyze for statistical and report
generation purposes.
A. Definitions
For the purposes of this paper, we have the following
definitions.
 Line. A Scala line is a sequence of zero or more
characters terminated by a newline character or the end
See ―Sclastic,‖ http://github.com/roncoleman125/Sclastic, accessed 6 June
2014
4
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of file. In the degenerate case, an empty line has only a
newline character or is the end of file. A line may
contain one or more comments. A de-commented line
is a line with all comments removed.

While the ―nominal‖ line count of evens is four (i.e.,
lines 3 – 6), the ―effective‖ line count is three (i.e., lines 3, 5
and 6). The nominal and effective line count of iseven is
one (i.e., line 4).

Method. A method is a Scala class member function.
The function may return an object or it may be void
returning in which case it may also be called a
procedure. The method may have zero or more formal
parameters. Every method is composed of at least one
non-empty line.

Note furthermore that class C has an implied constructor
which initializes the member, TWO, whenever an instance of C
comes into existence. (In Scala, a val type is a read-only
―value‖ or constant, final in Java.)

B. Line counts
Per the definition above, counting lines in Scala source, in
the simplest cases, is simple. Consider the snippet below.
1: class A {
2:
def evens(input: List[Int]):
List[Int] = {
3:
input.filter(p => p % 2 == 0)
4:
}
5: }
Snippet 1

We define the nominal line count to be the number of lines
of a lexical scope including inner definitions. The effective
line count is the number of lines of a lexical scope not
including inner definitions. For purposes of this paper, we use
only the effective line count.
C. Hard signatures
The cyclomatic complexity given by McCabe [5] is

The evens method of class A, given a list of integers,
returns a new list with only the even numbers from the input
list. (Note: Scala ignores indents and most whitespace. We
added line numbers only for readability; they are not part of
Scala syntax.) In this case, the line count of evens which
Sclastic reports, is the number of lines between and including
the inner curly braces of evens, that is, three.
Curly braces, however, are often optional in Scala.
Consider the snippet of class B below.
1: class B {
2:
def evens(input: List[Int]) =
input.filter(p => p % 2 == 0)
3: }
Snippet 2
This evens method is functionally equivalent to the one
from class A. However, Sclastic compiles evens in this case
giving a line count of one.
Counting lines is even subtler since Scala permits inner
definitions of classes and methods. That is, it is possible to
define classes within classes, methods within methods, and
combinations thereof with arbitrary nesting depth. Consider
the snippet below, which implements evens with the closure,
iseven.
1: class C {
2:
val TWO = 2
3:
def evens(input: List[Int]):
List[Int] = {
4:
def iseven(a: Int): Boolean =
a % TWO == 0
5:
input.filter(p => iseven(p))
6:
}
7: }
Snippet 3

Sclastic interprets constructors as initializer methods.
Thus, while the constructor’s nominal line count is seven (i.e.,
lines 1 – 7), its effective line count is three (i.e., lines 1, 2, and
7).

M=E–N+2P

(1)

where E and N are the number of edges and nodes,
respectively, in the program flow graph and P is the number of
exit points for a given method.
A simplification is to use predicate counting [5,33]. It
counts decision points, i.e., statements that contain Boolean
expressions where an alternate path though the code might be
selected. If π is a function, which returns the number of
decision points within a method, then the cyclomatic
complexity can also be calculated as follows:
M=π+1

(2)

McCabe [5] shows that Equations 1 and 2 give the same
result for a method whe P=1. In both cases, the smallest value,
M=1, means the method consists only of a ―basic block‖ or
―straight-line‖ code.
Using Equation 2 makes calculating M straight forward for
languages like Java. In this case, the decision point signatures
are the selection and looping statements: if, switch-case, for,
while, and do-while. Since these statements may also contain
Boolean expressions connected by logical-and and/or logicalor operators, respectively, && and | | are also decision points
in the context of selection and looping statements. For
instance, we count an if statement as one decision point while
we count an if statement with an embedded && or | | as two
decisions points.
There is yet another simplification which we assume.
Namely, if the Boolean expression in the selection or loop is
constant true (i.e., there is no decision), it is still counted as a
decision point, even though the Boolean expression will never
be false.
As the table below suggests, there is an incomplete
correspondence between Java and Scala decision point
signatures.
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TABLE I.

JAVA AND SCALA DECISION POINT SIGNATURES

Java

Scala

if

if

for

for (possibly)

while

while

do-while

N/A

switch-case
&&, | |

match-case
&&, | |

N/A

higher-order functions

First, we ignore the do-while. It doesn’t exist in Scala.
As for the Scala for statement, it behaves like the Java foreach statement. That is, it operates on a collection and visits
every element unconditionally. The Scala for statement may
contain an if keyword. However, this case is covered by the if
signature in Table 1.
We say the above signatures are ―hard‖ in the sense that
their signatures are part of the language. Furthermore, we
hard-code them in a program table we call the ―book‖ which
Sclastic searches when it parses the input source.
D. Hard signatures
Scala also makes decisions in the context of higher-order
functions that take Boolean-returning function objects. We call
these higher-order functions, predicate contexts.
Consider Snippet 1. The function literal, p => p % 2
== 0, determines whether an element of the List collection
is even. The problem is that we must search the source for all
references to predicate contexts like filter. As we show,
the Scala standard library has hundreds of such methods, the
signatures of which we can put in the book with the hard
signatures.
Doing so solves only part of the problem. It does not allow
for the Scala standard library to incorporate new predicate
contexts or refactor old ones. Furthermore, a programmer may
extend the Scala standard library and add new predicate
contexts or create new classes and predicate contexts that are
independent of the Scala standard library.
Our solution to these problems was to make two passes
over the input during the parser phase. During the first pass the
parser identifies method definitions that are predicate contexts,
that is, ―soft‖ signatures, which the parser adds to the book.
During the second pass, the parser queries the book to identify
decision points, hard and soft. (In practice, there are in fact
two books, a ―hard‖ one, which is ―hard-coded‖ into Sclastic,
and a ―soft‖ one, which is created dynamically and stored in a
datbase. A configuration switch tells Sclastic to generate the
soft one and stop or load the soft one and continue analyzing
the source.)
E. Soft signature miss rate
The book may still be incomplete. Namely, decision points
that reference predicate contexts, which are not in the portfolio
of repositories, will not be in the book. One solution is to
inflate the portfolio with repositories until the book is
―closed,‖ namely, all references to predicate contexts are

contained in the book. We consider this approach definitive
but impractical. The universe of Scala repositories is likely
large and not necessarily completely hosted by GitHub.
We have chosen instead to model the potential severity of
the problem by estimating the probability of a soft signature
not being in the book when it is needed—the soft signature
miss rate. First, we have the probability of declared imports
that that do not have corresponding package exports in the
portfolio. This is the package miss rate. However, the soft
signature miss rate is likely a fraction of the miss package rate
since not every imported package contains predicate contexts.
For instance, Java imports will not have predicate contexts. In
general, the majority of Scala repositories in the portfolio do
not contain predicate contexts. Thus, the soft signature miss
rate is a joint probability, namely, the missing package rate
times the probability that a package has predicate contexts,
assuming the two are mathematically independent.
For a random sample of repositories, we model the soft
signature miss rate, S, as follows:
S≈k×w

(3)

where k is the observed missing package rate and w is the
observed fraction of repositories that contain packages with
predicate contexts. We observe the parameters, k and w, using
the law of succession [25] and frequency data extracted from
the portfolio.
Finally, there are reasons we suggest to exclude the Scala
compiler / standard library repository from the portfolio.
However, our analysis always includes in the book soft
signatures from the entire portfolio of repositories, that is,
including the Scala repository.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this section, we describe the experimental design and
give summary statistics for the portfolio.
A. Data
We created a portfolio of all the Scala repositories that
GitHub identified as trending. This term, ―trending,‖ is
GitHub terminology, which by GitHub’s definition means a
repository that ―the GitHub community is most excited about‖.
The important thing is that GitHub selects these repositories
when we specify the language, ―scala.‖ GitHub returns the
respective ―trending‖ repositories as hyperlinks on several
web pages.
The portfolio starts as a collection of downloaded zip files
which are inputs to Sclastic. The portfolio includes the Scala
compiler / standard library which are written largely in Scala5;
the Twitter, Inc., server and libraries 6 ; several, large
commercially inspired repositories such as Lift [26] and
Akka 7 ; and many smaller and lesser known repositories for
computational finance, graphics, games, networking, web

See ―Scala: Object-Oriented Meets Functional,‖ http://scala-lang.org,
accessed 6 Jun 2014
6
See ―Twitter is built on open source software,‖ http://twitter.github.io/,
accessed 30 Jun 2013
7
See ―Akka,‖ http://akka.io/, accessed 6 June 2014
5
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services, crypto-graphics, and artificial intelligence, among
others.
In the case of Twitter, Inc., of its 42 repositories on
Twitter’s home page on GitHub6, three were found to be
―trending‖ and the rest we included in the portfolio for the
sake of curiosity and possible future research. The other
exception was Casbah 8, a repository we had used for initial
testing.
We downloaded 262 repositories in total. 85% of the
repositories were trending and the rest, 15%, were nontrending, being the 39 Twitter repositories and Casbah. This
portfolio consisted of 21,596 source files with 2,391 KLOC
(1,519 KLOC with comments and empty lines removed), and
223,493 methods.
The book has 1,187 soft signatures. 471 or approximately
40% are from the Scala repository. The remaining 60% are
made from 77 other repositories. The portfolio exports 3,667
unique packages and imports 89,131 packages, 81,285 or
91.2% of which Sclastic found in the portfolio.
The table below gives statistics on the ten largest
repositories in the portfolio ranked by number of methods.
(All counts are ×1000.)
TABLE II.

TEN LARGEST REPOSITORIES IN THE PORTFOLIO.

Repository

Methods

% tot.

Raw
LOC

Stripped
LOC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Scala
Scala Test
Delite
Lift
Akka
SBT-0.13
Spire-2.10.0
Scalaz-Seven
Finagle

57
17
9
9
8
7
5
5
5

26
7
4
4
4
3
2
2
2

401
300
62
106
105
45
23
42
56

247
170
41
58
66
36
17
28
41

10

BIDMat

4

2

16

14

These ten largest repositories account for 56% of the
methods and 47% of the executable LOC in the portfolio.
B. Setup
We used Eclipse9, Indigo service release 2 to develop and
run Sclastic with the Scala 2.92 compiler and the Scala IDE
plugin 3.0.010.
We have one Korn shell script. It computes the package
miss rate given a list of imports and a list of imports that have
no declared class or package in the source. We also have one
C program. It calculates, Kendall’s τ [27] and MADM [28]
statistics.
C. Nonparametric methods
A visual inspection of the distributions of M and LOC
suggested the data probably were non-Gaussian. This was in

fact confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [27].
Thus, we used only robust statistical measures like the K-S
test. Two other methods we use are Kendall’s τ and median
absolute deviation from the median or MADM. Kendall’s τ is
a rank-based measure of correlation, a nonparametric analogue
of Person’s r. MADM is a rank-based measure of variability
which might be considered a nonparametric analogue of the
coefficient of variation. We calculate both of these statistics
using the kendall.c program included in the Sclastic
repository. The interested reader may wish to consult the
source code and/or the literature for more details about these
statistics.
D. Scatter plots
Our intensions for the scatterplots were to paint a picture
of the qualitative relationship between M and LOC. However,
since both M and LOC are discrete integer values, we found a
simple scatterplot gives a terrace-like picture, obscuring many
data points that may be overlaid by other data points. This
loses much information. The scatterplots we use attempt to
correct this problem by rendering data points at not at x=M×q
and y=LOC×q but x=Ω(M×q+η0) and y=Ω(LOC×q+η1). Here
q is a scaling constant that converts the respective value to
pixel units (q is the same in both cases); η0 and η1 are uniform
random deviates on the interval [-0.50, 0.50); and Ω rounds to
the nearest integer. In other words, we render each point
without bias within one scaled unit of its location in the chart.
VI.

RESULTS

Thus, per Equation 3 we estimate k = 0.088 and w =
(1+78) / (262+2), namely, in accordance with the law of
succession [25]. Our ―best guess‖ of the soft signature miss
rate is S ≈ 0.026.
All results are based on source after the comments and
empty lines have been removed. Furthermore, since the Scala
complier/standard library repository is by far the largest in the
portfolio, we analyzed the portfolio with this repository and
without it to check for any possible bias the Scala repository
may have had on the overall results. The table below gives the
summary statistics for the portfolio with and without the Scala
repository.
TABLE III.

SUMMARY STATISTICS WITH AND WITHOUT THE SCALA
REPOSITORY
Portfolio

w/o Scala repos.

τ

0.258

0.274

Median M

1.0

1.0

Median LOC

2.0

2.0
0.0

MADM (M)

0.0

MADM (LOC)

1.0

2.0

Hard decision points

126,432

96,732

Soft decision points

122,202

110,996

The scatter
compiler/standard
respectively.

plots below include
library repository and

the Scala
excludes it

See ―MongoDB,‖ http://10gen.com, accessed 6 June 2014
See ―Eclipse,‖ http://eclipse.org, accessed 15 Feb 2013
10
See ―Scala IDE for Eclipse,‖ http://scala-ide.org/, accessed 12 Aug 2013
8
9
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The chart below gives the M per method distribution
plotted on a log-log scale.
1,000,000
100,000

Freq

10,000
1,000
100
10
1
1

Fig. 1. Scatter plot M (horizontal axis) vs. LOC (vertical axis) including the
Scala compiler/standard library repository. Both axes have range [0,50].

10
M / method

100

Fig. 3. Distribution of M / method plotted on log-log scales including (+)
and excluding (o) the Scala complier/standard library repository.

The table below gives the distribution of the first ten M per
method values
TABLE V.

Fig. 2. Scatter plot M (horizontal axis) vs. LOC (vertical axis) excluding the
Scala compiler/standard library repository. Both axes have range [0,50].

Freq.

% of total

cum. %

1

100,692

45.5

45.5

2

31,221

14.1

58.6

3

14,212

8.7

68.3

4

9,994

6.4

74.7

5

7,197

4.5

79.2

6

2,287

3.3

82.5

7

1,606

2.7

85.2

8

5,990

2.1

87.3

9

4,700

1.7

89.0

10

3,935

1.5

90.5

The chart below gives the LOC per method distribution
plotted on a log-log scale.

M is the horizontal axis and LOC, the vertical axis. The
ranges of M and LOC on each axis are 0 - 50 (inclusive) which
account for >99% of the data points.

1,000,000

The table below gives the distribution of the first ten M per
method values across the entire portfolio.

10,000

M
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Freq.
167,717
25,527
10,969
6,013
4,124
2,287
1,606
1,071
911
678

DISTRIBUTION OF M MEASUREMENTS
% of total
75.1
11.0
4.9
2.6
1.8
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3

cum. %
75.1
86.1
91.0
93.6
95.4
96.4
97.1
97.6
98.0
98.3

100,000
Freq

TABLE IV.

DISTRIBUTION OF LOC MEASUREMENTS

LOC

1,000
100
10
1
1

10

100

1,000

LOC / method
Fig. 4. Distribution of LOC / method plotted on log-log scales including (+)
and excluding (o) the Scala complier/standard library repository
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VII. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss and interpret the results.
A. Soft signature miss rate
We had noted that estimated soft signature miss rate, S, is
less than 3%. This suggests that the book, which as we
mentioned always contains the Scala standard library, is
mostly complete as it contains an overwhelming majority of
all the soft signatures required by the portfolio to reliably
estimate M.
B. Correlations
Table 3 shows weak correlation between M and LOC
including the Scala repository. The correlation also remains
weak without the Scala repository. We interpret the weak
correlation with and without Scala repository this to mean that
the Scala repository does not appear to bias the M and LOC
correlation. That the correlation is positive agrees with the
commonsense expectation we posited at the outset. However,
that the correlation is weak tell us that M is not ―effectively
useless‖ in relation to LOC as Hatton wrote.
The positive but weak correlation would seem to suggest
that M and LOC are measuring related but nevertheless
different phenomena in the source. Some evidence in support
of this conjecture is the MADM statistics. That MADM(M) <
MADM(LOC) in general indicates that M is a more stable
measure with less variability compared to LOC. This stands to
reason since the range of M tends to be smaller than that for
LOC. Indeed, this would explain the vertical layering of the
scatterplots in Figure 1 and Figure 2. (Note: since M>0 and
LOC>0, we find no data points on the x=0 or y=0 axis.) In
other words, these data don’t contradict Hatton [23] but they
also don’t fully support it. LOC and M are not interchangeable
and both metric may be needed to provide a more complete
picture of the complexity of Scala codes.
C. Hard and soft decision points
We note in Table 3 that there are nearly as many soft
decision points as hard ones. The hard-to-soft ratio with the
Scala repository is 1.03 and without it, 0.87. This fraction
might indicate that overall programmers are exploiting the
blend of functional and object styles in Scala, which would
make sense. That the Scala repository employs fractionally
more hard decision points (126,432-96,732=29,700) than soft
ones (122,202-110,996=11,206) is noteworthy as the hard-tosoft ratio is 2.65. We offer only as conjecture the possibility
that the Scala repository doesn’t reference its own standard
library in relative terms. The standard library would be
designed and implemented more for reuse by others.
D. Distributions
Although the median M=1 in Table 3, Table 4 shows that
slightly more than 75% of methods have M=1. Although the
median LOC=2, Table 5 shows nearly 70% of methods have
LOC≤3. In other words, most of the code is highly modular
and mostly simple. As we pointed out, the K-S test indicates
that both of these distributions are non-Gaussian (P < 0.01).
In our opinion, this is perhaps even more interesting and
surprising. First, on its face, this data tends to agree with

claims of functional programming proponents, that is,
functional programming encourages highly modular coding. It
does not, at least, seem to contradict them. Whether this is
unique to Scala or the functional style is unknown. Second, it
could be argued that the short and simple methods are mainly
―getters‖ and ―setters‖. We don’t know; Sclastic does not
distinguish getters and setters from other methods. However,
we doubt this is the explanation for the preponderance of
short, straight-line methods since Scala obviates the use of
such boilerplate in general. Another explanation to consider is
programmers are merely following the published style guides
by Scala language designers and Twitter, Inc. 11 The problem
with this idea is the style guides are only those: guides.
Furthermore Scala is a relatively new language and the style
guides, as far as we know, are even newer.
There is yet another possibility to account for these
distributions. As we pointed out, the distributions and M and
LOC are non-Gaussian. This was the reason we used robust
methods of statistical analysis. First, the charts in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 strongly resemble one another. Again, this suggests
that with (+) or without (o) the Scala compiler / standard
library repository, the general statistical pattern persists.
Second, the distributions resemble those distributions of
physical and aesthetic phenomena known to follow powerlaws [29]. That is, the explanatory model has the form of a
homogenous power-law, namely, f (x) = c x α where c and α
are constants. This notion was tested by [30] which found
power-laws offered the best, most parsimonious explanation
for distributions and M and LOC. The reader will note that,
indeed, if we plotted, log f (x) = α log(x) + β we would obtain
a line with slope α and intercept β = log(c). Figure 3 and
Figure 4, in this case, α <0, suggest that.
Here we wish to go further and speculate that the M and
LOC type-distributions as presented in this paper may not be
unique to Scala per se. Rather, they may be a statistical
characteristic of other languages, when studied in the large as
the case of our portfolio of Scala repositories. However,
similar distributions for other languages have not been
reported elsewhere in the literature, which leaves open a
research for further study.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The results we have give in this paper point in a few
different directions for future research. One of these is to
confirm our findings for other functional programming
languages where open source is concern. In this way, we have
the opportunity to study possibly many other repositories. We
gave a list of candidate languages in the ―Background‖
section. Another direction is to study a language like Java. The
promise of Java is we would likely find many repositories on
GitHub. Finally, a study of Java repositories, being largely
object-oriented at this time (Java 8, which supports lambda
expressions, was released in March 2014), offers an
opportunity to make some assessment and comparison of the
relative contributions of functional and object styles in the
data we presented here for Scala.
See ―Scala Style Guide,‖ http://docs.scala-lang.org/style/, accessed 9 June
2014 and ―Effective Scala,‖ http://twitter.github.io/effectivescala/, accessed 9
June 2014
11
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Abstract—The two important aspects of security that deal
with transmitting information or data over some medium like
Internet are steganography and cryptography. Steganography
deals with hiding the presence of a message and cryptography
deals with hiding the contents of a message. Both of them are
used to ensure security. But none of them can simply fulfill the
basic requirements of security i.e. the features such as robustness,
undetectability and capacity etc. So a new method based on the
combination of both cryptography and steganography known as
Crypto-Steganography which overcome each other’s weaknesses
and make difficult for the intruders to attack or steal sensitive
information is being proposed. This paper also describes the
basics concepts of steganography and cryptography on the basis
of previous literatures available on the topic.
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Image
Steganography;
Cryptography; Least Significant Bit (LSB); Enhanced Least
Significant Bit (ELSB); Compression; Decompression; Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES); Data Encryption Standard (DES);
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I.

INTRODUCTION

It‟s a well-known fact that security of data has become a
major concern nowadays. The growth of modern
communication technologies imposes a special means of
security mechanisms especially in case of data networks [33].
The network security is becoming more important as the
volume of data being exchanged over the Internet increases
day by day [29].
The two important techniques for providing security are
cryptography and steganography [5]. Both are well known and
widely used methods in information security.
One of the reasons why the attackers become successful in
intrusion is that they have an opportunity to read and
comprehend most of the information from the system [29].
Intruders may reveal the information to others, misuse or
modify the information, misrepresent them to an individual/
organization or use them to plan even some more severe
attacks [13]. One of the solutions to this problem is through
the use of steganography and cryptography.
Steganography is the art of hiding information in digital
media through the techniques of embedding hidden messages
in such a way that no one except the sender and the intended
receiver(s) can detect the existence of the messages [1].
Cryptography is the art of transmitting the data safely over
the Internet by applying some cryptographic algorithms so that
it will be difficult for an attacker to attack or steal some
confidential or private information [11].
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A brief description of the state of the art of steganography
and cryptography is given in section II. A literature survey is
described in section III. In section IV, a proposed algorithm
has been described. Section V describes the comparative
analysis of both the techniques. Section VI has been used for
the conclusion and future direction of the research work.
II.

THE STATE OF THE ART

A. Steganography
Steganography is the technique of embedding hidden
messages in such a way that no one, except the sender and
intended receiver(s) can detect the existence of the messages.
The main goal of steganography is to hide the secret message
or information in such a way that eavesdroppers are not able to
detect it [1]. If they found any suspicious data, then goal is
defeated. Other goal of steganography is to communicate
securely in a completely undetectable manner. The various
forms of data in steganography can be audio, video, text and
images etc. The basic model of Steganography consists of
three components [3]:
 The Carrier image: The carrier image is also called the
cover object that will carry the message that is to be
hidden.
 The Message: A message can be anything like data, file
or image etc.
 The Key: A key is used to decode/decipher/discover
the hidden message.

Key

Carrier Image

Steganography
Tool

Stego Object

Message to hide

Fig. 1. Basic Model of Steganography

The encryption and decryption processes for hiding an
image in steganography can be defined in a flow chart [3] as
below:
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1) Types of Steganography
The various types of steganography include [17]:

Start

a) Image Steganography
The image steganography is the process in which we hide
the data within an image so that there will not be any
perceivable change in the original image. The conventional
image steganography algorithm is LSB embedding algorithm.

Enter Message

b) Audio Steganography
The method of hiding secret information in an audio is
known as audio steganography. There are various methods for
hiding secret data in an audio such as LSB, Phase Coding etc.
[17].

Select an Image

Enter Key

c) Video Steganography
The method of hiding secret information in a video is
known as video steganography. Video consist of images as
well as audio. Hence, both images and audio steganography
can be used for video steganography [17].

Save Stego Image

d) Text files Steganography
The method of hiding secret information in a text is known
as text steganography. Text steganography requires less
memory as it can only store text files. It provides quick
communication or transfer of files from one computer to
another. Text steganography is not commonly used as text
files containing large amount of redundant data [17].

Hide Message

Stop

2) Techniques of Steganography
Fig. 2. Embedding Secret Message into Cover Object

Steganography techniques are as follows:
a) Least Significant Bit (LSB)
Least Significant bit is the most common technique used
for hiding the secret information in any digital media like
image, text or audio/video. LSB refers to replacement of last
bit of an image with the bit of secret message [23]. One can
use 8 bit or 24 bit image to hide data. 24 bit images are well
suited for hiding large amount of data. Although LSB is
simple and useful for the user but it can be detected by an
attacker during transmission of data on the network. There are
many versions of LSB like Edge-LSB, Random-LSB and
Enhanced LSB etc. [23].

Start

Enter Stego Image

Enter Key

Key Matched?
No

Yes
Decrypted Message

Stop

Fig. 3. Extracting Secret Message from Cover Object

b) Bitmap Steganography
There are two types of compressions: Lossy compression
and Lossless Compression. In lossy compression, the data can
be lost after applying compression while in lossless
compression, the data can‟t be lost. For compression of
images, lossy compression is generally used wherein after the
compression the image can be restored but its quality can be
degraded [21]. Bitmap steganography is the simple and most
common approach as only BMP files gives lossless
compression. BMP images are created from pixels and all
pixels are comprised of three basic components i.e. Red,
Green and Blue and named as RGB.
A combination of these three color components can form
every color that is seen in these images. It is known that every
byte in Computer Science is created from 8 bits and the first
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bit is called the most significant bit (MSB) and the last bit is
called the least significant bit (LSB).

C. Steganography vs Cryptography
TABLE I.

Suppose that there are three adjacent pixels (9 bytes) with
the RGB encoding:

Techniques

10010101 00001101 11001001
10010110 00001111 11001011
10011111 00010000 11001011
The decimal number 300 can be converted into binary
representation which is 100101100. This representation can be
embedded into the least significant bits of the image. LSB can
be represented as (where bits in different color have been
changed)
10010101 00001100 11001000
10010111 00001110 11001011
10011111 00010000 11001010
Here the number 300 was embedded into the grid, only the
5 bits are needed to be changed according to the embedded
message. On an average, only half of the bits in an image
would be modified to hide a secret message using the
maximum cover size [32].
B. Cryptography
Cryptography is the art of achieving security by encoding
messages to make them non-readable [34]. Cryptography is an
art of transmitting the data safely over the Internet by applying
some cryptographic algorithms so that it will be difficult for an
attacker to attack or steal some confidential or private
information.
Two basic terms used in cryptography are encryption and
decryption; encryption is the process of converting plain text
into cipher text and decryption is the reverse process of
encryption [34]. Plain text is the text having the actual
message or data which is not encrypted and cipher text is the
text after encryption of message or data which is ready to be
shared [34]. A key is needed for both encryption and
decryption of the message.
E

Hi,
you
are
fine

E

Encryption
Algorithm

Ki, brx duh ilqh
Cipher Text

Plain Text

Ki, brx duh ilqh

Encryption Key

`
D

Decryption
Algorithm

Cipher Text

D
Hi, you
are fine
Plain Text

Decryption Key

Fig. 4. Basic Model of Cryptography

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STEGANOGRAPHY AND
CRYPTOGRAPHY
Steganography

Cryptography

Definition

Steganography means
cover writing

Cryptography means
secret writing

Objective

Focuses on keeping
existence of a message
secret

Focuses on keeping
contents of a message
secret

Key

Optional

Necessary

Carrier

Any digital media

Usually text based

Visibility

Never

Always

Security
Services
Offered

Confidentiality,
authentication

Confidentiality,
availability, data
integrity, nonrepudiation

Attacks

It is broken when
attacker detects that
steganography has been
used known as
Steganalysis

It is broken when
attacker can read the
secret message known as
Cryptanalysis

Result

Stego file

Cipher text

III.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In [1], authors explore the steganography, its history,
features, tools and various techniques like LSB, masking,
filtering and other transformations used for hiding messages in
an image.
In [2], basic cryptographic concepts and techniques are
defined. The paper also describes various methods to hide the
secret or confidential message in an original file so that it is
unintelligible to an interceptor.
In [3], Dr. R. Sridevi, Vijaya Lakshmi Paruchuri, K. S
Sadasiva Rao introduced the concept of embedding the secret
message into an image using LSB technique and then applied
AES algorithm to provide better security.
The paper [4] proposes a reverse procedure described in
paper [3] by using an alteration component method.
In [5] user enters username, password and a key. A key is
taken from automatic key generator device which generates a
unique key after some specific time. After this the secret
message and key is encrypted and encrypted message is
embedded into cover image and stego image is produced.
In paper [6] the secret message is first compressed then the
message is hashed and encrypted using encryption key. This
method results in robust model and achieves two important
principles of security i.e. privacy and authenticity.
In [7], various technologies used in image steganography
are proposed. This paper presents a review used for hiding a
secret message or image in spatial and transform domain. This
paper also proposed techniques for detecting the secret
message or image i.e. steganalysis.
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The paper at [8] introduced a method where secret message
is first compressed using wavelet transform technique and then
embeds into cover image using LSB where the bits of secret
message is inserted into image by using random number
generator.
In [9], A. Joseph Raphael introduces basic terminologies of
cryptography and steganography and ensures that the
combination of both gives multiple layers of security and will
achieve requirements like capacity, security and robustness.
The paper at [10] introduced a method based on image
ranking. Firstly, secret data is encrypted using RSA encryption
algorithm and then users selects any image suited for hiding
particular data. This will make difficult for attacker to succeed
an attack. Finally, a stego image has been produced but this
paper lacks in integrity and this application cannot hide large
data.
In [11], authors give brief review of above techniques used
for ensuring security. It is proved in this paper that using these
techniques, data can be made more secure and robust.
The authors in paper [12] introduced the method for
embedding the secret image into cover image using LSB
technique and then encrypts using DES algorithm and used the
key image.
In [13], authors first embed the secret data within cover
image using LSB technique and then apply DES encryption
method for encrypting the data which provides better security.
In [14], authors first encrypts the data with RC4 encryption
algorithm and then embeds in BMP cover image using three
different steganographic methods and then compares these
three methods. This paper also results in achieving the
requirements of security i.e. data confidentiality, data integrity
and data authentication.
The paper at [15], embeds the secret image into 24 bit or 8
bit image by using LSB and then evaluated results for 2, 4, 6
LSB for a .png file and a .bmp file.
In [16], authors proposed a new technique called
metamorphic cryptography where secret image is encrypted
and transformed into a cipher image using key and this cipher
image is embedded into a cover image by converting it into an
intermediate text and finally transformed once again into an
image.
In the paper at [17], authors define basic terminologies of
steganography, steganography techniques, classifications and
review of previous work done by researchers.
In the paper at [18], authors define a method of hiding
information on the billiboard. This method can be used for
announcing a secret message in public place. User first enters
the normal data then hides secret data into normal data and the
encrypted data is displayed on the billiboard board. This
encrypted data is saved for decrypting the secret data.
In paper [19], user selects secret image in BMP format and
encrypts using BLOWFISH cryptography Algorithm because
BLOWFISH is faster, stronger and gives good performance
when compared with DES, 3DES, AES, RC6, RC4. This

encrypted image is embedded into video using LSB technique
and forms stego video. This method provides confidentiality,
authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation.
In [20], authors used a different approach to hide an image
i.e. Hide behind Corner (HBC) algorithm is used to place a
key at the image corners. All the keys at the corners are
encrypted by generating Pseudo Random Numbers. Then the
hidden image is transmitted. The receiver should know all the
keys that are used at the corners while encrypting the image.
Reverse Data Hiding (RDH) is used to get the original image
and the original image is produced when all the corners are
unlocked with proper secret keys used for hiding the image.
In [21], user enters username, password to login into the
system. After successful login, user can embed secret message
into an image using a key and produces stego image. Same
key is used at receiver site for retrieving the hidden data. Here
the secret message is transferred into text file first. Then the
text file is compressed into zip file, the zip text file then is
used for converting it into binary codes. Zipping the text file is
more secured and is hard to detect.
In [22], authors present a new technique for hiding
information based on Huffman encoding. The gray level
image of size m*n and p*q is taken as cover image and secret
image respectively. The Huffman encoding is performed over
secret image and each bit of Huffman code of secret image or
a message is embedded into cover image by using LSB.
The paper at [23] is similar to paper at [10] where secret
data is encrypted using RSA encryption algorithm and then
user selects any image suited for hiding particular data and
then this secret data is embedded into cover image using LSB.
This will make difficult for an attacker to steal sensitive
information. Finally, a stego image has been produced.
In [24], paper presents a method for encrypting and
decrypting a secret file which embeds into image file using
random LSB insertion method in which bits of secret message
are spread into image bits randomly. These random numbers
are generated by using a key.
In [25], the secret message or data can be hidden in any
image, audio or video which provides more security. The
secret data is first encrypted using AES algorithm and key is
hashed using SHA-1 to prevent from attacks then user can
hide the cipher data in image, audio or video using LSB
technique. The receiver should provide the same key that is
hashed for encryption.
The paper [26] is similar to paper [19] but the only
difference is that here user selects plain text and encrypts
using BLOWFISH Algorithm. This encrypted text is
embedded into image using LSB technique and forms stego
image. Reverse procedure is done for decrypting the secret
image.
In [27], the method is similar to that in the paper [6]; the
only difference is the compressed message is not hashed. This
novel approach requires less memory space, fast transmission
rate, better security and no distortion in quality of image.
In the paper at [28], authors proposed two methods to
ensure high security. First method includes the combination of
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both steganography technique and cryptography technique and
second method only includes steganography approach.
IV.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Based on the findings in the existing papers studied, a new
algorithm is being proposed that can ensure all of the security
principles i.e. robustness, confidentiality, authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation and that would also satisfy the
requirements of steganography i.e. capacity, undetectability
and robustness [18]. The algorithm which will be implemented
in a proposed system at a later stage of this research work
consists of four layers. Each layer is used to achieve one
security principle like layer 1 implements authorization, layer
2 implements authentication, integrity and non-repudiation,
layer 3 implements confidentiality and partial security, layer 4
implements robustness and the remaining part of security.
Each layer defined is unperceivable for an attacker. The flow
chart below describes various steps involved in the algorithm:

V.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A comparative analysis is made to compare the
effectiveness of the proposed method with respect to other
available methods. The comparative analysis has been
performed on the basis of the requirements of security i.e.
confidentiality, robustness and authentication etc. From this
analysis, it has been identified that all the papers discussed in
literature review lack in some aspect or the other as far as the
implementation of the principles of security is concerned.
The effectiveness of the proposed method can be estimated
by computing some valuable statistical operations.
TABLE II.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE

Literature
Reference

Requirements

Confidentiality

Robustness

Authentication

[2]

Yes

Yes

No

[3]

Yes

No

No

[4]

Yes

No

No

[5]

No

No

Yes

[6]

Yes

No

Yes

[7]

Yes

Yes

No

[9]

Yes

Yes

Yes

[10]

No

No

Yes

[13]

Yes/No

No

No

[14]

Yes

Yes

Yes

[15]

Yes/No

No

No

[16]

Yes

Yes

No

[18]

No

No

No

[20]

Yes

Yes

No

[21]

Yes

Yes

Yes

[22]

Yes

Yes

No

[24]

Yes

Yes

No

[25]

Yes

Yes

No

[27]

No

No

No

Start

Enter username and
password to login to the
system

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Enter the text message to hide
and digitally signe that
message by an authenticated
user

Apply AES algorithm on
digitally signed message which
forms encrypted message

Select any image and embed the
encrypted message into this image
using Enhanced LSB which
produces stego image

Stop

Fig. 5. Proposed Algorithm
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a very comprehensive review of the
conventional approaches and techniques used in the security of
transmitted data over the data networks has been given. The
survey has been carried out related to both steganography and
cryptography that ensures security but lacks in some way or
the other as far as their individual capabilities related to
coverage of all the security principles are concerned. So, in
order to overcome the lack of coverage of all the principles of
security in those algorithms, a new algorithm has been
proposed that would satisfy all the principles of security and
also satisfy the requirements of steganography.
The proposed algorithm can be implemented in a security
system as a future research work that would probably excel in
comparison to the existing algorithms. The system would be
tested on the basis of various test cases and the results would
be compared with those of existing algorithms.
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Abstract—Node(s)/link(s) of a network are subjected to
overloading; network performance deteriorates substantially due
to network congestion. Network congestion can be mitigated with
the help of Explicit Congestion notification (ECN) technique.
ECN notification is carried out by setting ECN bit in the TCP
header. This allows for end-to-end notification of network
congestion without dropping packets. ECN bit notifies TCP
sources of incipient congestion before losses occur. ECN is a
binary indicator (1 bit) which does not reflect the congestion level
completely and so its convergence speed is relatively low. In our
work, we have used an extra ECN bit (2 bit ECN). The extra bit
allows for passing of additional congestion feedback to the source
node. This enables the source node to determine the level of
congestion based on which steps can be taken to ensure faster
convergence. In comparison to single bit ECN, the additional
information afforded by double bit ECN allows for more
flexibility to adjust window size, to handle congestion. Simulation
results have shown that the proposed method improves overall
performance of the network by over 12%.
Keywords—Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN); Mobile ad
hoc Networks (MANET); Congestion control; Congestion window
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a distributed system
of self-organizing and independent nodes. Mobility of nodes
causes Network topology to change frequently. In the absence
of infrastructure (due to its Ad-hoc characteristics) and
dynamic topology, MANET nodes must self-reorganize
themselves to forward each other’s data to achieve end-to-end
communication. As such, MANET nodes must not only
behave as end nodes, but also as routers for forwarding
packets. The ability to re-organize and self-operate makes
MANET suitable for a number of applications requiring adhoc operation, including- for military and emergency
scenarios. Self re-organization and self-operation requires
adapting to variations in topology and bandwidth
requirements, which is the main challenge in the design of
MANET. Each node stores data to be forwarded in a buffer,
until it is successfully forwarded. Frequent changes in
bandwidth requirement (load) and topology can cause the
buffer to get full as new packets arrive before older packets
are forwarded. This results in newly arriving packets not
finding space in the buffer, to wait for their turn to be
forwarded; leading to them being dropped (loss).In an attempt
to adapt to topology and traffic dynamics, additional control
packet traffic is generated. This, in addition to the attempts to

re-transmit lost packets, cause traffic surge at various nodes
along the path. Nodes that is unable to cope with this surge
form bottleneck. Bottleneck leads to congestion, which
reduces the performance of whole network.
Mitigation of congestion (congestion control) is carried out
at transport layer. In TCP (Transport Control Protocol)
numbers of variants have been proposed for congestion
control. They can be classified into two categories according
to the mechanisms used to obtain congestion feedback:
explicit network feedback based schemes and pure end-to-end
schemes. Explicit network feedback based schemes usually
perform better than pure end-to-end ones, but many of them
require modifying IP header to carry additional feedback
information. This incurs complicated computation in routers
and makes them unpractical in real networks. For example, the
XCP protocol can obtain accurate feedback, achieving high
efficiency, fairness and fast convergence speed; but their
additional feedback overhead also makes it difficult to deploy
them in real networks. We propose an enhanced version of
ECN scheme allows more flexible handling of congestion.
This scheme is based on the network load factor  l which
can be estimated very easily at each router and is associated
with following illustrated ECN bits in the IP header for
feedback. We are making the sender aware about the state of
congestion of link in the network. This is done in our scheme
through explicit feedback from the network in the form of
explicit congestion notification (ECN). Depending on the
feedback from the network, the sender act accordingly sudden
increase/ decrease the congestion window. By using two ECN
bits, it gives more convergence to adjust window size with
added options to RED queue to handle congestion more
effectively.
This paper is organized as follows: existing work
described in section II, followed by proposed methodology is
described in section III, simulation and result present in
section IV, finally, we conclude this work in section V.
II.

EXISTING WORK

The new queue management scheme is designed [8] to
help the monitoring the global congestion situation of an
autonomous system. In order to observe the congestion
situation of the system, traffic is generated between routers
and a centralized unit. Routers are send packets according to
current output queue levels. The central unit monitors overall
view of congestion and update their random early detection
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parameters according to the congestion notification of the
control unit [8]. Strategical (RED) Random early detection
method is proposed in [4] which use queue parameter. By
monitoring the queue parameter according to current queue
condition and reduces the queuing delay and increase the
throughput. Delay time can be reduced substantially if
network length is more and sender and receiver are at
sufficient distance and increase the throughput. Exiting RED
uses a mechanism early detection of Packet drop without
waiting to queue overflow, this mechanism inform the sender
to reduce the packet transmission rate and also inform the
receiver to not to send excessive acknowledgement packets.
In strategical RED parameters are varied according to current
queue availability which send excessive acknowledgment and
solve above problem.
In [2] this paper an ECN-based congestion control
algorithm called access point congestion control (APCC) is
presented. In this algorithm using both wireless channel load
and buffer length as compound congestion indicator. It
provides more stable and higher efficient TCP congestion
control and achieve time fairness and higher total network
goodput. [5] Also presented an ECN scheme with new
response strategy that is more aggressive in the short term, but
preserve TCP behavior in long term without modifying the
router marking rate. An effort [7] is tried to present distributed
ECN-based congestion control protocol to which we refer as
Double-Packet Congestion Control Protocol (DPCP).This
scheme provide more accurate feedback compare to variable
structure congestion control protocol (VCP).By extracting the
router information into series of packets .It is capable to
notify three level of congestion in two ECN bits. In [9]
explicit congestion notification accurately improves the
efficiency of TCP without harming its performance. The
Probabilistic Congestion Notification (PCN) is designed in [6]
to help determine the exact level of congestion at each
intermediate queue. This scheme use single bit explicit
congestion notification (ECN) in the IP header. The source to
estimate the exact level of congestion at each intermediate
queue. By knowing this, the source mitigate its sending rate or
choose an alternative roots. The estimation mechanism makes
use of time series analysis both to improve the quality of the
congestion estimation and to predict, ahead of time, the
congestion level which subsequent packets will encounter [6].
[3] Have presented a new Code point mechanism that
replace the current ECN mechanism and reuse the assigned bit
in the TCP header. In order to observe the congestion situation
and provide a better accuracy against losses of packets. This
code point scheme performs well in internet link scenario and
provides more accurate ECN feedback. By reusing the ECN
TCP header bits without allocating further option space. In
this paper [1], an innovative method variable structure
congestion control with bandwidth estimation (VCP-BE) is
presented. That uses available end-to-end bandwidth
estimation to provide more accurate congestion feedback.
With estimated available bandwidth and ECN feedback
window adjustment, the algorithm convergence fast and to
improve the network performance. But this algorithm suffers
from overestimation of bandwidth and difficult computation in
routers.

III.

PROPOSED APPROACH

In this work enhanced explicit congestion notification
technique is used. The proposed enhanced version employs
extra bit to provide additional traffic information at the
senders end. This additional information allows more flexible
handling of congestion. The additional traffic information
carried in the extra ECN bit, allows the node to determine
more suitable adjustments to the congestion window size, with
added options to RED queue to handle congestion more
effectively. Conventionally, size of sliding window is decided
upon successful delivery acknowledgement of packets and it
gradually increases and decreases accordingly. In earlier
works, RED queue was administered by two values of
minimum and maximum threshold value, but here in this work
RED queue is managed by introducing two more threshold
value which are depicted by slow decrement and fast
decrement along with similar vice versa pattern, due to highly
dynamic nature of MANETs.
The network state is based on the network load factor  l
which can be estimated very easily at each router and is
associated with following illustrated ECN bits in the IP header
of each data packet. In our approach, for every time interval
t p a router observes its input traffic and calculates the load
factor

l

as-

l 

  k .q
 .C.t p

Where and represent the amount of input traffic and
the persistent queue length during the period t p , k controls
how quickly the persistent queue length can be reduced to
zero. Denotes the target utilization and C indicates the
channel capacity.
To adjust size of sliding window, an IMP will maintain a
RED queue with four threshold level i.e. min, slow min, slow
max, max which when get overburdened and crosses the max
threshold level, set both ECN bits which signifies to reduce
the window size significantly (let’s say, four times) and if
RED queue signals slow max threshold level, it reduces the
size of window but less than aforesaid case (let’s say two
times). Below illustrated table expounds the behavior of RED
queue which leads to change in ECN bits and adjustment in
window size to handle congestion.
Following the aforesaid approach, as and when congestion
experienced, the sliding window size is accordingly handled
by the control bits sent by intermediate router to the source
node. The novelty of the proposed approach lies in using
additional traffic information, carried in extra ECN bit, to
adjust window size more appropriately, instead of drastically
slashing it down. As we are using the Mobile ad hoc network
platform which is highly dynamic in nature and connectivity
of any node changes abruptly, which sometimes leads to
sudden increase/decrease of window size, but sometimes the
same is needed to lesser extent, and such situation is handled
in a better way in the proposed approach.
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TABLE 4.1.

BEHAVIOR OF RED QUEUE AND ECN BITS

RED queue threshold level

slow (0   l  0.7)
slow min (0.7 

 l  0.9)

slow max (0.9 

 l  1.0)

max (  l  1.0 )

IV.

ECN
Action to be taken
bits
at senders side
status
Increase
window
00
size significantly
(4 times)
Increase
window
01
size gradually
(2 times)
Decrease window
10
size gradually
(2 times)
Decrease window
11
size significantly
(4 times)

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach,
aforesaid concept has been implemented over a simulation
environment using NS2 simulator. In the simulations, we use
the 400*400m2 gride and set the data packet size as 512B.
The basic setting is an 11Mbps link with a 80ms RTT where
the forward and reverse path each has 5FTP flows unless
stated otherwise. RED is always used with ECN enabled at the
routers. All simulations are run for at least 120s.The
effectiveness of the approach is being justified by comparing
our approach with drop tail approach in literature work
illustrated on the basis of Goodput, which is the application
level throughput, i.e. the number of useful information bits
delivered by the network to a certain destination per unit of
time. The amount of data considered excludes protocol
overhead bits as well as retransmitted data packets. This is
related to the amount of time from the first bit of the first
packet sent (or delivered) until the last bit of the last packet is
delivered.

Fig 5.1. Goodput comparison of proposed approach

Another metrics is average queue length which is a crucial
count to measure congestion. A low value of average queue
length a better congestion control mechanism is being
used.Lastly, loss rate is being considered for the same which is
defined as the successfully delivered packets to the total sent
packets.
Following mentioned graphs illustrate the effectiveness of
our approach as compare to its counterpart drop tail.
From figure 5.1, it is clearly depicted that our approach
named “MyRED” is performing better consistently over
increasing number of flows.

Fig 5.2. Average queue length comparison of proposed approach

Figure 5.2 expounds comparison of average queue length
between proposed approach v/s drop tail and here also, our
proposed approach MyRED is showing better results than its
counterpart. Although it is fluctuating too much but still it is
too low when compared to Drop tail approach.
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prone networks to handle the same using ECN bits associated
with load factor. In all above expounded parameters, MyRED
approach is performing better than its variant. The work can
be extended and enhanced by implementing it in real hardware
to study its strength and flaws in more practical settings.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
Fig 5.3. Loss rate comparison of proposed approach

Lastly the loss rate observed in simulation setup is also far
better (lesser) in our approach in comparison to that of Drop
tail approach.
V.

[7]
[8]

CONCLUSIONS

In the aforesaid study and evaluation of approach, we
found our approach more effective and suited for congestion

[9]
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Abstract—Clustering is a major technique used for grouping
of numerical and image data in data mining and image
processing applications. Clustering makes the job of image
retrieval easy by finding the images as similar as given in the
query image. The images are grouped together in some given
number of clusters. Image data are grouped on the basis of some
features such as color, texture, shape etc. contained in the images
in the form of pixels. For the purpose of efficiency and better
results image data are segmented before applying clustering. The
technique used here is K-Means and Fuzzy K-Means which are
very time saving and efficient.
Keywords—Clustering; Segmentation; K-Means Clustering;
Fuzzy K-Means

I.

INTRODUCTION

Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns
such as observations, data items, or feature vectors into groups
named as clusters [1]. Applications of clustering is growing
nowadays very rapidly because it saves a lot of time and the
results obtained from the clustering algorithm is very suitable
for the algorithms in the later stages of the applications.
Clustering basically groups the data. The data in every group
is similar to each other but quiet dissimilar to the data in
different groups [5]. So, the data which are grouped together
are similar to each other.
Clustering has very wide range of applications in the field
of research & development like in medical science, where the
symptoms and cures of diseases are grouped into clusters to
save time and achieve efficient results [10]. It is applied in
image processing, data mining and marketing etc. In
information retrieval clustering can enhance the performance
of retrieving of information from the Internet considerably. All
pages are grouped into clusters and optimal results are
achieved.

2,3
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Clustering may also be used in marketing scenarios as it
can segment the market into many profitable groups including
advertising, promotions and follow ups etc [10]. Clustering
can also be used in archeology where researchers are trying to
discover stone tools, funeral tools etc. to save time in
investigation surveys [10].
Image clustering can also be used in order to segment a
movie [4]. Clustering is defined as unsupervised learning
where user can randomly selects the data points without the
help of a supervisor. There are huge applications of clustering
as data clustering has proved a very powerful technique in
classifying each application into clusters and sub-clusters for
easy, quick and efficient results [11].
A brief description of the state of the art of clustering and
various forms of clustering are given in section II. K-Means
applied on image is described in section III. In section IV, an
overview of existing methodologies has been described.
Segmentation of images is being described in section V. In
section VI, a proposed algorithm has been described. Section
VII has been used for the conclusion and future direction of
the research work.
II.

THE STATE OF THE ART

A. Clustering
Clustering is a method which groups data into clusters,
where objects within each clusters have high degree of
similarity, but are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters.
So, Clustering is a method of grouping data objects into
different groups, such that similar data objects belong to the
same cluster and dissimilar data objects to different clusters
[9]. Clustering involves dividing a set of data points into nonoverlapping groups or clusters of points where points in a
cluster are ―more similar‖ to one another than the points
present in other clusters [2]. Clustering of images is done on
the basis of the intra-class similarity. Target or close images
can be retrieved a little faster if it is clustered in a right manner
[8]. Data points in each cluster are calculated with a data
points in the cluster, similar data points are brought in one
cluster. So, each data points exhibits same characteristics
present in one cluster.
So, a good clustering method would exhibit high similarity
in a single cluster and a very less similarity with other clusters.

Fig. 1. Grouping of Similar Data Points
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Choose k number of points randomly and make
them initial centroids.

Fig. 2. Clustering of Data Points

In 1997, Haung brought the concept of k-modes which was
the extension made on k-means algorithm. K-modes algorithm
was introduced to cluster the numeric objects.
In 1999, Guha et al proposed a clustering algorithm of
number of links between tuples. These links were used to
captures the records and used to describe that which records
are similar with each other. It gave satisfactory results.

Select a data point from the collection, compare it
with each centroid and if the data point is found
to be similar with the centroid then assign it into
a single cluster of centroid.

When each data point has been assigned to one of
the clusters, re-calculate the value of the centroid
for each K clusters.

In 2005, FUN and Chen presented KPSO clustering
algorithm which merges some ideas of k-means and PSO. This
was proposed to automatically detect the centroids of the
cluster of geometric structure data sets.
In 2006, Csorba and Vajk introduced a document
clustering method in which there was no need to assign all the
documents to the cluster, only relevant documents were being
assigned to the cluster. So, it leads to the cleaner results.

Repeat steps 2 to 3 until no data point moves
from its previous cluster to some other cluster
(termination criterion has been satisfied).

Fig. 3. K-Means Clustering Algorithm

In 2007, Jing et al introduced a new k-means technique for
the clustering of high dimensional data. So, different topic
documents are placed with the different keywords.

Start

B. K-Means Clustering
K-Means algorithm is the most popular partitioning based
clustering technique. It is an unsupervised algorithm which is
used in clustering. It chooses the centroid smartly and it
compares centroid with the data points based on their intensity
and characteristics and finds the distance, the data points
which are similar to the centroid are assigned to the cluster
having the centroid. New ‗k‘ centroids are calculated and thus
k-clusters are formed by finding out the data points nearest to
the clusters.

Input Data Objects

Select K data objects randomly as
initial clustering centers

Calculate the distance between each
data object and initial clustering centers

Steps of the K-Means [10] algorithm can be outlined as
mentioned below:
1.
2.

Choose k number of points randomly and make
them initial centroids.

Clustering according to the distance
of data objects and initial clustering
centers

Select a data point from the collection, compare it
with each centroid and if the data point is found to
be similar with the centroid then assign it into the

3.

Changed

cluster of that centroid.
When each data point has been assigned to one of

Update Clustering
Centers

the clusters, re-calculate the value of the centroids
for each k number of clusters.
4.

Not Changed

Repeat steps 2 to 3 until no data point moves from
its previous cluster to some other cluster
(termination criterion has been satisfied).

Stop
Fig. 4. K-Means Flow Chart
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IV.

Hartigan (1975) defines clustering as the group of similar
data objects. The goal of clustering is to partition the data sets
into several groups based on its similarities or dissimilarities
i.e. entities that belong to a single group are considered to be
similar to each other.

Select a no. of
clusters

Assign
randomly
coefficients to
each object
present in the
cluster

Fuzzy KMeans
Clustering

After this,
calculate the
centroid of the
cluster and
coefficients of
objects present
in the cluster

Repeat these
steps until b/w
the two iterations,
coefficients
changes are not
more than the
threshold value

C. Fuzzy K-Means Clustering
Each object in the fuzzy clustering has some degree of
belongingness to the cluster .So, the objects that are present on
the edge of the cluster are different from the objects that are
present in the centroid i.e. objects on edge have lesser degree
than the objects in the center. Any object p has assigned a set
of coefficients that are present in the k-1th cluster wk-1(p). In
the fuzzy c-means [1], the centroid of a cluster is the mean of
all objects present in the cluster, measured by their degree of
belonging of points to the cluster:

 w ( p) p

 w ( p)
m

1

k 1

p

m

p

III.

There has been much advancement done in clustering
using k-means. Some of the advancements are given below in
various fields of clustering:
Hierarchical clustering was introduced which is the one
which makes hierarchies of cluster and these hierarchies of
clusters are made to form a tree of clusters are known as
dendrograms. There are two types of hierarchical clustering
one is agglomerative method and the second one is divisive
method. In agglomerative method, each object makes a cluster
and the two most similar clusters are merged with each other
and they merges iteratively up to a single cluster with the
objects has been formed.
Agglomerative is based on the inter cluster similarity
whereas in Divisive method, cluster is selected and slits up
into many smaller clusters recursively until some termination
criterion has been obtained.

Fig. 5. Fuzzy K-Means Flow Chart

Ck

OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGIES USED

k 1

K-MEANS APPLIED ON IMAGE DATA

Let us elaborate this by taking a example, DSR (Dynamic
Spatial Reconstructor) scans left atrium and also there is a left
ventricle which includes aorta and chamber [1]. Although
there are valves separating the left ventricle chamber from left
atria chamber and aorta still visibility is diminished because of
the limitation of DSR. This disadvantage of DSR in medical
image system is removed by K-means as K-means calculates
the intensity of every pixel and then makes clusters. So, Kmeans proposed a cluster corresponding to the brightest
regions would represent the left ventricle chamber and left
ventricle chamber visibility becomes bright [1].
The fuzzy k-means algorithm is very similar to the kmeans algorithm as depicted in figure 5 in the previous
column.

Partitioning clustering introduced which splits objects into
many subsets. It uses some greedy heuristics. Partitioning
clustering has a drawback that many output clusters are being
formulated. Berkhin (2006) describes it as a major advantage
of partitioning clustering, the fact that iterative optimization
may gradually improve clusters. This would results in high
quality clusters. This is unlike hierarchical clustering, as
algorithms in which class do not feature re-visits to clusters.
K-means clustering introduced K-Means is also known as
straight K-means originated independently in the works of
MacQueen (1967) and Ball and Hall (1967). Clustering came
in the research since the 1960s. Factor analysis was the first
related work took place by scholars (Holzinger, 1941),
numerical taxonomy (Sneath and Sokal, 1973), and
unsupervised learning in pattern recognition (Duda and Hart,
1973). Nowadays, clustering is used in many fields. In
bioinformatics, Clustering is widely used in microarray data
analysis (Allison et al., 2006) also bioinformaticians mostly
use clustering because of this reason researchers have
compared clustering algorithms within the field (Yeung et al.,
2001), including the problem of K-means initialization. One
who is working within the field of computer vision is also
become the keen user of K-means, an example of the use of KMeans in this context would be to cluster the entities in an
image (Szeliski, 2010) based on each pixel‘s features:
normally their color and position. K-Means is the most
popular clustering algorithm, which generates the nonoverlapping clusters. It is more efficient than the hierarchical
algorithms (Manning et al., 2008). K-means has been used to
solve much number of problems since the 1960s. Each cluster
has a centroid which is used to represent the general features
of the cluster, it basically chooses any random centroid and
assigns data points to the centroid by comparing distance of
the data points with the centroid ,the data points which has
least distance with the centroid are made to form one cluster. It
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computes k-centroids by using this process and changes kcentroids values iteratively until some termination criterion
has been obtained.
V.

SEGMENTATION OF IMAGES

Image segmentation has attracted considerable attention
for the last few years, due to the advances in multidimensional
image acquisition techniques [3].
Image segmentation is used to represent some
characteristics, features from images. Segmentation operated
on the images segments the images, extracts some of its
important features and matches these features and matches
these features with the pixels of the images. Efforts have been
made to segment an entire volume (rather than merging a set
of segmented slices) using supervised pattern recognition
techniques or unsupervised fuzzy clustering [6]. The similar
one makes one cluster and the similar cluster is dissimilar
from another clusters.
VI.

PROPOSED WORK

The work which has to be done combines some ideas of
image segmentation into content based image classification. In
this work, the concept of image segmentation for medical
images using techniques of clustering is being proposed.
Retrieval of images based on segmentation and clustering of
images gives better results. Here, in this it is being proposed to
focus on some feature selection and moreover on classification
of medical image data which is based on some of the feature
selection algorithm.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Fuzzy k-means is better than k-means by many factors like
first, it give better results when compared with k-means
algorithm by increasing the fuzzy factor. Secondly, Fuzzy Kmeans takes lesser time to cluster the images than K-means.
Thirdly, K-means is considered to be a hard clustering and in
hard clustering, after some iteration most of the centers are
converged to their final positions and the majority of data
points has only few candidates to be selected as their closest
centers where as Fuzzy K-means is known as soft clustering in
which the data points which are present in the fuzzy K-means
can belong to more than one cluster with having certain
probability. Moreover the distance measured by the k-means is
considered to be a distortion measured and the distance
measured has been extended to the fuzzy K-means.
[1]
[2]

Chang Wen Chen, Jiebo Luo and Kevin J. Parker, ―Image Segmentation
via Adaptive K-Mean Clustering and knowledge-Based Morphological
Operations with Biomedical Applications‖, IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing, ISSN: 1057-7149, Vol. 7(12), December 1998, pp. 16731683.
[4] Yevgeny Seldin Sonia Starik Michael Werman, ―Unsupervised
Clustering of Images Using their Joint Segmentation‖, pp. 1-24.
[5] Madhuri A. Tayal,M.M.Raghuwanshi, ― Review on Various Clustering
Methods for the Image Data‖ , Journal of Emerging Trends in
Computing and Information Sciences, ISSN: 2079-8407, Vol. 2, 2011,
pp. 34-38.
[6] Clark MC, Hall LO, Goldgof DB, Clarke LP, Velthuizen RP, Silbiger
MS, ―MRI Segmentation Using Fuzzy Clustering Techniques‖, IEEE
Engg Medicine and Biology, ISSN: 0739-5175, Vol. 13(5), Dec 1994,
pp. 730–742.
[7] Pham DL, Prince JL., ―Adaptive Fuzzy Segmentation of Magnetic
Resonance Image‖, Vol. 18(9), Sep 1999, pp. 737-752.
[8] A.Kannan, Dr.V.Mohan, Dr.N.Anbazhagan, ―Image Clustering and
Retrieval using Image Mining Techniques‖, 2010 IEEE International
Conference on Computational Intelligence and Computing Research,
2010.
[9] Dr. Sanjay Silakari,Dr. Mahesh Motwani,Manish Maheshwari, ―Color
Image Clustering using Block Truncation Algorithm‖, International
Journal of Computer Science Issues, ISSN: 1694-0784, Vol. 4(2), 2009,
pp. 31-35.
[10] P. Bradley, and U. Fayyad, ―Refining Initial Points for K-Means
Clustering,‖ In Proceeding of 15th International Conference on Machine
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Abstract—An approach for named entity classification based
on Wikipedia article infoboxes is described in this paper. It
identifies the three fundamental named entity types, namely;
Person, Location and Organization. An entity classification is
accomplished by matching entity attributes extracted from the
relevant entity article infobox against core entity attributes built
from Wikipedia Infobox Templates. Experimental results showed
that the classifier can achieve a high accuracy and F-measure
scores of 97%. Based on this approach, a database of around 1.6
million 3-typed named entities is created from 20140203
Wikipedia dump. Experiments on CoNLL2003 shared task
named entity recognition (NER) dataset disclosed the system’s
outstanding performance in comparison to three different stateof-the-art systems.
Keywords—named entity identification; Wikipedia infobox;
infobox templates; Named Entity Classification (NEC);

I.

INTRODUCTION

The word named entity (NE) as used today in text mining
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) was introduced in the
Sixth Message Understanding Conference [1]. It represents a
major part of all textual data covering proper names of persons,
locations, organisations and corporate entities e.g, University
of Birmingham, UK, Mount Everest, Mogadishu, David
Beckham among others. Besides, Named entity classification
(NEC) is the process of categorizing named entities to their
corresponding classes (e.g. Person, Location, Organization).
This is usually a supplementary step to the wider area of named
entity recognition (NER). Although, NEs represent core
components in natural language texts, they are still poorly
covered in the state of the art language dictionaries. This might
be due either to their ever-changing nature and dynamicity in
which some named entities disappear while new ones emerge
on regular basis, or to the fact that many NEs might be
genuinely classified to more than one class, where one may
encounter, for instance, several place names who are also
person names, and/or corporate names. For example, if you
search some of world’s largest corporations such as Microsoft
and Apple you may hardly find them in the state of the art
knowledge networks such as WordNet. An improvement of
named entity coverage are now being made in lexical semantic
networks such as ConceptNet 5 [2]. More importantly,
constantly updated live online repositories like Wikipedia [3]
and Open Directory Project [4] do possess high named entity
coverage than the aforementioned resources holding almost all
object names. Therefore, in order to automatically handle NER
or NEC tasks, the use of such repositories is inevitable.

Challenges hindering an accurate NEC is not limited to their
low coverage in the well-established language resources, but
also include the ambiguity pervading the meaning of these
entities [5], and entity linking [6], which have been subjected
to intensive studies in recent years. This study is rather focused
on improving NEC through addressing the coverage problem.
To this end, current work advocates the use of Wikipedia
utility for entity classification.
Strictly speaking, with the emergence of diverse natural
language processing tools and the increasing need for
automated text analysis, an important research has been
conducted for the purpose of named entity classification in the
past few years. In [7], authors used a bootstrapping method
based on Wikipedia category to classify named entities
containing Heidelberg Named Entity Resource (HeiNER) [8].
Nevertheless such classification might be undermined by the
inconsistency of placing contributed articles by the authors in
the most appropriate category. In a closely related study,
Tkachenko et al. [9] carried out a fine grained classification for
Wikipedia named entities. Though, their method correlates this
study, they extracted many features for the classification
including first paragraph of the article text, categories, template
names, and other structured content tokens. This will demand a
huge processing time when classifying large datasets. The
closest work to ours is explored in [10] where researchers used
structured information from infoboxes and category trees for
the classification task. Despite this relatedness, their work
differs from this study in terms of the overall classification
methodology as well as the employed dataset where
Portuguese Wikipedia was used in [8].
Finally, one shall also mention some seminal works on
Wikipedia entity classification built on machine learning
algorithms. Dakka et al. [11] used bag-of-words of Wikipedia
articles with support vector machine (SVM) algorithm
achieving a high F-score of (90%). Watanabe et al. [12]
employed Conditional Random Fields to classify Japanese
Wikipedia articles while Bhole et al. [13] combined heuristics
with linear SVM for the same purpose. But the main drawback
of machine learning related approaches lies in the requirement
of a manually annotated training data, which is rather costly
and complex task.
The main contribution of this paper consists in designing
and testing a new simple named entity classification algorithm
that only makes use of some structured information available in
Wikipedia articles. Especially, unlike the aforementioned
methods, the proposed NEC approach relies on the content
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information of a single structured table, the infobox, but
achieves a high score of accuracy and F-measure. The
classification algorithm put forward in this study matches a
predefined core entity attributes built from Wikipedia Infobox
Templates (WIT) and entity specific attributes extracted from
the related named entity Wikipedia article.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
covers Wikipedia structure and its containment of named
entities. Section 3 copes with the proposed named entity
classification approach using Wikipedia. Section 4 details the
system experiments, highlighting the utilized dataset, results,
and comparison with relevant state of the art systems. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II.

structured table, called infobox, summarizing essential
attributes for that entity lives in the top right hand of each
article [23]. It is the core attributes of the article infobox that
this study stands on for the classification of named entities
without any other prior knowledge. The snapshot in Figure 1
illustrates the Wikipedia article infobox related to “Google”,
which corresponds to a named entity of type Organization
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki). The table summarizes very
important unique properties of the entity in the form of
attribute-value pairs. Consequently such tables are extracted,
stored and analysed for the purpose of NE classification.

WIKIPEDIA

A. Overview
Wikipedia is a freely available encyclopaedia with a
collective intelligence contributed by the entire world
community [14]. Since its foundation in 2001, the site has
grown in both popularity and size. At the time of this study’s
experiment (April 2014), Wikipedia contains over 32 million
articles [15] in 260 languages [16] where its English version
has more than 4.5 million articles 1 . Its open collaborative
contribution to the public arguably makes it the world’s largest
information repository.
Wikipedia contains 30 namespaces of which 14 are subject
namespaces and two are virtual namespaces. Besides, each
namespace has a corresponding talk namespace2. A namespace
is a criterion often employed for classifying Wikipedia pages,
using MediaWiki Software, as indicated in the page titles.
Structurally, Wikipedia is organized in the form of interlinked
pages. Depending on their information content, Wikipedia
pages are loosely categorized as Named Entity Pages, Concept
Pages, Category Pages, Meta Pages [8].
In recent years, there has been a growing research interest
among the NLP and IR research communities for the use of
this encyclopaedia as semantic lexical resources for tasks such
as word semantic relatedness [17], word disambiguation [18],
text classification [19], ontology construction [20], named
entity recognition/classification [21], among others.
B. Named Entities in Wikipedia
Research has found that around 74% of Wikipedia pages
describe about named entities [22], a clear indication of
Wikipedia’s high coverage for named entities. Each Wikipedia
article associated with a named entity is identified with its
name. Most Wikipedia articles on named entities offer useful
unique properties starting with a brief informational text that
describes the entity, followed by a list of subtitles which
provide further information specific to that entity. For example,
one may find information related to main activities,
demography, and environment for Location named entities;
education, career, personal life and so on for Person named
entities. Relating concepts to that named entity are linked to the
entity article by outgoing hyperlinks. Moreover, a semi1
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Namespace

Fig. 1. Google Wikipedia article infobox3

III.

THE CLASSIFIER

Using predefined core attributes extracted from Wikipedia
Infobox Templates, a semi-supervised binary algorithm is
developed. Being the main classifier, it predicts whether a
particular named entity belongs to a given type. In other words,
the classifier is designed to match named entities against these
set of core class attributes (cf. Section A) and consequently
identify these entities based on the outcomes of the matching
process. The classification is achieved according to the
following definition.
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
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Definition: Let ne be a named entity in Wikipedia (WP)
belonging to any of the three types, Person (P), Location (L)
and Organization (O). If XITA denotes infobox template
attributes 4 of type X and IA(ne) is the infobox attributes
extracted from WP article associated with ne, then the
classifier identifies ne type according to quantification (1).
( )
( )
( )

{

February 2014. In implementing the query access method, this
study partially adapts the Wikipedia Automated Interface [24]
while the local access to the Wikipedia Dump is built on a
MediaWiki dump Files Processing Tool [25]. The preference
of query access over the local access for the evaluation is tied
to the unsuitability of the dump files for random access as the
dumps are primarily designed for sequential access.

( )

Where Tne stands for the type of named entity ne as
identified by the classifier, while the operator “==”
corresponds to array matching.
A. Defining Core Attributes
MeidaWiki team has developed infobox templates designed
to guide contributing authors. The infobox templates contain
the attribute labels to be filled by the authors with values when
writing their Wikipedia articles on named entities. These
attributes describe properties particular to each named entity
type. For example, all location-based named entities should
bear coordinate information. Similarly, infobox attributes for
Person named entities include birth date and place. Table 1
lists a selected sample of these attributes for demonstration
purpose. Essential attributes to each class, usually identified
through manual investigation, are referred Core Attributes.
The latter are used in the experiments to identify Wikipedia
articles corresponding to named entities through matching the
core attributes with the attributes extracted from entity
infoboxes. Experimented core attributes are designated with
stars in Table 1.
TABLE I.

CORE ATTRIBUTES EXTRACTED FROM INFOBOX TEMPLATES

Person
Birth_date*
Birth_place*
Spouce
Children
Relatives
Occupation
Nationality
Parents
Education
Salary
partner

Organization
Ceo, Founded*
Headquarters*
Service_area*
Industry , Profit*
Traded_as, revenue*
Num_staff*,
Num_employee*
Established*
Founder/chancellor*
{Post|under}graduates*
{operating|net}income*

Location
Coordinates*
Population*
Area*
Region
Country*
timezone
iso_code
area_code
settlement
Leader_name
Leader_name

B. Accessing Wikipedia Database
To use Wikipedia as an external knowledge repository for
named entity classification, a mechanism for accessing its
database should be in place. Designed system’s access to the
encyclopaedia is summarized in Figure 2. Primarily there are
two methods for accomplishing such data access; namely,
either querying through web interface, or accessing a
downloaded local Wikipedia dump.
For this study, query access method is used for the system
evaluation. However, for the actual named entity extraction, a
local access is made to a downloaded Wikipedia xml dump of

Fig. 2. Classifier's Access Mechanisms to Wikipedia

IV.

The proposed classifier system is implemented with Perl
scripts in Linux environment. Entity core attributes derived
from Wikipedia Infobox Templates represent the heart of the
developed classification method. An illustration of the
implementation scheme is given in Figure 4 (cf. the algorithm
in Fig. 3). Each named entity has to go through three
processing stages before it gets classified to its type. In stage 1,
the Wikipedia article associated with that entity is retrieved
while the extraction of its article’s infobox forms stage two. At
this stage, the scope of the processing text has been narrowed
to the infobox. This semi-structured table is further parsed in
stage 3 where tuples of attribute label-values are built from the
infobox obtained in stage 2. Having organized the tuples in
Perl Hashes, the matching process is now performed against
the core attributes and the correct decision is made. The same
process is repeated for every named entity to be identified.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 better summarize the logical flow of the
discussed classification methodology, in terms of pseudo-code
and block diagram representation.
Algorithm1 WP Aided NE Classification
1
2

ED← NE Evaluation Dataset

3

C← {}

4

For all ( nei ϵ ED ) do

5

AV ← Infobox tempalte Attributes

If nei ϵ WPDB then

6

Anei ← RetreiveArticle(nei)

7

Inei ← ExtractInfobox(Anei)

8

For each vj ϵ AV

9
4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

If vj =~ Inei

then

These are the core attributes used for matching
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cne ← nei #type(vj)

10
11

Last;

12
13

Endif
Endfor

14

endif

15

C ← C υ { cne }

16
17

for proper evaluation and comparison with state of the art
techniques for Wikipedia NEC. Checking the coverage and the
availability of all names with their surface forms in Wikipedia
has been performed over all datasets prior to the experiments.

endfor
return C

Fig. 3. Perl-styled Pseudocode algorithm for Wikipedia infobox-based named
entity classification.

B. Results and Discussion
The system tests were made in two rounds. In the first
round the test dataset is divided into 4 smaller parts containing
100, 500, 1000, 2000 NEs all with different proportions of their
types. This splitting has been performed for at least two
reasons. First, this helps to securitize the data size effect on the
observed parameters. Second, it reduces Wikipedia server’s
overhead with large data since all the testing and evaluation
experiments used Query-based access to the online version of
the encyclopaedia.
There are four possible outcomes that can result from the
binary predictive classifier. In the first case, an entity that
belongs to a type x might be classified as being of class x,
referred to as True Positive (TP). Secondly, A False Negative
(FN) occurs when a named entity of type x is incorrectly
identified as not falling in that type. Thirdly, there happens a
case where a named entity does not belong to class x, but
classified as type x; a situation known as False Positive (FP).
Lastly, when a non-member named entity of type x is correctly
predicted as not falling in class x, it is referred to as True
Negative (TN). Metrics for evaluating the classifier’s
performance will be based on the above mentioned outcomes.
Results of round 1 experiments are reported in Table 2,
where the accuracy level is determined as:
( )
TABLE II.

RESULTS: ACCURACY WITH VARYING DATA SIZES

Dataset Size
100
500
1000
2000

Fig. 4. Named entity Classifier Flowchart

A. Dataset
Experiments were conducted on two datasets. The first testdata comprises 3600 named entities with different proportions
of the three considered entity types (PER, LOC, ORG), and
was created from two data sources; namely, Forbes and
GeoWordNet. Especially, all organization and person names
were an excerpt of Forbes400 and Forbes2000 lists for richest
American businessmen and world’s leading public companies
respectively5. On the other hand, Location named entities were
sourced from GeoWordNet database. The second test-data uses
CoNLL-2003 shared task named entity data 6 . The latter
dataset, a standard publicly available dataset, has been selected
5
6

http://www.forbes.com/lists/
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2003/ner/

Percentage Accuracy
Person Location Organization
96%
99%
97%
91.6%
95.4%
94%
93.8%
94.2%
94.3%
95.5%
93.9%
97.25%

The trend of the scores shown in Table 2 indicates that
varying data sizes has little effect on the accuracy for the
Person and Organization entity types. However a slight
declination is observable in the case of Location names.
Overall, round 1 experiments on test-data reveal that the
classifier can achieve an average accuracy above 93%
irrespective of the data size.
An examination of the misclassified proportion of the test
data showed, that a number of factors contribute to the
classifier’s failure to identify some named entities. The most
prominent factors were found to be the ambiguity of named
entities and the absence of infoboxes from Wikipedia articles.
Although there are machine learning like solutions to the
ambiguity issue, using disambiguation like method, little can
be done in the case of absence of infobox information.
Possibly, the only sensible way to handle this matter is
removing the underlying case (s) from the evaluation dataset in
the validation and state of the art comparison stages.
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TABLE III.

ERROR CAUSING FACTORS AND SYSTEM MISIDENTIFICATIONS

Type
Person
Location
Organization

Ambiguity
46.7%
11.1%
70.1%

No Infobox
50%
11.1%
20.8%

Others
3.3%
77.8%
7.1

Disambiguation is the process of normalizing named
entities that have multiple surface forms and identifying their
referents. For instance, Birmingham may refer to the largest
city in Alabama USA, or the second largest city in the United
Kingdom. Error analysis related to system’s misclassification
highlighting factors leading to these errors is presented in
Table 3. Through the error analysis, it is found that ambiguity
in Organization and Person names extremely undermines the
system performance. This is perhaps due to the use of
abbreviations for larger organization names and the presence of
common cultural names e.g John, Mohamed, shared by
thousands of people in Wikipedia database. Disambiguating
named entities in Wikipedia has been studied [5] and is still an
active research problem.
Results of Table 3 have also shown the existence of a high
proportion of Wikipedia named entities that lacked infoboxes
information. Experimental results disclosed that 50% of the
unclassified Person entity articles are without infoboxes in
Wikipedia. The figure is slightly lower for the other two
considered entity types. As the system relies on information in
the infobox, the absence of the infobox from any entity article
makes the system unable to identify related named entity.
Because of its importance, [26] proposed an author assistant
tool for automatic suggestion of infoboxes for contributing
authors.
In Table 3, the column designated by Others combines
other factors including redirected pages, and technical
difficulty of extracting the infobox due to the structure of some
Wikipedia articles that lack regular patterns. Sometimes the
availability of an infobox in an article does not guarantee the
presence of the core attributes. The fact that some Wikipedia
article infoboxes does not contain the core attributes such as
coordinates made this factor to be the misclassification culprit
for the largest percentage (77.8%) of unclassified Location
named entities. This again precluded the classification of these
entities on the basis of their core attributes.

Likewise, recall (exp. 4) measures the proportion of named
entities of a given type which has been correctly classified.
( )
Due to the trade-off between precision and recall, an Fmeasure has been developed as proper measure that combines
the effect of the metrics as formulated in equation 5.
( )
The overall classifier results in terms of these three metrics
are summarized in Table 4. The F-measure scores of locations
and organizations indicate that the selected core attributes
represent good classification criteria for identifying Wikipedia
entities. Again, this study’s results confirmed that these
attributes are mainly added by article contributors when
authoring Wikipedia articles through adapting infobox
templates. Person names achieved the highest F-score as
ambiguity of these has been accounted for.
TABLE IV.

( )

Type

Precision

Recall

F-score

Person
Location
Organization

1
0.99
0.94

0.98
0.95
0.97

0.99
0.97
0.96

C. State-of-the-Art Comparison
Comparing the study’s infobox based matching approach
with related state of the schemes for named entity classification
and extraction is not trivial. Major discrepancies arise from the
peculiarity of each approach in terms of the Wikipedia features
(article text, links, categories, infoboxes) used for the entity
identification. In addition, there might be significant
differences in the evaluation data and Wikipedia language in
the event of language dependent schemes. Nevertheless, a
rough approximate comparison of the system with three
baselines is provided in Table 5. The criteria for choosing these
baselines are their closeness to the system in terms of their use
of infobox information and related features.
TABLE V.

Following the error analysis and prior to the second round
of evaluative experiments, Wikipedia assisted disambiguation
is used to exclude all ambiguous names. Similarly, all named
entities whose Wikipedia articles lack infobox tables have been
iteratively removed from the evaluation dataset.
In the second round, experiments were conducted using
named entities constructed from CoNLL-2003 shared task data
for named entity recognition to observe three of the traditional
information retrieval metrics namely; precision, recall, and Fmeasure. Precision is the proportion of classified named
entities that belong to the target type. It is defined by the
relationship in expression 3.

OVERALL CLASSIFIER RESULTS

COMPARING F-SCORES WITH BASELINE SYSTEMS

System
Bhole [13]
Gamallo[10]
Tardif [27]
This system

PER
72.7
88
95
99

LOC
70.5
63
99
97

ORG
41.6
73
93
96

Table 5 compares the outcomes of the overall classification
system in terms of F-score for each type of named entity to
three state of art classification approaches (baselines). The
baselines use infobox data as one of their classification
features; whereas this system is entirely built on infobox
attribute matching. Despite that, it is evident that it outperforms
all baselines except [27] where a high F-score is reported for
location based named entities. However, there is still a room
for improvement to extend the work in identifying
Miscellaneous named entities and further subcategorizing the
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main entity types to subcategories which have been considered
by many state of the art systems.
D. NE Extraction from Wikipedia
If any named entity with an entry in Wikipedia can be
identified, then hypothesis on the likelihood of recognizing all
Wikipedia articles on these entities can be reached. Therefore,
the proposed classification algorithm is applied on the English
Wikipedia dump dated third February 2014. Table 6 shows the
number of each named entity type extracted from Wikipedia
database. The number of named entities obtained through this
approach (1575966) significantly outnumbers the figure of
Wikipedia articles on named entities (1547586) derived from
the same database in [8]. One may argue that this has been an
earlier study while Wikipedia is constantly growing in size.
This is true to an extent, however this study has only
considered three types of named entities while [8] contains
Miscellaneous named entities in addition to the three
considered by this work. The generated database of named
entities can be used as a training data for supervised
classification strategies.
TABLE VI.

Person
620790

SUMMARY OF EXTRACTED WIKIPEDIA NES

Location
290134
V.

Organization
665042

total
1575966

CONCLUSION

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

A Wikipedia-based approach for predicting three types of
named entities namely; Person, Location and Organization
using article infoboxes is presented. Unlike common state of
the art approaches which rather employ a set of multiple
features such as article text, categories, links, among others,
this study relies on a single feature consisting of the structured
information in the infobox table. This has significantly reduced
the classifier’s processing time, which would be useful for
delay sensitive applications requiring identification of
designated names. Despite the use of a single feature, the
proposed approach achieves a classification accuracy of above
97% with 3600 named entities and CoNLL-2003 shared task
NER dataset used to validate the classifier’s performance.
Applying the same algorithm on Wikipedia database has
resulted in the extraction of around 1.6 million named entities
belonging to these three types. As a future work, the ongoing
study aims to extend the infobox-based entity identification to
generate a fine-grained entity classes in which each of the main
types can be further subdivided into multiple subtypes.
[1]

[6]
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Abstract—In this paper, an interpreter design and
implementation for a small subset of C Language using software
engineering concepts are presented. This paper reinforces an
argument for the application of software engineering concepts in
the area of interpreter design but it also focuses on the relevance
of the paper to undergraduate computer science curricula. The
design and development of the interpreter is also important to
software engineering. Some of its components form the basis for
different engineering tools. This paper also demonstrates that
some of the standard software engineering concepts such as
object-oriented design, design patterns, UML diagrams, etc., can
provide a useful track of the evolution of an interpreter, as well
as enhancing confidence in its correctness
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, an interpreter design and implementation for
a small subset of C Language using software engineering
concepts are presented.
This paper summarizes the
development process used, detail its application to the
programming language to be implemented and present a
number of metrics that describe the evolution of the project.
Incremental development is used as the software engineering
approach because it interleaves the activities of specification,
development, and validation. The system was developed as a
series of versions (increments) where each version adds
functionality to the previous version [1].
The paper will also focus on the relevance of compilers
and interpreters to undergraduate computer science curricula,
particularly at Tuskegee University. Interpreters and compilers
represent two traditional but fundamentally different
approaches to implementing programming languages. A
correct understanding of the basic mechanisms of each is an
indispensable part of the knowledge that every computer
science student must acquire [2].
The paper is organized as follows: section II presents the
background and related work, and section III describes the
design and development process. The conclusions and future
work are discussed in section IV.

II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A． Background
The main purpose of a compiler or an interpreter is to
translate a source program written in a high-level source
language to machine language. The language used to write the
compiler or interpreter is called implementation language. The
difference between a compiler and an interpreter is that a
compiler generates object code written in the machine
language and the interpreter executes the instructions. A utility
program called a linker combines the contents of one or more
object files along with any needed runtime library routines
into a single object program that the computer can load and
execute. An interpreter does not generate an object program.
When you feed a source program into an interpreter, it takes
over to check and execute the program. Since the interpreter is
in control when it is executing the source program, when it
encounters an error it can stop and display a message
containing the line number of the offending statement and the
name of the variable. It can even prompt the user for some
corrective action before resuming execution of the program.
The process is divided into 6 functional increments. Before
moving to the next increment, the current increment has to be
tested and validated. The increments are: 1. the framework, 2.
the scanner, 3. the symbol table, 4. parsing and interpreting
expressions and assignment statements, 5. parsing and
interpreting control statements, 6. parsing and interpreting
declarations.
Interpreters are complex programs, and writing them
successfully is hard work. To tackle the complexity, a strong
software engineering approach can be used. Design patterns,
Unified Modeling Languages (UML) diagrams, and other
modern object-oriented design practices make the code
understandable and manageable [3, 4, 5].
B． Related Work
While the area of interpreter design, as a subset of
compiler design is well-established and documented, it is not
typically the subject of formalized software engineering
concepts.
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The application of object-oriented design principles to
parsers and compilers has been investigated by Reiss and
Davis [6]. Malloy, Power, and Waldon reinforce the argument
for the application of software engineering concepts in the
area of parser design [7]. Similarly, an incremental approach
to compiler design is proposed by Ghuloum [8].
Demaille [9] states that compiler construction is a
challenging process that requires material from virtually all
computer science courses on the core curriculum. While the
idea of compilers is usually furthered and explored in detail
later on in an upper level course such as Compiler
Construction, Xing [2] argues that the idea of interpreters
rarely gets the same “treatment”: There is no such a course
targeting on interpreter constructions in most undergraduate
computer science curricula at universities and colleges [9].
III.

DESIGN AND IMPLMENTATION

A． Conceptual Design
The conceptual design of a program is a high-level view of
its software architecture. The conceptual design includes the
primary components of the program, how they‟re organized,
and how they interact with each other. An interpreter is
classified as a programming language translator. A translator,
as seen at the highest level, consists of a front end and a back
end. Both compilers and interpreters can share the same front
end, but they‟ll have a different back end. Fig. 1 shows the
conceptual design of the SimpleC interpreter. The front end of
a translator reads the source program and performs the initial
translation stage. Its primary components are the parser, the
scanner, the token, and the source.
The parser controls the translation process in the front end.
It continuously asks the scanner for the next token, and it
analyzes the sequences of tokens to determine what high-level
language elements it is translating. The parser verifies that
what it sees is syntactically correct as written in the source
program; in other words, the parser detects and flags any
syntax errors. The scanner reads the characters of the source
program sequentially and constructs tokens, which are the
low-level elements of the source language. The scanner scans
the source program to break it apart into tokens.

1) Syntax and Semantics
The syntax of a programming language is its set of
grammar rules that determine whether a statement or an
expression is correctly written in that language. The
language‟s semantics give meaning to a statement or an
expression. In Simple C, the statement (1):
a = b + c;

(1)

is a valid assignment statement. The semantics of the
language tells that the statement says to add the value of
variables „b‟ and „c‟ and assign the sum‟s value to the variable
„a‟.
A parser performs actions based on both the source
language‟s syntax and semantics. Scanning the source
program and extracting tokens are syntactic actions. Looking
for „=‟ token is a syntactic action, entering the identifiers „a‟,
„b‟, and „c‟ into the symbol table as variables, or looking them
up in the symbol table, are semantic actions because the parser
had to understand the meaning of the expression and the
assignment to know that it needs to use the symbol table.
Syntactic actions occur in the front end, while semantic
actions can occur on either the front end or the back end.
B． Basic Interpreter/Compiler Framework
As mentioned previously, the project will be divided into
functional increments, using software engineering concepts. In
the previous section, the conceptual design of the compiler
was briefly explained.
In this increment, an initial
implementation of a rudimentary interpreter will be presented
after conceptual design.
The first part of this increment is to build a flexible
framework that supports both compilers and interpreters. The
framework will integrate fundamental interpreter and compiler
components in the second stage. Finally, end-to-end tests will
be run to test the framework and its components.
The goals for this increment are:
 A source language-independent framework that can
support both compilers and interpreters
 Initial SimpleC source language-specific components
integrated into the front end of the framework
 Initial compiler and interpreter components integrated
into the back end of the framework
 Simple end-to-end runs that exercise the components
by generating source program listings from the
common front end and messages from the compiler or
interpreter back end
1) Front End
The front end consists of the language-independent Parser,
Scanner, Source, and Token classes that represent the
framework‟s components. Consider the class diagram of the
frond end in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Conceptual Design of the SimpleC Interpreter/Compiler
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A framework Parser object in the front end package and a
Backend object in the backend package own intermediate code
and symbol table object as shown in Fig.3. Both classes,
Parser and Backend, have the same relationships to the classes
in the message package.
4) Back End
The conceptual design states that the back end will support
either a compiler or an interpreter. Just like the Parser and
Source classes in package front end, the Back End class in
package backend implements the MessageHandler helper
class. A compiler would implement the abstract method
process to generate object code while an interpreter would
implement the same method to execute the program.

Fig. 2. Front end package

The parser and the scanner are closely related. The parser
“owns” a scanner. The parser request tokens from its scanner,
and so it has a dependency on tokens. The scanner owns the
current token, it owns the source, and it passes the source
reference to each token it constructs. Each token then also
owns that. During its construction, a token reads characters
from the source.
2) Messages
The parser may need to report some status information,
such as an error message whenever it finds a syntax error.
However, the parser should not worry about where it should
send the message or what the recipient does with it. Similarly,
whenever the source component reads a new line, it can send a
message containing the text of the line and the line number.
Keeping the senders of messages loosely coupled to the
recipients of the messages minimize their dependencies. In
complex applications, loose coupling allows you to develop
components independently and in parallel [7].
3) Intermediate Tier
According to the conceptual design, the intermediate code
and the symbol table are the interface between the front and
back ends. Consider the following UML class diagram.

5) Test and Validation
Up to this point a framework with components that are
language independent has been completed. The backend of the
framework can support either a compiler or an interpreter. To
test the framework, a SimpleC program is used as the input.
The output consists on the input program with line numbers
followed by the number of statements, number of syntax
errors, total parsing time, statements executed, run-time errors,
and total execution time. The error recovery will be added in
next increments.
C． Scanning
The second increment of the project consists on
implementing a scanner. The scanner is the component in the
front end of a compiler or an interpreter that performs the
syntactic actions of reading the source program and breaking
it apart into tokens. The parser calls the scanner each time it
wants the next token from the source program. The goals for
this increment are:
 Complete the design and development of the SimpleC
scanner.
 The scanner should be able to:
 Extract SimpleC words, numbers, and special symbols
from the source program
 Determine whether a word is an identifier or a SimpleC
reserved word
 Calculate the value of a number token and determine
whether its type is integer or real
 Perform syntax error handling
1) Syntax Error Handling
Every parser must be able to handle syntax errors in the
source program. Error handling is a three step process:
 Detection: Detect the presence of a syntax error.
 Flagging: Flag the error by pointing it out or
highlighting it, and display a descriptive error message.
 Recovery: Move past the error and resume parsing.

Fig. 3. Front end, intermediate, and backend packages

If an instance of one of the SimpleC token subclasses finds
a syntax error, it will set its type field to the
SimpleCTokenType enumerated value ERROR and its value
field to the appropriate SimpleCErrorCode enumerated value.
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If the scanner finds syntax errors (such as an invalid character
that cannot start a legitimate SimpleC token), it will construct
a SimpleCErrorToken.
2) How to Scan for Tokens
The scanner has to read each character at a time, skipping
blank spaces. For example consider the following statement:
int a = 3;
(2)
After scanning the statement, the scanner has extracted the
following tokens:
TYPE
Word (reserved word)
Word (identifier)
Special symbol
Number (integer)
Special symbol

TEXT STRING
int
a
=
3
;

The scanner reads and skips white space characters
between tokens. When it‟s done, the current character is
nonblank. This nonblank character determines the type of the
token the scanner will extract next, and the character becomes
the first character of that token. The scanner extracts a token
by reading and copying successive source characters up to but
not including the first character that cannot be part of the
token. Extracting a token consumes all the source characters
that constitute the token. Therefore, after extracting a token,
the current character is the first character after the last token
character. The SimpleC scanner can identify word tokens
(identifiers and reserved words), special symbol tokens („+‟,
“-“, etc.), and number tokens (unsigned integers and real
numbers).
3) Test and Validation
To test this increment a SimpleC tokenizer utility was
written. The tokenizer takes as input a SimpleC source
program and outputs a description of a token or an error
message in case of a syntax error. Fig. 4 shows the output of
the tokenizer for input file simplec_mult.txt.

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

001 // file-name simplec_mult.txt
002 .
DOT
line=002, pos = 0, text=”.”
003 int mult = 2 * 4;
INT
line=003, pos = 0, text=”int”
IDENTIFIER
line=003, pos = 2, text=”mult”
ASSIGN
line=002, pos = 3, text=”=”
INTEGER
line=002, pos = 4, text=”2”
STAR
line=002, pos = 5, text=”*”
INTEGER
line=002, pos = 6, text=”4”
004 .
DOT
line=004, pos = 0, text=”.”

 A language-independent symbol table
 A simple utility program that parses a SimpleC source
program and generates a cross-reference listing of its
identifiers
1) The Symbol Table
The approach of this increment is to create the conceptual
design of a symbol table, develop interfaces that represent the
design, and finally write the classes that implement the
interfaces. To verify the correctness of the source code, a
cross-reference utility program will be used. It will exercise
the symbol table by entering, finding, and updating
information.
During the translation process, the interpreter creates and
updates entries in the symbol table to contain information
about certain tokens in the source program. Each entry has a
name, which is the token‟s text string. The entry also contains
information about the identifier. As it translates the source
program, the interpreter looks up and updates the information.
The symbol table entry for an identifier will typically
include its type, structure, and how it was defined. One of the
goals is to keep the symbol table flexible and not limited to
SimpleC-specific information. The basic operations a symbol
table must support are: 1. Enter new information, 2. Loop up
existing information, 3. Update existing information.
2) Conceptual Design of Symbol Table Stack
To parse a language like SimpleC, more than one symbol
table might be needed (one table for each function or class,
etc.). Because some procedures can be nested, the symbols
need to be maintained in a stack. Fig 5 shows the conceptual
design of the symbol stack. For this increment, only one table
will be used but the concept will be explained for possible
future extensions of the language. The symbol table at the top
of the stack maintains information for the program, function,
block, etc. that the parser is currently working on. As the
parser works its way through the SimpleC program and enters
and leaves nested functions and blocks, it pushes and pops
symbol tables from the stack. The symbol table at the top of
the stack is known as the local table.

Fig. 4. Output of SimpleC Tokenizer

D． The Symbol Table
The parser of a compiler or an interpreter builds and
maintains a symbol table throughout the translation process as
part of semantic analysis. The symbol table stores information
about the source program‟s tokens, mostly the identifiers. As
mentioned in previous increments, the symbol table is a key
component in the interface between the front and back end.
Goals for this increment:
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Fig. 5. The conceptual design of the symbol stack.

3) Test and Validation
The last step of the increment is to test the symbol table.
This goal can be accomplished by generating a cross-reference
of a SimpleC source program. The command line:

Fig. 7. Assignment statement and compound statement

execute –x example01.txt
is used to generate a cross-reference listing of the
identifiers found in the file “example01.txt”.

Fig. 6. Cross-reference table for simplec_assign_ex.txt

After the source program listing, all of the source
program‟s identifiers are listed alphabetically. Following each
identifier name are the source line numbers where the
identifier appears as shown on Fig. 6.
E． Expressions and Assignment Statements
In the previous increment, a symbol table was created. The
parser builds and maintains the symbol tables on the symbol
table stack during the translation process. The parser also
performs the semantic actions of building and maintaining
intermediate code that represents the source program in the
form of parse trees. The back end will then interpret the parse
trees in order to execute statements and expressions. The goals
for this increment are:


Parsers in the front end for certain SimpleC constructs:
assignment statements, compound statements, and
expressions.



Flexible, language-independent intermediate code
generated by the parsers to represent these constructs.



Language-independent executors in the interpreter
back end that will interpret the intermediate code and
execute expressions and assignment statements.

Fig. 8. Syntax diagrams for SimpleC expressions

Figs. 7 and 8 show the syntax diagrams that guide the
development of the parsers that will generate the appropriate
intermediate code.
2) Intermediate Code
A data tree structure represents the SimpleC intermediate
code. Therefore, the intermediate code takes the form of a
parse tree. A parse tree consists of sub-trees that represent
SimpleC constructs, such as statements and expressions. Each
tree node has a node type and a set of attributes. Each node
other than the root node has a single parent node. The
industry-standard XML can represent the tree structures in text
form.
3) Executing Expressions and Assignment Statements
Expressions and statements are executed in the back end of
the interpreter.
The intermediate code that represents the parse trees was
implemented using language-independent classes in the back
end. Consider the UML diagram if Fig. 9 for the statement
executor classes in the back end package.

1) Syntax Diagrams
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Fig. 11. Syntax diagrams for SimpleC control statements

Fig. 9. Executor subclasses in the back end

4) Test and Validation
To test and validate this increment, a simple interpreter
was written. The simple interpreter takes as input a SimpleC
source program. Only assignment statements, compound
statements, and expressions are recognized by the interpreter.
Fig. 10 shows the output of file simplec_assign.txt.

1) Error Recovery
When the parser encounters an error, the three possible
options for error recovery are: 1. Terminate the program after
encountering a syntax error, 2. Attempt to parse the rest of the
source program, 3. Skip tokens after the erroneous one until it
finds a token it recognizes and safely resume syntax checking.
The first two options are undesirable. To implement the
third option, a parser must “synchronize” itself frequently at
tokens it expects. Whenever there is a syntax error, the parser
must find the next token in the source program where it can
reliably resume syntax checking [7].
2) Interpreting Control Statements
The interpreting capabilities of the program increase after
each increment. It is time to add new executor classes for
SimpleC control statements. The control statement executor
classes can be appreciated in Fig. 12.

Fig. 10. Output of simplec_assign.txt

F． Control Statements
The next increment focuses on parsing and interpreting
control statements. The goals for this increment are:


Parsers in the front end for SimpleC control statements
if, while, and for.



Flexible, language-independent intermediate code
generated by the parsers to represent these constructs.



Reliable error recovery to ensure that the parsers can
continue to work despite syntax errors in the source
program.

The syntax diagrams shown in Fig. 11 were used to guide
the development of the parsers.

Fig. 12. Control statement executors in the backend

3) Test and Validation
To test this increment, a syntax checker utility was written
to identify syntax errors. Also, the simple interpreter described
in the previous increment was expanded. The interpreter takes
as input a SimpleC source program. At this point, the program
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identifies conditional statements and loop statements. Fig. 13
shows a sample output of a SimpleC if-statement.
001 // file-name simplec_if.txt
002 .
003 a = 2;
004 b = 3;
005 if(b > a)
006 {
007 a = a + b;
008 }
009 .
8 source lines.
0 syntax errors.
0.02 seconds total parsing time.
-------- OUTPUT ------->>> LINE 003: a = 2
>>> LINE 004: b = 3
>>> LINE 007: a = 5
4 statements executed.
0 runtime errors.
0.01 total execution time.

Fig. 15. The classes for parsing declarations

Fig. 13. Execution of a SimpleC if statement

G． Parsing Declarations
Parsing declarations expands the work in The Symbol
Table increment because all the information from the
declarations has to be entered in the symbol table. The goals
for this increment are:


Parsers in the front end for SimpleC type definitions
and type specifications.



Additions to the symbol table to contain type
information.

1) SimpleC Declarations
There are three basic types of variables in SimpleC; they
are: char, int, and float. The syntax diagram is shown in fig.
14.

Fig. 14. Syntax diagram for variable declarations

2) Types and the Symbol Table
The type specification parser developed in this increment
enters type information into the symbol table. The first step is
to design language-independent interfaces that treat a type
specification simply as a collection of attributes.
3) Parsing SimpleC Declarations
In previous increments it is assumed that identifiers were
variables. For this increment, an identifier‟s symbol table
entry must indicate how it was defined. Fig. 15 shows the
classes for parsing declarations.

4) Test and Validation
To test and validate the code written for this increment, a
SimpleC cross-reference utility similar to the one
implemented in The Symbol Table increment, is implemented.
The output of the cross-reference utility includes the line
number where an identifier is found and how it is defined, as
shown in Fig. 16.
==== CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE ====
*** PROGRAM simplec_assign.txt ***
Identifier
Line numbers
Type specification
---------------------------------------------------a
002 005
Defined as: integer
b
003 006
Defined as: integer
c
004 007
Defined as: real
…
Fig. 16. Sample output of cross-reference table

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A． Conclusions
In this paper, the design of an interpreter for the SimpleC
programming language in the context of a software
engineering project has been presented. The paper also has
demonstrated that some of the standard software engineering
concepts such as object-oriented design, design patterns, UML
diagrams, etc., can provide a useful track of the evolution of
an interpreter, as well as enhancing confidence in its
correctness. A similar project could be introduced at Tuskegee
University to meet some requirements not satisfied by shorter
projects. Some requirements include, but are not limited to,
writing a complete project using challenging algorithms and
data structures, use of different development tools, objectoriented design, and team management which is an important
issue to consider given that only team work in software
engineering and database courses.
B． Future Work
Future work will focus on creating an interactive sourcelevel debugger for the SimpleC language that enables the use
of command lines to interact with the interpreter as well as an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with a graphical
user interface (GUI). If time is not a constraint, the interpreter
will be extended to a SimpleC compiler that generates object
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code for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The compiled
programs will then be able to run on multiple platforms.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
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Abstract—RSA is one of the most important public key cryptosystems for information security. The security of RSA depends
on Integer factorization problem, it relies on the difficulty of
factoring large integers. Much research has gone into problem of
factoring a large number. Due to advances in factoring algorithms
and advances in computing hardware the size of the number
that can be factorized increases exponentially year by year.
The General Number Field Sieve algorithm (GNFS) is currently
the best known method for factoring large numbers over than
110 digits. In this paper, a parallel GNFS implementation on
a BA-cluster is presented. This study begins with a discussion
of the serial algorithm in general and covers the five steps of
the algorithm. Moreover, this approach discusses the parallel
algorithm for the sieving step. The experimental results have
shown that the algorithm has achieved a good speedup and can
be used for factoring a large integers.
Keywords—parallel Algorithm; Public Key Cryptosystem; GNFS
Algorithm.

I.

II.

T HE GNFS A LGORITHM

The General Number Field Sieve (GNFS) algorithm [1],
[2] is derived from the Number Fields Sieve (NFS) algorithm,
developed by A. K. Lenstra, H. W. Lenstra, M.S. Manasse and
J. M. Pollard [10].
GNFS have five major steps which are described as follows:
1)

Step 1: (Polynomial selection)
Find a polynomial f : R → R of degree d with
integer coefficients as follows:
f (x) = ad xd + ad−1 xd−1 + · · · + a0

(1)

such that f (m) ≡ 0( mod n).
2)

I NTRODUCTION

Factoring is very important in the field of cryptography,
specifically in the RSA cryptosystem. The RSA algorithm [5]
is the most popular algorithm in public-key cryptosystems
and RSA is used in real world applications such as: internet
explorer, email systems, and online banking [12]. The security
of RSA algorithm relies on the difficulty of factoring large
integers. There are many integer factorization algorithms used
to factor large numbers, such as Trial division [6], Pollards
p-1 algorithm [7], Lenstra Elliptic Curve Factorization (ECM)
[8], Quadratic Sieve (QS) [9] and General Number Field
Sieve (GNFS) algorithm [1]–[4]. GNFS is the best known
algorithm for factoring large composite numbers over than
110 digits. This algorithm takes a long time to factor large
integers. Therefore, this paper presents an implementation of
parallel GNFS algorithm on a BA-cluster.
The main objective of this paper giving new proposed
algorithm for sieving step in cluster system. This paper consists
of eight sections. Section II will introduce the GNFS algorithm.
Section III gives the reasons for selecting sieve step. Section IV
gives an overview for serial sieve step and give an overview for
previous parallel sieve step. Section V proposes a new method
for parallel sieve step on cluster system. In section VI the
configuration of hardware and software used to implement the
parallel sieving step on cluster system. Section VII introduces
the experimental results for the proposed methods. Section VIII
focus in conclusion and future works.

Step 2: (Factor bases)
The main objective of this step is to find three
types of factor bases: (1) rational factor base, R, (2)
algebraic factor base, A, and (3) quadratic character
base, Q. The three factor bases are define as follows:
The rational factor base R [1]
A rational factor base is a finite collection of prime
numbers, pi , up to some bound M , M ∈ N. i.e.
R = {p : p is a prime and p ≤ M , M ∈ N }.
Smooth over R [1]
An integer l ∈ Z is said to be smooth over a rational
factor base R if R contains all of the prime divisors
of l. i.e.
Y
l=
pi .
pi ∈R

The algebraic factor base A [1]
An algebraic factor base is a finite set {a+bθ} ⊂
Z[θ] where for a, b ∈ Z, each a+bθ satisfies ∀(a, b), @
c, d ∈ Z[θ] such that c · d = a + bθ.
Smooth over A [1]
An element l ∈ Z[θ] is said to be smooth over
an algebraic factor base A if
Y
l=
(c + d θ).
(c,d)∈À⊂A

The quadratic character base Q [1]
The quadratic character base Q is a finite set of pairs
(p, r) with the same properties as the elements of
the algebraic factor base, but the primes pi ∈ Q are
larger than the largest in the algebraic factor base,
pi > p̀ ∈ A where p̀ is the largest element in the
algebraic factor base A, i.e.
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Digits

Sieve

Total

Sieve/Total

30

26.5s

32.3s

82%

39

15.0s

19.7s

76.1%

45

184.3s

250s

74%
71.4%

51

222.3s

311.5s

61

3620.7s

4320.4s

84%

76

26477.9s

37171.9s

71.2%

98

17300.6s

20790.9s

83.2%

IV.

TABLE I: GNFS integer factorization records [14]

3)

4)

5)

Q = {(pi , ri ) : pi > p̀ where p̀ the largest in the
algebraic factor base A}
Step 3: (Sieving)
Find many pairs of integers (a, b) with the
following properties:
1. gcd(a, b) = 1.
2. a+bm is smooth over the rational factor base.
3. a+bθ is smooth over the algebraic factor base.
Step 4: (Linear algebra)
The relations are put into relation sets and a
very large sparse matrix is constructed. The matrix is
reduced resulting in some dependencies, i.e. elements
which lead to a square modulo n.
Step 5: (Square root)
•

Calculate the rational square root, r, such that:
Y
r2 =
(a + bm)
(a,b)∈V

•

Calculate the algebraic square root, s, such
that:
Y
s2 =
(a + bθ)
(a,b)∈V

•

Then p and q can then be found by gcd(n, s−
r) and gcd(n, s + r) where p and q are the
factors of n.
III.

W HY S IEVING S TEP ?

The main objective of this section is to give the
importance of the sieving step. Previous studies shows that
the sieving step is very important for several reasons:
1)
2)

The sieving step is the most time consuming, it takes
more than 70% of the total time from the time of
implementation as shown in Table I [14].
The second reason is that the sieving step can be
parallelized easily.

The experimental studies show that there are some
problems in the implementation that led to slow the previous
parallel program. In the previous algorithm there are many
communications between the master nodes and the slaves. The
communication times increase when the size of n increases.
Another cause for inefficiency is that each processor does
sieving for different pairs. Therefor, the sieving time for each
processor might be different. The master node can not start the
next sieving until all the slave nodes finish their sieving [14].

P REVIOUS S IEVING W ORK

Algorithm 1 shows the steps of serial sieving. The
sieving step uses nested for-loops, one for the values of b0 s and
the other for the values of a0 s. In the outer loop, b ranges from
−C to C, usually the values of b0 s are in range 1 ≤ b < C. In
the inner loop, b is fixed and a changes from −N to N . The
sieving step takes long time because it uses two loops and the
values of a and b are usually very large.
Algorithm 1 Serial sieving algorithm [14].
1: b0 = 1;
2: b1 = C;
3: a1 = −N ;
4: a2 = N ;
5: for (b = b0 ; b < b1 ; b + +) do
6:
for (a = a1 ; a < a2 ; a + +) do
7:
if (a, b) Smooth over R and Smooth over A then
8:
save(a, b);
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end for
L.T.Yang, L.Xu, and M.Lin proposed parallel sieving
in a cluster system [12]–[15]. The basic idea of the proposed
algorithm is that each processor takes a range of b0 s values
and generate a set of (a, b) pairs as shown in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Parallel sieving algorithm [14].
1: MPI Init();
2: MPI Comm size();
3: MPI Comm rank();
4: b0 = M in b;
5: b1 = M ax b;
6: a1 = −N ;
7: a2 = N ;
8: num of bs = ((b1 − b0)/p);
9: MPI Bcast(num of bs);
10: for (b=(taskid∗num of bs +b0)+1;b≤(b0+(taskid+1)∗
num of bs;b++) do
11:
for (a = a1 ; a ≤ a2 ; a + +) do
12:
if (a, b) Smooth over R and Smooth over A then
13:
if master then
14:
MPI Recv((a,b));
15:
save(a, b);
16:
else
17:
MPI Send((a,b));
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end for
21: end for
22: MPI Finalize();
V.

T HE NEW METHODS

The main objective of this section is to describe the
new methods for the parallel sieving step of GNFS algorithm.
The new methods improve the parallel sieving algorithm by
decreasing the communications between the master node and
the slaves. In the following sections (V-A, V-B) we explain
the new methods and the results of each method.
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Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A. The first method
The main idea of the first method is to divide the range
of b between the processors. This is because, each b in the outer
loop generates a set of ordered pairs (a, b) independently of
the others b0 s. So, each processor takes a range of b values and
generates a set of (a, b) pairs and then saves in a local file, see
Fig. 1. When all processors finish the computations of finding
their sets of ordered pairs (a, b), the master node copy all the
files that have the sets of (a, b) pairs from the slaves into one
file.
B. The Second Method
The main idea of the second method is the same as
the first method, it depends on dividing the range of b between
the processors. Except that each processor takes a range of b
values and generate a set of (a, b) pairs and then save it in an
array of large size (rels), see Fig. 2. Then each slave, find the
rels of different sets of ordered pairs (a, b) for each b in the
range belonging to this slave, then the slave will send the rels
to the master, and the master node receives all the sets of rels
from the slaves. This process will be repeated until we reach
the last b in the range belonging to this slave.
VI.

H ARDWARE AND S OFTWARE P ROGRAMMING
E NVIRONMENT

The parallel GNFS program is implemented on a
Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA) Supercomputer which is located
in Alexandria library, Alexandria, Egypt. The supercomputer
is a high performance computing cluster with performance
reaching 11.8 TFLOPS. It is composed of 130 computational
nodes, 6 management nodes including two batch nodes for job
submission (64 Gbyte RAM), inter-process Communication
network, and 36-TByte storage. Each node has two Intel Quad
core Xeon 2.83 GHz processors (64 bit technology), 8 Gbyte
RAM, 80 Gbyte hard disk, and a GigaEthernet network port.
The parallel code is based on the serial code developed
by C. Monico in [3]. The program is written in ANSI C and
compiled by GNU C compiler (gcc) and run under Linux
operating system. We have used MPI library to write the
parallel program. MPICH1 [16] is installed for MPI library.
Also we installed a free library GMP [17] which is required
to compile and to run the program.
VII.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

A. Test Cases

Digits of n
61
76
80
100
110
120
130

Number of processors
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16
1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, ,14, 16

TABLE II: Test cases and number of processors

method is faster than the second method using small number
of processors, otherwise the two methods are approximately
equal.
C. Speed-Up
Speedup is defined by the following formula:
Sp = TTp1 , where p is the number of processors, T1 is the
execution time of the sequential algorithm, and Tp is the
execution time of the parallel algorithm with p processors.
The speedup for the test cases using different number of
processors for the first method and for the second method are
presented in Fig.4.
From Fig.4 the second method is better than the first
method when n is small number, the first method is better
than the second method when n is large number.
D. Sieving Efficiency
S

T1
Efficiency is defined as Ep = pp = pT
. It is a value,
p
between zero and one. The sieving efficiency for each test
case is shown in Fig.5.

From Fig.5 the first method is better than the second method using small number of processors, otherwise is
approximately equal.
VIII.

D ISCUSSIONS

We propose two algorithms for sieving step in cluster
system. The difference between them is that one generate
a set of (a, b) pairs and then save it in local file for each
processor, the other strategy is to generate a set of (a, b) pairs
and then save it in an array of large size then send the set of
(a, b) pairs to the master.

The time for the first method and the second method
for each test case is shown in Fig.3.

The experimental studies show that the ruining time
decreases by increasing the number of processors. From Fig.3
the first method is faster than the second method when using
small number of processors, otherwise they are approximately
equal. Fig.4 shows that the speed-up for the second method
is better than the first method when n is small number, the
first method is better than the second method when n is large
number. Fig.5 shows that the efficiency for the first method
is better than the second method using small number of
processors, otherwise the efficiency is approximately equal.

The Fig.3 show that the ruining time decreases by
increasing the number of processors. From Fig.3 the first

There are still open questions and some research
points which can be studied, in future, such as:

In order to test our parallel algorithm for speedup
and efficiency, we choose different n and different number
of processors. In Table II shows all test cases and number of
processors which are used.
B. Timing Results
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Sieve( )

Start
no

MPI_Init ( );

return

yes
yes

yes

a+bƟ
Smooth
Over A?

a+bm
Smooth
Over R?

MPI_Comm_size( );
no

b0 = 1; b1= c;
a1 = -N; a2= N;

no

avg_b = (b1 - b0)/ num procs;
b_start = rank*avg_b;
b_end = (rank + 1)*avg _b ;

save (a,b)
in rels
yes

If rels
Is full?

no

Save rels
In file

Slave i

Master

b= b_start
Sieve( )

b= b_start
Sieve( )

a = a+1

Copy files to
master file

yes

a >c
MPI_Finalize( );

b = b+1
stop

Fig. 1: The flowchart of first method

1)

2)
3)

Decreasing the communications time when the size
of n increases by decreasing the communications between the master nodes and the slaves, so the sieving
time decreases when the communications decreases.
Further improvements on better load balance.
Trying to make all the steps of the algorithm in
parallel whenever possible

[11]
[12]

[13]
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Start

MPI_Init ( );
MPI_Comm_size( );
avg_b = (b1 -b0)/ num procs;
b_start = rank*avg_b;
b_end
= (rank + 1)*avg _b ;

Slave i

Master

b = b_start;
a1 = -N;
a2 = N;

i=1

no

i < num_procs

yes
yes

yes

a+bƟ
Smooth
Over A?

a+bm
Smooth
Over R?

MPI_Recv( rels );

no

no

Save rels
In file

save (a,b)
in rels

i = i+1

a = a+1
no

a >c
yes

MPI_Finalize( );

MPI_Send( rels );

b = b+1

stop

Fig. 2: The flowchart of second method
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Fig. 3: The parallel implementation for the first and the second method. n = 61, 76, 80, 100, 110, 120, 130 digits
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Abstract—On time and within budget software project development represents a challenge for software project managers.
Software management activities include but are not limited
to: estimation of project cost, development of schedules and
budgets, meeting user requirements and complying with standards. Recruiting development team members is a sophisticated
problem for a software project manager. Since the utmost cost
in software development effort is manpower, software project
effort and is associated cost estimation models are used in
estimating the effort required to complete a project. This effort
estimate can then be converted into dollars based on the proper
labor rates. An initial development team needs to be selected
not only at the beginning of the project but also during the
development process. It is important to allocate the necessary
team to a project and efficiently distribute their effort during
the development life cycle. In this paper, we provide our initial
idea of developing a prediction model for defining the estimated
required number of test workers of a software project during
the software testing process. The developed models utilize the
test instance and the number of observed faults as input
to the proposed models. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
successfully build the dynamic relationships between the inputs
and output and produce and accurate predication estimates.
Keywords—Staff Management; Neural Networks; Software
Testing; Estimation

I.

I NTRODUCTION

”Software is a place where dreams are planted and
nightmares harvested . . . a world of were- wolves and
silver bullets.” This quote from Brad Cox [1] defined the
challenges for software project managers in the past as well
as today. The software project manager needs to have the
skills, techniques and monitoring and control tools to meet
the goal of a software development project. The goal is to
complete software development within the agreed upon cost,
schedule and user expectations. The measure of meeting
this goal includes: meeting a schedule and a cost through
improving budget distribution, managing human resources
and adapting to environment changes. Intelligent project
management requires many talents and skills. In 1987, the
IEEE standards provide the following definition of software
project management: Software project management is the
Prof. A. Sheta is on leave from the Computers and Systems Department,
Electronics Research Institute (ERI), Cairo, Egypt.

process of planning, organizing, staffing, monitoring, controlling, and leading a software project.
Software development has long been perceived as a risky
business [2], [3]. A project manager can always try to predict
the required resources and plan a schedule for a deliverable,
but there is no guarantee that this is what will happen unless
a careful monitoring and control plan is maintained. His/her
ability to identify risks in advance could help planning
for additional time to recover and reduce the consequence
losses. According to Dr. Patricia Sanders, Director of Test
Systems Engineering and Evaluation at OUSD, in her 1998
Software Technology Conference keynote address, 40% of
the DoDs software development costs are spent on reworking
the software, which in the year 2000 is equal to an actual loss
of $18 billion. Furthermore, Sanders stated that only 16% of
software development would finish on time and on budget.
It was also stated in [4] that:
Given that software-intensive projects are
among the most expensive and risky undertakings
of the 21st century, the investment in weapons
from fiscal years 2003 through 2009 will exceed
$1 trillion. Furthermore, many of the DoD’s most
important technology projects will continue to deliver less than promised unless changes are made.
Improving how we acquire software-intensive systems is both long overdue and an imperative.
In fact, the software development process is all about
people, methodologies and tools. This can be seen from the
software development process shown in Figure 1. People
have to understand the project requirements, develop project
plan and make a design, deployment of the project, test and
validate the business requirements and finally fix bugs if any.
Software life cycle includes testing of the software system. The testing process requires significant effort and could
cost over 50% of the project effort. This process requires a
significant effort. It is defined as the process of executing
a program with the intent of finding software bugs, errors
or any defects [5]–[7]. It is also the process of validating
and verifying that the developed software program will work
and satisfies the needs of stakeholders. Software testing to be
implemented needs a team of qualified personal. The team
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Fig. 1.

Software development process

Fig. 2.

size depends on many factors. These factors include the size
and complexity of the developed software or program. Staff
turnover means frequent replacement of the development
personnel. This in fact is one of the significant problems
a software project manager could deal with.
In this paper, we provide a non-parametric Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) model for predicting the number
of test workers required during the software testing process.
The number of required test workers will depend upon the
count of faults (defects) observed at certain test instances.
The model should be capable of accurately defining the
required team size for testing and also help project managers
distribute the effort of his team on various tasks required
for the project. In Section II, we present a definition to the
staff management problem. Statistical Regression Analysis
is presented in Section III. An overview of soft computing
techniques and specifically Artificial Neural Networks is
presented in Section IV. The evaluation criterion for measuring the goodness of the developed models are presented
in Section VI. The two case studies considered in this article
are presented in Sections VII and VIII. Finally, we present
the conclusion and future work.
II.

S TAFF M ANAGEMENT

Time, cost, and number of staff estimations are essential duties for project managers in all business enterprises
and especially for software projects. The manager needs
to calculate an estimate for these main attributes in the
early development process. This is not always an easy task
for project managers. The role of a project manager is to
manage, analyze and make decisions at all development
phases according to accessible resources. Estimating time,
cost, and staff helps sustain the monitoring and controlling
of project activities and, in the end, produce quality. The
field of software effort/cost estimation is concerned with
providing an estimate of the expected cost, schedule, and
manpower required to produce a software system. In fact
there are common problems which could occur whenever
we build a software system. The source of these problems
could be one of the following:
•

Insufficient requirements for the project

•

Inadequate financial resources

•

Loss of coordination because of many vendors

•

Staff management process

Staff turnover

The staff management process for the project consists of the
following five elements: Staff Planning, Staff Acquisition,
Staff Training, Staff Tracking, and Staff Transition. This
process is shown in Figure 2. Specific information related to
staff need to be collected, organized and updated during the
project development life cycle. The staff management process
for the project consists of the following five elements: Staff
Planning, Staff Acquisition, Staff Training, Staff Tracking,
and Staff Transition. This process is shown in Figure 2.
Specific information related to staff needs is to be collected,
organized and updated during the project development life
cycle. The staff management information collected should
include:
•

The adequate numbers of staff needed for each
project phase.

•

The contribution as a function of time staff member.

•

The source of staff such as staff hiring, part timer
hiring or consulting.

•

The schedule for joining and leaving the project.

Staff management includes project cost. The manager needs
to gather adequate information such that the estimated project
cost can be computed. Many software effort/cost estimation
models where proposed to help in providing a high quality
estimate to assist a project manager in considering the best
decisions for a project [8], [9]. Many software cost estimation
models were reported in the literature [10]–[13]. These
models were used to help project managers to estimate effort,
time and cost.
Staff scarcities is considered as sources for either inefficient use of resources or delay in delivering the project.
Computing staffing members needed for a project depends
on correct predictions of the project demand and expected
date of the product to be in the market. Any delay might
cause business loss or damage to firm reputation. Numerous
methods were used to compute the estimate and predict
staffing needs, based on the firms past experience, project
types and sales and manufacture statistics [14]–[17].
III.

S TATISTICAL R EGRESSION A NALYSIS

Statistical regression analysis associates relationships
among a set of independent variables and one or more
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dependent variables. The independent variables could be
historical measurements about certain events in the past while
we want to estimate or predict an independent variable at
this instant of time or even in the future. Many techniques
for carrying out regression analysis were evolved in the past.
Linear regression and ordinary least squares regression are
parametric methods that use Least Square Estimation (LSE)
to estimate mathematical model parameters. COCOMO uses
such regression methods.

Thus, ϕ can be presented as
measurements m:

1 x11
 1 x21
X=
..
 ..
.
.
1 xm
1

a is constant and b is the slope. This model is linear in
the parameters ai . y is called the independent variable and
xi , i = 1, . . . , n are called the independent variables. The
goal is to find the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables. To compute the regression coefficient
for the single independent variable given in Equation 1, we
use the formula:
∑
b=

(xi − x̂)(yi − ŷ)
∑
(xi − x̂)2

a = y − bx

(3)

Equation 2 can be expanded to be:
b=

(

∑

∑ ∑
∑
yi x2i ) − ( xi xi yi )
∑ 2
∑
n( xi ) − ( xi )2

(4)

B. Multiple Linear Regression
Equation 1 can be expanded to a multivariate concept as
follows:
y = a1 xi1 + a2 xi2 + · · · + an xij

(5)

Where xij is the ith observation on the j th independent
variable. To show how the parameter estimation process
works, we assume we have a system with four input variables
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and single output y. Thus, the model mathematical equation can be represented as:
y = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + a4 x4

(6)

To find the values of the model parameters a’s we need to
build what is called the regression matrix ϕ. This matrix is
developed based on the experiment collected measurements.

x13
x23
..
.
xm
3



a1

 a 
θ =  2 y = 

a3
a4



x14
2
x4 
.. 

.
m
x4


y1
2
y 

..

.
m
y

(7)

The least squares solution of yields the normal equation:
ϕT θ = y

(8)

θ = ϕ−1 y

(9)

which has a solution:

But since, the regression matrix ϕ is not a symmetric matrix,
we have to reformulate the equation such that the solution
for the parameter vector θ is as follows:
θ = (ϕT ϕ)−1 ϕT y

(2)

Where x̂ is the mean (average) of the x values and ŷ is
the mean of the y values. The parameter a is computed by
the formula:

x12
x22
..
.
xm
2

The parameter vector θ and the output vector y can be
presented as follows:

A. Single Linear Regression
Regression analysis measures the degree of influence
of the independent variables on a dependent variable. In
the case of simple bivariate regression where there is a
single independent variable, the dependent variable could
be predicted from the independent variable by the simple
equation:
y = a + bx + ϵ
(1)

follows given there is a set of

IV.

(10)

S OFT-C OMPUTING T ECHNIQUES

Soft Computing techniques were explored to build efficient effort estimation models structures [18], [19]. In the
past, authors in [20] explored the use of Neural Networks
(ANNss), Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Genetic Programming (GP) to provide a methodology for software cost
estimation. ANN were used for software engineering project
management in [21]. Authors in [22], provided a detailed
study on using Genetic Programming (GP), Neural Network
(ANNs) and Linear Regression (LR) in solving the software
project estimation. Many data sets provided in [23], [24] were
explored with promising results. A fuzzy COCOMO model
was developed in [18].
Recently, In [12], author provided a pioneering set of
models modified from the famous COCOMO model with
interesting results. Later on, many authors explored the
same idea with some modification [25]–[28] and provided
a comparison to the work presented in [12]. Exploration
of the advantages of the Takagi-Sugeno (TS) technique on
building a set of linear models over the domain of possible
software Kilo Line Of Code (KLOC) were investigated in
[29]. Authors in [30] presented an extended work on the
use of Soft Computing Techniques to build a suitable model
structure to utilize improved estimations of software effort
for NASA software projects. On doing this, Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) was used to tune the parameters of
the COCOMO model. The performance of the developed
model was evaluated using NASA software projects data
set. A comparison between COCOMO-PSO, Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs), Halstead, Walston-Felix, Bailey-Basili
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and Doty models were provided with excellent modeling
results. In [31], a research work describes the Estimation
of Projects in Contexts of Uncertainty (EPCU) model. The
model is an estimation process based on fuzzy logic which
has the objective of solving the project estimation problem
taking the benefits of the Expert Judgment in a formal way,
without using quantitative historic data.
V.

W HAT IS ANN?

According to the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Neural Network Study (1988, AFCEA
International Press, p. 60):
... a neural network is a system composed
of many simple processing elements operating in
parallel whose function is determined by network
structure, connection strengths, and the processing
performed at computing elements or nodes.
Fig. 3.

The simple building block of ANN

According to Nigrin (1993), p. 11 Nigrin1993, ANN was
defined as:
A neural network is a circuit composed of a
very large number of simple processing elements
that are neurally based. Each element operates only
on local information. Furthermore each element
operates asynchronously; thus there is no overall
system clock.
ANN can exhibit many brain-like behaviors such as
learning, association, generalization, feature extraction, optimization and noise immunity. The basic simple unit of any
ANN is the perceptron which is presented in Figure 3.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been proposed
in many articles as a tool which was successfully able to
develop software cost estimates. In [32], author provided
a novel artificial neural network (ANN) prediction model
which incorporates COCOMO and ANN-COCOMO II, to
provide more accurate software estimates at the early phase
of software development. ANN was employed to regulate
the software features considering historical project data. In
[33], authors provided a survey on the cost estimation models
using artificial neural networks. ANN has many advantages
they include:
•
•

•
•

learning (BL), Hebbian Learning (HL), and Competitive
Learning (CL). The detailed descriptions of these learning
rules are referred to the work of [34]. Among all the training
algorithms, Back-Propagation (BP) which follows ECL rule
is the most popular choice.
VI.

The performance of the developed two models; the AutoRegression and the Artificial Neural Networks models will
be evaluated using a number of evaluation criteria. They are:
•

A neural network learns and does not need to be
reprogrammed.
It can be implemented in any application.

The learning process in ANN is the algorithm which
is used to adjust the weights of the network in order to
minimize the difference between the actual and predicted
values by the network. Usually, the weights of the network
are initialized randomly. There are four basic types of
learning rule: Error Correlation Learning (ECL), Boltzmann

The Variance-Accounted-For (VAF) criteria was
adopted by [35]:
[
var(y − ŷ) ]
V AF = 1 −
× 100%
var(y)

•

•

(11)

The Mean square error (MSE):
M SE =

A neural network can perform tasks that a linear
program cannot.
When an element of the neural network fails, it
can continue without any problem by their parallel
nature.

E VALUATION CRITERIA

n
1 ∑
(yi − ŷi )2
N i=1

The Euclidian distance (ED):
v
u n
u∑
ED = t( (yi − ŷi )2

(12)

(13)

i=1

•

The Manhattan distance (MD):
MD =

•

n
1 ∑
|yi − ŷi |
N i=1

(14)

In [36], the authors provided an empirical study for
data modeling in software engineering application
and used radial basis function (RBF) to develop
effort estimation model. They considered the mean
magnitude of relative error (MMRE) as the main
performance measure. We will evaluate the (MMRE)
over the training and testing data as described in
[36]. The mean magnitude of relative error (MMRE),
defined as:
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TABLE I.

T EST /D EBUG DATA
DETECTED FAULTS , yk :
x1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

x2
5
5
5
5
6
8
2
7
4
2
31
4
24
49
14
12
8
9
4
7
6
9
4
4
2
4
3
9
2
5
4
1
4
3
6
13
19

y
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8

x1
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

1 x1 : T EST INSTANCES , x2 : R EAL
N O . OF TEST WORKERS

x2
15
7
15
21
8
6
20
10
3
3
8
5
1
2
2
2
7
2
0
2
3
2
7
3
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

10

y
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

x1
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

x2
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

y
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Fig. 4. Observed and predicted number of test workers using Multiple
Regression Model: Test/Debug Data 1

10
Observed
Predicted

8
6
4
2
0

0

20

40

60
Number of Samples

80

100

120

80

100

120

Error Difference
2

TABLE II.

1.5

E VALUATION CRITERIA OF THE ANN MODELS

1

Criteria
MR
NN

VAF
85.621%
96.347%

MSE
0.559
0.143

ED
7.881
3.994

MD
0.526
0.243

MMRE
0.148
0.076

0.5
0
−0.5
−1

M M RE =

N
1 ∑ |yi − ŷi |
N i=1
yi

(15)

0

20

40

60
Number of Samples

Fig. 5.
Observed and predicted number of test workers using ANN:
Test/Debug Data 1

Where y and ŷ are the observed and predicted number of
test workers the neural network model and n is the number
of measurements used in the experiments, respectively.

NN convergence

2

10

0

10

VII.

T EST /D EBUG DATA 1
−2

10

−4

10

MSE

Field report data was developed to measure system faults
during testing in a real-time application [37]. The software
system consists of 200 modules with each having one kilo
line of code of FORTRAN. A Test/Debug dataset of 111
measurements is given in Table I. To develop a ANN test
work estimate model, we used the data set to train the
ANN. The observed and predicted number of workers was
calculated based on the test instances and the real detected
faults and shown in Figure 4. The convergence of the neural
networks is shown in Figure 5 over 3000 epochs. The
observed and predicted number of workers calculated based
the test instances and the real detected faults is shown in
Figure 5. The convergence of the neural networks is shown
in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. NN Convergence using 50 neurons in the hidden layer: Test/Debug
Data 1
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TABLE III.

T EST /D EBUG DATA 2 x1 : T EST INSTANCES ,
DETECTED FAULTS , yk : N O . OF TEST WORKERS

x2 : R EAL

140
Observed
Predicted

120
100

x1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

x2
2
0
30
13
13
3
17
2
2
20
13
3
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
15

y
75
31
63
128
122
27
136
49
26
102
53
26
78
48
75
14
4
14
22
5
9
33
18

x1
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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41
42
43
44
45
46

x2
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1
7
0
22
2
5
12
14
5
2
0
7
3
0
0
0
0
5
2
3
0
0

y
8
15
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4
8
5
27
6
6
4
1
6
5
8
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Fig. 8.
Observed and predicted number of test workers using ANN:
Test/Debug Data 2

NN convergence
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Fig. 9. NN convergence using 20 neurons in the hidden layer: Test/Debug
Data 2

Fig. 7. Observed and predicted number of test workers using Multiple
Regression Model: Test/Debug Data 2

IX.
VIII.

T EST /D EBUG DATA 2

A Test/Debug data set has 46 measurements is given in
Table III. The data set was presented in [37]. The number of
measurements collected during the testing process is small.
This represents a difficulty for traditional parameter estimation techniques. It is sometimes difficult to correctly estimate
model parameters using a small number of measurements.
To build a test work estimate model, we used the data set
to build both the MR and ANN models. The observed and
predicted number of workers calculated is based on the test
instances and the real detected faults are shown in Figure 8.
The convergence of the neural networks is shown in Figure
9 over 3000 epochs.
TABLE IV.
Criteria
MR
NN

E VALUATION CRITERIA OF THE ANN
VAF
84.088%
89.098%

MSE
188.73
129.99

ED
93.175
77.328

MD
9.992
7.252

MODELS

MMRE
0.931
0.707

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Estimating the number of test workers during the software testing process became a challenge problem. Numerous
methods were used to estimate and predict staffing needs,
based on the firms past experience, project types and sales
and manufacture statistics. Thus, tools and methods are
required to fill the gap in this major area of software
project life cycle development. In this paper, we propose
our initial idea of developing predictive models for defining
the estimated number of test workers of a software project
during the software testing process using ANN. The developed models utilize the test instance and the number of
observed faults as input to the proposed models. Two cases
studies were presented and many evaluation criterions were
used to validate the developed model performance. Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) successfully build the dynamic
relationships between the inputs and output and produce and
accurate predication estimates. We plan to explore other soft
computing techniques to handle this problem such as fuzzy
logic to develop a mathematical relationship which can be
easily explained in this case.
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Abstract—In this paper, the natural gradient descent method
for the multilayer stochastic complex-valued neural networks
is considered, and the natural gradient is given for a single
stochastic complex-valued neuron as an example. Since the space
of the learnable parameters of stochastic complex-valued neural
networks is not the Euclidean space but a curved manifold, the
complex-valued natural gradient method is expected to exhibit
excellent learning performance.
Keywords—Neural network; Complex number; Learning; Singular point

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Complex-valued neural networks whose parameters (weights
and threshold values) are all complex numbers, are useful
in fields dealing with complex numbers or two-dimensional
vectors such as telecommunications, speech recognition and
image processing with Fourier transformation. Indeed, we can
find some applications of complex-valued neural networks to
various fields in the literature [6], [9].
The multilayer complex-valued neural network is usually
trained using the gradient descent learning method [5], [10],
[11], [12], as in the case of the multilayer real-valued neural
network. The space of the learnable parameters of stochastic
complex-valued neural networks is, however, not the Euclidean
space but a curved manifold. For stochastic complex-valued
neural networks, the ordinary gradient does not give the
steepest direction of a target function, and the steepest direction
is given by the natural gradient [2], [3]. It has been shown
in [4] that the natural gradient method could avoid singular
points of the real-valued parameter space which is a cause of
standstill in learning, and the natural gradient method could
improve the learning performance of the real-valued neural
networks as a result. Similarly, there exist many singular points
in the complex-valued neural networks [7]. Thus, the natural
gradient method would be useful for the complex-valued neural
networks, too. In this paper, we extend the natural gradient
descent method for the multilayer stochastic real-valued neural
networks to the complex domain, and give the natural gradient
for a single stochastic complex-valued neuron as an example.
Section II describes the complex-valued neural network.
Section III is devoted to the explanation of the natural gradient
method, and Section IV presents the natural gradient method
in complex-valued neural networks, which is followed by our
conclusion in Section V.

II.

C OMPLEX -VALUED N EURAL N ETWORK M ODEL

This section describes the complex-valued neural network
model used in this paper. First, we will consider the following complex-valued neuron. The input signals, weights,
thresholds and output signals are all complex numbers. The
net input∑Un to a complex-valued neuron n is defined as:
Un =
m Wnm Xm + Vn , where Wnm is the complexvalued weight connecting the complex-valued neurons n and
m, Xm is the complex-valued input signal from the complexvalued neuron m, and Vn is the complex-valued threshold
value of the complex-valued neuron n. To obtain the complexvalued output signal, convert the net input Un into its real and
imaginary parts as follows: Un = x + iy = z, where i denotes
√
−1. The complex-valued output signal is defined to be
fC (z) = φ(x) + iφ(y),

(1)

where φ : R → R, (R denotes the set of real numbers).
Eq. (1) is often called a split-type complex-valued activation
function. Note that the activation function fC is not a regular
complex-valued function because the Cauchy-Riemann equations do not hold.
The complex-valued neural network used in this paper
consists of such complex-valued neurons described above.
Note that various types of activation functions other than
Eq. (1) can be considered naturally (for examples, the nonsplit-type (fully) one [10]).
III.

NATURAL G RADIENT M ETHOD

This section briefly describes the natural gradient proposed in
[2], [3]. Let S = {w ∈ RN } be a Riemannian space with
the Riemannian metric tensor G(w) = (gij (w)) on which a
function L(w) is defined. If
{
1
(i = j)
gij (w) =
(2)
0
(i ̸= j) ,
that is, G(w) is the unit matrix, then S is an Euclidean space.
Amari proved the following theorem [3].
Theorem 1: The steepest descent direction of L(w) in a
Riemannian space is given by
˜
−∇L(w)
= −G−1 (w)∇L(w)
(3)
where G−1 (w) = (g ij (w)) is the inverse of the metric
G(w) = (gij (w)) and ∇L is the conventional gradient,
)T
(
∂
∂
L(w), · · · ,
L(w)
,
(4)
∇L(w) =
∂w1
∂wN
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where the superscript T denotes the transposition.
−1

˜
∇L(w)
= G ∇L(w) is called the natural gradient
of L in the Riemannian space. The natural gradient descent
algorithm is given by
˜
wt+1 = wt − εt ∇L(w
t ),

(5)

where εt is the learning rate.

NATURAL G RADIENT IN C OMPLEX -VALUED N EURAL
N ETWORKS

In this section, the natural gradient is applied to the
complex-valued neural networks and the natural gradient descent algorithm is explicitly derived for a single complexvalued neuron.
A. Natural Gradient Learning in Complex-Valued Neural Networks
Let us consider a stochastic complex-valued multilayer
feedforward neural network with N input neurons, one output
neuron, and a learnable complex-valued vector parameter w =
(w1 , · · · , wN )T ∈ C N which consists of all the weights and
thresholds (C denotes the set of complex numbers). Assume
that the complex-valued input signal z = (z1 , · · · , zN )T ∈
C N is subject to an unknown probability distribution q(z),
and the complex-valued output signal y ∈ C is given by
y = gC (z, w) + n,

(6)

where gC is a complex function, and n = nR + inI is a
complex-valued random variable subject to a complex normal
distribution (or bivariate normal distribution) N (µ, Σ). The
model specifies the probability density of the input-output pair
as
p(z, y; w) = q(z) · p(y|z; w).
(7)
Define a loss function l(z, y; w) when input signal z is
processed by the stochastic complex-valued neural network
having parameter w as:
l(z, y; w)

def

=
=

˜ t , yt ; v t ),
v t+1 = v t − εt ∇l(z

− log p(z, y; w)
− log q(z) − log p(y|z; w).

(8)

Given the training set {(z t , yt ), t = 1, · · · , T }, minimizing
the loss function (Eq. (8)) is equivalent to maximizing the
probability that the stochastic complex-valued neural network
outputs the training output signal yt .
The space of all the probability distributions which the
above stochastic complex-valued neural network realizes, can
be regarded as a 2N -dimensional Riemannian space because
the complex-valued parameter consists of the two real-valued
parameters: the real-part and the imaginary part. Thus, the
information geometry [1] can be applied to the complex-vauled
case, too.

(9)

where {(z t , yt ) ∈ C N × C, t = 1, 2, · · · } is the sequence of
the complex-valued training signals, and
v

Amari derived the natural gradients explicitly in the case
of the space of real-valued perceptrons for neural learning, the
space of matrices for blind source separation, and the space
of linear dynamical systems for blind multichannel source
deconvolution [3].
IV.

The natural gradient descent algorithm for the complexvalued neural network is given by

= (v1 , · · · , v2N )T
= (Re[w1 ], · · · , Re[wN ], Im[w1 ], · · · , Im[wN ])T ,
(10)

def
˜
∇l(z,
y , v) = G−1 (v) · ∇l(z, y, v).

(11)

Eq. (11) is the natural gradient of l(z, y, v), and the usual
gradient ∇l(z, y, v) is given by
)T
(
∂l(z, y, v)
∂l(z, y, v)
def
,··· ,
∇l(z, y, v) =
∂v1
∂v2N
(
∂l(z, y, w)
∂l(z, y, w)
=
,··· ,
,
∂Re[w1 ]
∂Re[wN ]
)T
∂l(z, y, w)
∂l(z, y, w)
. (12)
,··· ,
∂Im[w1 ]
∂Im[wN ]
The Riemannian metric tensor G(v) is the Fisher information
matrix [3], and is given by
G(v)
gij (v)

=

(gij (v)),
(13)
]
[
∂ log p(z, y; v) ∂ log p(z, y; v)
·
. (14)
= E
∂vi
∂vj

B. Natural Gradient Learning in a Single Complex-Valued
Neuron
In this section, the natural gradient descent learning algorithm for a single complex-valued neuron is given.
Consider a stochastic complex-valued neuron with N inputs, weights wk = uk + ivk ∈ C (1 ≤ k ≤ N ), and a
threshold value γ = c + id ∈ C. Then, for N input signals
zk = xk + iyk ∈ C (1 ≤ k ≤ N ), the stochastic complexvalued neuron generates
(N
)
∑
y = fC
wk zk + γ + n
k=1

= X + iY

(15)

where fC : C → C is a so-called split-type complex-valued
activation function which is defined to be
fC (a + ib) = φ(a) + iφ(b)

(16)

for any a + ib ∈ C, and φ : R → R is suitably chosen, for
examle, the sigmoid function
φ(s) =

1
1 + e−s

was used in [11], and the scaled error function
∫ √s
2
2
2
φ(s) = √
e−t dt
π 0

(17)

(18)
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was used in [13]. n = nR + inI is a complex-valued
random variable subject to the complex normal distribution
(or bivariate normal distribution) N (µ, Σ) where
[ ]
0
µ =
,
(19)
0
[
]
σ 0
Σ =
.
(20)
0 σ

By simple calculations, we obtain
gij (θ) =

gij (θ) =
=

We assume that the input signal z = x + iy where
def
def
x = (x1 , · · · , xN )T , y = (y1 , · · · , yN )T is subject to the
multivariate complex normal distribution (or 2N -dimensional
normal distribution) N (0, I) where the variance covariance
matrix I is the unit matrix; denote its joint probability density
function by q(z). The loss function l(z, y; θ) is defined as
def

l(z, y; θ)

=
=

− log p(z, y; θ)
− log q(z) − log p(y|z; θ),

gij (θ) =

g2N +1,j (θ) =
(21)

=

where θ = (uT , v T , c, d)T , u = (u1 , · · · , uN )T , v =
(v1 , · · · , vN )T .

g2N +1,j (θ) =

Given the sequence of the complex-valued training signals
{(z t , yt ) ∈ C N × C, t = 1, 2, · · · }, the the natural gradient
descent algorithm for the stochastic complex-valued neuron is
given by

g2N +2,j (θ) =

def

θt+1 = θt − εt · G−1 (θt ) · ∇l(z t , yt ; θt ).

g2N +2,j (θ) =

(22)
g2N +1,2N +1 (θ) =

We shall calculate the Fisher information matirx G(θ) =
(gij (θ)). For any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2N + 2,
]
∂ log p(z, y; θ) ∂ log p(z, y; θ)
·
= E
∂θi
∂θj
[
]
∂ log p(y|z; θ) ∂ log p(y|z; θ)
= E
. (23)
·
∂θi
∂θj
[

gij (θ)

g2N +2,2N +1 (θ) =
=
g2N +2,2N +2 (θ) =

1 {
E[(φ′ (S))2 xi xj ]
σ2
}
+E[(φ′ (T ))2 yi yj ]
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ), (26)
1 {
′
2
E[(φ (S)) (−yi−N )xj ]
σ2
}
+E[(φ′ (T ))2 xi−N yj ]
gji (θ)
(N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N ), (27)
1 {
E[(φ′ (S))2 yi−N yj−N ]
σ2
}
+E[(φ′ (T ))2 xi−N xj−N ]
(N + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2N ), (28)
1
E[(φ′ (S))2 xj ]
σ2
gj,2N +1 (θ) (1 ≤ j ≤ N ),
(29)
1
E[(φ′ (S))2 (−yj−N )]
σ2
(N + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2N ),
(30)
1
E[(φ′ (T ))2 yj ]
(1 ≤ j ≤ N ),
σ2
(31)
1
′
2
E[(φ (T )) xj−N ]
σ2
(N + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2N ),
(32)
1
′
2
E[(φ (S)) ],
(33)
σ2
0
g2N +1,2N +2 (θ),
(34)
1
′
2
E[(φ (T )) ].
(35)
σ2

From Eqs. (26) – (35), we can rewrite G(θ) as
G(θ) =

(from Eq. (21))
Here, since nR is independent of nI ,
log p(y|z; θ) = log p((φ(S) + nR ) + i(φ(T ) + nI )|z; θ)
= log p(φ(S) + nR |z; θ)
+ log p(φ(T ) + nI |z; θ)
= log p(X|z; θ) + log p(Y |z; θ),
(24)
[∑
]
N
where
S
=
Re
T
=
k=1 wk zk + γ ,
[∑
]
N
Im
k=1 wk zk + γ . Thus, for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2N + 2,
]
∂ log p(X|z; θ) ∂ log p(X|z; θ)
·
∂θi
∂θj
[
]
∂ log p(X|z; θ) ∂ log p(Y |z; θ)
+2E
·
∂θi
∂θj
[
]
∂ log p(Y |z; θ) ∂ log p(Y |z; θ)
+E
·
. (25)
∂θi
∂θj
[

gij (θ)

=

where



def 
A(θ) = 

1
A(θ),
σ2

A11
A21
a31
a41

A12
A22
a32
a42

(36)

a13
a23



a14
a24


,

A44

(37)
= σ 2 · Eq. (27), A22 = σ 2 ·
A11 = σ 2 · Eq. (26), A21 =
Eq. (28), a13 = aT31 = σ 2 · Eq. (29), a32 = aT23 = σ 2 · Eq.
(30), a14 = aT41 = σ 2 · Eq. (31), a42 = aT24 = σ 2 · Eq. (32),
and
( 2
)
σ · Eq.(33)
Eq.(34)
A44 =
.
(38)
Eq.(34)
σ 2 · Eq.(35)
AT12

E

In what follows, each submatrix
of A(θ) (Eq. (37)) is
√
2 + · · · + u2 , v = ||v|| =
calculated.
Let
u
=
||u||
=
u
1
N
√
2 , u = u/u, v = v/v, and extend u , v
v12 + · · · + vN
1
1
1
1
to orthonormal bases {u1 , · · · , uN }, {v 1 , · · · , v N } for RN ,
respectively. Then, the real part x ∈ RN and the imaginary
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part y ∈ RN of the input signal z = x + iy ∈ C N can be
decomopsed as
N
∑

x=
y=

χi ui ,

i=1
N
∑

(39)

ψi v i .

(40)

(26) (A11 ) is given by
E[(φ′ (T ))2 yy T ] = E[(φ′ (v T x + uT y + d))2 yy T ]
= E[(φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d))2 (ψ1′ )2 ]u1 uT1
N
∑
+ E[(φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d))2 ]
ui uTi .
i=2

(52)

i=1

Then, noticing that χi , ψi ∼ N (0, 1), we have
E[χi χj ] = E[uTi xxT uj ] = uTi E[xxT ]uj
= uTi uj = δij ,
(41)
N
∑
xxT = χ21 u1 uT1 +
χ1 χi (u1 uTi + ui uT1 )

Thus, from Eqs. (45) and (52),
A11

i=2

+
uT · x
vT · y

=
=

N
∑

χi χj ui uTj ,

(42)

i,j=2
uT (χ1 u1 + · · · + χN uN ) = χ1 u,
v T (ψ1 v 1 + · · · + ψN v N ) = ψ1 v.

= E[(φ′ (S))2 xxT ] + E[(φ′ (T ))2 yy T ]
{
=
E[(φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c))2 χ21 ]
}
+ E[(φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d))2 ψ12 ] u1 uT1
{
+ E[(φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c))2 ]
+ E[(φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d))2 ]

(43)
(44)

i=2

+{d2 (u, v, c, d) − d0 (u, v, c, d)} ·

uuT
, (53)
u2

where
d0 (u, v, c, d)

def

=

i=2

(45)

ui uTi

= d0 (u, v, c, d) · I

From Eqs. (41) – (44), we find that the first term of Eq. (26)
(A11 ) is given by
E[(φ′ (S))2 xxT ] = E[(φ′ (uT x − v T y + c))2 xxT ]
= E[(φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c))2 χ21 ]u1 uT1
N
∑
+ E[(φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c))2 ]
ui uTi .

N
}∑

d2 (u, v, c, d)

def

=

Next, in order to calculate the second term of Eq. (26)
(A11 ), decompose the real part x ∈ RN and the imaginary
part y ∈ RN of the input signal z = x + iy ∈ C N as

E[{φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)}2 ]
+E[{φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d)}2 ],

(54)

′

E[{φ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)}2 χ21 ]
+E[{φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d)}2 (ψ1′ )2 ].
(55)

Similarly, we have
x=
y=

N
∑
i=1
N
∑

χ′i v i ,

(46)

ψi′ ui .

A21

= d11 (u, v, c, d) ·

A22

= AT12 ,
= d0 (u, v, c, d) · I

(47)

i=1

yy

T

=

δij ,

(48)

(ψ1′ )2 u1 uT1

+

N
∑

ψ1′ ψi′ (u1 uTi

+

ui uT1 )

a31
a32

i=2

+
v ·x
uT · y
T

=
=

(56)

+{d′2 (u, v, c, d) − d0 (u, v, c, d)} ·

Then, we have
E[ψi′ ψj′ ] =

vuT
uv

N
∑

ψi′ ψj′ ui uTj ,

(49)

i,j=2
T
v (χ′1 v 1 + · · · + χ′N v N ) = χ′1 v,
′
uT (ψ1′ u1 + · · · + ψN
uN ) = ψ1′ u.

(50)
(51)

From Eqs. (48) – (51), we find that the second term of Eq.

a41
a42
A44

=
=
=
=
=

d1x (u, v, c) · uT1
aT13 ,
−d1y (u, v, c) · v T1
aT23 ,
d′1y (u, v, d) · uT1

= aT14 ,
= d′1x (u, v, d) · v T1
= aT24 ,
(
)
d0 (u, v, c)
0
=
0
d′0 (u, v, d)

vv T
, (57)
v2
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
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where

where

d11 (u, v, c, d)
d′2 (u, v, c, d)
d1x (u, v, c)
d1y (u, v, c)

= E[{φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d)}2 χ′1 ψ1′ ]
− E[{φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)}2 χ1 ψ1 ], (63)

a11

=

= E[{φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)}2 ψ12 ]
+ E[{φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d)}2 (χ′1 )2 ], (64)

def

E[{φ′ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)}2 χ1 ],

def

=

′

def

E[{φ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)} ψ1 ],

=

′

(66)

2

E[{φ

+ d)} ψ1 ],

(67)

d′1x (u, v, d)

def

E[{φ′ (χ′1 v + ψ1′ u + d)}2 χ1 ],

(68)

+

ψ1′ u

2

=

=

(χ′1 v

(65)

def

d′0 (u, v, d)

=

def

d′1y (u, v, d)
d0 (u, v, c)

(

A11

′

def

E[{φ (χ1 u − ψ1 v + c)} ],

=

′

def

=

E[{φ

(χ′1 v

+

ψ1′ u

2

(69)

2

(70)

+ d)} ].

a12

a21

a22

We compute the inverse of A(θ) (Eq. (37)) using the
following formula used in [13].

A12

Lemma 1:
A22
(

B 11
B 21

B 12
B 22

)−1

(
=

B 11
B 21

B 12
B 22

)
,

(71)

E
F

provided

G

̸ 0
|B 11 | =
̸ 0, |B 22 − B 21 B −1
11 B 12 | =

(72)
H
k

where

B 11
B 22,1
B 22
B 12

−1
−1
−1
= B −1
11 + B 11 B 12 B 22,1 B 21 B 11 ,

= B 22 −
= B −1
22,1 ,

B 21 B −1
11 B 12 ,

(73)
(74)
(75)

−1
= (B 21 )T = −B −1
11 B 12 B 22,1 .

k1

(76)
k2
2

By using Lemma 1, we have

A(θ)

−1

(
=

A11
A21

l1

A12
A22

)
,

(77)

=

=

=

=

)
a11 a12
,
a21 a22
{
(
)
1
I
+ G+
+ G (m1 l1 + m2 l2 )
d0
d0
} T
uu
+H(m1 l3 + m2 l4 )
,
u2
{
H + H(m1 l1 + m2 l2 ) +
(
)
} T
1
uv
+ E (m1 l3 + m2 l4 )
,
d0
uv
)
{
(
1
+ G (m3 l1 + m4 l2 ) +
H+
d0
} T
vu
H(m3 l3 + m4 l4 )
,
vu
I
+ {E + H(m3 l1 + m4 l2 )
d0
(
)
} T
1
vv
+
+ E (m3 l3 + m4 l4 )
,
d0
v2
)
(
l1 u/u l2 u/u
l3 v/v l4 v/v

(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

(82)

= (A21 )T ,
(83)
)
(
1
k2 −k
,
(84)
=
−k k1
k1 k2 − k 2
d2
1
(85)
=
− ,
′
2
d2 d2 − d11
d0
1
1
=
− ,
(86)
d2 (
d0
)
1 + 2F
= Ed211
+ F2
d0
(
)
1
d211
2
F + 2F + 2 + F,
(87)
+
d0
d
(
)( 0
)
1
1
= −d11
+E
+F ,
(88)
d0
d0
)
(
1
= −d1x d′1y
+ G − H(d1y d′1y − d1x d′1x )
d0
)
(
1
′
+E ,
(89)
+d1x d1y
d
)
( 0
1
= d0 − d21x
+G
d0
)
(
1
2
+2Hd1x d1y − d1y
+E ,
(90)
d
(
) 0
1
= d′0 − d′2
+G
1y
d0
)
(
1
,
(91)
+
E
−2Hd′1x d′1y − d′2
1x
d
{
( 0
)
1
d1x
=
−k2
+ Gd1x − Hd1y
2
k1 k2 − k
d0
( ′
)}
d1y
′
′
+k
+ Gd1y + Hd1x
,
(92)
d0
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l2

l3

l4

m1

m2

m3

m4

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

)
{ (
d1x
1
+
Gd
−
Hd
k
1x
1y
k1 k2 − k 2
d0
( ′
)}
d1y
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− k1
,
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d0
(
)}
d′
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)
{ (0
1
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−
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k
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−
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d0
(
)}
′
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1
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)
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d
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) 0 )}
1
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d0
{ (
(
))
1
1
k
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+
l
+
E
2
1
3
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d
(
(
))}0
1
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,
d
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(
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1
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We have developed the natural gradient descent method for
the multilayer stochastic complex-valued neural networks, and
derived the natural gradient for a single stochastic complexvalued neuron. Since we assume that the variance σ12 for the
real part of the complex-valued additive noise is equal to that
σ22 for the imaginary, the Riemannian metric tensor is given
by G(θ) = (1/σ 2 )A(θ) where A(θ) does not depend on
σ 2 = σ12 = σ22 . The situation is, however, not the same if
σ1 ̸= σ2 . And also, the Riemannian metric tensor will be more
complicated if the covariance is not zero.
In future studies, based on the results of this paper, we
will derive the natural gradient descent algorithm for the
three-layered stochastic complex-valued neural network, and
make clear its properties via computer simulations. Since
there exist many singular points in the three-layered stochastic
complex-valued neural network [7], it is expected that the
complex-valued natural gradient method improves its learning
performance dramatically. And also, it has been shown that
there exist singular points in the polar variable complex-valued
neurons [8]. We will apply the natural gradient method to the
polar variable complex-valued neurons.
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